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"It is impossible to read this book without loving the
writer and pondering his wonderful solution of the great
mysteries that have troubled us all our lives. There is hardly a family to be found that has not lost some loved one
who died outside the Church--outside the plan of salvation,
and, if Calvinism be true, outside of all hope and inside of
eternal torment and despair. We smother our feelings and
turn away from the horrible piaure. We dare not deny
the faith of our fathers, and yet can it be possible that the
good mother and her wandering child are forever separated ?-forever and forever ?
'r I believe it is the rigidity of these teachings that makes
atheists and infidels and skeptics-makes Christians unhappy and brings their gray hairs down in sorrow to the grave
--a lost child, a lost soul !
"This wonderful book makes no assertions that are not
well sustained by the Scriptures. It is built up stone by
stone, and upon every stone is the text, and it becomes a
pyramid of God's love, and mercy, and wisdom. There
is nothing in the Bible that the author denies or doubts,
but there are many texts upon which he throws a flood of
light that dispels many dark and gloomy forebodings. I
see that editors of leading journals, and many orthodox
ministers of different denominations, have indorsed it and
have confessed to this new and comforting light that has
dawned upon the interpretation of God's book. Then let
every man read and ponder and take comfort, for we are all
prisonen of hope. This is an age of advanced thought,
and more thinking is done than ever before-men dare
to think now. Light-more light, is the watchword.
C. T. SMITH.("B. Arp.")
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PREFACE.
In presenting this, the third volume of the MILLENNIAL
DAWNseries, to those who have already read the preceding
volumes, The Plan of the Ages and The Time is of
H a d , we feel that we are for the most part handing it to
friends; for our experience justifies us in supposing that
only the friends of our God and the friends of the Truth
would be interested enough to pursue the study further. To
such we offer Christian greeting, and express the trust that
they have made the subjeAs already treated their own, by a
careful and prayerful examination of them in the light of
God's Word, to such an extent that the " strong meat " of
present truth will be not only digestible, but also palatable
and strengthening-" meat in due season."
Such readers need not be urged to read this volume conneeedly, closely, critically ; for we have heard from many
how they have read the preceding volumes, some twice or
three times, others eight, ten and even twelve times, with
increasing interest and profit. Nor is this to be wondered
at when we remember that, to his holy ones, God's Word
is always new every morning, and fresh every evening, and
that the volumes of MILLENNIAL
DAWNpresent merely the
. .
. .
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.
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harmonious arrangement of the teachings of the Word of
the Lord.
Some have urged greater haste in the writing and publishing of the several volumes of this series, and, to a large
extelit, I have shared the same feelings of impatience ; but
my observations of the Lord's dealings and leadings and
unfoldings of his plan are gradually convincing me that he
has not shared our impatience. Indeed, I can clearly trace
his hand in some of the hindrances encountered, and can
realize that by the delay I have been enabled to grasp the
subjeas more thoroughly, and to present them more fully,
than if the work had been hastened more.
Not only has this delay thus worked for my good and
yours, but in another way also. It has afforded time for a
more thorough digestion of the truths of each volume, and
thereby has given to the faithful student the very necessary
preparation for that which was to follow. And not only so,
but it has also given opportunity for prnRicing the lessons
learned, and for exercising the talents of each in spreading
the advancing light before others of God's saints.
To how great an extent this use of your talents in serving the Truth has progressed, few can know, and for your
encouragement, I must tell you: One hundred thousand
copies of the first volume had been published before the
second volume was ready ;and now, before the third volume
is published, the issues of the first volume have run over two
hundred thousand copies, and of the second volume over
thirty-six thousand copies.
These figures, however, only feebly express the thought
we would impress ; for other books (though very few) have
had as great a run as these. The difference is that other
books are generally sold through book-stores, merely as a
matter of merchandise ; while, there being almost no demand
for such reading matter among either Christians or worldly
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people-the former not being sufficiently awake to apprcciate the deep things of God's Word, and the latter wholly
indifferent-not five hundred copies of the above two hundred and thirty-six thousand were sold through book-stores.
How then, you ask, were so many disposed of?
Those who have become deeply interested in the truths
therein presented have disposed of the others. Some get
them in quantities and send them to their friends in all parts
of the world, writing them letters to awaken their interest,
so that they too may read and know the "good tidings
of great joy." Others purchase in quantities, and, taking
what time they can spare each week, visit house after house
and loan a copy of VOL.I. for a week or two, saying a few
words to awaken or deepen an interest in the subjea. One
lady, beginning in a small way, has now over one hundred
copies of VOL.I. constantly on loan in the hands of everchanging readers.
Others, so situated that they can do so, have sacrificed
their prospeAs for earthly riches, or fame, or ease, or selfish, earthly pleasures, and, accepting the arrangement of
the T ' e r TraR Socieiy for their mere living necessities,
have left all to preach the gospel as colporteurs, seeking to
put these books into the hands of God's consecrated people
everywhere. Others, unable to devote as much time as
they would like to the service of good tidings, have voluntarily given financial aid to the spread of the work.
Thus, variously, some in one way and some in another,
all who love and appreciate the truth are constantly serving
it, and feel that they can never do enough-that they can
never do all that they wish they could do to spread the
knowledge and honor of so gracious a God, so mighty a
Savior and so wonderful a plan of salvation for the Church
and for the world.
These, dear friends, are the honored agencies which God

is raising up to scatter these harvest truths-to reap the
ripe wheat of his Church, now, in the harvest of the Goepel age. To be employed by the Lord in any part of his
work is certainly an inestimablefavor and blessing to such as
know this joy, even though they be misunderstood by others
and their motives impugned by those wh0.m the god of this
world hath blinded by error, superstition and selfishness.
The Scripture quotations of this volume are not always
those of the common version, which is not always the best.
We have followed it in the main, however, departing from
it only in cases where clearness of sense demanded.
That the study of the truths herein presented may prove
as great a blessing to the reader as their presentation has
been to the writer; and that all may appreciate the fa&
that the real author of these jewels of truth is God, who
now makes them known to such as have "an ear to hear,"
at the hands of his willing servants, because the due time
has come; and that each, as he hears the good tidings that
God's Kingdom is come, may thereby be strengthened and
enabled to become a more faithful servant of the Lord, in
heralding the truth, and in overcoming the worldly se&arian spirit of our time, and in purifying his own heart and
life, is the desire and prayer of
Your servant in Christ, our Redeemer and King,
CHARLEST. RUSSELL.
Alltghcny, Pa.. U: S. A.
May rst, 1891.
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"THY KINGDOM COME."
CHAPTER I.

-

I Y ~ R T A N COFBTABK I N G D O M . ~ L A SOF
S BMEN
S INTKRESTBD
IN IT.-CLASOBS
OPPOSEDm IT, AND WHY OPPOSBD.-PROXIMITY
OF T ~ E
KINGDOM,-ITS
HBAVBNLY.-ITSPRESENTESTABLISHMENT.
GLORY

HE most momentous event of earth's history is the establishment of God's Kingdom among men, in the
hands of our Lord Jesus and his sele&ed joint-hein, the
overcomers of the Gospel Church. This great event, toward which, as shown in previous volumes of MILLENNIAL
DAWN,all of God's promises and types point, we now see
to be not only at hand, but just upon us. None of those
awake to these faas, and who properly or even partially realize them, and whose hearts are in full sympathy with God's
great plan of the ages, and who see that God's panacea for
the sin and misery and dying of the groaning creation is to
be applied by this Kingdom, can possibly feel other than
an absorbing interest in the fa&, the time and the manner
of its establishment.
All who trust implicitly for the fulfilment of the prayer
our Lord himself taught us to offer-"Thy Kingdom come,
Thy will be done on earth as it is done in heavenH-must
feel the liveliest interest in the fulfilment of their request,
if they prayed from the heart-in spirit and in truth.
We con see that even the world, if it could but realize
the true
uld hail it at once,
as they
blessing, bringing
%,A!7
I . . .
.
, ,,
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with it the precious favors of the golden Millennia1 age, so
long desired.
But one general class could possibly be opposed to this
rule of righteousness. This class embraces all who love not
the golden rule of love, and who, instead of loving others
as themselves, are willing to see others crushed, oppressed
and denied their rights and the reasonable rewards and comforts of toil in order that they may luxuriate extravagantly,
i i wantonly'' (James 5 :I-),
in more than heart could wish
or reason ask. These hold to the present arrangement of
society with a death clutch, and seem instinaively to dread
the promised kingdom of Messiah. And, with these, the
wish is father to the thought, that it will never come.
As David said, Their inward thought is, that their houses
[families] are to be forever, their dwelling-places from generation to generation ; they call them by their own names
in [various] countries. . . This their way is their folly :
yet their posterity approve their sayings."-Psa. 49 :I I, 13.
Disbelieving or ignoring the multiplied testimony of the
prophets touching this Kingdom-for it was always the
theme of them all : Spoken by the mouth of all his holy
prophets since the world began " (AAs 3 :21)-many seem
to dread the Kingdom, and to instinAively feel the truth,
that if God should establish his Kingdom it would rule in
justice ; and that if justice were meted out, many of earth's
rulers would change places with their subjeAs, or, perhaps,
be put into prison ; and many of the great and lordly and
purse-proud and flattered would be stripped of glory and
honor and wealth ill-gotten, and be seen in their true light,
as ignoble. These dread, though they do not believe the
testimony, that There is nothing covered that shall not be
revealed, and hid, that shall not be known." (Matt. 10:26.)
And with these ignoble ones-unjust stewards of wealth and
power, in the final use of which they are not iiwise" as the

.
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one commended for prudence in the parable (Luke 16: 1-9)
--stands a yet larger class, without whom they would fall.
This large class, which has not, perhaps, at present more
than its reasonable share of honor, office, wealth and comfort, has hope, however slim, of some day being able to roll
in luxury, the envied patrons of the "common herd."
Ignoble these : the slaves of selfish vanity and toys of fickle
fortune. And of these-alas I 'tis true-are some who wear
the name of Christ, the poor man's friend, and who with
their lips ask only daily bread, and pray with solemn
mockery, "Thy Kingdom come," while in their every look
and a& and dealing with their fellow-men they show how
much they love the present unjust rule, and how, rejoicing
in unrighteousness, they would not gladly have Christ's
Kingdom come.
Strange it is-in marked contrast to the attitude of many
of God's professed children-that not infrequently we find
some " Socialists'' and others-who rejea "Churchianity,"
and with it too frequently the Bible, and all faith in a revealed religion, yet who really grasp someof the fundamental
principles of righteousness -recognizing man's common
brotherhood, etc., as some of their writings most beautifully show. They seem to be expeAing and striving for
the social equality and generally favorable conditions repeatedly promised in Scripture as the result of the establishment of Christ's Kingdom among men, when God's
will shall be done on earth. And yet, poor Socialists, it
would appear that often their advocacy of liberal dealings
and equality is largely the offspring of their poverty and
appreciated lack of the average comforts and advantages,
rather than the outgrowth of principle; for, let one of
them inherit or acquire great wealth, and he is almost sure
to abandon his socialistic theories.
Vaycircumspe6tly ought those saints to walk who pray,

.
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Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth," l e t
their prayers be mere mockeries of lip-service, to which
their hearts and lives do not consent. "Out of thine own
mouth will I judge thee," represents one of the most
searching and severe reproofs which the Judge will pronounce against some who have professed to be his servants
and to long for his Kingdom of love and justice. Let all
who thus pray for and believe in the coming reign of righteousness even now square their aEtions and words by its
just precepts, as far as in them lies.
Those who have caught the force of the lessons of the
preceding volumes will see that God's Kingdom will not
I>e one of outward, visible, earthly splendor, 1)ut of power
and divine glory. This Kingdom has already come into
executive authority, although it has not yet conquered and
displaced the kingdoms of this world, whose lease of power
has not yet expired. Hence it has not yet romr into full
control of earthly dominion. Its establishment is in progress, however, as indicated by the signs of the times, as well
as by the prophecies considered in the previous volume
and others examined in this volume.
Succeeding chapters will present prophecies marking
various stages of the preparation of the nominal church and
the world for the Kingdom, and call attention to some of
those most momentous changes foretold to take place during the time of its eatal~lishment-than which nothing could
be more important or morc deeply interesting to those living saints who arc: IonKing for the l~romisedjoint-heirship
in this Kingtlo~n,rrnd w!ekil)~1 0 1* en~ngedin co-operation
with the Mutar, 1I1t: (:hicf-kcul)c!r arltl King, in the work
now due and in 1)rogrm.
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Time of the End," a period of one hundred and

The Day of His
particularly marked in the Scriptures.
Preparation " is another name given to the same period,
because in it a general increase of knowledge, resulting in
discoveries, inventions, etc., paves the way to the coming
Millennium of favor, making ready the mechanical devices
which will economize labor, and provide the world in general with time and conveniences, which under Christ's
reign of righteousness will be a blessing to all and aid in
filling the earth with the knowledge of the Lord. And it
is a day or period of preparation in another sense also ; for
by the increase of knowledge among the masses, giving to
all a taste of liberty and luxury, before Christ's rule is established to rightly regulate the world, these blessings will
gradually become agencies of class-power and will result in
the uprising of the masses and the overthrow of corporative
Trusts, etc., with which will fall also all the present dominions of earth, civil and ecclesiastical. ~nd'thusthe pres13
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ent is a day of preparation (through such an overthrow)
for the establishment of the universal dominion of the
Kingdom of God so long prayed for.
The last forty years of the Time of the End is called
the " End " or Harvest " of the Gospel age, as we read,
"The HARVEST i s the END of the age." (Matt. 13:sg.)
To the foretold general charaAer and events of this period
we will shortly call particular attention, reserving the special featuresof the harvest, however, for a subseqent chapter.
Though our information pointing out the date of this
period is furnished in Daniel's prophecy, we know that he
understood nothing at all concerning it, as he said : " I
heard, but I understood not." (Dan. I 2 :8.) In answer to
his anxious inquiries he was told that the words were closed
up and sealed until the Time of the End. It follows, therefore, that no one could understand the prophecy before
1799; and before leaving the subjeA we shall show that the
prophecy indicates that it would not begin to be understood
before 1829, nor reach a clear unfolding until 1875.
Chapter xi. of Daniel's prophecy is devoted to the nota..
ble events leading down to this period, the Time of the
End, while chapter xii. leads on from there to the End 01.
Harvest. Students of prophecy will notice the peculia
manner in which the date of the beginning of the Time 01'
the End is given-a manner remarkable both for its exaAness in fixing the date, and also for its concealment, until
the appointed time for it to be understood. And after this
point of time is thus peculiarly marked in chapter xi., without a name or a date being stated, chapter xii. produces three
periods of time, I 260, 1290 and 1335 prophetic days, which
corroborate and establish the lesson of chapter xi., that the
beginning of the Time of the End was in the year I 799.
And, although chapter xi. touches upon some of the
most prominent charaAers and events of history, as we
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shall show, yet its testimony is ?till sealed to very many prophetic students because the central item of the prophecy,
upon which much depends, has already had a seeming fulfilment. This manner of covering or hiding a prophecy
until its due time to be revealed is by no means uncommon.
And so confident have some prophetic students of the past
felt that this central item has already been fulfilled, that in
our English Bibles, common version, the marginal reference
reads -" Fulfilled I 71 to 168 B.c." The passage (Dan. I I :
31) reads, "Arms shall stand on his part, and they shall defile the San&uary of strength and shall take away the daily
[literally, the continual ] sacrifice, and they shall place [or
set up] the abomination that maketh desolate [or the desolating abomination]."
The claim is that this prophecy was fulfilled by Antiochus Epiphanes, a Syrian king, when he forcibly entered
Jerusalem and stopped the sacrificings to God in the Temple, and placed in the temple the idol of Jupiter Olympus.
This seeming fulfilment of the prophecy is sufficient to
satisfy the general student, contented to believe what he is
told ; and it causes him to lose interest in the prophecy as
one fulfilled in the far past and of no special interest to him.
But the earnest student will note that it was foretold (verse
14) that the robbers of Daniel's people would indeed attempt to fulfil the vision (or would seemingly fulfil it), but
would fail; and, further, that the Time of the End was a
fixed time ( v e y 35); and that a full and corre& interpretation could not be had until then. Hence such will not
expea correA interpretations from the past. And neither
will the careful student overlook the fa& that our Lord
drew attention to this very prophecy two hundred years
after its claimed fulfilment, and told us to expea its fulfilment fufsrrt, saying, " Ye shall see [future] -the abominathe holy place." (Matt. 24:
tion of desolatioq.
"I:

3, 15.) Our Lord even added a caution, that we should
take heed and not be mistaken regarding the real abomination, saying, " Whoso readeth let him understand."
We trust that the evidences presented in the preceding
volume have made clear the fa& that the great Papal system is the desolating abomination which for centuries has
despoiled both the world and the Church, in the name of
Christ's kingdom. Truly it has long been "standing in
the holy place
in the temple of God, the Christian
Church. Thank God for the privilege of seeing its abominable charaAeristics more and more clearly, that we may
flee from all its errors. Thank God that its days are numbered, and that the cleansed sanAuary (Dan. 8 : 14) will
soon be exalted and filled with the glory of God.
With this introduaion, we proceed to examine Daniel
xi. in consecutive order.
Verse 2 begins with the Medo-Persian empire, the fourth
and last king being Darius 111. Codomanus.
The mighty king of verse 3 is Alexander the Great, of
Greece, concerning whom the following scrap of history
from Willard will be read with interest. He says :"Alexander the Great, having invaded Judea, sent a mandate to Jerusalem to furnish his army with provisions and
troops. Jaddus, then the high-priest, returned for answer,
that he had sworn allegiance to the king of Persia, and
could not desert his cause while he lived. Alexander, as
soon as the siege of Tyre was completed, marched to Jemsalem to take vengeance for this refusal. Apprised of his
purpose, and utterly unable to contend with him, the highpriest in his distress cried to heaven for prote&ion. Being instructed by a vision in the night, he threw open the
gates of the city and strewed the way with flowers. Clothing
h~mselfin the splendid vestments of the Levitical priesthood, he went forth to meet the conqueror, followed by all
the priests robed in white. Alexander met him, bowed,
and worshiped. Being asked by his astonished friend, why
he, whom others adored, should adore the high-priest, he
JJ-
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answered, ' I do not adore him, but the God whose minister he is. I knew him, as soon as I saw his habit, to be the
same whom I saw in a vision in Macedonia, when I meditated the conquest of Persia; and he then assured me that
his God would go before me and give me success.' Alexander then embraced the priests, walking in the midst of
them, and thus entering Jerusalem; where, in the most
solemn manner, he offered sacrifices in the temple. TAe
hbhh-pn'cst then showed him the prophecy 4 Daniel, a d interpreted it to foreshow that the Persian power shouM be
everfhrown by him. ' '
Though Alexander conquered the world in the short period
of thirteen years, the kingdom did not continue as one nation in his family after his death, but was divided by his
four generals and broken into fragments generally, as stated
in verse 4.
Notice here the correspondence of this prophecy with
that of Dan. 8:3-9, 20-25. Here it is shown that out of
one of the divisions of Alexander's empire (compare verses
8, g and 21) would come forth a little horn" or power,
which would become exceedingly great. This evidently refers to Rome, which rose to influence upon the ruins of
Greece. From being an insignificant subjeA whose ambassadors hastened to acknowledge the Grecian supremacy,
and to becomepart of the enpire at the feet of Alexander
the Great, Rome rose gradually to supremacy.
The history which is told in few words in Dan. 8:9, ro
is related with greater detail in chapter I I :5-19. In this detailed account, Egypt is spoken of as the King 4 the Soufh ;
while the Grecians, and afterward the Romans, their successors in power, or the new horn out of Greece, are designated the King of the Norfh. Woven between these, linked
now with the one and again with the other, is the history
of God's people-Daniel's people-in whose ultimate blessing, as promised by God, Daniel trusted. It is tedious and
ttll~leaamyto trace this history in its many details of con-
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0iAs between Alexander's generals and their successors,until
vene I 7,which refers toCleopatra,queen of Egypt. And since
all are agreed thus far, we need go no farther into the past.
At verse 18 those who claim that verse 31 applies to Antiochus Epiphanes continue to apply the prophecy to the
little squabbles and battles between Seleucus, Philopater,
Antiochus Epiphanes and Ptolemeus Philomater down to
the end of the chapter-as the Jews were evidently accustomed to apply it. The Jews, continuing this interpretainto chapter xii., would have strong grounds for e x p d i n g
deliverance by Messiah speedily; and so we read that at
the time of our Lord's birth " all men were in expe&ationH
of him, and through him of their deliverance from the Roman yoke. Rut from verse 18 onward, we who see the
real " abomination'' part company from them, and understand the prophecy merely to touch prominent chara&ers
down to Papacy; and then, touching and identifying it, to
pass on to the end of its power to persecute, and to mark
that date by a detailed account of one of the most noted
charaAers of history-Napoleon Bonaparte.
But it may be asked, Why this change of the particular
method of the preceding verses, to touch only prominent
features of history. We answer, that this has been part of
God's method of sealing and closing the prophecy. Resides, every thing in prophecy was so arranged as not t o
stumble Israel at the first advent. Had the minutise and
detail of twenty centuries been spread out as is that prophecy contained in verses 3 to 17 of this chapter, it would
have been long, tedious and beyond comprehension ; and
it would have given the Jews and the early Christian church
an idea of the length of time before the Kingdom of God
should come ; and this was not God's purpose.
Proceeding, then, we understand verses I 7-19 to apply
to the times and incidents in which Mark Antony and Cle-
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o p t r a figured, when Antony fell, and Egypt ("King of
the South") was swallowed up in the Roman empire. Verse
20 we apply to Augustus Cssar, who was noted for his systematic colleAion of large taxes from all tributary nations,
and whose exaaions of taxes, in Judea and throughout the
then civilized world, are noted in Scripture in conneAion
with the birth of our Lord. (Luke 2 : I.) The statement,
a C~esarAugustus sent forth a decree that all the world
should be taxed," corresponds faithfully to the description
-" There shall stand up in his estate a raiser of taxes in the
g l o v of the kingdom." This latter part of the description
also fits exaAly ; for the period of Augustus Csesar's reign is
noted in history as the mostglorious epoch of the great Roman empire, and is called " the golden age of Rome."
Another translation of verse 2 0 reads: " There will stand
up in his place one who will cause the exaAor of taxes to
#ass through thcglon'ous land of the kingdom." This would
seem to apply specially to Palestine, and would make this
fit exaAly to the record in Luke. Rut both applications are
correA : It was the glorious time of the Roman Empire,
and tax colleAors were caused to pass through the land of
Palestine-the glorious land of the kingdom. Furthermore,
be it noted that Augustus Csesar was the first ruler to introduce to the world a systentatized taxation.
We read further of this prominent ruler-"Within
few
days he shall be broken, neither in anger nor in battle."
Of Augustus Casar it is recorded that he died a quiet death,
while his predecessor and his seven successors in imperial
power died violent deaths. His death was within a few
years after he had reached the zenith of his power and had
caused " the exaAor of taxes to pass through the glorious
land of the kingdom."
Verse 21 fitly describes Tiberiw Caesar, the successor of
Augustus : " There w i l l
place a despicable
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person, to whom they shall not give the honor of the kingdom; but he shall come in peaceably and obtain the kingdom by flatteries." Let us here note how the historic account of Tiberius agrees with the above by the prophet.
Says White: " Tiberius was fifty-six years old when he
ascended the throne, professing p a t unwillingnss to take
upon him its important cares. .
All restraint being now
removed, the tyrant gave loose reign to his cruel and sensual passions. "
Says Willard : "At first he dissembled and appeared to
govern with moderation ; but the mask soon dropped.
The senate, to whom he transferred all the political rights
of the people, had become degraded, and thus obsequiously
sanaioned his a&s and offered the incense of perpetual
flattery to the man who filled their streets with blood. I t
was under the administration of this most debaseti of men,
that our Lord Jesus Christ was crucified in Judea."
These piAures fit exaaly the prophet's description,
a With
and are further confirmed by the next verse-22.
the powers of an overflow [flood] will they [all opposers]
be swept away before him, and be broken; yea, also the
Prince ofthe Covenant." This last statement seems unmistakably to refer to our Lord Jesus, who, as above noted by
the historian, was crucified under the administration of T i berius by his representative, Pilate, the Roman governor
of Judea, and by Roman soldiers.
('And after the league made with him [the Senate recognizing him as emperor] he shall work deceitfully ; for he
will come up and become strong with a small number of
people. [Tiberius organized the P r ~ f o r i a nGuard, a t
first of ro,ooo, afterward doubled. This small number of
people, as the emperor's body-guard, was continually a t
Rome and under his control. By it he overawed the people and the senate, abolished popular eleaions, assemblies,
etc.] He shall enter peaceably even upon the fatteat
places of the province, and he shall do that which hie
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fathers have not done, nor his father's fathers; he shall
scatter ainong them the prey, and spoil, and riches: and
he shall think thoughts against the strong holds, even for
a time. "-Verses 23, 24.
It was the policy of both Augustus and his successors to
preserve peacefully the control of the dominions previously
gained, rather than to seek by conquest further additions ;
and, to secure this hold, it was their policy to divide the
spoil by appointing local governors, with dignity and authority, whose tenure of office was made to depend upon the
preservation of order in their provinces, their fealty to the
Casars and the prompt colleAion of taxes. They no longer,
as at first, pursued the policy of sacking and plundering the
world merely to carry the spoils as trophies to Rome. Ry
this diplomatic policy, by thus oreca casting devices," Rome
now ruled the world more completely and with greater
prestige than when her armies went hither and thither.
It should be recognized that while the prophecy has particularized, and in the cases of Augustus and Tiberius has
almost individualized the account, yet this .has been only
a means to an end. The end to be accomplished is to mark
the time of transfer of universal dominion, from Greece to
Rome, from the four generals of Alexander the Great, representing four divisions of that empire (the " four horns"
of the Grecian goat" mentioned in Daniel 8:8), to the
Roman empire, which was at that time and previously a
part of Grecia. These four generals who succeeded Alexander the Great are no less distinAly marked in history
than in prophecy.* The historian t says :" The [Grecian] empire was now divided into four parts,
and one part assigned to each of the generals who formed
*Thc division among there four is distinaly referred to in Daniel
8:8nnd11:4,5.
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From the year B. C. 30, when Augustus C w r made Egypt
a Roman province, no hostilities occurred between the two
countries until Queen Zenobia, a descendant of Cleopatra,
about A. D. 269, claimed and exercised its control. Her
reign was short; Aurelian, the Roman emperor, conquering her in A. D. 2 7 2 . The historian says: ( < Syria, Egypt
and Asia Minor acknowledged the sway of Zenobia, Queen
of Palmyra. But she had to cope with the superior force
of the empire and the military skill of the first captain of
the age. Yet Aurelian writes of her, 'The Roman people
speak in contempt of the war, which I am waging against
a woman. They are ignorant both of the chara&er and
fame of Zenobia. It is impossible to describe her warlike
preparations and her desperate courage. ' " Firmus, the
ally of Zenobia in Egypt, was speedily vanquished and put
to death, and Aurelian returned to Rome covered with
honor and with great
- wealth as described in verse 2 C U T h e n
will he return into his land with great riches, and his heart
will be against the holy covenant, and he shall do [various]
exploits and return to his own land."
As an evidence of the riches he accumulated, note an extra& from Gibbon's account of his march of triumph through
the streets of Rome. H e says :"The wealth of Asia, the arms and ensigns of conquered
nations, and the magnificent plate and wardrobe of the Syrian queen, were disposed in exa& symmetry or artful disorder.
The beautiful figure of Zenobia was confined
in fetters of gold ; a slave supported the gold chain which
ehcircled her neck, and she almost fainted under the intolerable weight of jewels. She preceded on foot the magnificent chariot in which she once hoped to enter the gates
of Rome. ' '
As to the Prophet's statement, that on his return his
oly covenant [Christianity],

...
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Aurelian, although immoderately given to idolatry, and
possessing a strong aversion to the Christians, yet devised
no measure for their injury during four years. But in the
fifth year of his reign, either from his own superstition, or
prompted by the superstition of others, he prepared t o pasecute them : and, had he lived, so cruel and ferocious us
his disposition, and so much was he influenced by the p r i m
and the admirers of the gods, that his persecution would
have been more cruel than any of the preceding. But before his new ediAs had reached all the provinces he was
assassinated; and therefore only a few Christians suffered
for their piety under him."
This persecuting spirit against Christianity was manifested
afer his return from the conquest, as indicated in the prophecy. Aurelian was a worshipper of the sun, and he ascribed
his viAory over Zenobia to the sun ; and immediately aRer
the battle he repaired to the magnificent temple, dedicated
to the sun, to acknowledge the favor. As the Christians
deemed the sun unworthy of worship, it is presumed that
their refusal to participate in this sun-worship was the provocation of his sudden and violent opposition.
Verse 26 : "Yea, they that eat of his food will bring his
downfall : and his army shall overflow : and many shall fall
down slain." Aurelian was assassinated by his own generals ; his army was successful, though many were slain.
Verse 2 7 applies not to Rome and Egypt, but to fwo
kings orpowers in the Roman empire-the Imperial powgradually dying, and the Clerical power slowly coming t o
life and ambition. Each sought to use the other for its own
selfish ends, while denying such designs. It reads: "Arrd
the heart of the two kings shall be to do mischief, and they
shall speak lies at one table; but it shall not prosper [then],
because as yet the end is unto another time." Or, to express
the thought more plainly, a certain period of 1260 years
had been appointed of God as the length of papacy's- per* History of Christianity, Vol. II., page 101.
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secuting power; hence the union or league between the
clergy and the civil power could " not prosfir " then, because the 1260 years counted from that date would bring
" the end " too soon ; therefore it must be put off, or held
back, and allowed to come about gradually by the decay
of the empire in Italy. We see on the pages of ecclesiastical history the scheming of the Christian bishops forpaucr
in the Roman empire ; and evidently the emperors debated
much whether it would not be to their advantage to recognize the new religion. Apparently Constantine merely aAed
out, at a riper time, what others had more or less thought
of. But even Constantine was hindered by the temper of
the people from accomplishing at once and as rapidly as
was desired a union of the forces of church and state.
We regard verses 29 and 30 as a parenthesis, thrown in
to conceal the meaning for a time by breaking the order of
the narrative, and believe it to apply to a then far future
collision between the representatives of the Roman empire
and Egypt. No further confliA between these would occur
except one, and it would be just at " the time appointed"
-the time of the end, I 799. For this reason we will leave
the examination of these verses until considering that last
battle between them, as detailed in verses 40-45.
Verse 31 conneAs with the thought of verse 27, and we
recognize it as referring to the more successful of the two
powers in thc Roman empire-Papacy.
Having traced history through notable individual rulers down to Aurelian,
and having introduced us to the two antagonistic rulerships
--civil and ecclesiastical-which arose shortly after, the
predominance of Papacy, its charaAer and its work, as related to God's truth and Church, are next pointed out,-being represented as one king or power, regardless of its various and changing popes
CQlLtCIt
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between the civil

victorious ; and the prophecy reads, "Arms shall stand on
his part [or, "strong ones out of him stand up"-Young's
t r a n ~ l a ~ mand
] , shall pollute the sanauary of strength, and
shall take away the continual sacntce, and they will SET UP
the desolating abomination."
This we interpret to mean that, though neither the church
nor the civil power succeeded in swallowing up the other,
as at one time seemed probable, yet "strong ones " arose,
who polluted the fundamental principles both of the civil
government and also of true religion. The " sanAuary
of strength," the sacred precinAs of civil authority,
which for the time God had delivered over to the Gentiles,
to the kingdoms of this world, was undermined by those in
the Church who thirsted for present dominion, and who
sought by every device to obtain civil power to help forward
tAeir ecclesiastical schemes; and the sanauary of God (his
sacred dwelling-the Church) was defiled and degraded by
the persistent efforts of these "strong ones" to obtain power
with the civil rulers, and numbers, and influence with the
people. This was Papacy in embryo, scheming to set itself
up in power as a sacerdotal empire.
We cannot wonder that these heady, "strong ones,"
having disregarded God's plan, which provides for our
present submission to " the powers that be" (which are ordained of God for our p,resent trial and our preparation for
fit2lre exaltation to power, glory and the dominion of the
world), and having decided to reign, if possible, before
God's time, were so far out of harmony with God's plan
that they lost the very essence and kernel of the truth, and
retained only the form, the outward appearance. A most
decisive step of the apostasy was to " remove the continual
sacrifice." This, the climax of doArinal degeneracy, represented in the Romish doArines of Transubstantiation and
the Sacrifice of the Mass, we merely name here, leaving it
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for fuller examination in conneaion with another prophecy
in a later chapter. From the introduQion of this fatal and
blasphemous error, God calls the system an abomination ;
and its subsequent exaltation to power is here referred to
as, "the desolating abomination set up." How well Papacy has earned this name, and how blighting has k e n its
baneful influence, are well attested by the history of the
" dark ages," glimpses of which we have given in the preceding volume.
Verse 3 2 : " And such as do wickedly against the covenant shall he corrupt by flatteries." Those in the Church
who failed to live up to their covenant with the Lord fell an
easy prey to the flatteries, honors, titles, etc., held before
them by the Papal hierarchy as it began to have influence.
But though many yielded to the errors, all did not ; for we
read, "But the people that do know their God shall be
strong and deal valiantly ; and they that understand among
the peopleshall instrua many." Thus is shown a division
of the Church into two marked classes, distinguished in
Dan. 8 :I 1-14 as the s a n h a r y and the host : one class, corrupted by the flattering honors of the world, violated its
covenant with God, while the other class was really strengthened by the persecutions to which their loyalty to God exposed them. Among the latter class were some who understood the situation, and taught the faithful that thus it was
written in the Scriptmes that the Antichrist, or Man of Sin,
would develop from a great falling away in the Church.
Numbers and power were in the hands of the forsakers of
the covenant, who became joined to the empire; and the
faithful few were persecuted-hunted, imprisoned, racked,
tortured, and put to death in hundreds of revolting forms,
as the pages of history plainly attest, and as here foretold
shall iall by the sword,
by the prophet, wh
rpoil-days, ''-<Here
and by flame, by
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another parenthesis of verse 34 and part of 35 interrupts]
-" to the time of the end ; because it is yet [future] for a
time appointed." The length of time this prsecution was
to continue is not stated here, except that it will be concluded as appointed, at the Time of the End. From other
Scriptures we learn that it was a period of 1260 years, which
ended with A. D. 1799, a date prominently noted by Daniel
and the Revelator as well as in history.
Verses 34, 35 : '' Now when they shall fall, they shall be
holpen with a little help." The full period of the persecutor's (Papacy's) power, 1260 years, would not end until
1799; but before its end God granted a little help through
the Reformation movement, which, though at first it rather
increased persecution, afterward gave some comfort and
proteaion to those falling because of fidelity to God'sWord.
The Reformation prevented the complete crushing out of
the truth from the world. But, alas! with the little help
came the " flatterers" again. As soon as persecution began to abate the adversary resorted to the same device, by
which he had formerly succeeded in corrupting and degrading the church, to now overcome the reform movements.
Kings and princes began to give honors and titles to Protestants and to unite with Protestantism; and this led t o
serious evil results and defleaion from the covenant, as we
read : But many shall cleave to them with flatteries ; and
some of them of understanding [leaders, reformers, teachers,
who had been able to instrua many concerning Papacy's
errors] shall fall; to try them [the faithful few] and to purge
and to make them white."
Tracing the prophecy further, we find that as the previous verses pointedly describe the leading charaAers prominently conneAed with the transfer of dominion to Greece
and then to Rome, and then craftily, gradually, stealthily
to Papacy as a power which grew up out of civil Rome, so
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also when it comes to the very important point of noting
where Papal dominion was broken,* it is but reasonable to
expeA that Napoleon, the leading charaAer associated with
this change, should be marked out ; and that, too, not by
a description of his personal appearance, but by a description of his peculiar cha'raAeristics, just as Augustus and
Tiberius Cesar were indicated. Such a description we
do find; and Napoleon Bonaparte's career corresponds exaAly with that description. Verses 31-35 describe Papacy, its errors and abominations, and the Reformation and
its " little help" yet partial failure through flatteries ; and
these verses bring us down to the Time of the End," and
show us that, notwithstanding the little help afforded, rome
would fall by persecution until the Time of the End. And
so it was: in all the countries subjeA to Papacy-Spain,
France, etc.-persecution through the terrible Inquinition
continued, until broken effeAually by Napoleon.
Next follow the verses descriptive of ~apolcon,tllc instrument emplofed by providence to break l'apacy'n powcr
and to begin her torture, which will end in utter clccltrudion,
to be accomplished later on; as it is written, "Whom the
:I,ord shall destroy with thc bnght shining of his presence. "
-2
Thes. 2 :8.
*It is proper to say that Papal donrinion passed away at the beginning of the present century; for alter the French Revolution the authority
of Rome over rulers and kingdoms (and even over its own territory in
Italy) was only nominul and not real. I t should be remembered, too,
that until that time France had been, of all the nations, the moat faithful
and sabsewient to the Papul authority. It was her kings and princes
and nobles and people who most readily obeyed the beheste of the
pope-organized crusades, went to war, etc., etc., in obedience to the
pope's command, and who were so loyal as not to permit a Protestant
to live on her soil after the massacre of St. 13artholomew's night. No
other nation, therefore, could have struck Papacy so stunning and destruitive a blow as the French.
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The public career of Napoleon B~naparte,who was isognized even in his own day as " the man of destiny," is
so clearly portrayed by the prophetic statement as to positively fix the date of " the time appointed." This method
of fixing a date is accurate. And if we shall show that the
events here mentioned in prophecy agree with Napoleon's
career in history, we can determine the date as certainly as
we could the beginning of the reign of Augustus Csesar, or
Tiberius, or Cleopatra-described in verses 17, zo and 21.
Napoleon's career, in the light of prophecy, marked A. D.
I 799 as the close of the r 260 years of papal power, and the
beginning of the period called the "Time of the End."
The prophetic description runs thus :
Verse 36 : "And the king shall do according to his will,
and he shall exalt himself and magnify himself above every
god, and shall speak marvelous things against the god of
gods, and shall prosper till the wrath is accomplished ;for that which is determined shall be done." Napoleon
was not a king, but the term king is a general one to indicate a powerful ruler. He did, perhaps, as nearly "according to his will" as any man that ever lived ; he was noted
for his wilfulness and determination, which conquered almost insurmountable difficulties. T o get the proper meaning of the above verse, it must be remembered that the word
6Lgod"signifies a m+ty one; and that it is frequently used
in Scripture in referring to kings and rulers, as in this verse :
"god of gods.
Here the word "gods" refers to r ~ ~ l e r s ,
kings and princes, and the expression, "god of gods," o r
ruler of rulers, refqrsto the pope. Most men have acknowledged sonat religious superior, but Napleon acknowledged
none. He had a will of his own, and a plan of his own,
which was to exalt,himself above every other ruler. Even
the god of gods "'(i. e., the ruler of-rulers-the pope) h e
*See MILLENNIALDAWN,
VOL.IT.,pp. 274 and 275.

"*

addressed in a marvelous way; commanding his obedience
as his servant, in a manner which shocked the superstitions
of the world at that day, and the dignity of the papal hierarchy as well. And, as here declared, he prospered until
he had accomplished his mission of scourging Papacy and
breaking its influence over the minds of the people. In
proof of this, history says :"Whilst the secular princes who had concluded treaties
with the French adhered to them in good faith, and paid
the contributions stipulated, the sovereign Pontiff was guilty
of the most unwise violations of his engagements. Surrounded by priests who were his only counsellors, the Pope
had resource to his old expedients of artifice and pious
frauds; and great efforts were made to inflame the minds
of the people against the French.
The priests pretended that heaven had interfered, and it was positively
asserted that various miracles had been performed in the
different churches in vindication of the holy catholic faith
of Papal supremacy, showing the displeasure of heaven at
the conduA of the French. Bonaparte, perceiving that
such was the infatuation of the Court of Rome that all his
efforts for peace would be unavailing, took iinnlediate steps
to bring ' His Holiness' to his senses.
" H e ordered General ViAor to invade the Papal territories, who scattered the army of the Pope ' like chaff before the.wind,' and spread a general panic through the ecclesiastical states.
. 'His Holiness,' finding that St.
Peter afforded hill1 no assistailce in this emergency,
dispatched plenipotentiaries to Bonaparte to supplicate for
peace. Peace was obtained, but upon conditions sufficiently humiliating: In addition to complying with the provisional treaty previously entered into and infraAed by the
Pope, he was obliged to cede a part of his territory and pay
a sum of money amounting to about thirty millions of
French livres [about six million dollars], as an atonement
for the last rupture."
This, added to the first assessment, made in all over ten
"Campaigns of Napoleon, pp. 89, g5,96.

*
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million dollars that the Pope paid to France in gold and
silver, besides other valuables,-statuary, paintings, etc.
A Roman Catholic writer declares that "The fulfilment of
these conditions brought the Pope to the verge of ruin."
This treaty was concluded February 19, I 797.
It may be thought that this summary and successful overturning of Papal power would be sufficient to prove to the
world that its claims to divine right to rule kings, etc., were
mere assumptions ; but if not, surely the final touches were
added the following year, when the French general, Berthier,
entered Rome, organized there a Republic, on February
15, 1798, and five days later carried the pope a prisaner to
France, where he died the following year. From that time
until the present, Papal dominion over the kingdoms of
earth has been merely a shadow of its former self. Since
then, it has scarcely mentioned its assumed right to make
and unmake kings. In fa&, the pope who succeeded in
1800, under the title Pius VII., "published an address in
which he declared it to be the doarine of the gospel that
all should obey established governments," which of course
included himself.
Verse 37 : " He shall neither regard the god [ruler] of
his fathers, nor the desire of women, nor regard any god
[ruler] ; for he shall exalt himself in opposition to all."
Not only did Napoleon not respec9 the god of his fathers,
Papacy, but neither did he regard favorably any of t h e
Protestant seAs, here represented as women.* In fa&,
nothing but his own personal ambition controlled him.
Verse 38: But in his place [instead of any of these
gods] he shall honor the god of forces [military power] :
and a god whom his fathers knew not, shall he honor with
*As the one true Church is symbolically called the Bride of Christ,
and as the Church of Rome in unfaithful alliance with earthly empire &
called a harlot, so the various Protestant s&s are called "women."
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gold, and silver, and with precious stones, and things desired. "
Other great warriors made some acknowledgment to some
supernatural powers for viltories achieved. Alexander
the Great visited the heathen temrjles, and thus celebrated viltories; so did the Caesars; and in later times,
under Papacy, it was the custom for both sides in a war to
appeal to God, to saints, to the Virgin and to the popes for
blessings and viltory ; and at least to pretend to accept
viAory as God-given. But Napoleon did nothing of the
sort: he ascribed his success to himself and his own genius.
Armies were his reliance ; in brave men, quick maneuvering and able generals he put his trust ; and to these he addressed his petitions. The form of his oath to the French
" Council of the Ancients," on assuming command of the
armies of France upon his return from Egypt, shows that
his reliance was upon himself and his armies. He swore
neither by God, nor by the Bible, nor by the Pope, nor by
France ; but he said : " I swear it ! I swear it in my own
name, and in the name of my brave comrades!" While
serving his own ambition, he claimed to serve the people ;
and the treasures of Rome, and of other cities and countries
which he spoiled, were turned over to the people of France,
of whom himself and his soldiers were a part.
Verse 39 : "And he shall do this to strengthen his hold
with the strange [new] god: Whoeverwill acknowledge him,
him will he give much honor; and he will cause such to
rule over many, and he will divide the land gratis."
Napoleon put his friends and trusty generals into places
of power among all the conquered nations of Europe. These
offices were his gifts, yet they were held upon condition of
fealty to him. They were "gratis," and yet the price of
their loyalty to him. Of this history* says:*Willard's Universal History, pale 452.
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"The ambitious views of Napoleon became still more apparent. Holland had the previous year been formed into
a kingdom, of which his brother, Louis Bonaparte, was
made king. Naples was now given to Joseph Bonaparte,
the elder brother, who was also invested with the title of
King of the two Sicilies. Several provinces were constituted duchies or grand fiefs of the empire, and given to the
Emperor's relations and favorites. His sister Pauline was
made princess of Guastalla; his brother-in-law, Murat,grand
duke of Berg and Cleves ; while Eugene Beauharnals, the
son of his Empress Josephine by a former marriage, was
sent viceroy to Italy. Fourteen provinces in the south
and west of Germany were formed into the Confederation
of the Rhine. They were separated from the Germanic
body, and recognized Napoleon as their head, under the
Switzerland was also brought under
title of Proteaor.
the dominion of France, Napoleon declaring himself its
' Mediator. ' "
The policy of Napoleon also led him to establish various
honorable and honorary orders among the officers and soldiers, such, for instance, as the Legion of Honor," <'The
Order of the Iron Crown," etc., etc.
Having thus furnished grounds for establishing t identity of this charaaer (Napoleon), whose deeds mark the
beginning of the Time of the End," the prophecy proceeds to show which particular event of that time is to be
understood as definitely marking the exa8 date of the beginning of the '(Time of the End." This event is shown
to be Napoleon's invasion of Egypt, which covered a period of a year and nearly five months. He sailed May,
I 798 and, returning, landed in France Oct. 9, I 799. This
campaign is graphically described in few words in verses
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Verse 40: "And at the [fixed] Time of the End shall the
king of the South [Egypt] fight against him, and the kiag
of the North [England] shall come against him like a tempest, with chariots and with horsemen [the Egyptian Mam-
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elukes, etc.] and with a great nnvy. [The English forces
consisted of a navy under Admiral Nelson.] And he [Napoleon] shall enter into the countries, and shall destroy
and pass through [viAoriously]."
History informs us that the Egyptian army under Murat
Bey "after a most determined struggle was repulsed;
the success of the French struck terror far into Asia and
Africa; and the surrounding tribes submitted to the conqueror.
. But fortune was preparing for him a terrible
reverse. His fleet, consisting of thirteen ships of the line
[war vessels], besides frigates, was found in Aboukir bay by
Nelson, the English admiral, who had long been in pursuit,
and was attacked on the evening of Aug. I , 1798,with a
degree of vigor and aAivity [" like a whirlwind "1 which
was never surpassed in naval warfare."
Verses 41-43 : " He shall enter also into the glorious land
[Palestine], and many shall fall : but these shall escape out
of his hand, even Edom and Moab, and the principality of
the children of Ammon. [Napoleon kept to the coast, and
did not enter but passed by these lands.] He shall stretch
forth his hand upon the countries, and Egypt shall not
escape. And he shall have power over the treasures of gold
and of silver, and over all the precious things of Egypt ;
and the Libyans and the Ethiopians will follow at his steps."
Verses 44-45 : "And he shall plant the tabernacles of his
palace [his palatial tents] between the sac, in the glorious
holy mountain." This statement might refer to either of
two mountains-Mt. Tabor or Mt. Sinai-both of which
might be called glorious and holy. On Mt. Tabor, glorious and holy as the place of our Lord's transfiguration, and
called by Peter " the holy mount," Napoleon's tents were
pitched, one of his most important battles being fought
there. Mt. Sinai, holy and glorious as being the place
where the Law Covenant between God and Israel was rati-
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fied, was visited by Napoleon and his " scientific corps "
and selea guard.
But tidings out of the East and out of the North shall
trouble him : therefore he shall go forth with great fury to
destroy, and utterly to make away many [nations]. Yet he
shall come to his end, and none shall help him."
While in Egypt tidings of fresh alliance against France
reached Napoleon, and he at once set out for France. With
reference to this history* says, Intelligence from Europe
now induced him to abandon Egypt; and, leaving his
army under Kleber, he returned to France with secrecy
and- dispatch.
A reverse of fortune had taken place
in French affairs, a second coalition had formed against
France, composed of England, Russia, Naples, the Ottoman Porte and Austria." Compare these words of history
with those of prophecy: " But tidings out of the East and
out of the North shall trouble him ; therefore shall he go
forth with great fury to destroy, and utterly to make away
many [nations]." Napoleon's great fury, and his attempted
destrution ofall the nations of Europe, are too well known
to require repetition here. He almost succeeded in his
ambitious designs ; yet, as prediAed by the Prophet, in r
few years this most notable man of his day died an exile,
forsaken by all.
As verse 40 declares that this invasion of Egypt would
be "at the Time of the End " or (as the Douay version
renders it) "at the time prefixed," so do verses 29 and 30,
which refer to the same event and which were previously
introduced as a parenthesis. It will be remembered that
we have found verses 25-28 to refer to a previous invasion of
Egypt; and in verses 29 and 30 it is intimated that the next
invasion of Egypt would be "at the time appointed,,"
i. c., at the "Time of the End," as described in verses 4-45.

...

*Willard's Univaaal History, p a ~ e446.
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"At the time appointed he shall return, and come toward the south ; but it shall not be as the former or as the
latter " invasions. Napoleon's invasion of Egypt did not
result either like that in the days of Cleopatra, or like that
in the days of her descendant, Queen Zenobia. Napoleon,
though successful as a general in Egypt, achieved no such
viaories as his predecessors ; and the reason is described
of the
in the next verse,-" Ebr the ships of Chittim
Romans1' - h a y ] shall come against him." The Engliih
navy harassed Napoleon and hindered his conquest. Since
England as well as France had been a part of the old Roman Empire, and since France was at war with the remainder of that empire, endeavoring to conquer it, we see
the propriety of these being called Roman ships. "Therefore he [Napoleon] shall be grieved, and return and have
indignation against the hoCy covenant :andhe shallsucceed."
On his return from Egypt, Napoleon abandoned his
former policy of violent opposition to Papacy, and signed
a Concordat or agreement with the pope, by which the Roman Catholic religion was re-established in France. This
was an aaion against the truth ;but he seemed to see that
by this policy he could best succeed in overturning the
Republic and in establishing himself in power as Emperor.
And he did " succeed." But this policy did not last long
after he obtained imperial power : he soon began again to
work against that system called the Man of Sin," as the
prophecy describes in the following words: "And he [Napoleon] shall return [change about] and shall devise against
them that have forsaken the covenant of the sanouary ;lli.c.,
he began to scheme and operate against the apostate church
of Rome. In this also he succeeded.
Thus pointedly does Daniel xi. trace the world's history,
by its most notable charaaers, from the kingdom of Persia
down to the overthrow of Papal dominion. Though cov
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ering the long period of twenty-four hundred years, it accomplishes its purpose of clearly marking the very year of the
beginning of the Time of the End-I 799. With that year
terminated the limit of Papacy's 1260 years of power to
oppress, and the Time of the End began. And let it not
be overlooked that this was also the last year of Papacy's
millennium, or one thousand years reign, which began, as
shown in the previous volume, with the year 800. But
I 799 was only the beginning of the period known as " the
Time of the End,'' within the limits of which every vestige
of that system shall pass away.
Notice how in the few words of verses 34 and 35 the decline of the Reformation and its cause are described. The
love of the world and a desire to be in power, influence
and ease were the snares which first seduced the church and
brought forth Papacy ; and the same desires and endeavors interrupted the Reformation. Luther and his companions at first boldly denounced, among other of the papal errors, the union of church and state; but when, after
some years of brave resistance to powerful opposition, the
Reformation began to have some influence because of numbers, when kings and princes began to flatter the reformers,
and avenues to social and political preferment opened before them, the evils of church and state union, which once
they saw and opposed in Papacy, were lost sight of. The
reformed churches in Ger-y,
Switzerland, etc., stepped
into the very shoes of Rome, and stood ready to unite with
and favor any political party, or prince, or government,
willing to own and recognize them. Thus some of understanding fell, and from being leaders of reform they became
leaders into temptation. Thus the reform movement, well
begun, was greatly checked.
But all this could not frustrate God's plan. By his wisdom it was overruled for good. It served, as Papacy's error
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had done, to further test the true saints, to prove whether
they were really followers of men or of God. It has served
this purpose all the way down, from that time to this-" to
try them, and to purge, and to make them white."
If we are correa in placing the beginning of the Time
of the End at 1799, we should expea that there the falling into the error of church and state union would measurably cease, though it might require long years for the full
recovery out of that snare of the devil. Looking back, we
find that faas exaAly correspond with this. Since that
date there have been separations between empires and
churches, but no new unions. Really, this date marks a
new reformation on a more substantial basis. The influence of Papacy over the kingdoms of Europe had previously been so great that its curses were dreaded by the nations as a withering blight, and its blessings desired for
national prosperity. When Protestants separated from Papacy, they were received by the world as being merely a
less corrupt substitute for the Papacy; and their favor, advice or sandion was often very similarly sought. But
when Napoleon boldly ignored both the blessings and the
curses of Papacy, and yet prospered phenomenally, his
course not only greatly weakened the Papal influence over
civil governments, but it also weakened the influence of the
various Protestant systems, in matters civil and politicalwhich influence had grown very strong in two and a half
centuries.
The new reformation, which dated from Napoleon's day,
was no less thorough than the reformation brought about
by Luther and his colleagues, though it was not a religious
movement, nor in any way animated by religious zeal ; nor
were the aaors in it aware of the fa& that they were accomplishing 3 work marked out for them in prophecy centuries before. Napoleon and his co-workers were godless
4c
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men, animated by their own selfish ambitions for power;
but God, unknown to them, was overruling their course
and causing it to work out his own designs, which it eff&ually did. Had the reformation which God first started
within the Church itself continued, had the reformers and
their descendants continued faithful to the Truth, his great
designs might have been accomplished through their honored instrumentality. But when they succumbed to the
ktteries of the world, God showed that he had other ways
and means for accomplishing his purposes.
Napoleon's work, together with the French Revolution,
broke the spell of religious superstition, humbled the pride
of self-exalted religious lords, awakened the world to a fuller
sense of the powers and prerogatives of manhood and broke
the Papal dominion against which the religious Reforrnation had previously struck a death-blow, but which its aRer
course had healed. (Rev. I 3 :3.) The era closing with
A. D. I 799, marked by Napoleon's Egyptian campaign, sealed
and defined the limit of Papal dominion over the nations.
There, the time appointed (1260 years of power) having
expired, the prediaed judgment against that system began,
which must finally "consume and destroy it unto the end."
-Dan. 7 :26.
This date also clearly marks the beginning of a new ma
of liberty of thought, and the realization of individual
rights and privileges, and has already been distinguished
by its rapid strides of progress toward the full accomplishment of the work mapped out for this Time of the End.
As a single illustration, notice the rise and work of the various Bible Societies-" pestiferous Bible Societies," Rome
calls them, though it cannot now hinder them. And the
sacred volume which once she confined in chains, kept
covered in dead languages, and forbade her deluded subjet% to read, is now scattered by the million in every nation

and language. The British and Foreign Bible Society was
established in 1803; the New York Bible Society in I 804;
the B e r l i n - h i a n Bible Society in 1805 ; the Philadelphia
Bible Society in 1808 ; and the American Bible Society in
1817. The extent of the work done by these societies during this century is wonderful. Bibles by the million are
published yearly and sold at low prices, and many thousands are given away to the poor. It is difficult to estimate
the wide influence of this work. While much is doubtless
lost, the result in general is to break the bonds of slavery
and superstition, political and ecclesiastical. Its quiet
teaching-that popes, priests and laity, as well as kings,
generals and beggars, must all render an account to one
Lord-is the greatest of all levelers and equalizers.
Though the religious reformation movement throughout
Europe had severely shaken Papacy's influence, yet the reformed churches had so closely imitated her policy of statecraft, affiliation with earthly empires, and claims of clerical authority over the people (that the "clergy" constitute
a special and divinely appointed rulership in the world),
that the first effe& of that reformation became greatly
modified, and left the people and the civil rulers largely
under superstitious awe and subserviency to every thing
called church authority. The reform divided among several
seas much of the superstitious and unwholesome veneration
formerly concentrated upon Papacy alone. But the political reform witnessed during this Nineteenth Century, dating particularly from 1799, the "Time of the End," though
very different from the former, is none the less a reformation. Th'e revolution and independence of the American
colonies-the successful establishment of a prosperous Republic, a government by the people and for the people,
without the interference of either royalty or priest-crafthad set a new lesson before the now awaking people, who
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for so many centuries had slumbered in ignorance of their
God-given rights, supposing that God had appointed the
church to the supreme rulership of earth, and that the were
bound to obey those kings and emperors sanAioned by the
church, no matter how unjust their demands, because she
had declared them to be appointed by God, through her.
To a long down-trodden and priest-ridden people, America became a source of wonderment. Truly it was "Liberty
enlightening the world." Finally, oppressed by priest-craft,
royal extravagance, etc., augmented by repeated failures of
the crops, which impoverished and almost famished them,
the people of France arose in desperation and accomplished
that most terrible revolution which lasted for fourteen years,
from I 789 to 1804.
Awful as were those scenes of anarchy and violence, they
were but the legitimate fruit, the reaAionary effe&, of the
awakening of a long oppressed people to a realization of
their shame and degradation. It was the reaping of a
whirlwind by the civil and religious powers, which in the
name of God and of truth had been blinding and binding,
for their own aggrandizement, people for whom Christ died.
Of course such a reaAion from such a cause would be to
infidelity. France suddenly became thoroughly infidel unthe influence of Voltaire and his associates, who deluged
the country with their writings, hurling contempt and ridicule upon Christianity, or rather upon the apostate Church
of Rome, which was the only Christianity with which the
French people were acquainted. They pointed out its falsehoods, its absurdities, its hypocrisies, its immoralities, its
cruelties and all its wickedness, until the French people
became as inflamed in their zeal to exterminate Catholicism
and all religion as they had formerly been zealous to uphold it. And miserable, deluded France, for a thousand
years completely under the influence of the Papacy, sup-

posing that the real Christ and not the Antichrist had been
her despicable master, cried out in the words of Voltaire,
" Down with the wretch ;"and their efforts to down the
execrable Antichrist resulted in all the horrors of the French
Revolution-a wonderful illustration of retributive justice
when viewed in comparison with the dreadful massacres of
St. Bartholomew's day, and similar occasions incited and
rejoiced over by the Papacy.
Infidel France suddenly rose in its might, destroyed the
Bastile, issued its declaration of the rights of man, executed
the king and queen and declared war against all kings and
sympathy with all revolutionists everywhere. Meanwhile the
rulers of the world with bated breath dreaded lest the revolutionary contagion should break out among their subjees;
and, fearful of world-wide anarchy, they organized alliances
for their mutual proteeion against their subjeas, who indeed were scarce restrained. The French renounced Christianity, and confiscated all the vast estates and revenues of
the Roman Catholic Church, as well as the estates of the
king and the nobility. The streets of Paris again ran with
blood, but it was the blood of priests and nobles and their
supporters, instead of that of Protestants. The number of
the executed is estimated at 1,022,000. These perished by
hundreds of processes invented for the occasion. During
the hunting and the slaughter, the priests were taunted with
reminders of the similar course of Papists toward Protestants, and of their own doarine-that," the end justifies
the means." The Revolutionists claimed the end sought to
be human liberty, political and religious; and that the death
of those opposed to this was needful, as the only sure means.
Like all such things, the French Revolution was a great
evil, and caused much distress to millions of people ; yet
like some others, too, it was a partial redress of a great
wrong ; and, like some others, it was overruled by God for
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good, for the increase of knowledge and the forwarding of
his plans as pointed out in prophecy. We here intrude the
remark that the French Revolution is prominently pointed
out in the Book of Revelation, which clearly shows that the
closing trouble upon all the nations of Christendom" was
illustrated in that reign of terror. That pestilence of Infidelity and Anarchism, which spread from France the world
over, was fed and fattened upon the false, unscriptural doctrines and pra&ices of " Christendom," represented not
only in Papacy but in " Orthodoxy" generally. Nominal
Christianity has not cured this malady, and is powerless to
avert its further outbreak, predic?ted in the Scriptures to be
the greatest trouble ever to be known to earth.
The influence of the French infidels was carried over
Europe by the armies under Napoleon, and greatly undermined the power both of kings and priests. But the rough
handling of Papacy hy Napoleon, aAing as the head and
representative of Infidel France, capped the climax, and
more than all else helped to break the fetters of superstitious
veneration, by which the " clergy " class had so long held
the "common people'' under them. But when the intrepid
Napoleon not only defied the anathemas of Pope Pius VI.
but laid penalties upon him for violation of his (Napoleon's)
orders, and finally compelled him to cede back to France
the papal territories granted a thousand years before by
Charlemagne (whose successor Napoleon claimed to be), it
opened the eyes of the people as well as of the monarchs of
Europe to the falsity of Papacy's claim to authority. The
great revolution of public opinion at this time, regarding
papal authority, may be seen in the fa& that Napoleon, upon
assuming the title and proclaiming himself Roman Emperor
as successor of Charlemagne,*did not go to Rometo have the
*Napoleon's great European wars were but his attempts to re-uuite
that empire as it existed under Charlemagne.
L
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pope crown him, as did Charlemagne and others, but commanded the pope to come to France to attend his coronation. And even then the successful chief, who more than
once had pillaged, impoverished and humbled the Papacy,
would not consent to be crowned by the pope, and thus to
accept the imperial dignity with any acknowledgment of
papal authority, but merely had the pope (PiusVII.) present,
to sandion and acknowledge the ceremony, and to bless
the crown which Napoleon then took from the altar and put
upon his own head. The historian says, " He then put the
diadem on the head of his empress, as if to show that Ais
authority was the child of his own aAions "-the result of
his own civil and military successes. Nor has the pope ever
been since requested to bestow the crown of the Roman
empire. A Roman Catholic writer *says ofthis coronation:"AAingdifferently from Charlemagne and other monarchs,
who had repaired to Rome on similar occasions, he [Napoleon] insisted in Ais arrogance that the holy father should
come to Paris to crown him. The pope felt extreme reluctance to depart thus from the ancient usage. In fa&, he
considered it derogatory to his exalted ofice."
Concerning the humiliations heaped upon Papacy by
Napoleon, history ?says :"An armistice was concluded June 23, I 7961 with the
Pope LPius VI. the terms of w ich were sufficiently humiliating to the ead of the church, once the most powerful
sovereign in Europe.-The pontiff, who once trod on the
necks of kings, made and unmade sovereigns, disposed of
states and kingdoms, and, as the great high-priest and vicegerent of the Almighty on earth, established an authority
as lord paramount, and reigned over the heads of other sovereigns, was constrained to drink to the very dregs the cup
of humiliation. If the draught was bitter, it was one which
his predecessors had liberally dealt out to others. He was
compelled to pen his ports to French vessels, and to ex* Chair of St. Peter, page 433.
t Campaigns of Napoleon, pp. 89, go.
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clude the flags of all nations at war with that Republic ; to
permit the French army to continue in possession of the legations of Bolognaand Ferrara; to surrender the citadel of
Ancona; to give to the French IOO paintings, busts, vases
or statues to be seleAed by commissioners sent from Paris
to Rome; also 500 (ancient and valuable) manuscripts to
be seleAed in the same way ; and, to sweeten the whole, his
holiness was to pay to the Republic 2 1 ,ooo,ooo French livres,
most of which was to be in specie, or gold and silver ingots."
For the nonfulfilment of these penalties promptly, the
money fine was increased to 50,000,ooo livres, and certain
papal territories were compelled to be ceded to France;
and the pope was finall;- made a prisoner and taken to
France, where he died.
Even Pius VII., who had been restored to pontifical
honors, and who in 1804 attended the crowning of Napoleon, was afterward by decree of Napoleon (i808-180~)
bereft of every shred of temporal power ;and the-monuments
and art treasures of Rome were taken under French protection. The language used by Napoleon was that " the donation of territories by our illustrious predecessor, Charlemagne, to the Holy See,
Urbino, Ancona, Macerata,
be forever united to the kingdom of Italy."
The import of this is thus told by a Roman Catholic
writer :" To this it was added, that the pope should continue to
be the bishop of Rome, exercising his spiritual funAions as
his predecessors had done in the early ages, down to the
reign of Charlemagne. The following year, emboldened
by the successes of his arms, the Emperor resolved that the
pope should be deprived of his now nominal sovereigntythe mere shadow of temporal power, that still remained to
him in his capital and the adjacent distriAs. [These Papacy held for years before CharlemagneJsgift-from A. D.
539.1 Accordingly he issued a new decree, from the palace
of the Austrian Cmsars, that Rome should be an Imperial
* Chair of St. Peter, pp. 439,440.
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Free City; that its civil administration should be conduAed
by a council then nominated by the Emperor; that its
monuments and art treasures should be taken under French
proteaion; and that the pope, having ceased to reign, an
income should be settled on his holiness."
Following this, Pius VII. issued a bull of excommunication against Napoleon, and was taken a prisoner to France,
where he finally signed the Concordat of Fontainebleau,
dated Jan. 25, 1813, in which he placed in Napoleon's
hands the nomination of Bishops and Metropolitans, and
virtually rescinded his own authority to veto such appointments. Thus he in effeA gave Napoleon the authority of
a pope, which was what Napoleon had long desired.
Nor have Roman Catholics failed to note the importance
of the events which introduced the present century. They
not only admit the losses and indignities infliAed, as above
quoted, but they claim that the Millennia1 reign of Papacy
(the thousand years from the time of Charlemagne's present
of the before mentioned states to the Papacy-A. D. 800)
ended with the taking away of its dominions by Napoleon ;
from which time it has at no time had more than a skeleton of power. It is Papacy's claim that, as the Kingdom
of Christ, it has accomplished the prediAed reign over the
nations, mentioned in Rev. 20: 1-4, and that the present
period of trouble upon that system is the " little season"
in which Satan is loosed, mentioned in the 7th and 9th
verses. Only such as see in Papacy Satan's counterfeit of
the true Christ, and who recognize the true Church and
the true reign, can fully appreciate this.
We have, perhaps, cited enough to convince the reader
that the period of the French Revolution and Napoleon's
power was a very marked period in Papacy's history; and
Papal influence, broken then, has never been regained.
Though at times some favors were granted, they were only
for a short time, and were followed by renewed indignities,
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until in 1870 all temporal authority of the popes again
ceased-we believe never to be revived. Remember, too,
that it was Napoleon's soldiers who broke open the Inquisitions, and put an end to public tortures and executions
for religious convieAions.
The effeeA of the partial breaking down of priest-craft
and superstition, while it has led to more open infidelity,
has also, in thus overthrowing a superstitious reverence for
men, led to more intelligent thought on the part of the
consecrated people of God-many of whom previously
scarcely dared to think, or study the Scriptures for themselves. Thus, this revolution was favorable to the develop
ment of the truth and of true Christianity, by stimulating
Bible study. It really carried forward the good work begwa
in the Reformation of Luther%day, which had been checked
by the ignorance and servility of the masses, and the love
of power, dignity, authority and ease on the part of the
clergy. "
We have thus shown that I 799 began the period called
the Time of the End; that in this time Papacy is to be consumed piece-meal; and that Napoleon took away not only
Charlemagne's gifts of territory (one thousand years after
they were made), but also, afterward, the Papacy's civil
jurisdiaion in the city of Rome, which was recognized n m inaZ& from the promulgation of Justinian's decree, A. D. 533,
but aL?uaZly from the overthrow of the Ostrogothic monI 260 years before I 799. This was the
archy, A. D. 53-just
exa& limit of the time, times and a half of its power, as repeatedly defined in prophecy. And though in some measure
claimed again since, Papacy is without a vestige of temporal or civil authority to-day, it having been wholly " consumed." The Man of Sin, devoid of civil power, still poses
and boasts; but, civilly powerless, he awaits utter destruction in the near future, at the hands of the enraged masees
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(God's unwitting agency), as clearly shown in Revelation.
This Time of the End, or day of Jehovah'sPrc.parabbm,
beginning A. D. 1799 and closing A. D. 1914, though charAerized by a great increase of knowledge over all past ages,
is to culminate in the greatest time of trouble the world has
ever known; but it is nevertheless preparing for and leading into that blessed time so long promised, when the h e
Kingdom of God, under the control of the ftue Christ, will
fully establish an order of government the very reverse of
that of Antichrist. Since this period prepares for and leads
to the Kingdom, it leads also to the great confliA between
the old and the new order of things by which the latter
will be introduced. And though the old order of things
must pass away, and the new must supersede it, the change
will be violently opposed by those advantaged by the present
order. Revolution, world-wide, will be the outcome, resulting in the final and compIete destruAion of the old
order and the introduAion and establishment of the new.
All the discoveries, inventions and advantages which
make our day the superior of every other da) are but so
many elements working together in this day of preparation
for the incoming Millennia1 age, when true and healthful
reform, and a h a 1 and rapid progress in every dirdion,
will be the order, to all and for all.
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AWAKE FROM THY SADNESS I : ; ; ;. .':!.'!I(:
Daughter of Zion, awake from thy sadness I
Awake 1 for thy foes shall oppress thee no more.
Bright o'er the hills dawns the day-star of gladness :
Arise l for the night of thy sorrow is o'er.
Strong were thy foes, but the ann that subdued them,
And scattered their legions, was mightier far :
They fled like the chaff from the scourge that pursued them;
Vein were their steeds and their chariots of war.
Daughter of Zion, the power that hath saved thee,
Extolled with the harp and the timbrel should be.
Shout I for the foe is destroyed that enslaved thee,
Th' oppressor is vanquished and Zion is free."

CHAPTER 111.
DAYS OF WAITING FOR THE KINGDQM.
-DANIEL

XII.

-

T H E KINGDOM
WORKEPITOMIZED.-THEWNTINGPERIODTO BE MARKED
BY
GREATINCREASE
OF KNOWLEDGE
AND OF TRAVEL.-SIR ISAACNEWTON'S.
FOREVIEW
OF RAILROADING.-THE
1160 DAM.-THE FLOOD
PROM THP MOUTH
OF THE DRAGON.-THE1190 DAYSMARKTHE SPRBAD
OF A N UNDERSTANDING
OF THE VISION,PARTIALLY
CORRECT. THE DISAPPOINTMENT,
TRIALAND
CONSEQUENCES.-THE1335 DAYS.-THE BLESSING
THENUPON THE FAITHFUL
" WAITING"ONES.-THE LORD'S REFERENCE
TO THESEWAITINGDAYS,I N
T H E PARABLE
OF T H ET E NVIRGINS.

-

T H E "Time of the End " having been pointed out in
chapter eleven, chapter twelve points to the Kingdom,
and tells of waiting, etc., which would precede its establishment, during the " Time of the End." The first three verses
express in few words the grand outcome of God's plan.
"And at [in] that time shall Michzl stand up, the great
prince which standeth for the children of thy people : and
there shall be a time of trouble, such as never was since
there wsa nation, even'to that same time: and at that
time thy people shall be delivered, every one that shall be
found written in.the book. And many of them that sleep
in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to lasting life,
and some to shame and lasting contempt. And they that
be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament [the
Sun-Matt. 1 3 :43] ; and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars, for ever and ever.''
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If, in the eleventh chapter, the summary of 2,300 years
of the world's history was brief and pointed, yet clear, this
summary of Messiah's Millennial reign, in three verses, is
still more so. And yet it is all there. Michml (which
signifies "Who as God," or one representing God) is the
name here applied to our great Redeemer, who is indeed
the great Prince ordained of God to stand forth and deliver
Daniel's people, God's people-all who love God in truth
and sincerity-Israelites indeed. (Rom. g :6, 25, 26 ; Gal.
6 :I 6.) He will deliver them from sin, ignorance, pain and
death, and from all the persecutions and besetments of
Satan's blinded servants, which have in the past almost
overwhelmed them. All found written in the Lamb's Book
of life will be delivered forever, from all enemies: those
written as worthy during the Jewish and Patriarchal ages,
as well as these written during the Gospel age, and those
who will be written during the Millennial age. Though
all God's people (all who, when brought to a knowledge
of him, love and obey him) will be delivered, yet the degrees of honor to be granted to some-the overcomers-are carefully noted; also the fact that some of the great
ones of the past-Alexander, Nero, Napoleon, the C-,
the popes, etc.-whose talents, misused, crushed while they
dazzled the world, will be seen in their true charaeen, and
be ashamed and dishonored during that Millennial age.
Nor does this brief synopsis of Christ's reign omit mention
of the great time of trouble by which it wilI be inaugurated
4 time of trouble in comparison with which no past revolution will compare, a trouble with which even the French
Revolution will be small, a time of trouble such as was not
since there was a nation, no, nor ever shall be; for this
great Prince, Michael, will not only conquer the whole
wsrld, but his dominion is to be an everlasting dominion.
Justice is the foundation of his throne, and when mankind

has once tasted of its benefits, the great majority will never
consent to another, for his Kingdom will be the desire
of all nations. ' t
Here the thread of this prophecy, having run its full
length, stops, and the remaining verses of the chapter are
for the purpose of furnishing (not to Daniel and his feIlowservants in his day, but to God's children, Daniel's fellowservants living in the Time of the End) certain periods of
1260, 1290 and 1335 symbolic days, respe&ively, by which,
in the due time, we may be convinced, concerning the time
in which we are living, that it is indeed the Harvest time
or " End " of the Gospel age.
Daniel, who had heard the long account of the strifes between the kingdoms of this world, and now finally of the
triumph of God's Kingdom in the hands of Michd, the
great Prince, was anxious to know when it would deliver
the lord's popIe. But he is told (verse 4) : " But thou,
0 Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to
the Time of the End : [then] inany shall run to and fro,
and knowledge shall be increased."
Not only does the general increase of knowledge experienced confirm the teaching of Daniel xi., that the Time of
the End began in I 799, but the prediAed running to and
fro-much and rapid traveling-also confirms it. These all
belong to the Time of the End. The first steam-boat was
operated in 1807 ; the first steam-car in 1831 ; the first telegraph in 1844; yet to-day thousands of mammoth cars
and steamships are carrying multitudes hither and thither,
"to and fro.''
Sir Isaac Newton, the celebrated astronomer of the seventeen& century, was greatly interested in this statement by
the Prophet Daniel, and declared his belief that in fulfilment of it human knowledge would so increase that men
would possibly travel at the rate of fifty miles an hour.
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Voltaire, the noted French infidel, got hold of this statement and scornfully remarked :"Now look at the mighty mind of Newton, the great
philosopher who discovered the law of gravitation : when he
became an old man and got into his dotage, he began to
study the book called the Bible, and in order to credit its
fabulous nonsense he would have us believe that the knowledge of mankind will yet be so increased that we shall byand-by be able to travel fifty miles an hour ! Poor dotard."
Both of these men died long before the Time of the End
had brought its wonderful increase of knowledge, which
more than fulfils the prediAion of the Christian philosopher, based upon the divine revelation.
Not for Daniel, but for God's children living during the
'i..! Time of the End, was the conversation, etc., related in
verses 5-7: "And I, Daniel, looked, and behold there
were two others standing, one on this side of the bank of
the flood [ Ymng 's translation], and the other on that side
of the bank of the flood. And one said to the man who
was above the waters of the stream, ' How long shall it be
to the end of these wonders ?' Then lieard I the man clothed
in linen, who was above the waters of the flood; and he
lifted up his right hand and his left unto the heavens and
swore by the Everliving One that [the end should be] after
a time, times and half a time."
The matter of special inquiry was the " abomination of
desolation," of chapter I I :31-33, which Daniel rightly associated with the terrible charaAer seen in his previous
visions, recorded in chapters 7 :&II, 21, 24-26 and 8:112, 24-26.
The time, times and half a time, or three and a half
times or years (360 x 3% = I 260 days, symbolic time-I 260 literal years), here mentioned, are elsewhere shown to
be the period of Papacy's power. Compare Dan. 7 :25 ;
12:7 and Rev. 12:14 with Rev. 12:6; 13:s. T h e " f l 4 "
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in or during which these 1260 years of Papal power terminated--as shown by the angel standing upon the flood, declaring the limit of the times-symbolized a condition of
things during the French revolution already referred to.
This is the same "flood" mentioned in Rev. 12:15, 16,
where it is shown more fully, as coming out of the mouth
of the serpent or dragon, and where its real obje&, from
Satan's standpoint, is explained to be to overwhelm the
"woman " (the protesting Church of. God), as her three
and a half times (1260 years) of wilderness-hiding were
about closing, and she was coming forward into prominence
" leaning on [the arm of] her beloved," The Word of God.
--Songs of Solomon 8 :5.
In symbol, water generally represents hvth; and the symbol preserves its meaning even though it be said to issue
from the mouth of the dragon or serpent. The thought
conveyed by this symbol is, that tmth would issue forth
through evil agencies, and with an evil intent. And just
this we find : the strength of the French revolution lay in
the fa& that it was instigated by many stern truths, regarding priest-craft and king-Craft, and regarding the individual
rights and liberties of all. THERIGHTSOF MAN" was indeed the watchword of that revolt against civil and ecclesiastical oppression. Truths regarding human rights were
seen and expressed there which cause us surprise when we
consider the ignorance, superstition and servility of that
day, under which the masses had so long rested. Many of
the truths which then swept as a "flood " over France,
deluging it with blood, are now very generally accepted
among all civilized peoples ; but they were too strong, and
too suddenly put, for that time.
Indeed, the prophecy clearly shows that the serpent,
Satan, did not intend what under God's providence has resulted, but the reverse.. In this he overreached himself, as
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he has done on other occasions. Satan will never send forth
the waters of truth to bless and refresh and release from
bondage: on the contrary his effort has all along been to
blind and securely bind mankind under ignorance and superstition ; and this sudden flood of waters (truth) was designed to a& as an emetic, to lead to the casting out of the
food of liberty already being received by the people from
the Bible, as the result of the Reformation, and thus to force
rulers and teachers to oppose the truth through fear of
anarchy.
Satan's design in instigating the French revolution was
to create an alarm throughout Europe, especially among
the influential class, unfavorable to liberty, and to illustrate
in France the theory that, were the superstitions of Rome
to be overthrown and liberty to be given full sway, all law
and order would speedily end. This was a master-stroke
of policy, worthy of its author, and designed, as the prophet
shows, to overwhelm the "woman ': (the reformed Church),
and to drive all conservatives and peace-love-rulers
and
ruled-back to union and harmony with Papacy. The
failure of the scheme was not due to lack of craftiness in its
designer, but to the overruling power of God, whereby he
is able to cause all things to work together for good.
In this case God's plan, for the proteaion of the "woman " (Church) from Satan's wiles and for causing the intended ill to work out good, may be clearly traced, in exa& fulfilment of the prediAion made seventeen hundred
years before, viz: "And the earth helped the woman, and
the earth opened her mouth and swallowed up the flood
which the dragon cast out of his mouth." The earth,"
in symbol, as already explained, represents society--order.
loving people; and it is a fa& of history that the flood of
truth which spread over France-arraigning Papacy and its
priest-craft, and monarchy and its parasitic aristocracy, as
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the .responsible causes of much of the ignorance, poverty
and superstition of the people-was swallowed up, or absorbed by the people of Europe generally (the Roman
e t h ) . To such an extent was this the case, that, though
Papacy and royal aristocracy were thoroughly alarmed, they
were also thoroughly separated, by the fall of Papal influence as well as by Napoleon's armies. And when the " man
of destiny" was finally crushed, and the rulers of Europe
formed what was called "The Holy Alliance," for the suppression of the liberties of the people and the perpetuation
of their own thrones, it was too late to fetter the people;
for, having drunk up the flood of waters, they would not
submit. It was also too late to think of re-establishing Papacy, which had been so terribly humiliated and whose anathemas against liberty and the French had so reaAed
against itself; so the pope was not even invited to join the
" Holy Alliance," of which before he would have been the
recognized head. Thus the " woman," the reformed and
progressing Church of God, was helped, spared from being
overwhelmed, and liberty and truth stepped out to prominence before men ; and from that time forward the spirit
of liberty and God's Word have led all who were willing to
follow, into more and more light and truth.
Here, then, was the "flood " which marked both the end
of Papal power and the beginning of the 'I,ordls " Day of
Preparation" or " Time of the End." It was on this flood
that the Lord's messenger was prophetically seen to stand,
to announce the close of the time, times and half a time.
And this announcement was made in reply to the query,
"How long to the end of these strange things?" The
strange things " or " wonders " referred to were not the
things of chapter I 2 :1-3, relating to the Kingdom of God.
Those were not strange, but expeAed. The "strange
things " were the intervening troubles, persecutions and
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trials of God's holy people, esptcialZy during, and as a result of, the supremacy of the peculiar power or "horn,"
Papacy ; concerning which Daniel had before specially
The query was, How long will
inquired. (Dan. 7 :19-22.)
God permit these wonderful perversions of the truth, this
wonderful deception of his children and the nations? The
answer given measures the Papal power, giving definitely
the time of its close, and adds, "When the crushing of the
power of the holy people is [thus] ended, all these [strange]
things shall be finished."
In verse 5, Daniel is shown a person on each side the
" flood," asking jointly when the strange things would end.
This seems to indicate that even when Papal power had
ended, people would be in doubt as before, as to whether
or not its persecuting and crushing power was really at an
end. And no wonder, when we remember that even after
its power was broken, after its " dominion was taken away,"
and even while it was being consumed, this "horn," as recently as 1870, uttered great words concerning its infallibility. Daniel, representing the saints, says (Dan. 7 :I I), I
watched it then [after its dominion was gone and it was powerless longer to crush the truth, the power of the holy people],
because of the voice of the great words which that horn
spoke, and I saw that [it got no power over the holy saints
and the truth, but it did have another effed] the beast was
slain, the body thereof destroyed and given to the burning
flame ''-general anarchy. The destrudion of the remnant
of governments in the old Roman empire, caused by the
misleading influence of Papacy's continued bombastic utterances, even after its dominion is gone, is thus shown.
Since the close of the times of Papal power are not only
thus clearly fixed, as occuring during the French revolution, but also by the events of chapter 11:40-44, which
mark the very year 1799, we can readily measure back-
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ward 1260 yeara to note whether Papal power had its beginning there. If we find that it had, we have our evidence
as clear and strong as faith could ask. Let us thus verify.
Measuring back 1260 years from 1799 wouId bring us to
A. D. 539, where we shall show the Papal power began.
But the Papal system has been such a mixture of state-craft
and priest-craft, and had such a small and gradual beginning,
as well as gradual ending, that a variety of opinions as to
its commencement and close would be reasonabIe as well
as possible, until we obtain God's fixed dates for its rise
and fall, and see how very come& they are. Papacy claimed
supremacy in church and state affairs, and mixed in politics,
before it was recognized by opponents; even as it has also
attempted to exercise civil authority, and has declared its
head infallible, since the period at which prophecy shows
its power was broken and its consumption began. But Papacy has not been recognized by the Italian people of the
province of Romagna since the spell of ignorance and superstitious reverence was broken during the French revolution. Though at times, between revolutions, the pope has
sat as nominal ruler of the Papal states, it has been merely
as a foreign invader, the representative of Austria or France,
whose troops by turns proteded him in office.
Now, knowing that the 1260 years began at A. D. 539,
we are enabled to find what would not before have been
recognized. Papists themselves are more inclined to date
their beginning of power either at the conversion of Constantine and the nominal Christianizing of the Roman empire in A. D. 328, or from the presentation of the Papal
states to the church by Charlemagne in A. D. 800. The
fa& stands, however, that Constantine in no wise recognized
civil power as a right or possession of the church. On the
contrary, though he favored Christianity, it was rather the
church that made the emperor at least its associate head,
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so that the emperor called church councils and meddled
in church affairs, though the church was not permitted to
meddle in civil matters. The date A. D. 539, shown by the
prophetic measuring rod of 1260 years, is nearly mid-way
between this union of church and empire, in A. D. 318, and
its full, complete recognition by Charlemagne, as the head
of all authority-the dispenser of civil as well as religious
authority-A. D. 800.
From the time of Constantine, the bishops of Rome had
held a most prominent position before the world, and they
began ere long to claim an authority over all others-in
the church as well as in the world-demanding that some
one person should be recognized as an authority or head in
the church, and that the bishop of Rome should be that one.
They claimed that Peter as well as Paul had lived in Rome,
and that Rome was thus constituted the seat ofapostolic authority, and also that, by reason of its long having been
the seat of the Csesars and the seat of civil government, it
held a place of authority in the minds of the people.
These pleas for supremacy were not readily conceded,
however. The spirit of rivalry was abroad, and other
bishops in other large cities claimed supremacy also, some
upon one and some upon another ground. It was not until
A. D. 533 that the bishop of Rome was thus recognized by
the emperor, Justinian I. This was in conneAion with a
warm religious discussion in which the emperor took sides
with the bishop of Rome, recognizing the Virgin Mary's
worthiness of adoration, and disputing with the Eutychians
and Nestorians regarding distinAions and blending5 of
natures in our Lord Jesus. The emperor feared that the
discussion might divide the church, and thus divide the
empire which he was desirous of more firmly uniting ; for
even at that early day the nominal church and the empire
were one and the same-" Christendom." And desiring to
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have some authority as a standard to settle the dispute, and
to tell the people what to believe and what to disbelieve,
and finding the bishop of Rome already the most popular
of the claimants to primacy (popedom or headship), as well
as the one most " orthodox "-the one most nearly in harmony with the emperor's views on the questions-Justinian,
by documents, not only condemned the doctrines of the
Eutychians and Nestorians, but, addressing the bishop of
Rome as the Head of all the holy churches, and of all the
holy priests of God, thus acknowledged him, and desired to
assist the Pope in putting down the heresy and in establishing the unity of the church.
In conjunaion with this edia, the emperor thus addressed
Pope John, patriarch of Roin&:"The viaorious Justinian, the devout, the fortunate, the
renowned, the triumphant, the ever august, to John, the
most holy archbishop of the fostering city of Rome, and
patriarch.-Rendering honor to the Apostolic See and to
your Holiness (as always was and is our desire), and reverencing your Blessedness, as befits a father, we have hastened
to bring to the notice of your Holiness everything which
concerns the condition of the churches, since it has always
*"Vi&or Justinianus, pius, felix, inclytus,triumphator,semperAugustus,
Toanni san&isimo Archiedsco~oalmse Urbis Rome et Patriarchae.
" Reddentes honorem a~kstodczesedi,et vestm sanctitati (quod semper
nobii in voto et fuit et est), et ut decet patrem honorantes vestram beatitudinem, omnia qua: ad ecclesiarum statum pertinent festinavimus ad
notitiam deferre vestm sanctitatis; quoniam semper nobis fuit magnum
studium, unitatem vestm apostolicre sedis, et statum sanc?tarum Dei ecclesiarum custodire, qui hactenus obtinet, et in commote permanet, nulla
intercedente contrarietate. Ideoque omnes sacerdotes universi Orientalis
tractus et subjicere et unire sedi vestra: sanaitatis properavimus. In
p m e n t i ergo qun: commota sunt (quamvis manifests et indubitata sint
et secundum apstolicze vestm sed~sd&inam ab omnibus semper sacertotibus firme custodita et pmdicata) necessarium duximus, ut ad notitiam vestm sanctitatis perveniant. Nec enim patimur quicquam, qu+
ad ecclesiarurn statam pertinet, quamvis manifestum et indubitatum sit,
quod movetur, ut non etiam vestm innotescat sanctitati qure caput est
omnium sanctanun ecclesianun. Per omnia enim ut distum est) properamus honorem et auctoritatem crescere v e s b
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been our great desire to guard the unity of your Apostolic
See, and the standing of the holy churches of God, which
still maintains itself and endures unshaken, with nothing to
prevail against it. And so we have hastened to make subjeA to the See of your Holiness, and to unite with it, all the
priests of the whole Eastern distriA. At present, then, we
have held it necessary that there come to the notice of your
Holiness the matters which are in commotion, however
plain and certain they are, and however firmly they have
always been guarded and declared by all the priests according to the doArine of your Apostolic See. For we do not
permit that any question be raised as to anything which
concerns the state of the churches, however plain and certain it be, that be not also made known to your Holiness, who
is the Head of all the holy churches. For in all points (as
has been said) we are eager to add to the honor and authority of your See."
The epistle next refers to certain views, styled heretical,
which were causing the commotion, and gives the emperor's
faith as in harmony with that of the Church of Rome. It
concludes as follows* :--

*" Suscipimus autem sancta quataor concilia : id est, trecentorum de-

cem et 40sanctorum patrum qui in Nicaena urbe congregati sunt : et
centum quin uaginta sanCtorum patrum qui in hac regia urbe convenerunt: et san%orum p t r u m qui in Epheso primo congregati sunt : r(
sanaonun patrum qui in Chalcedone convenerunt : sicut vestra apostolica sedis docet atque prdicat. Omnes ergo sacerdotes sequentes doctrinam apostolicse sedis vestne ita credunt et przedicant.
"Unde properavirnus hoc ad notitiam deferre vestne sanCtitatis per
Hypatium et Demetrium, beatissimos episcopos, ut nec vestram s a n a t a tem lateat, qua: et a quibusdam paucis monachis male et Judaice secundurn Nestoni perfidiam denegata sunt. Petimus ergo vestrum patanum
afeEtum ; ut vestris ad nos destinatis literis, et ad senCtirsimum episcopum hujus alma: urbis, et patriarcham vestrum fratrem (quoniam et ipse
per eosdem scripsit ad vestram sanaitatem, festinans in omnibus sedem
sequi apostolicam beatitudinis vestm), manifestum nobis faciatis, quad
omnes qui pnediAa r&e confitentur, suecipit vestra sanCtitas, et eorum
qui Judaice aussi sint r&am denegare fidem, condemnat pfidiam. Plus
enim ita circa vos omnium amor, et vestm sedis crescet auCtoritas; et
q w ad vos est unites sanAarum ecclesiarum inturbata servabitur, quando
per vos didicerint omnes beatiasimi episcopi eonlm, qua^ ad 10s relata
sunt, sinceram.vestm sanCtitatis ddrinam. Petimus autem v e s m
beatitudinem oilve pro nobis, et Dei nobis adquirere providentiam."
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" Now we admit [the validity of] four sacred councils :
that is, of the 318 holy fathers who gathered in the city of
Nica: [Council of Nice], and of the 140 holy fathers who
asse~llbledin this royal city [Council of Constantinople],
and of the holy fathers who first gathered in Ephmus Council of Ephesus], and of the holy fathers who assem led in
Chalcedon [Council of Chalcedon , as your A p t o l i c See
teaches and affirms. All priests, t erefore, who follow the
doArine of your Apostolic See, so believe, and confw, and
affirm. Hence we have hastened to bring to the notice of
your Holiness, through Hypatius and Demetrius, most
blessed bishops, that it may not lie hidden from your Holiness what [doArines] have been wickedly denied b some
few monks, after the Jewish manner, according to t e heresy of Nestorius. We therefore seek your paternal regard,
praying] that by a letter addressed to us and to the mmt
oly bishops of this fair city, and to the patriarch, your
brother (since he himself, too, has written by the same to
your Holiness, hastening in all points to follow the Aimtolic See of your Blessedness), you make manifest to us that
your Holiness accepts all who duly confess what is ordained,
and condemns the heresy of these who have dared, after the
Jewish manner, to deny the true hith. For thus the love
of all for you and the authority of your See will grow the
greater; and the unity of the holy churches, which has been
disturbed, will be preserved to you, since through you all
the most blessed bishops will have learned the genuine doctrine of your Holiness, as to those points which have been
rcfcwed toyotl. Now we entreat your Blessedness to pray
for us, and to obtain for us the proteAion of heaven.''
Pope John replied to the above, under date of March
74th, A. D. 534.*
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*We quote ss follows from his reply :" Gloriosissirno et clementissirno filio Justiniano August~,
" Johannes Episcopus Urbis Romre.
Inter claras saptentieac mansuetudinisvestmlaudes, Christianissime
principum, puriore luce tanquam aliquod sydus irradiit, quod amore
fidei, quod charitatis studio e d d i ecclesiasticis disiplinis, Romans sedk
reverentiam conservatis, et ei cuncta subjicitk, et ad ejus deducitis unitatem, ad cujus auctorem, hoc est apostolorum primum, Domino loquente
pmeptum est, Parcc ours meus: Quam esse omnium vere ecclesiarum
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Upon the same occasion the emperor wrote to the phiarch of Constantinople. The h t paragraph of his letter we
quote, as follows* :" Epiphanius, the most holy and most blessed Archbishop
of this royal city, and Ecumenical Patriarch :-Wishing
your Holiness to know all matters which relate to the condition of the church, we have held it necessary to make use
of these ecclesiastical compends, and through these to make
manifest what movements are already started, although we
are persuaded that you also know of these. And since we
had ascertained that certain ones, aliens from the Holy
Catholic and Apostolic Church, had followed the heresy
of the impious Nestorius and Eutyches, we promulgated an
ecclesiastical ediA (as your Holiness also knows) in which
we censured the madness of the heretics. In no manner
whatever have we changed, or shall we change, or have we
(as your Holiness also knows) passed beyond that position
caput, et patnun regule et principum statuta declarant, et pietatis v e s h
reverendissimi testantur affatus. * * Proinde serenitatis vestm apices,
per Hypatium atque Demetrium, sanctissimos viros, 6ntrcs et coepiscopos mew, reverentia consueta ~ s c e p i m u:s quorum etiam relatione comperimus, quod fidelibus populis proposuistis ediftam amore fidei pm
submovenda k t i c o r u m intentione, secundum apostolicam dotbinam,
fratrum et coe i s c o p o m nostmum interveniente cnnsensu. Quad, q u h
apoatoliea d & m convenit, nos- auctoritate con6rmamns."
Epiphanio sanAiimo et beatissirno Archiepiscop Re&
hujas
Urbis et (Ecumenico Patriarch.
COgnoscere volentes iuam sanatatem ea omnia qare ad ecclesiasticum spectant statum: necessarium duximus, hisce ad ears uti divinis
compendiis, ac per ea manifests eidem facere, que jam moveri caPpt.
sunt, quamquam et illa eandem cognoscere sumus persuasi. Cum itaque
comperissemus q u d a m alien- a s a n h , catholica, et apostolica ecclesia,
ilnpiomrn Nestorii et Eutychetis sequutos deceptionem,divinum antehac
promulgavimus edidum (quod et iua novit sanaitas) per quod h t i c o rum furores reprehendimus, ita ut nullo quovis omnino modo immutaverimus, immutemus aut pmtergressi simus eum, qui nunc usque, coadjavante Deo, servatus est, ecclesiasticum statum (quemadmodum et tua
novit sanfitas) sed in omnibus servato statu unitatis san&imarum ecclesiarum cum ipso S. S. Papa veteris Rome, ad quem similia h i perscripsimus. Nec enim patimur ut quicquam eonun, qua: ad ecclesiasticum speEtant statum, non etiam ac ejusdem referatur beatitudinem:
quum en sit caput omnium san&ssimom Dei sacertotum; vel eo marime quod, quoties in eis locis haeretici pullularunt, et sententia et re&
judicio illius venerabilis sedis coerciti sunt."

of the church which, by the favor of God, has as yet bttn
p r d ; but in all respe&s the rrrriCy of the most hoo
c ~ c ~ ,d ? hs his SUPRUEHOLINESS,
THE POPE
OF ANCIENT
ROME
(to whom we have written in like manner), has k n
maintained. For we do not suffer that any of those nlatters
which relate to the state of the church be not also r e f e d
to HIS BLESSEDNESS,
JY~JCC
he i~thC hdof alt fhC most h&
c h r c b s of God; even especially for this reason, that as
often as heretics have sprung up in those parts, they have
been repressed [literally, pruned off, as the sprouts of a tree]
by the wisdom and righteous decisions of that venerable

See."

The letters from which we have given the foregoing extra&~ may be found complete, together with the Edi& of
Justinian referred to, in the Volume of the Civil Law.Codicis lib. I. tit. i.
This, the first official recognition of Papacy's claims, was
afterward confessed more and more pointedly by Phocus
and succeeding emperors.
t
But even after being recognized as a ruler, a sacerdotal
emperor, for the time it was of no special advantage to PaDacv. bevond the emDtv name : for Tustinian was far from
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An extra& h m this ediA reads as follows :" Imp. Justinian. A. Constantinopolitis.
Cum Salvatorem et Dominum omnium Jesam Christum verum Deum nostnun colamus per omnia, studemus etiam (quatenus datum est
humam menti assequi) imitari ejus condescensionem seu demissionem.
Etenim cum quosdam invenerimus morbo atque insania detentos impiontm
Nestorii et Eutychetis, Dei et sane= catholica: et apostolia eccles~tehostium, nempe q;id e t r 6 b a n t sandtarn gloriosam seinper virginem Mnriam
Theotocon sire Deiparam appellare proprie et secundum veritatem: illfestinavimus q w sit re& Christianomm fides edocere. Nam hi incurabiles corn sint, celantes errorem suum passim circumeunt (sicut didicimas) et simpliciorum animos exturbant et scandalizant, ea astmentes qun:
sunt s a n h catholic ecclesia contraria. Necessarium igitur esse putavimus, tam kereticorum vaniloquia et mendacia dissipare, quam omnibus insinuare, quomodo aut sentiat sanAa L)ei et catholica et a p t o l i c a
ecclesia, aut pradicent sanAissimi ejus sacertodes; quos et nos sequuti,
manifesta constituimus ea quz fidei nostrct:sunt ; non quidem innovantes
fidern (qucd absit) sed coarguantes eorum insaniam qui eadem cum impiis hserelicis sent~unt. Quod quidem et nos in noatri imperii primordiis
pridem satageutes cun&s fecimus manifestum."

Rome, with his capital at Constantinople. Rome, and Italy
in general, was under the sway of another kingdom-the
Ostrogoths-who did not recognize the bishop of Rome
as supreme pontiff; for they were mainly Arians in faith.
Papacy, therefore, was exalted and advantaged in name only,
by the emperor's recognition, until the fall of the Ostrogothic Monarchy, when its exaltation became an aAual
fa&. Indeed, as if by a preconcerted arrangement, the
emperor at once ( A. D. 534) sent Delisarius and an army
into Italy, and in six years after the polx's recognition by
the emperor, the Ostrogothic power was vanquished, and
their king Vitiges and the flower of his army were taken with
other trophies to Justinian's feet. This was in A. D. 539,
which is therefore the point of time from which we should
reckon the Desolating Abomination set up." Papacy
there had its small beginning. There the little, peculiar
"horn," noted in Daniel's prophecy (Dan. 7:8, 11, 20-21,
2 5 ) , just began to push itself up, upon the Roman beast.
It began to form or take root two centuries before, and in
two centuries after its small appearance its " look was more
stout than its fellows1'-the other horns, authorities or powers, in the territory of the old empire-and its eyes, and
its mouth speaking great swelling words, began to develop;
and it lorded it over the other horns, claiming divine right
to do so.
The Prophet had said that three horns would be plucked
up, or rooted out, to make room or prepare the way for this
peculiar power or " horn." And so we find it : Constantine built Constantinople, and removed his capital thither ;
this, though favorable to Papacy's development in the seat
of the Ca?sars, was unfavorable to the empire ; and soon it
was found expedient to divide the empire, and Italy was
thenceforth known as the Western Empire, whose seat or
capital was at Ravenna. This was one of the " horns :" it
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fell, A. D. 476, at the hands of the Heruli, another of the
horns, which established itself on its ruins. Next came the
Ostrogothic kingdom, another " horn," overthrowing the
Heruli and estnblishing itself as ruler of Italy, A. D. 489.
And, as we have just seen, it was during the power of this
'' horn " (the third to be rooted out to make way for the
papal horn) that Justinian acknowledged the papal supremacy; and it was by his orders, and by his general and his
army, that it was plucked up. And, as we have seen, its
plucking up was necessary to the advancement of Papacy to
power, as a peculiar blending of political and religious
power-a peculiar horn," differing from its fellows. Indeed, it seems not improbable that the Papacy was secretly
favorable to the fall of each of these " horns " or powers,
hoping thus to open the way to its own exaltation, just as
it finally resulted.
With the overthrow of the Ostrogoths, the Roman emperor was recognized for some time as the ruler of Italy,
and was represented by Exarchs ; but since these had their
capital at Ravenna, and not at Rome, and since they had
come to recognize the Papacy in the manner shown, it follows that from A. D. 539 Papacy was recognized as the chief
authority in the city of Rome; and that from that date
(when it was set up") it began to grow and thrive as a
horn " or power among the other " horns " or powers,
representing the formerly united power of Rome. The
fa& of the greatly disturbed condition of Italy, and especially of Rome, about this period, subjet9 to the pillage of
invaders from the North, as well as to heavy taxes by whichever master was nearest at the time, helped to break up
political loyalty to the imperial power at Constantinople;
so that the church-rulers, always with them, speaking the
same language, and sharing their advantages and losses,
were readily accepted by the people as the advisers, pro-
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teAors and rulers of the city of Rome and its environs.
No doubt, indeed, the objeA of Justinian in acknowledging the claims of the bishop of Rome to superiority over
others was also in part to gain his co-operation in the war
he was about to wage against the Ostrogoths, to regain Italy
as a part of the Eastern Roman Empire ; for the influence
of the pope and the church was by no nleans inconsiderable
even then; and to have then1 on his side in the war was
half the conquest won, at the very outstart.
Though the Goths rebelled against the empire, and sacked
the city Rome, they did not re-establish their rule, and its
only government was that of the church. And though the
Lombard kingdom soon came in and established its rule
over most of Italy, even overthrowing the rule of the Eastern empire established by Justinian in the hands of the
Exarchs, yet be it carefully noted that the Lombards recognized the authority of the Papacy in Rome. It was not
until near the end of that kingdom, in the eighth century,
that any serious attempts were made against the Papal authority, the narrative of which only serves to establish the fa&
that the popes in turn were Rome's real rulers, the claimed
" successors of the Czsars"-" the spiritual Csesars lthough they claimed the protcflion of the government at
Constantinople as long as it advantaged them to do so.
When the Lombards finally sought to take possession of
Rome, the pope appealed to the French king to protect the
church (Papacy), and to maintain them in their long uninterrupted control of what they called " The Patrimony of
St. Peter," which they claimed* had been bestowed upon
the church by Constantine.

D

*That those claims were false, and based upon forgerie+*'The
Forged Decretalsl'-is now freely acknowledged, even by Roman Cath.
olics. Constantine made no such gift: Papacy grew into its powa and
control of Rome, as we have here described.
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The French kings, Pepin and Charlemagne, each in turn
brought his army for the proteaion of Papacy's dominion,
and vanquished the hmbards. It was the latter of these
who in A. D. 800 formally presented to Papacy several states
known as the llPa,al States," already referred t d d i t i m l
to the city and suburbs of Rome, aaually held by Papacy
from A. D. 539. So, then, the Lombard Kingdom or "horn "
did not hinder, nor occupy the place of, the papal horn, as
some have surmised, even though it did sometimes crowd it.
Of this attack by the Lombards upon Rome, Gibbon
says :" A memorable example of repentance and piety was exhibited by Lutiprand, king of the Lombards. In arms, at
the gate of the Vatican, the conqueror listened to the voice
of Gregory I., withdrew his troops, resigned his conquest,
respeAfully visited the church of St. Peter, and, after performing his devotions, offered his sword and dagger, his
cuirass and mantle, his silver cross and crown of gold, on
the tomb of the apostle." But 'l His successor, Astolphus,
declared himself the equal enemy of the emperor and the
Rome was summoned to acknowledge the vicpope :
The Rotorious Lombard as her lawful sovereign.
mans hesitated ; they entreated ; they complained ; and
the threatening barbarians were checked by arms and negotiations until the fofes had engaged the friendship of an
ally and avenger beyond the Alps."
The pope (Stephen 111.) visited France, and succeeded in
getting the needed assistance; and, says Gibbon, returned
as a conquerer at the head of a French army which was
led by the king [Pepin] in person. The Lombards, after a
weak resistance, obtained an ignominious peace, and swore
to restore the possessions, and to respeA the sanaity, of the
Roman Church.
As an illustration of the claims of the pope and of the
kind of power by which they claimed and held dominion,
we quote again from Gibbon a letter of Pope Stephen III.,
sent at this time to the king of France. The L0mha.b
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had again assaulted Rome, shortly after the French army
had retired, and the pope
- - desired fresh assistance. He
wrote in the name of the Apostle Peter, saying :"The Apostle assures his adopted sons, the Ling, the
clergy and the nobles of France, that, dead in the &sh, he
is still alive in the spirit; that they now hear, and masf
obcy, the voice of the founder and guardian of the Roman
church ; that the Virgin, the angels, the saints, the ma-,
and all the host of heaven unanimously urge the request,
and will confess the obligation; that riches, viAory and
paradise will crown their pious enterprise, and that rtrrrrcJ
d a ~ ~ will
f hbe the penalty of their negl&, if they suffer his tomb, his temple and his people to fall into the
hands of the perfidious Lombards." And Gibbon adds,
The second expedition of Pepin was not less rapid and
fortunate than the first : St. Peter was satisfied ; Rome rrrrs
again saved."
As this beginning of Papacy's d-&on was obscure, and
yet important to be recognized clearly, it has seemed to tm
to require careful marking as above. And in concluding
the proof, that A. D. 539 was the date prophetically pointed
out, we quote cwrobordve testimony from Roman Catholic writings, as follows :6' After the downfill of the Western Roman empire tbe
political influence of the popes in Italy became of still m o e
importance, from the fa& that the popes had to take u n d a
their prot&ion the unfortunate country, but particularly
Rome and its environs, which were so often changing masters and continually exposed to the invasions of coarse and
brutal conquerors. While the su-rs
of St. Peter w a e
so energetically interesting themsel\.es in the welfare of the
inhabitants of Italy, the latter were totally negl&ed by the
&tern Roman ~ ~ ~ C Xwho
O I still
S
luid cl& to rule the
land. E\-en after Justinian I. had reconquered a part of
Italy [A. D. 539 and conrerted it into a Grecian province,
the lot of the in bitants was no better ; for the Byantine
emperors could only exhaust by taxation the subjedts of the
Exarchate of Ravenna, but in no way could they afford bq
tbe n
m protaon.
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" Under these circunlstances it happened that the
emperors
lost all afidal power, and remained only i~
name mastersof the government, while the popes, in virtue
of the needs of the moment, ramepraRically in possession of
that suprertracy over the Roman donrain.
This spontaneous result of generous exertion was in after times acknowledged as a lnw1;l acquisition [by Pepin and Charlemagne].
Pepin, as contemporary writers express it,
' restored' the conquered territory to the Apostolic See.
This donation or restitution of Pepin was confirmed and
enlarged by his son Charlemagne, who in A. D. 774put an
end to the Lombard rule in Italy. In this lrgitmate way,
fht TEMPORAL POWER AND SOVEREIGNTY OF THE POPES Was,
by divine providence, gradua/ly established."
The above quotations are from "The History of the
Catholi~Church," by H. Brueck, D. D., Vol. I., pp. 250,
151. As this is a standard work among Roman Catholics,
used in their colleges and seminaries, and approved by papal
dignitaries, its testimony is of value, touching the gyaa'unl
rise of the temporal power of Papacy, and the time when
its beginning was favored by circumstances. It proves that
the fall of the Ostrogothic kingdom in A. D. 539 was, as
clearly indicated by the prophetic measure (1260 years),
the exa& point of time when this desolating and, in the
sight of God, abominable system was "set up."
In harmony with the same line of thought, and in the
endeavor clearly to establish the fa& that Papal authority
began bcfore the day of Charlemagne, another Catholic
work, 17re Chair of St. Peter, in a chapter on "The growth
of the temporal power" (page I 73), says : - ' I Rome was
ruled nominally only by a Patrician appointed by the emperor, but in reality, through the force of circumstances, the
popes became the supreme lords of the city." In proof of
this authority and rulership, the writer proceeds to cite
historic proofs of the powcr of the popes, and of the powerlessness of the nominal rulers. He refers to Pope Gxeg-
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ory the Great (A. D. 5 g ~ n l fifty
y years after Papacy was
" At up ") as an illrrslrattdton4 p o w e r alreody possessed by
the popes, saying :a1 We find him dispatching Leontius as governor to Nepi
in Etruria, enjoining on the inhabitants that they should
obey him as they would himself. Again he appoints Constantius to the important post of governor of Naples. Next
he writes to the bishops about the defmcc and provisioning
of their res@ive.cities; issues ordcrJ to b e military commaders.
In a word, he becomes the a h a l ruler and
proteaor of Italy; so that he is fully justified in saying,
'Whoever fills my place as pastor is gravely occupied with
external cares, so that it frequently becomes uncertain
whether he discharges the funAions of a pastor or of a
temporal prince.' "
So great as this was the growth of tempom power in the
short space of fifty years from its small beginning, A. ~ ~ 5 3 9 .
We may therefore feel assured that the 1260 years, or three
and a half times, of papal dominion, are weil and clearly
marked at both ends.
Daniel, who had heard the limit placed upon the power
of the abomination to desolate the Church and to crush the
truth, the power of the Lord's people, saw that this would not
still usher in the kingdom of Michael (Christ), and the exaltation of the saints to power, but that it would merely grant
them release from their oppressor. This, therefore, was
still not the understanding which he desired: " I heard,
but I [still] understood not. Then said I, 0 my lord, what
shall he bter than [or after] these things? And he said,
Go thy way, Daniel [it is useless for you to try to comprehend the matter], for the words are closed up and sealed
till the Time of the End. From the time that the continual
sacrificeshall be taken away and the desolating abomination
set up [A. D . 5393 shall be a thousand two hundred and
ninety days [years. Then] many shall purify [separate]
themselves, yea, make themselves white, yea, be tried as by
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fire; but the wicked shall do wickedly, and none of the
wicked shall understand; but the wise shall understand
[then]. Oh ! the blessednessaf him who is waiting earnestly when the thousand three hundred and five and thirty
[1335] days touch. And thou, go [thy way] till the end :
and thou shalt rest, and rise again for thy lot [portion, reward] after the end of the days."*
The careful student will note that these I 290 and 1335
prophetic days, literal years, have the same starting point
as the 1260 years of papal power to crush, viz., from the
D . 539.
time the desolating abomination was "set up "-A.
Where two events occuring at different times are mentioned,
as in this c a s e t h e taking away of the " daily" (or, more
corredtly, the continual sacrifice), and the setting up of the
abomination-we must always reckon from the time that
both were true. The taking away of the " continual sacrifice," we will show in the next chapter, occurred some
yean before the setting rrp of the abomination in 539 ; and
it was the important item which caused it to be named
"the abomination. We should and do, therefore, reckon
the setting up" of the abomination from the last of these
two events.
And note, further, that both of these measures aregivmin
answer to Daniel's question as to what would occur to God's
holy ones after their power (the truth) would be released
from Papal crushing, (that is, after I 799), and before the setting up of the kingdom of Messiah-Michael.
The reply in
substance is that Daniel need not hope to understand further,
but that in tAiq years after the beginning of the Time of the
End (1260 + 30 = 12go), a purifying, cleansing, refining
work would begin among the holy people, in connedtion
with which an understanding of the prophecy would be
granted to the wise among this tried, cl&nsed, separated
+Caocemiog this hmnnlrtim see remuh in preface.
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class ; yet the knowledge would be so communicated that
the ungodly and unpurified would not receive or believe it.
It was shown, further, that the r&hf understanding of the
vision would be far from complete or full; in fa& it would
be deficient in some of its chief elements until 45 years later
(12go + 45=1335), or 75 years after the beginning of the
Time of the End, A. D. I 799 (I 260 + 75 =1335). This is
clearly indicated by the Hebrew text, which represents the
matter a!though the watchers, who already have seen something, and are waiting patiently, would suddenly (when
"1335 dayst' had passed) get a full, clear view, far beyond
their expe&ations.-" Oh I the blessedness of him 1 "
Reckoning from A. D. 539, the I 290 symbolic days ended
in 1829, and the 1335 days in the close of 1874. Let the
reader judge carefully how accurately these dates mark the
understanding of the vision, and all the prophecies conneAed with the Time of the End, and the separating,
cleansing, and refining as by fire, to bring God's children
to the childlike, humble, trustful condition of mind and
heart, needful that they might be ready to receive and appreciate God's work in God's way and time.
A religious movement culminated in 1844, the participants in which were then, and since, generally known as
'' Second Adventists " and "Millerites," because they- expeAed the second advent of the Lord to occur at that date,
and because a Mr. William Miller was the leader and prime
mover. The movement, which began about 1829, had before 1844(when they expeAed the Lord's return) attraAed
the attention of all classes of Christian people, especially
in the Eastern and Middle States where it amounted to an
excitement. A long while before this, Prof. Bengel, in
Tubingen, Germany, began to call attention to the prophecies and the coming Kingdom of Messiah, while the celebrated missionary Wolff did the same in Asia. The center
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of the work, however, was America, where social, political
and religious conditions have favored, more than elsewhere,
independence in Bible study as well as in other matters;
just as the first advent movement was confined to Judea,
though all the devout Israelites, everywhere, heard more or
less of it-A&s 2 : 5.
All know something of the failure of Brother Miller's expeltations. The Lord did not come in 1844, and the world
was not burned up with fire, as he had expeAed and taught
others to expea; and this was a great disappointment to
those "holy people" who had so confidently looked for
Christ ( 1 1 Michael ") then to appear and to exalt them with
him in power and glory. But, notwithstanding the disappointment, the movement had its designed effe&s-of awakening an interest in the subjet3 of the Lord's coming, and
of casting reproach upon the subjet9 by reason of mistaken
expeaations. We say designed effeCts because without a
doubt the hand of the Lord was in it. It not onlydid a work
corresponding to that of the first advent movement, when our
Lord was born, when the wise men came from the East and
when l 1 all men were in expeaation of him " (Matt. 2 :I , 2 ;
Luke 3:15), but it corresponded with it in time also, being
just thirty years before the anointing of our Lord, at thirty
years of age, at the beginning of his work as Messiah. That
" Miller movement," as it is slightingly called, brought also
an individual blessing to the " holy people " who participated in it : it led to a careful searching of the Scriptures,
and to confidence in God's Word above the traditions of
men; and it warmed and fed and united the hearts of God's
children in unset3arian fellowship; for those interested
were of all denominations, though principally Baptists. It
is since that movement ended, that sotrrr of these have organized and bound themselves as new seds, thus blinding
themselves to some of the blessings due in the " harvest."
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While, as the reader will have observed, we disagree with
Mr. Miller's interpretations and deduEtions, on almost every
pint,-viewing the objeR, as well as the manmr and the
tinre, of our Lord's coming, in a very different light,-yet
we recognize that movement as being in God's order, and
as doing a very important work in the separating, purifyiug,
refining, and thus making ready, of a waiting people prepared for t l ~ eLord. And not only did it do a purifying and
testing work in its own day, but, by casting reproach upon
the study of prophecy and upon the doEtrine of the Lord's
second advent, it has ever since served to test and prove the
consecrated, regardless of any association with Mr. Miller's
views and expe&ations. The very mention of the s u b j d
of prophecy, the Lord's coming and the Millennia1 Kingdom, now excites the contempt of the worldly-wise, especially in the nominal church. This was undoubtedly of the
Lord's providence, and for a purpose very similar to the
sending of the infant Jesus for a time to Nazareth, " that
he might be called a Nazarene," though really born in the
honorable city of Bethlehem. That evidently was in order
that the truth might separate the " Israelites indeed" from
the chaff of God's chosen nation. The chaff was driven OH
by the statement that our Lord was a Nazarene ; for they
reasoned, l' Can any good thing come out of Nazareth?"
Just so some now contemptuously inquire, "Can any good
thing come out of Adventism?" and dismiss unconsidered
the testimony of the Lord and the apostles and prophets.
But the humble, holy ones, wise in God's sight though foolish in the world's estimation, take no such attitude.
But the Miller movement'' was more than this : it was
the beginning of the rtgirt understanding of Daniel's visions,
and at the right time to fit the prophecy. Mr. Miller's application of the three and a half times (1260years) was practically the same as that we have just given, but he made the
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mistake of not starting the 1290 and 1335 periods at the
same point. Had he done so he would have been right. On
the contrary, he started them thirty years sooner-about
509 instead of 539, which ended the 1335 days in 1844,
instead of 1874.* It was, nevertheless, the btginningof the
right understanding of the prophecy ;for, after all, the I 260
period, which he saw correftly, was the key; and the preaching of this truth (even though in combination with errors,
and misapplications, and false inferences) had the effea of
separating and purifying " many," and at the very time the
Lord had foretold.
Not understanding the manner nor the objeft of the
Lord's return, but expefting a sudden appearance, and the
end of all things in one day, he supposed all the time prophecies must end there ; and it was his aim and effort to force
them all to this common terminus: hence his failure-beeiliighten any, further enyond which God did not +'--.lightenment not being then due.
Mr. Miller was an earnest and esteemed member of the
Baptist Church ; and, being a careful student of the Scriptures, the prophecies began to open before him. After becoming thoroughly convil~cedhimself, as to the correAness
of his applications, he began to disseminate his views among
ministers, chiefly Baptists at first, but afterward among all
classes and all denominations. As the work spread, he, with
many co-laborers, traveled and preached extensively. The
beginning of this work among the Baptist ministers was, as
nearly as can be learned from his memoirs, in 1829, Elder
Fuller of the Baptist Churcrl at Poultney, Vt., being the
first convert to preach his views in public. In a letter written
about three years after, Mr. Miller says :
*We have bees uaable to secure Mr. Miller's writings to compare hia
interpretations. We have merely learned the dates at which he applied
the prophetic numbers.
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"The Lord is scattering the seed. I can now reckon
eight ministers who preach this doarine, more or less, besides myself. I know of more than one hundred private
brethren who say that they have adopted my views. Be
this as it may, ' The truth is mighty and will prevail.' "
Thus it will be seen that the separating work of the Miller movement" had its beginning at the time foretold,at the end of the 1290 days, 1829.
Now, how about the waihitgtarncstl'y until the 1335 days
had been touched ? Who have thus waited?
Some of God's children, the " holy people," the writer
among the number, though not associated with the " Miller
movement," nor with the denomination subsequently organized, which calls itself the " Second Advent Church,"
have been looking and "earnestly waiting " for Michzl's
Kingdom ; and gladly we bear testimony to the " blessedness " of the wonderfu".. clear unfoldings of our Father's
plan, at and since the fall of 1674 -the end of the 1335 days.
Words fail us to express this blessedness! Only those
who have been refreshed in spirit with this new wine of the
Kingdom could appreciate it, if we could describe it. It is
therefore something to be felt, rather than told. It was at
and since the ending of those 1335 prophetic, symbolic days
that the precious views of the Lord'sprtscnct, and the fa&
that we are even now living in the time of the "harvest "
of this Gospel age, and in the time of the setting up of
Michal's (Christ's) Kingdom, came to be known.
Oh, the blessedness of this favored time I Oh, the harmony, the beauty, the granar,.r of the divine plan as it began to unfold when the 1335 days were " touched!" It is
to express, as far RS lies within our power, this "blessedness " and fuller unfolding of the divine plan, now due to
be understood by all the "holy people " now living, that
DAWNseries is being published. None but
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the I' holy people " will understand it. It is granted as a
favor. None of the wicked shall understand ;"and those
of the "holy people" who have fellowship with the worldly,
who unwisely stand in the assemblies of the wicked, and sit
in theseat of the scorner, shall not understand, and shall not
be able to experience this blessedness, now due only to
those " holy" ones, truly wise," who delight in the Law
of the Lord and meditate [study] therein day and night.Psa. I : I , 2.
This message concerning Michael's Kingdom, gradually
opening from 1829 onward, is symbolically represented in
the book of Revelation (chap. I O : ~ , & I O ) as a "little book,"
which the "wise" of the a holy people," represented by
John, are instmCted to eat. And John's experience, as
expressed in verse 10, is the experience of all who receive
these truths. They bring wondrous sweetness: Oh, the
blessedness I But the after effe&s are always more or less a
blending of the bitterness of persecution with the sweetness. And the effe& upon those who patiently endure to
the end is to purge, purify and refine, and thus to make
the bride of Christ ready for the marriage and exaltation,
due toward the close of the Day of Preparation.
Concerning this disappointment, which we have shown
was nevertheless a blessing and a beginning of the corree
interpretation of the vision, the Prophet Habakkuk is caused
to write a word of encouragement, saying (chap. 2 :2),
"Write the vision, make it plain upon tables [charts], that
he [desiring] may read it readily .
Though it tarry,
waitfor it [16 Oh, the blessedness of him that waifeth unto
the 1335 days!"], for it will surely come; it will not tarry."
Its seeming tarrying or delay mas not so, but a partial miatake on the part of Mr. Miller, foreknown and permitted
by the Lord for the testing of his 'l holy people."
As an evidence of the consecration, Bible-study and faith
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engendered by this movement, we quote from a letter written by Mr. Miller, after the disappointment of 1844, to those
who had been disappointed with him, as follows :"We thank God always on your behalf, when we hear,
as we have already have, that your and our late disappointment has produced in you, and we hope in us also, a deep
humiliation, and a careful inspedion of our hearts. And
though we are humbled, and in a measure pained, by the
jeers of a wicked and perverse generation, we are not terrified nor cast down. You can, all of you, when inquired of
for the reasons of your hope, open your Bibles, and with
meekness and fear show the inquirer why you hope in the
glorious appearing of the great God and our Savior, Jesus
Christ. You need not in a single instance refer the inquirer to your minister, for the reason of your faith. Your
creed is the Scriptures ; . . . your philosophy is the wisdom
which cometh down from God ; your bond of union is the
love and fellowship of the saints ; your teacher is the Holy
Spirit; and your professor is the Lord Jesus Christ.
We exhort you, by all the love and fellowship of the saints,
to hold fast to this hope. It is warranted by every promise
in the Word of God. It is secured to you by the two immutable things,-the council and oath of God, in which it
is impossible for him to lie. It is ratified and sealed by the
death, blood, and resurre&ion, and life of Jesus Christ.
Never fear, brethren ; God has told you what to say.
Do as he bids you, and he will take care of the consequences.
Sod says, Say unto them, ' The days are a t hand, and the
e - t ?ofcvety vision.' [See Ezek. 12 :22, 23.1
It is to
me almost a demonstration that God's hand IS in this thing.
Many thousands have been made to study the Scriptures by
God's wisdom has in a
the preaching of the time.
great measure marked out our path, which he has devised
for such good as Re will accompZish in his own time and
manner. "
One of our Lord's parables was given expressly to illustrate this period of waiting, from the disappointment of
1844 to the realizations at the end of the " 1335 days.''
We refer to-

...

...

...

...
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THE PARABLE OF THE TEN VIRGINS.
-MATT.

1s :1-11.-

This parable begins with a then," thus indicating that
it was not applicable at once, in the Lord's day, but sometime in the future. "Then shall the Kingdom of heaven
[in its embryo condition-represented by some or all of the
holy people, probationers for heirship in that Kingdom] be
likened unto ten virgins, who took their lamps and went
forth to meet the Bridegroom. And five of them were wise
and five were foolish."
The numbers are not significant ; neither are the proporttons. The parable teaches a movement among the heirs
of the Kingdom, in exyedtation of meeting the Bridegroom
-a movement in which two classes would be manifested,
here styled '(wise " and foolish." The word '(virgin "
signifies pure; so these represented in the parable, both the
wise and the foolish, represent " holy people.'' In fa&, no
lovers of the Bridegroom, longing to meet him, can be
lovers of sin, even though many of them are " foolish."
The movement noted by our Lord in this parable corresponds exadtly to one which began with the "Miller movement," and which is still in progress. That, though begun
by a Baptist, was an undenominational movement, joined
in by the most devout and faithful of all denominations.
Accounts of those times, of their fervency of zeal, etc., fill
our hearts with admiration for men and women who had the
honesty to a& out their convictions, even though we cannot coincide with those convidtions. Money was poured
out like water, in printing tradts and papers in various
languages, and in sending the message the world over. It
is said that in the churches of all denominations a revival
spirit spread, and that in some congregations, where all
were under the influence of this teaching, those who had
money to spare piled it upon a table in front of the pu\p'\t,
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where it was free to all needing it ; and the sincerity and
zeal of believers at that time were such that, it is said, the
money thus consecrated to the Lord needed no guarding,
as those who did not need it would not touch it.
The virgins of the parable are shown as all having lamps
trimmed and giving theill light. These lamps represent the
Scriptures (" Thy word is a lamp to my feet ") ; and such
agencr-nl trimming of lamps--searching the Scriptures-by
all classes of Christians probably never before took place.
The oil represents the spirit of the truth. I t was manifest,
then, in the lamps of all ; but all had not the spirit of the
truth in themselves-the " vessels."
The disappointment of 1844 is briefly recorded in the
parable, by the statement that "the Bridegroom tarried
i. c., he seemed to the expeaant ones to tarry. And the
confusion and darkness experienced by all, and the many
false and visionary views entered into by some who were
there disappointed, are shown in the parable by the statement : " While the Bridegroom tarried, they all slutnberd
and slept." Yea, and in their darkness and slumber many
things.
of them dreamed strange, ~~nreasonable
But the parable shows a second movement, similar, and
yet different, among the same virgins. The same general
class is referred to, but not necessarily the same individuals.
As the first movement was the result of light upon the
prophecy, regarding the time for Messiah's second a d v e ~ as
t
the Bridegroom of the Church, so was the second movement.
But there are several differences. In the first, the lamps of
all the virgins burned alike, and the company expelting the
Bridegroom was mixed ; whereas in the second movement,
while all will be aroused, only those will be led out who
have the spirit of the truth in their hearts, as well as a
knowledge of the Bible-a trimmed lamp. Disappointment
was prediAed for the first movement, and waiting for the
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1335 days was necessary; but the second was not a disappointment, and a waiting was no longer necessary ; for fulfilment came exaAly at the close of the 1335 prophetic days
-in OCtober 1874. It was just following the close of the
1335 years, the period of "waiting," that the fa& of our
Lord's presence, as taught by the foregoing prophecies, began to be recognized. It was very early in the morning
of the new age, but it was the " midnight " hour, so far as
the deep slumbering of the virgins was concerned, when the
cry (which is still ringing) went forth, l 1 Behold the Bridegroom !''-not Behold the Bridegroom cometh,* but Behold
he has come, and we are now living in the [parousia]
presence of the Son of man." And such has been the
charaaer of the present movement, since that date : a proclamation of the Lord'spresencc and of the kingdom work
now in progress. The writer, and co-laborers, proclaimed
the fa& of the Lord's presence, demonstrating it from prophecy, and on charts or tables, such as are used in this
book, until the fall of 1878, when arrangements were made
for starting our present publication, ZION'SWATCH
TOWER,
and HeraMof Christ's Presence." By the Lord's blessing,
millions of copies of this publication have carried abroad
the tidings that the time is fulfilled, and that the Kingdom
of Christ is even now being set YQ,while the kingdoms and
systems of men are crumbling to their utter destruAion.
The parable forewarns us that, though all the virgin class
trim their lamps, all cannot see. Only those who have the
oil in their vessels (in themselves-the fully consecrated)
can get the light from their lamps, and appreciate the fa&.
The others (all the pure, the virgins) will get the oil and
the light some time, and he greatly blessed by it; but only
*The oldest Greek manuscripts (Sinaitic and Vatican) omit rontcth,
and read, a Behold the Eridegroom I"

'

,

those JClrd with the oil, the spirit of the truth, will have
the light in season and get the great blessing. Only these
go in with the Bridegroom to the marriage. The oil, or
spirit of consecration, and its attendant light cannot be
communicated from one virgin to another. Each for himself must be filled with the spirit ; each must get his own
supply of this oil (the Truth, and its spirit of consecration
and holiness) ;and the cost is considerable in the way of selfdenial and misrepresentation and fiery trial. Experience
in the great time of trouble will be the market in which the
foolish virgins will purchase their oil. But it will then be
too late to go into the marriage, as members of the Bride,
the Lamb's wife. The Scriptures point out, however, that,
as vessels unto ",less honor," these, repentant of their folly,
will not be destroyed ; but, being thus fitted for the Master's use, they shall yet serve him in his temple.
Recurring to the angel 'swords to Daniel-verse 13 reads :
" But go thou thy way till the end ; for thou shalt rest, and
arise again for thy lot [portion, reward] at [after] the end
of the [1335] days "--during the harvest then beginning.
In the expression, " Go thou thy way till the end," the
"end" should be noticed as of very different significance
from the " Time of the End. " l1 The iramest is the end
of the age ;" and the harvest, as already shown, is the period
of 40 years from the fall of A. D. 1874, the termination of the
l 6 1335 days," to the fall of A. D. 1914.
And Daniel is to
receive his portion, reward or lot in the Kingdom of Michael
(Christ), together with all the holy prophets, as well as the
saints of the Gospel age, in this "End" or harvest "
period;-the saints being first in order, as well as in honor,
in that Kingdom. (Heb. I I :40.) See MILLENNIUDAWN,
VOL.I., page 288.

CHAPTER W.
THE CLEANSING OF THE SANCTUARY.
1rta T n n SA~C~VARY.-THE
D a n ~ m m . - T H EBASKOK P- nor.-How
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OF THISCITBDrnoM ROYMCATHOLIC
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WILL NOT BE ACCOMPLISHED
U ~ spL
o Ymua Arm
r nn VISION.-How MD WHKRE
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a
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preceding chapters we saw the identity of the presumpIwithN tuous,
peculiar "little horn " of Dan. 7
r r,
the "Man of Sin" of Thes. :3, and with the "Abom:8,

20-26,

2

2

ination of Desolation " foretold by our Lord in Matt. 24: 15 ;
and also that the same papal power is referred to in Dan.
8 : 9 , 10, 23-25. We have examined, sufficiently for our
present purposes and limited space, its rise, its charaAer
the breaking of its crushing power, and its final complete
destruaion, which is yet future.
We wish now to examine another prophecy which points
out distinftly the one special false doarine, or fundamental
error, which led to the full rejeAion bf that system by our
Lord, and made it in his sight the desolating abomination.
The prophecy now to be considered shows, further, the
time at which the true Church, the consecrated class-the
SanAuary-will be cleansed of the abominable defilements
introduced by Papacy.
While the preceding chapter pointed out to us certain
days of waiting, and a purifying of this holy or Sanftuary
95
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class, this prophecy points out a date at which a nucleus of
holy believers would get entirely free from papal defilements, errors, etc., and at which the misappropriated
"golden vessels," or precious truths, would begin to be
restored to this holy or SanAuary class.
We quote Dan. 8 :1-26, as follows:"And it became great even unto [controlling] the host of
heaven [the entire Church], and it caused some of the host
and of the shining lights to fall to the earth, and trod them
under foot. Yea, it magnified itself even up to the Prince
of the host. [It assumed to itself honors and dignities,
and applied to itself prophecies and titles, which belong
to Christ Jesus, the true Chief or Prince or Head of the
Church.] And it took away from him [Christ] the CONTINUAL SACRIFICE,
and the BASE OF HIS SANCTUARY
was
overthrown. And the host [people] was given over to it
against the continual sacrifice, through transgression; and
it cast down truth to the ground, and its doings prospered.
"Then did I hear a certain holy one speaking, and a holy
one said unto another, I know not to whom he mas speaking: ' For how long shall be the vision, concerning the
continual sacrifice and the transgression that maketh desolate, to give both the sanAuary and the host to be trodden
under foot?' And he answered, 'Until two thousand
three hundred evenings and mornings [days], then shall
the sanAuary be cleansed. '
"And it came to pass when I, even I, Daniel, had seen
the vision, that I sought to understand it ; and behold there
stood before me as the appearance of a man. And I heard
a man's voice between the banks of the [river] Ulai, which
called and said, ' Gabriel, make this man to understand the
vision.' So he came and stood near where I stood ; and
when he was come, I fell upon my face, trembling, and he
said unto me, 'Mark well, 0 son of man ! because for the
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Time of the ~ n d ' i sthe vision.' Now as he was speaking
unto me, I fell down in amazement on my face to the
ground ; but he touched me and set me upright, where I
had been standing. And he said, ' Behold, I will make
known to thee what is to come to pass to the end of these
evil prediaions; for it pertaineth to the appointed Time
of the End.
" The ram which thou hast seen, him with the two horns,
(dgnifieth) the kings of Media and Persia. And the shaggy
he-goat is the king of Greece; and the great horn that is
between his eyes is the first king. But that it was broken,
and that four sprung up in its stead, (signifieth that) four
kingdoms will spring up out of the nation, but not with
his power. And in the latter time of their kingdom, when
the transgressors have filled their measure of guilt [Compare
Gen. 15 :16], .there will arise a king [Papacy] of an impudent [or shameless] face, and understanding deep schemes.
And his power shall be strengthened [made mighty], but
not with his own force. [Papacy strengthened itself by
using the force of the various nations of Europe.] And he
will destroy wonderfully, and do more than can be believed;
and he shall destroy [or corrupt] the mighty ones and the
holy [saintly] people. And by his cunning skill he shall
cause deceit to prosper (him) in his power; and in his
heart he shall magnify himself, and by prosperity shall he
corrupt [destroy] many: he shall also stand up [as Antichrist] against the Prince of princes ; and he shall be broken
without hand. And [that part of] the vision concerning
the evenings and mornings which hath been told [that
there would be 2300, till the cleansing] is correA ; but shut
thou up the vision, for it will be fulfilled after many days."
We do not enter into a detailed explanation of the ram,
gbat, horns, etc., mentioned in these and the preceding
verses, believing that they have already been made clear.
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(See page 27.) We have already seen that Rome, which
is treated as a separate beast with its own horns, in chap
ter vii., and as the legs and feet of the image, in chapter
ii., is here (chapter viii.) treated as one of the horns of
the Grecian "goat," which, after becoming great toward
the South and toward the East, as civil or imperial Rome,
underwent a change, and, becoming papal Rome, "became
great even unto the host of heaven; i. e., it became an
ecclesiastical power or empire, over the host or people.
And this same method of treating the Roman empire as a
branch or development out of one of the divisions of the
Grecian empire, is followed in the historical prophecy of
chapter xi.
The continual sacrifice here mentioned is generally
supposed to refer to the daily or continual burnt-offerings
of the Jews at Jerusalem. And this taking away of the
continual sacrifice has been laid to the charge of Antiochus
Epiphanes, as already narrated. The prophecy, however,
passes by the typical temple or SanAuary, and the typical
burnt-offerings, and deals with the anti-typical SanAuary
or Temple of God, the Christian Church (2 Cor. 6:16),
and with the antitypical burnt-offering, Christ's meritorious sacrifice once for all and forever--a coniinual, everefficacious sacrifice, for the sins of the whole world.
Christ's continual sacrifice was not a€tually canceled or
abolished by Papacy, but it was set aside by a false doctrine advanced by that system,-which gradually, but in
the end fully and completely, set aside the merit of Christ's
sacrifice as a conirnual and ever-efficaciousone. This f a b
doArine is known as the Mass, or Sacrifice of the Mass.
Protestants in general totally misunderstand this M>called sacrament. They suppose it to be merely a different
form of celebrating the Lord's Last Supper, adopted by
Roman Catholics. Others get the idea that it is a sort of
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special prayer. But these ideas are quite enoneous. The
Roman Catholic d&rine of the Mass is this : The death
of Christ, they claim, canceled Adamic or original sin,
but is not applicable for our daily shortcomings, weaknesses, sins and omissions ; it is not a conta'mal sacnice,
ever meritorious for all our sins, ever sufficient and e5icacious to cover as a robe every sinner and every sin, so as to
permit the contrite one to come back into union and fellowship with God. For such sins the Sacrifice of the Mass
was instituted: it is esteemed by Papists as a further development of the Calvary sacrifice. Each time the M a s is
offered in sacrifice it is, they claim, a fresh sacrifice of
Christ, for the particular persons and sins to which the
priest offering it mentally applies it.
The Christ to be thus sacrificed afresh is first "created"
from wheat-bread and wine by the officiating priest. They
are ordinary bread and wine until laid upon the altar,
when certain words of consecration, it is claimed, change
the bread and wine into the a k l flesh and blood of
Christ. Then they are bread and wine no longer, though
they still have such an appearance. This change is called
trannrbstgntiahfron-change of substance. The five magical
Latin words which, it is claimed, effe& this change of
bread and wine into &al flesh and blood, are, "Hot
est autem corpus mtum." It is claimed that any priest can
thus create Christ in the flesh, afrsh, to be sacrificed afresh.
And having thus created Christ, a bell is sounded, and
priests and people fall down and worship and adore the
bread and wine, which now they recognize as the very
Christ. This done, the bread (the real flesh of Christ,
vailed from the senses, they say) is broken. Christ is thus
slain or sacn~cedafresh, repeatedly, for the special sins
sought by this means to be canceled.
Catrying out this absurd theory, and endeavoring to

have it consistent with itself, Roman Catholic councils
have issued numerous and long decrees and explanations,
and wise (?)theologians have written thousands of books.
In these it is taught that if a drop of the " blood " (wine)
be spilled, it must be carefully preserved and burned, and
the ashes buried in holy ground; and likewise the bread
( ( 1 the flesh of Christ ") : not a crumb of it must be lost.
Provision is carefully made lest a fly should get into the
blood" (wine), or lest a mouse or dog should get a crumb
of the broken "flesh " (bread). And Dr. Dens, one of their
leading theologians, explains that, "A mouse or a dog eating the sacramental species, doe. not eat them sacramentally ; yet this proves that then thc body of CArrjt docs not
ccarc to exist under the species.
The Roman Catholic
(American) Catechism states the dodrine thus:
"Qucs. What is the holy eucharist ?
Ans. It is a sacrament which contains the BODY and
BLOOD, the SOUL and DIVINITY,of Jesus Christ, under the
forms and appcarancts of bread and wine.
Q. Is it not bread and wine which is first put upon the
altar for the celebration of the Mass?
A. Yes, it is always bread and wine till the priest
pronounces the words of consecration during the Mass.
Q. What happens by these words?
A. The bread is changed into the BODY of Jesus Christ,
and the wine into his BLOOD.
Q. What is this change called?
A. It is called Irtrmbstantzation, that is to say, a
change of one wbstancc into another.
Q. What is the Mass?
A. The Mass is the perpetual ["daily" or "continual "1
sacrifice of the new law, in whlch Christ our Lord ofers
himscIfby the hands of the priest, in an unbloody manner,
under the appcaranccs of bread and wine, to his Heavenly
Father, as he once offered himself on the cross in a bloody
manner.
de Euchar., No. 20, p. 314.
+ Dm,
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Q. What is the difference between the sacrifice of the
Mass and the sacrifice of the Cross?
A. The sacrifice of the Mass is essentially the same
kind or sort of] sacrifice as that of the Cross; the only
!
lifference is in the manner of offering.
Q. What effedls has the Mass as a sacrifice of propitiation satisfadlion]?
A.
y it we obtain from the divine mercy, first, Graces
of contrition and repentance for the forgiveness of sins;
and second, Remission of temporal punishments deserved
for sins.
Q. To whom are the
fruits [benefits] of the Mass
applied 3
A. The general fruits are applied to the whole Church,
both the living and the dead; the Jpeciul fruits are applied,
first, Chiefly to the priest who celebrates the Mass; next,
To those for whom in particular he offers it up; and,
thirdly, To those who assist at it with devotion [i. c., those
who attend Mass as worshipers
The same authority says:
e who sacrifices is apricst;
the sensible thing which is sacrificed is called the viRint;
the place where it is sacrificed is called the altar. These
four-ptl'est,
vir?im, nlfar and sncr~jice-are inseparable:
each one of them calls for the others."
Again, explaining the ceremony, it says of the priest:
"Then he pronounces the mysterious words of Constcration, adores, making a genufle&ion, and elevates the
Sacred Body and the Sacred Blood above his head. At
the ringing of the bell the people adore on their knees, and
strike their breasts in token of repentance for their sins.
The priests begs of Godgrtrciously to ACCEPT THE SACRIFICE. ' '
We close the testimony on this subjea by a brief quotation from the Canons of the Council of Trent as follows :Canon 3.
If any one shall say that the Mass is only
a service of praise and thanksgiving, or a bare commemoration of the sacrifice made on the Cross, and not [in itself]
a propitiatory offering [i. c., a sacrifice which itself makes
safisfaction for sins or that it only benefits him who
receives it, and oug t not to be ofend for the living and
+ Concil. Trid., Sess. 22. De Sacrificio M i .
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the dead, for sins, punishments, satisfaftions, and other
necessities: let him who so denies the power of this
sacn~ce]be accursed.
Thus we see clearly that Papacy has substituted a talse
or sham sacrifice, in the place of the one everlasting, complete and never-to-be-repeated sacrifice of Calvary, made
once for all time. Thus it was that Papacy took away from
Christ's work the merit of being rightly esteemed the Continual Sacrifice, by substituting in its stead a fraud, made
by its own priests. It is needless here to detail the reason
why Papacy denies and sets aside the true Continual Sacrifice, and substitutes the "abomination," the Mass, in its
stead; for most of our readers know that this d d r i n e ,
that the priest makes in the Mass a sacrifice for sins, without which they cannot be canceled, or their penalties escaped, is at the very foundation of all the various schemes
of the Church of Rome for wringjng money from the
people, for all her extravagancies and luxuries. "Absolutions," "indulgences," and all the various presumed benefits, favors, privileges and immunities, for either the present
or the future life, for either the living or the dead, are
based upon this blasphemous doftrine of the Mass, the
fundamental doarine of the apostasy. It is by virtue of
the power and authority which the sacrifice of the Mass
imposes upon the fie~fs, that their other blasphemous
claims, to have and exercise the various prerogatives which
belong to Christ only, are countenanced by the people.
4s an evidence of the fundamental charafter of this error,
let it be noted that, though the Reformation in Germany
and Switzerland began with opposition to indulgences, it
soon became a question concerning fransubstanfinfionthe sacrifice of the Mass. The comer stone of the Reformation was, that the forgiveness of sins was effected by
Christ alone, as a consequence of his sacrifice at Calvary,
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and not by indulgences, confessionals and Manses. In fa&,
this question of the Mass lay at the bottom of nearly all of
Rome's persecutions. Bishop Tilotson remarks, "This
[transubstantrntr&'on-theMis] has been in the Church of
Rome the great burning article; and, absurd and unreasonable as it is, more Christians have been murdered for the
denial of it, than perhaps for all the other articles of their
religion."
Of course, Romanists claim that the Mass was instituted
by Christ and the apostles; but the earliest mention of it
we have been able to find was at the Council of Constantinople, A. D. 381. However, the date of the introduction of this defiling error is not particularly referred to in
the prophecy, except that by reason of this fund-mental
error Papacy became the "Abomination of Desolation,"
bcfwe it was, as such, "set up" in power, which, we have
seen, was in A. D. 539.
The prophecy dklares, " It took away from him [Christ]
the continud sacrifice," and then adds, "and the base of
his SanAuary was overthrown." The base, or foundationtruth, upon which the truly consecrated or SanAuary class
is built, is that our Lord Jesus, by the sacrifice, of himself,
has redeemed all, and will save to the uttermost all who
come unto God by him, without any other mediator, wirhout priest, or bishop, or pope, and without %other sacrifice;-any other being an abomination in God's sight, as
teaching by implication the insufficiency of Christ's great
ransom4acrifice.-Heb.
7 :25 ; 10 :14.
This do&rine of the ransom is the base of the SanAuary
or holy temple-the consecrated Church. And when this
" continual" was displaced, made void or overturned by
the Mass,then followed the evils prediAed by the prophet.
The host (nominal Christians) was given over to the error,
easily led by the @he system which exalted itself (in the
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person of its head, the pope) even to be the Prince or
ruler over the host. "And it cast down the h t h to the
ground," together with such of the host, and of the shining lights, or teachers, as held fast to the truth, and would
not unite with it in its course of transgression. And, as
we have seen in preceding chapters, it prospered marvelously in its doings.
The very foundation of the true Christian faith being
thus cast aside, is it any wonder that the great apostasy fell
into such depths of iniquity as it did? One error led to
another, until only outward forms of truth and godliness
remained; and the desolating abomination seated itself in
the temple of God, defiling both the SanAuary and the
host, s i exalting its head as Christ's vicar or representative.
In the midst of these scenes of the success of the Abomination of Desolation, Daniel hears the saints, holy ones, ask,
"For how long shall be the vision, concerning the Continual Sacrifice and the transgression which maketh desolate,
to give both the Sanauary and the host to be trodden under foot? " All along since the abomination was set up,
there have been saints who more or less distinaly recognized
its charaAer and its defilements, and anxiously have such
sought to know, crying to God, How long, 0 Lord!
shall the truth be trodden in the mire, and error, blasphemy
and abominations be allowed to prosper?-How long shall
Antichrist, "intoxicated with the blood of the saints and
martyrs of Jesus," and with its phenomenal success, continue to intoxicate and deceive the nations? (Rev. I 7 :2, 6 ;
14:8; 18:3.) And, anticipating their inquiry, and Daniel's and ours, God gave the answer in advance, through
his messenger. And though the terms could not even begin to be understood before the Time of the End,@;pe
fixing or limiting of the tim&,.gaveto, others as wbll 85' to
Daniel the assurance that bod. has', full control of the

situation, so that naught can happen which he cannot and
will not control, and ultimately overrule for good. This
answer marks, not the beginning of the cleansing work,
but a period when it would be in a measure finished. It
reads as follows: "UNTIL TWO THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED DAYS, THEN
SHALL THE SANCTUARY BE CLEANSED. '

'

In the examination of this period of time the student
is at once struck with the fa& that literal days cannot be
meant; because 2300 literal days would be less than eight
years, and yet the prophecy evidently covers all the long
period of the defiling of the SanAuary and the treading
down of the truth. Again, we note that it is foretold that
these 2300 days will terminate sometime in the period
called the "Time of the End ;" for Gabriel said, '# Mark
well, 0 son of man! because for the Time of the End is
the vision;" and again, "Behold, I will make known unto
thee what' is to come to pass to the end of these evil prediAions; for it [the fulfilment] pertaineth to the appointed
Time of the End."
In his explanation, Gabriel traverses the entire vision,
explaining in part the various symbols, and finishes with
the assurance that the 2300 days is the correA measure
of it all.
Daniel, who was thinking specially of Israel, and of the
fulfilment of God's promises to the fathers, perceived that
all that he had heard could not occur in 2300 literal days,
especially when Gabriel said to him, "But shut thou up the
vision, for it will be fulfilled after many days." And though
he knew not how long each symbolic day would be, he was
made sick at heart by the thought of so many evils as were
coming upon God's people-though he saw not the change
of that name from fleshly to spiritual Israel. We read,
"And I, Daniel, languished and was sick for some days;"
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and "I was astonished at the vision, but none could interpret it." And well it was for Daniel, and for all God's
children from then to the Time of the End, that the dread
significance of that vision of papal power and persecution,
and of saintly suffering, was not more clearly revealed in
advance. Our merciful Heavenly Father, while willing to
prove his people in the furnace of affliAion and persecution, in order to prepare a people for the exceeding and
eternal weight of glory promised, deals with us upon the
principle--"Suflicient unto the day is the evil thereof."
Daniel, who was more interested in Israel than in the
Persian "ram," or the Grecian "goat," knew fiom Jeremiah's prophecy that the seventy years of captivity in
Babylon was a punishment upon Israel for sins, and so now
he judged from the vision of coming pe,rsecutions(instead
of exaltation and glory as he had expeaed) that it betokened Israel's sin and God's wrath; hence he prayed earnestly for forgiveness of Israel's sins, and for the fitlfilment
of the promises made to the fathers. This is told in few
words in Dan. g : 2-19. Daniel saw not the scope of the
divine plan as we may now behold it; nevertheless, his
earnestness and faith in the promises were pleasing to God,
who therefore revealed to him something more concerning
this vision-an increase or further elaboration of it, in those
features which specially pertained to fleshly Israel. Daniel
supposed that the end of the seventy years desolation of the
land of Israel, while its people were in Babylon, was to be
thus prolonged, or continued, for many (2300) days. God
correAs this error by sending Gabriel to inform him that
the captivity would end when the seventy years were complete, and that the city of Jerusalem and the temple would
be rebuilt, though in a troublous period, etc.
It was while Daniel was praying over this vision of the
2300 days, which he misunderstood to mean a prolonging

of the 70 years captivity in Babylon, that Gabriel was sent
to further explain that misundersfood miion, thus (Dan. 9:
21-27) :"And he talked with me and instruEted me, and said,
0 Daniel, I am now come forth to teach thee, that thou
mayest understand. From the beginning of thy prayers
the [further] declaration [of God's plan, now to be communicated] went forth, and I am come to tell it; for thou
art greatly beloved : therefore understand this [further]
matter, and have understanding of the vision [of the 2300
days].-Seventy weeks [70 x 7=4go days] are cut off [or
set apart, fixed,. or determined] upon thy people [Israel]
and upon thy holy city [Jerusalem]," etc.*
The point to be here noticed specially is, that the 490
days are a part of the 2300 days-a part marked off as of
special interest to Daniel, in answer to his prayer about the
restoration of Israel from Babylon. (See verses 12, 16-18.)
As these seventy weeks, or 490 days, were the forepart
of the a300, their fulfilment not only serves to show us
when the a300 began, but also to show what manner
of time (literal or symbolic) was signified. (See I Pet.
I :I I.) And, more than this, the fulfilment of this prophecy of "seventy weeks" would serve to set a seal upon
Daniel as a true prophet, and upon all his prophecies; and
especially would it seal this '6vision" of the 2300 days.
And thus it was foretold that the seventy weeks should
among other things serve to "real the visioa and prophet."
So then, recognizing the symbolic seventy weeks, or 490
days, as fulfilled in years, to be the fore-part of the 2300
days, and God's seal or mark of approval to that full vision,
we begin there to measure, to see where the whole period
will be fulfilled. DeduEting from the 2300 the 490 fulfilled at the fint advent, we have a remainder of 1810. Then,
Form examination of this prophecy see VOL.II.,chapter iii., page 63.
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1810 years (prophetic, symbolic days) must be the measure
from the close of the seventy weeks to the time when the
SanAuary class will be cleansed from the various defilements
of Papacy-the desolating abomination which has for so
many centuries defiled the temple of God.
The death of Messiah, as shown, was in the spring of
A. D
: 33;" and this was the midst or middle of the last
week of the seventy, the full end of which was therefore a
half week, or three and a half years later-in the autumn
of A. D. 36. Therefore, 1810 years from the autumn of A.
D. 36, viz., the autumn of 1846, marks the end of the vision
of the 1300 days, and the date when the SanAuary was
due to be cleansed.
This prophecy being fulfilled, we should expea, in this
as in other cases of fulfilled prophecy, to find the faAs
proving its fulfilment clearly set forth on the pages of history; for, though historians are often unbelievers in the
Bible and the God of the Bible, yet, unknown to them, God
has overruled their work, so that wherever a prophecy has
been fulfilled, the faAs have unmistakably passed into
history, and always on good and reliable authority. And
so it has been in this case of the cleansing of the SanAuary.
We find, on the authority of all modern historians, that
what they all term a Great Reformation had its beginning
in the sixteenth century,--except Roman Catholic writers,
who call it the great sedition. And with this reformation
the cleansing of the SanAuary may be dated as commencing. Let us bear in mind that the SanAuary was defiled
by the bringing in of various errors with their corresponding evil tendencies, that the climax of these was reached
in the introduAion of the Mass, and that following in the
wake of this error came the deepest degradation of the host
(the masses of the church nominal), culminating in the
*See VOL II., page 61.

shameless sale of "indulgences," which measurably provoked the reform movement. Though the SanDuary class,
too, was in a measure defiled, i. c., deceived into this error,
the dreadful results opened their eyes to it. And, accordingly, we find that the key-note of the Great Reformation
was, Justification by faith in the " confiwal sacrijicc" of
Christ that needs no refitition-+
opposed to forgivehess
assumed to be secured by penances and Masses, at the polluted altars of Antichrist.
This was the right place for reformation to begin : at the
foundation -justification [cleansing] by faith in "thc confinual." Yet, notice, the prophecy does not indicate a
cleansing of the host at this time, but of the SanrTuaty class
only. Nor was the host cleansed. They still retained the
error, and do to this day; but the consecrated class, the
SanBuary, rendunced the error and suffered for the truth's
sake, many of them even unto death.
But this was only the beginning of the cleansing process;
for this class, now awakened, soon discovered that the defiling errors had been multiplied while Papacy had praaiced
and prospered. Luther, the leading spirit of the reformation, did not stop with one error, but attempted to throw
out many others, and nailed upon the church door at Wittenberg, 013.31st, 1517, ninety-five theses, all of which
were objeaions to the doArines of Papacy, the twentyseventh being a denial of the claimed inherent immortality
of man. These propositions having been denounced as
heresy by Pope Leo X., Luther in his response (A. D. 1520)
denounced in unmeasured terms the doArines of transubstantiation, human immortality, and the claim of the pope
to be "Emperor of the world, king of heaven, and God
upon earth," and referred to them as "MON~TROUS OPINIONS
TO BE FOUND IN THE ROMAN
DUNGHILL OF DECRETALS."
But, alas ! the "cleansing" work so nobly and courage,
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owly commenced was too radical to be popular, and the
friends and admirers of Luther and his associates conquered
in a measure, overpowering' them with polity, prudence,
"flatteries," and promises of help and success, provided
their course were shaped according to the diCtates of the
wisdom of this world. (See Dan. I I :34, 35.) Several of
the German princes became ardent admirers of the bold
reformers, who had both the understanding and the courage
to attack the system before which kings had for centuries
trembled. These princes aided the reformers, and their
aid seemed to them to be indispensable to the success of
the movement. And in return for the aid they received
from the reformers recognition of their kingly rights 0.
We should remember also that the reform movement was
a revolt not only against religious tyranny, but against
political tyranny as well. And the two classes of reformers were brought into more or less sympathy and co-operation. Concerning this era of the reformation, Professor
Fisher says :
Of Switzerland-"Zwingli's
exertions as a church reformer were mingled with the patriotic zeal for the moral
and political regeneration of Switzerland."
Of John Calvin's time and the Genevan governmentcThe civil was followed by an ecclesiastical revolution.
Protestantism was legally established (1535). Calvin became the virtual law-giver of the city. It was an ecclesiastical state. "
Of Scandinavia-" In Scandinavian countries monarchical power was built up by means of the reformation."
Of Denmark-"The new [Protestant] doarine had come
into the land and was spreading. The nobles who coveted
the possessionsof the church [Roman Catholic] espoused it.''
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Of Sweden-"A
great political revolution occurred,
which involved also a religious revolution. ' '
Of Germany-" The threats against the Protestant princes
induced them to form the League of Smlcald, for mutual
ddense. It was found impra&icable to carry out the measures of repression against the Lutherans." "At the Diet
of Augsburg in 1555, the Rehaow Peace was concluded.
Every prince was to be allowed to choose between the
Catholic religion and the Augsburg Confession [of the
Reformers]; and the religion of the prince was to be that
of the land over which he reigned: that is, each government was to choose the creed for its subje&s."
In fa&, the political circumstances of the time, combined
with the faCt that even the leaders of the reform were only
beginning to get awake to some of the moral and a few of
the d d r i n a l errors of Papacy, lead us to wonder at the
rapid strides taken toward the right, rather than to
harshly condemn them for not making the cleansing more
thorough. But when the Protestant churches united with
the state, progress and reform came to a standstill. Soon
creeds were formed which were almost as unyielding and
opposed to growth in knowledge as the decrees of Rome,
though nearer to the truth than Rome's,- bondages of
greater latitude.
Thus, the same kind of union between church and state
which had worked such injury to the truth before, in Papacy, was the snare by which the adversary impeded and
obstru&ed the "cleansing of the san&uary," so nobly begun. Reformation and cleansing for a time ceased, and,
instead of progressing with the cleansing, the reformers
gave attention to organizing themselves, and to revamping
and repolishing many of the old papal dogmas, at first so
loudly condemned. Thus did Satan decoy the reformers
into the very harlotry" (union of church and state) which
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they had denounced in the Church of Rome. And thus
the deadly wound which Papacy had received was for a
time healed.-Rev. 13 :3.
But the "cleansing," thus begun and thus interrupted,
must start afresh and go on; for by the end of the 2300
years the SanAuary must be cleansed. And so it has been.
The recurrence to the Bible as the only authority for faith,
by which the reformation was begun, planted deeply seeds
which have since sprouted time and again, and brought
forth one and another reform, in spite of the fa& that the
leading reformers speedily attempted to hinder the spread
of reform beyond their own measure, by establishing creeds
and bulwarks of faith beyond which, regardless of the
teachings of the Bible, none were permitted to go, without
drawing down upon themselves the anathema of l 1 heretic."
Glancing along the pathway of the Church, from
Luther's day until now, we can see that, step by step, reform
or cleansing has progressed ; and yet the same tendency is
marked at every step; for each set of reformers, as soon as
they accomplished their own little item of cleansing, stopped and joined the others, in opposition to all further reform or cleansing.
Thus the Church in England, casting aside some of the
grosser doArines and praAices of the Church of Rome,
claimed, and still claims, that it is the only true Church,
and that its bishops have apostolic succession, and hence
supreme control of God's heritage. This' "daughter" of
Rome, leaving the "mother," took the proffered arm of
England, and made the sovereign of the empire the head
of that church. Yet, as with the Lutheran daughter, even
this was a reform, and in the right direL?ion--a partial
cleansing. Calvin, Knox and others discovered that God's
foreknowledge of transpiring events had been largely lost
sight of under the papal rubbish; and, casting otlt the idea

that the success of God's plans where made wholly dependent on the efforts of fallible men, their do&rines helped to
show that the Church was not dependent on the arm of
the state to win success for it by carnal weapons. These
men did a great and valuable work which has since borne
more good fruit than many seem to see. Nevertheless,
blinded by other defiling errors not recognized as such,
they were led to advocate the error that all not ele&ed to
the heavenly state were reprobated to eternal torture.
Soon their do&rines became crystalized under the name
Presbyterianism; and, beyond the first enunciation of the
immutability of the divine decrees, little has been done by
them to aid reformation or cleansing. And, like its sister
seas, Presbyterianism has also done much to obstruA and
hinder the cleansing work.
The Wesleys and their co-laborers, oppressed by the
prevalent coldness and formality of their day, endeavored to
cast out some of the cold formalism naturally resulting from
the union of church and state, and to show the necessity
of individual holiness through personal faith in and union
with Christ,-teaching that the fa& of being born under a
30-called Christian government, and reckoned from birth a
member of such state-church organization, is not Christianity. This was excellent so far, and a necessary part of the
"cleansing" work; but, instead of going on toward perfeaion in the simplicity of the early church, Wesley, too,
soon concluded that the cleansing and reforming work was
completed, and proceeded with others to organize Methodism, and so to hedge it about with the creed, formulas and
standards of Methodism as to effeaually hinder further
progress and cleansing. Unitarianism and Universalism,
though likewise embodying errors, have also been attempts
to cast out defiling errors, which perhaps have been proportionately as successful and as unsuccessful as others.
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Those called Baptists represent another effort at cleansing the SanCtuary, by casting out another error introduced
by Papacy with reference to baptism, and denying that the
sprinkling of an unbelieving infant is the baptism of a
believer, or that sprinkling in any manner even symbolizes
any doCtrine of Christ. Yet, beyond the teaching of a
cone& outward fomr or symbol, Baptists have made little
progress, and now are often found standing with others as
objeaors to, and hinderers of, any further cleansing.
A later reform is known by the name of The Christian
Church " or " The Disciples." This seA was organized in
1827 by Alexander Campbell. The reforms they specially
advocated at their organization were, Apostolic simplicity
in church government ; the Bible only for a creed ; the
equality of all members of Christ under Him as the head of
all ;and, consequently, the abrogation of ecclesiasticaltitles,
such as Reverend, Doctor of Divinity, etc., as Romish, and
contrary to the spirit of Christ and pure Christianity, which
says: "All ye are brethren, and one is your master, even
Christ." The design, and the cleansing so far as it went,
were good, and have borne fruit in the minds and liberties
of some in all denominations. But this denomination, like
the others, has ceased to attempt further reform, and the
spirit of its reform is already dead; for, while claiming the
Bible as the only creed, it has stopped in the rut, and there
it revolves without making progress in the truth. Claiming
liberty from the creeds and shackles of human tradition, it
fails to use the liberty, hence is really bound in spirit, and
consequently fails to grow in grace and knowledge. Though
bound by no written creed, yet by its respea for the traditions and the honor of men, as well as by self-complacency,
it soon became fixed, and asleep to the work of the further
cleansing of the SanCtuary, and is even retrograding from
its former position.

While we have mentioned but a few of the reformers and
reform movements, we must not be understood as rejcaing
or ignoring others. Far from it: the reform Las been general, and all true, earnest Christians have had some share
in the work of cka&ng.
The great difficulty lies in the
fa& that, prejudiced by early training and awed by the loud
and boastful claims of error, few can see the great amount
of error, and the consequent necessity for going forward
with the cleansing. And these, his advantages, our great
adversary, Satan, has not been slow to use in binding the
saints and hindering the cleansing work.
Another reform, and in some r e s w s the most thorough
of all, had its start shortly after the last mentioned, as referred to briefly in the preceding chapter. Mr. William
Miller, of Massachusetts, conne&ed with the Baptist denomination, who was the instrument used to start this reform,
brought to the attention of the Church the fa& that the
Bible reveals something of the time, as well as the order,
of God's plan. He saw periods recorded by the prophets,
accompanied by the statement that at the due time the truly
wise should understand them, and he sought to be of the
class desckbed. He searched, and found some things of
great interest, long lost sight ofunder the traditions of Rome,
among others that the second coming of our Lord was for
the bestowment of God's blessing of Z*, to believers, as the
first coming was for the purchase of the world; in fa&, that
ransomand recoveyare twopartsof theone redemptive plan.
For an honest, earnest heart to realize such good news
could mean no less than to proclaim it; and this he did.
The uncovering of this truth led to the rejdion of certain
errors, and hence he did a cleansing work in all who came
under its influence. For instance, since our Lord's second
coming is to "set up " his Kingdom and to exalt hischurch,
it M evident that the claims of churches associated with
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earthly kingdoms (which severally claim to be the kingdoms
of God, and that they therefore are now authorized to reign
and rule over the world) must be mere assumptions; for, if
the Kingdom of Chr~sthas not yet been "set up," these
now ';set up" must have been so exalted "by the prince
of this world " (Satan), and must be working largely in his
interest, however ignorant of the fad their rulers may be.
Another error, to the removal of which Mr. Miller's
preaching Zed, was the natural immortality of man. The
idea had long obtained that man is inherently an immortal
being; that is, that once created he can never die, and
and that death is merely a deceptive illusion; that man only appears to die, and does not really do so, but merely
changes form and takes another step in "evolution." Mr.
Miller believed like others on this subjea ; yet the truths
to which he called attention, particularly the doarines of
the Lord's coming and the re~uwcL?ionof the dead, first
pointedly exposed this baneful error-which denies the
resurreaion by teaching that none are dead, and hence
that the Lord's second coming and a resurreaion of the
dead are not necessary. But the critical examination of
this subjea we leave for a future volume of this work, in
which it will be shown that immortality and everlasting life
are favors, obtainable only through Christ, and neither
pron~isednor to be granted to the wicked. Based upon and
growing out of the idea of human immortality, is the Romish doarine of purgatory, and the still more awful Protestant
doarine of eternal misery in a place of unending tortures;
for they reason, If man must live forever (and fimmortal,
even God could not destroy him), he must live in either
everlasting happiness or everlasting misery. And since, say
they, he is at death remanded to his everlasting condition,
the vast majority must then begin an eternity of torture,
because in the few years of the present life they either failed

to get a knowledge of the right way, or, obtaining the
knowledge, they were, through inherited weaknesses, etc.,
unable to walk in it.
This great root of many blasting errors began to be torn
up and cast out by the preaching of the second coming of
Christ and the resurreAion declared to be then due. Intelligent and thinking people began to wonder why the
Lord would resume& the dead, if they were in either heaven
or hell, and their portion forever unalterably fixed. Then
they began to wonder why the dead were called dead, if
really alive. Then they wondered why our Lord and the
apostles said nothing about the dead being still alive, but
on the contrary always pointed to a resurreAion as the only
hope; even declaring that if there be no resurreAion all
have "pcnihcd." (I Cor. 15 :13-18.) Then our Lord's
words, promising an awakening to " all that are in their
graves," began to have a meaning; and it gradually came
to be seen that the dead are not alive, but that death signifies
the opposite of life. And those who sought found that the
Scriptures are in perfeA harmony with themselves on this
subj&, but in dire& opposition to the common traditions
of to-day, received from Papacy.
The root of error being thus removed, the various branches
soon began to wither; and soon it was seen that instead of
everlasting life (in misery) being the punishment of the
wicked, the reverse is the Bible statement of God's plan;that everlasting life is the reward for righteousness, and that
death, a cutting off from life, is the punishment for wilful
sinners.
Then came to be seen what was meant by the curse of
death which came upon all the race through Adam's disobedience-that the whole race was condemned to extinaion.
Then, too, the vail began to lift, showing the objeA and
value of our Redeemer's death, as the payment of the pen-
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alty upon the race, in order that there might be a resurrection, a restoring to life and its rights. Ah ! then the meaning of ransonr began to be appreciated, as it was seen that
he who knew no sin was treated as the accursed; that, being
willingly substituted in our stead, he was made a curse for
us, treated as a sinner for us, and died, the justfor theunjust.
Thus, finally, the great system and network of defiling
error, which began with the taking away of the continual
sacrifice, was removed ; and, the SanAuary being relieved
or cleansed of it, the value of the "continual sacn~ce" of
Jesus was seen in renewed freshness and beauty and power.
When we say that the SanAuary was cleansed of this defilement, we must remember that in Scripture a part of the
Church not infrequently stands for the whole. A company,
a few, had been relieved from the defiling error; and to
these few, God has been adding daily of those who are fully
under his leading and taught of him.
In his calculation of what would occur, Mr. Miller was
far from correa-supposing that the cleansing of the h a uary meant a cleansing of the e~rtAfrom evil, by literal
fire in which the earth would be burned up. The failure
of his prediaions, which ensued, was a sore trial to those
who under his teachings had learned to expea the Lord
from heaven and the fulfilment of the prayer, "Thy kingdom come." But, though disappointed by the Bridegroom's
tarrying, they were greatly blest. Their experience in
searching the Scripture was valuable, and they had learned
to place the Word of God above the traditions of men.
They had measurably gotten free from servility to the honor
and res@ of men in the various denominations from
which they had been cut loose, for they had been separated
from their company by reason of obedience to their conviaions relative to the subje6t of the Lord's coming. Honesty to convi&ion always brings some blessing: even as

Paul going to Damascus, we meet the I m d on the way.
Consequently, we find that among these were some who
took a more advanced stand in the cleansing or reformation
work than any who preceded them. Thus A. D. 1846, the
end of the 2300 days, as above shown, found an unorganized nucleus of Christians, who not only agreed with the
" Disciples " regarding simplicity of church government,
the discarding of all creeds but the Bible, and the abolition
of all titla by its ministers, but with the "Baptists" relative to the outward form of baptism, and with Luther in
regarding the Papal system as the Man of Sin, and the degenerate church the mother of harlots and abominations.
These, standing aloof from any compromise or affinity with
the world, taught vital piety, simple trust in the omnipotent
God, and faith in his unchangeable decrees; and, in addition, while recognizing Christ as Lord of all, and now partaker of the divine nature, they were guarded against the
unscriptural* as well as the unreasonable theory that Jehovah is his own Son and our Lord Jesus is his own Father;
and they began to see that eternal life and immortality are
not present possessions, but are to be expeaed only as gifb
of God through Christ in the resurreaion.
And, as though God would arrange that thereafter there
shouldalways be a class representing his Sanauary cleansed,
kept separate from the various seas, this very year 1846
witnessed the organizationof Protestant sects into one great
system, called ?Re Evangelical Alliance. This organization,
mindful of the new views (of the cleansed Sanctury) clearly defined its faith in human immortality, adding it as the
ninth article of its creed. Thus it separated, and has since
kept separate from other Christians, a company of God's
children-the Lord's cleansed Sanctuary -a sanctuary of
+ These subj& are fully discussed in Volume V. of this MILLENNIAL
DAWNseries, and all the Scri tures bearing upon them are then fully

exunined and found to be in a&olute harmony.

truth. And to this cleansed Sanauary class other meek
and faithful children of God have been added daily ever
since; while from it have been eliminated such as lose the
spirit of meekness and love of the truth. To maintain
their standing as the cleansed Sanauary, against organized
opposition and great numbers, becomes a severe test of
courage and faith, which only a few seem able to endure:
the majority follow the course of their predecessors, and
endeavor to make themselves respaable in the eyes of the
world. Becoming somewhat rmmerous, and seeking less
odium, some of these organized another system, formulated
a creed, and adopted another seaarian name, calling themselves Second Adventists. And, settling down to the belief
that what they had learned was all that could be learned,
they have not made progress since; and, in common with
others who failed to follow on in the path that shineth
more and more unto the perfed day, many of them have
fallen into foolish errors.
But though many of those who at first represented the
cleansed SanAuary thus became again entangled with the
yoke of bondage, those who still kept free and followed on
to know the Lord still represented his cleansed Sanauary,
and have since been owned and greatly blessed by his leading.
If the rubbish and defiling abominations were entirely
removed in 1846, the time since should be a season for the
setting in order of the things which remain, and for the unfolding and developingof God's glorious plan-which truths
should re-occupy the places vacated by the errors removed.
This work of opening up the truth, and examining and
appreciating its beauty, is properly due now, and is being accomplished. We thank God for the privilege of being engaged with others in this blessed work of bringing the
golden vessels of the Lord's house (precious truths) back
from the captivity of (symbolic) Babylon the Great (Ezra
I :7-11 ;5 :14; 6:5), and replacing them in the Sanauary.
And in this great wwk we offer fraternal greetings to all
co-laborers and members of the Anointed Body. Blessed
those servants whom their Lord, when he has come, shall
find giving meat in due season to the household,
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CHAPTER V.
THE TIME OF HARVEST.
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T H I JOYS OF OV. LOW.

The Hamest L the end of the age."-Matt. 13 :39.

HE careful student will have observed that the period
designated #.The Time of the End" is very appropriately named, since not only does the Gospel age close in it,
but in it, also, all prophecies relating to the close of this age
terminate, reaching their fulfilmeits. The same class of
readers will have noticed, too, the special importance of
the last 40 of those 115 years (1874-1g14), called "The
End " or " Harvest."
This brief period is the most momentuous and eventful
period of the entire age; for in it all the fruitage of the
age must be gathered and disposed of, and the field, which
is the world (Matt. 13 :38), must be cleared, plowed and
prepared for another sowing and reaping time-the Alillennial age. The importance of the events of this harvest
period can scarcely be overestimated; and yet the world
will not be aware of it, until its potent though unrecognized agencies have accomplished their appointed work.
Indeed, it is well to remember that this is not a harvesting
of the whole world, but of the Christian Church; and it
I21
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knowledge of his presence will come to the world in another
way, and at a later time. None are now prepared to receive
this truth, except the consecrated, the SanAuary class. To
the " host " of nominal Christians, as well as to the world,
it is foolishness ; nor will they be disposed to test,tihe proofs
set forth in the volumes of this series. . ..
Not only thus has the Lord prepared the hearts of his
people and led them by ways which they knew not, but for
this special time of need he has furnished wonderful helps
to Bible study, such as concordances, and varied and valuable translations of the Scriptures, as well as wonderful facilities for printing, publishing and mailing the truth; and
the advantages of general education, so that all can read
and study for themselves, and prove to their own satisfaction all the doArines advanced ;and these under conditions
of peace, so that none can molest them or make them afraid
to exercise full liberty of conscience in so doing.
After a careful perusal of the foregoing chapters of this
and the preceding volume, the thoughtful reader will observe that while each of the time prophecies accomplishes
a separate and distinA purpose, the central objeA of their
united and harmonious testimony has been to mark, with
definiteness and precision, by either dire& or indire& evidence, or corroborative testimony, the date of our Lord's
second advent, and of the establishment of his Kingdom in
the earth ; and also to mark the various stages and means
of its establishment, during the harvest period.
In order that we may realize the force of these various
lines of prophecy in their bearing on these central truths,
let us draw them to a focus, and note how these rays of
testimony unitedly and harmoniously blend, clearly revealing the blessed fa&, not that the Lord is coming, nor that
he will soon come, but that he has come; that he is now
present, a spiritual king, establishing a spiritual empire, in
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the harvest or end of the Gospel age, which lap upon
the now dawning Millennial age. We have seen that there
are to come " Tiiues of Restitution of all things "-"Times
of Refreshing " (AAs 3: 19) ; we have seen also that the
Lord Jehovah 61hathappointed a day [the Millennia1age] in
the which he will judge the world in righteousness by that
man whom he hath ordained, whereof he hath given assuranre unto all men, in that he hath raised him from the dead "
(AAs I 7 :31) ; we have seen that the Gospel age has been
the trial time or judgment day of the Church, and that it
ends with a harvesting, and the glorification of those who are
to live and reign with Christ a thousand years-during the
world's judgment day, the Times of Restitution ; and we
have also seen that the kingdoms of this world, under the
prince of this world, Satan, must give place to the Kingdom of God, under the King of glory. All of these great
events must tarry until the second advent of our Lord, the
King, Bridegroom and Reaper, whose presence and work
are to accomplish them, as foretold.
The typical Jubilee cycles pointed out A. D. 1874 as the
date of our Lord's return ; and yet the date was therein so
ingeniously hidden, as to make its discovery impossible until the "Time of the End." And this testimony was made
doubly strong by proofs from two standpoints-the Law
and the Prophet-the
two being entirely independent of
each other, and yet equally clear and convincing
The wonderful parallelism of the Jewish and Gospel dispensations taught us the same truth with additional features.
The second advent of our Lord in the end or harvest of the
Gospel age, occurring in the fall of 1874, proves to be at a
point of time exaAly parallel to the time of his first advent,
in the end of the Jewish age. (See Table of Correspondencies, VOL.II., pages 246 and 247.) As every prominent
feature of the Gospel dispensation is marked by a corre-
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sponding parallel in that typical dispensation, so we find
that this most noteworthy event taught by the jubilee has
its corresponding parallel. Our Lord's presence as Bridegroom, Reaper and King is shown in both dispensations.
Even the movement on the part of the virgins going forth
to meet him, their disappointment and the tarrying time
of thirty years find their parallel both in time and circumstances. And the parallelism continues to the full end
of the harvest of this dispensation-until the overthrow of
the professedly Christian kingdoms, really " kingdoms of
this world," and the full establishment of the Kingdom of
God in the earth at A. D. 1914, the terminus of the Times
of the Gentiles. (See Vol. II., chap. iv.) This coming
trouble and overthrow, we have seen, had its parallel in the
destruAion of Jerusalem and the complete overthrow of the
Jewish polity, A. D. go-another parallel, corresponding in
both time and circumstances.
Again, we have found the second advent of our Lord indicated by the prophet Daniel (12 :I), yet in such a manner as to be under cover until the events foretold to precede it had transpired aud passed into history, when we were
led to see that the one vailed under the name Michael is
indeed that which the name indicates-God's re$resentaii~~e
-" The Great Prince." Yes, we recognize him: " The
Prince of the Covenant," the a Mighty God [ruler]," the
" Everlasting Father Pife-giver] " (Dan. I I :22 ; Isa. 9:6),
who is to " stand up " with power and authority, to accomplish the great restitution of all thin@, and to offer everlasting life to the dead and dying millions of mankind, redeemed by his own precious blood. And, having traced
the 1335 days of Dan. xii., down to their ending at this
same date, we can now understand why the angel who thus
pointed out the date referred to it in such exultant terms" Oh, the blessedness of him that waiteth [who is in await-

ing or watching attitude] and cometh to the thousand, three
hundred, five and thirty days! "-A. D. 1874.* And in
our reckoning of the symbolic times here given, let it not
be overlooked that we used the key furnished us by the
manner in which the first advent was indicated-+ symbolic
day representing a literal year. Thus we found the time of
our Lord's second advent clearly proven to be 1874411
OAober of that year, as shown in Vol. II., chap. vi.
But this is not all. Certain reasonable obstacles to faith
in Christ's presence niight yet appear to the minds of even
careful students, and we wish to see these all removed. For
instance, it might reasonably be inquired, How is it that
the exaA Bible Chronology points to OAober 1872as the
beginning of the seventh thousand years, or Millennium,
while the Jubilee Cycles show October 1874to be the date
of our Lord's return and the beginning of restitution times?
This apparent inharmony of the date of the second advent with the beginning of the seventh thousand years
seemed at first sight to indicate "a screw loose " somewhere
in the chronological reckoning, and led to careful reexamination of the subjeA, but always with the same result.
Closer thought, however, proves that God is an exaA timekeeper, and that this point is no exception to his mathematical precision. It will be remembered that the reckoning of chronology began with the creation of Adam, and
that some time was spent by Adam and Eve before sin en.
tered. Just how long we are not informed, but two years
would not be an improbable estimate. Before the creation
of Eve, Adam was permitted to live long enough to realize
his lack of a companion (Gen. 2 :zo) ; he had become acquainted with and had named all the animals; he had become acquainted with the various trees and plants of Eden.

*

The year u reckoned by the Jews begins in O b b e r ; hence OCtob u 1874 w u really the beginning of 1875.
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Then followed the creation of Eve; and some time must
have elapsed in the enjoyment of their delightful surroundings, before the blight of sin entered.
Recalling all these circumstances, we can scarcely imagine that a shorter time than two years elapsed in that
sinless condition ; and the interval between the close of the
six thousand years and the beginning of the times of Restitution leads to the inference that the interval between the
creation of Adam and the entrance of sin, during which
God's Kingdom was in the world, represented in Adam, is
not counted as part of the six days of evil. The six thousand
years in which God has permitted evil to dominate the
world, prior to the beginning of the great seventh or sabbatic thousand, or Times of Restitution, dates from the entrance of sin into the world. And since the Times of Restitution began with OAober 1874, that must be the end of
the six thousand years reign of Sin ; and the difference between that and the date shown in the chronology from
Adam's creation represents the periodof sinlessness in Eden,
which really belongs to the reign of righteousness.
Again, what might at first thought have appeared a discrepancy-that the Lord would be present in the close of
1874, and yet that GentileTimes would not end until 1914is found, on the contrary, to be in fullest harmony with the
unfoldings of God's plan for the campaign of the Battle of
the Great Day, and exaAly as foretold by Daniel ( 2 :44),
who declared, " In the days of these kings, shall the God
of heaven set up a Kingdom, and it shall break in pieces and
consume all these." It must, therefore, be just as we have
found it: our Lord must be present, must test the living
members of his Church, must exalt them, glorify them and
associate them with himself in the power and authority to
be exercised during the Millennium (Rev. 5 :IO; SO:^),
and must put in motion those instrumentalitiesand agencies

The Time of Hatwc~i.
which (though unconscious of it themselves) will carry out
his orders-thus doing their share in the "battle of the
great day of God Almighty"-undermining
and finally
overthrowing all the present " Christian Nations," socalled. The " kingdoms of this world," even while being
crushed by the Kingdom of God, will be quite ignorant of
the real cawc of their downfall,-until, in the close of this
" day of wrath," the eyes of their understanding shall open,
so that they will see that a new dispensation has dawned,
and learn that Immanuel has taken to himself his great
power, and has begun his glorious and righteous reign.
While the time-prophecies thus point to and harmonize
with 1874 as the date of our Lord's second presence, assuring us of the fa& with mathematical precision, we find ourselves overwhelmed with evidence of another charalter ; for
certain peculiar signs, foretold by the Lord and the apostles and prophets, which were to precede his coming, are
now c l d y recognized as a&ually fulfilled. We see that
the promised Elias has indeed come; that his teachings
have been rejded, just as predi&ed ; and that therefore
the great time of trouble must follow. The prediAed Man
of Sin, the Antichrist, has also made his appearance, and
accomplished his long and terrible reign ; and at the exalt
time appointed'' (1799) his dominion was taken away.
The cleansing of the sanAuary was also accomplished as predi&ed, and at a time sufficiently in advance of 1874 to make
ready a people prepared for the Lord "-a people in devout expe&ancy of his coming-just as a similar work prior
to the first advent made ready a people to receive him then.
We find that the date 1874 is also in harmony with the
prophecy of Daniel ( I ~ : I ) , which fixes the advent of
" Michael " in the " Time of the End "-that is, somewhere between 17gg and 19x4-and as the cause and precursor of the great time of trouble. When seventy-five
'
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years of this Day of Preparation" had developed the
proper conditions for the beginning of his great work, then
the Master stepped upon the scene-quietly, " without outward show "-"
in like manner" as he went away. And the
remaining forty years of this ' l Day of Preparation," sixteen
of which are already in the past, will accomplish the setting
up or establishmentof his Kingdom in power and great glory.
Thefonrs of time-prophecy upon the harvest and matters
conneAed with the Lord's presence and the establishment of
the Kingdom, will be impressed upon the mind by a careful
study of the accompanying diagrams, one of which shows
the parallels or correspondencies between the Gospel age
and its type, the Jewish age, and how the various prominent features in this harvest are marked by the great prophecies, while the other concisely shows the history of the
world as related to that of God's typical and real churches
(Jewish and Gospel), and points out the prophetic measures
relating to them.
Thus all the rays of prophecy converge upon this "Time
of the End," the focal point of which is the "Harvest "the time of our Lord's presence and the establishment of
his long promised Kingdom. And when we consider the
great importance of these events, the stupendous dispensational changes which they introduce, and the amount and
charaAer of the prophetic testimony which marks them;
and when we see how carefully we have been instruAed as
to the manner of his manifestation, so that no stumblingblock to our faith should stand in the way of our recognition of his presence, our hearts rejoice with joy unspeakablc Fully tenfold greater testimony is now given to the
fa& of his second presence than was granted to the early
disciples at the first advent, though that was quite sufficient
then for tbe "Israelite indeed," who waited for the consolation of Israel.
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For nearly two thousand years, the suffering, persecuted,
self-sacrificing, consecrated ones have anxiously waited for
the Master's coming. Faithful Pauls, ardent Peters, loving
Johns, devoted Stephens, gentle Marys and tender and
generous Marthas, a long line of brave confessors of the truth
at the risk of torture and death, and suffering martyrs, and
some of the faithful fathers and mothers and brothers and
sisters in Israel who humbly walked with God in less stormy
times, neither ashamed nor afraid to confess Christ and to
bear his reproach, nor to be the companions of those who
were reproached for his truth's sake (Heb. 10:33)-these,
after fighting the good fight of faith, laid down their armor
to await their promised reward at the Master's appearing.a Tim. 4:8.
And now he has come I The Lord is indeed present !
And the time is at hand for the setting up of his Kingdom,
and the exaltation and glorification of his faithful bride.
The days of waiting for his presence are now in the past,
and the blessedness of the waiting ones, long foretold, is
ours. To the eye of faith he is now revealed by the prophetic lamp ( 2 Pet. I :19); and, ere the harvest is fullyended,
faith, and the present joys of faith, will give place to the
rapturous joys of the full fruition of our hopes, when those
counted worthy will all have been made like him, and will
see him as he is, face to face.
Asshown in theparableillustratingit (Matt. 25 :14-30), the
first thing done by the Lord on his return is to call his servants and reckon with them. In reckoning with the servants
who had made faithful use of their talents, seeking to know
and to do his will, the parable shows that each one, as soon
as examined, tested, is caused to enter into the joys of his
Lord," before he receives the dominion promised. Now
we see that parable fulfilling, and that before our share in
the reign begins. Even before the enemits are conquered,
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each faithful one is permitted to get a clear view of the
coming Kingdom and glory and of the great work of the
dawning Millennia1 day; and this view of the great restitution shortly to be accomplished for all mankind, through
the instrumentality of Christ and his glorified Church, is the
joy of the Lord in which they are permitted to participate.
While we thusstand, as it wereon Pisgah's heights,and view
the grand prospeA just before us, our hearts rejoice in the
Lord's great plan, with an unspeakable joy; and though we
realize that the Church is still in the wilderness of her humiliation, and that the hour of her a h a 1 triumph has not yet
fully come, yet, seeing the indications of its rapid approach,
and by faith already discerning the Bridegroom's presence,
we lift up our heads and rejoice, knowing that our redemption draweth nigh. Oh, what fulness of blessing and cause
for joy and thanksgiving this truth contains l Truly, the
Lord hath put a new song into our mouths. It is the grand
anthem, the first note of which was sung by the angelic
choir, at the birth of the infant Jesus-" Behold, I bring
you good fiiiings, of GREAT JOY,which shall be unto allpeople." Thank God, its harmonious strains will ere long fill
heaven and earth with eternal melody, as the blessed work
of salvation-restitution-which
he comes to accomplish
progresses toward its glorious culmination.
Joy to the world I the Lord is come!
Let earth receive her King!
Let every heart prepnre h i room,
And heaven and nature sing.
" He'll rule the world with huth and grace,
And make the nations prove
The striCtnas of his righteousness,
And wondm of his love."
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ARVEST" is a term which gives a general idea as
H
to what work should be expened to transpire between
It is a time of reaping rather
the dates 1874 and
"

1914.

than of sowing, a time of testing, of reckoning, of settlement and of rewarding. The harvest of the Jewish age being a type of the harvest of this age, observation and-cornparison of the various features o f that harvest afford very
clear ideas concerning the work to be accomplished in the
present harvest. In that harvest, our Lord's special teachings were such as to gather the wheat, who were such already,
and to separate the chaff of the Jewish nation from the
wheat. And his doorines became also the seeds for the
new dispensation, whick opened (shortly after the nation of
Israel was cast off) at P.-ntecost.
Our Lord's words to his disciples as he sent them forth,
I35
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during his ministry to t w church-nation, should be carefully remembered, as giving proof that their special work
then was reaping, and not sowing. He said to them, "Lift
up your eyes and look on the fields; for they are white
already to harvest: and he that reapeth receiveth wages,
and gathereth fruit unto life eternal." (John 4:35,36.) As
the chief reaper in that harvest (as he also is in this one),
the Lord said to the under-reapers, "I sent you to reap
that whereon ye bestowed no labor : other men [the patriarchs and prophets and other holy men of old] labored, and
ye are entered into their labors1'-to reap the fruits of those
centuries of effort, and to test that people by the message,
r"l'he Kingdom of heaven is at hand," and the King is
present-" Behold, thy King cometh unto thee." -Matt.
10:7; John 11:15; Zech. g:g.
In the Jewish harvest, the Lord, rather than to make goats
into sheep, sought the blinded and scattered sheep of Israel,
calling for all who already were his sheep, that they might
hear his voice and follow him. These observations of the
type furnish an intimation of the charaoer of the work due
in the present harvest or reaping time. . Another and a
larger sowing, under the more favorable conditions of the
Millennia1 age and Kingdom, will soon be commenced : indeed, the seeds of truth concerning restitution, etc., which
will produce that coming crop, are even now being dropped
here and there into longing, truth-hungry hearts. But this
is only an incidental work now ; for, like its Jewish type,
the present harvest is a time for reaping the professed
church (so-called Christendom), that the true saints gathered
out of it may be exalted and associated with their Lord,
not only to preach the truth, but also to put into operation
the great work of restitution for the world.
In this harvest, wheat and tares are to be separated ; yet
both of these classes, previous to the separation, compose
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the nominal church. The wheat are the true children of
the Kingdom, the truly consecrated, the heirs, while the
tares are nominally, but not really, Christ's Church or prospeAive bride. The tares are the class mentioned by our
Lord, who call him Lord, but who do not obey him. (Luke
6 :46.) In outward appearance, the two classes are often so
much alike as to require close scrutiny to distinguish between them. "The field is the world," in the parable, and
the wheat and tares together (the tares more numerous)
constitute what is sometimescalled " The Christian World,"
and Christendom." By attending religious services occasionally or regularly, by calling themselves Christians, by
following certain rites and ceremonies, and by being identified more or less direAly with some religious system, the
tares look like, and sometimes pass for, God's heart-consecrated children. In so-called " Christian lands," all except professed Infidels and Jews are thus counted Christians;
and their numbers (including the few fully consecrated ones
-the saints) are estimated at about one hundred and eighty
millions of Greek and Roman Catholics, and about one
hundred and twenty millions of Protestants.
During the Gospel age, our Lord's instruAions have been
not to attempt a separation of the true from the imitation
children of the Kingdom; because to accomplish a complete
separation would occasion the general turning of the world
(the field) upside down-a general unsettlement of the
wheat, as well a s of the tares. He therefore said, "Let both
grow together until the harvest." But he added, " In the
time of harvest I will say unto the reapers [angels, messengers], Gather ye together first the tares and bind them in
bundles to burn them, but gather the wheat into my barn. "
(Matt. 13:30.) Hence, in the time of harvest we must expee a generid separating work, hitherto prohibited. While
those symbolized by the wheat are ever encouraged to stand
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fast in the liberty wherewith Christ made them free, and to
avoid entangling alliances with open transgressors and with
wolves in sheep's clothing, yet they were not to attempt to
draw the line between thefulIy consecrated class (the wheat,
the saints), and the tares who profess Christ's nameand doctrines, and who to some extent allow these doArines to influence their outward condua, but whose heart desires are
far from the Lord and his service. This judging of hearts,
motives, etc., which is beyond our power, and which the
Lord commanded us to entirely avoid, is the very thing
which the various seAs have all along endeavored to accomplish;-attempting to separate, to test the wheat, and to
keep out as tares or heretics, by rigorous creeds of human
manufaAure, all professors of Christianity whose faith did
not exaAly fit their various false measurements. Yet how
unsuccessful all these seAs have been I They have set up
false, unscriptural standards and doArines, which have really developed many tares and choked and separated the
wheat ; for instance, the doArine of the everlasting torment
of all not members of the Church. Though now becoming
greatly modified, under the increasing light of our day, what
a multitude of tares this error has produced, and how it has
choked and blinded and hindered the wheat from a proper
recognition of God's charaAer and plan. To-day we see
what a mistake the various seAs have made in not following the Lord's counsel, to let wheat and tares, saints and
professors, grow together, without attempting a separation.
Honest men in every seA will admit that in their seAs are
many tares, professors not saints, and that outside their
seAarian bars are many saints. Thus, no seA to-day either
can or does claim to be all wheat, and free from tares.
Much less would any earthly organization (except Christadelphians and Mormons) be bold enough to claim that it
contained all 4 tire wheat. Hence, they are without any
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excuse for tneir organizations, theological fences, etc. They
do not separate wheat from tares, nor can anything completely and thoroughly accomplish this separation of hearts
except the method which the Lord has ordained shall be
put into execution in the time of harvest. This shows the
necessity for knowing when the time is at hand and the
harvest work of separating is due to begin. And our Lord,
true to his promise, has not left us in darkness, but ie giving
the information now due, to all whose hearts are ready for
it. "Ye, brethren, are not in darkness [nor asleep] that that
day should overtake you as a thief."- I Thes. 5 :4.
The truth nozu due is the sickle in this harvest, just as a
similar sickle was used in the Jewish harvest. The reapers,
the angels* or messengers, now, are the Lord's followers,
just as a similar class were the reapers in the Jewish harvest.
And though others, throughout the age, were told not to
attempt the separation of the wheat from the tares, yet those
now ready, worthy and obedient will be shown the Lord's
plan and arrangement so clearly that they will recognize
his voice in the time of harvest, saying, "Thrust in the
sickle" of present truth, and "gather my saints together
unto me, those that have made a covenant with me by sacrifice." " They shall be mine, saith the Lord of hosts, in
that day when I make up myjewe1s."-Psa. 50 :5 ; Mal. 3 :I 7.
Not only is this the time for the gathering of the saints
by the truth (into oneness with their Lord and each other,
and out of fellowship with mere professors, tares), but it is
also a time for cleaning up the field by consuming the tares,
stubble, weeds, etc., preparatory to the new sowing. In
one sense the " wheat " is gathered out from among the
tares-because of the greater abundance of tares-as when
the Lord says, " Come out of her, my. .people."
Yet, in
.
another sen&, the separation is properly represented by the

* The w a d

.npl"signifies messcngcr.
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tares k i n g gathered from the wheat. Really, the wheat
has the place by right ; it is a wheat-field, not a tare-field
(the world of mankind being counted the ground out of
which the wheat and also the tares grow or develop) ; so it
is the tares that are out of place and need to be removed.
The Lord started the wheat-field, and the wheat represents
the children of the Kingdom. (Matt. 1 3:38.) And since
the field or world is to be given to these, and already belongs to them by promise, the parable shows that really it
is the tares that are gathered out and burned, leaving the
field, and all in it, to the wheat. The tares are returned to
the ground (world) whence they came, and the first-fruits
of the wheat are to be gathered into the garner, so that the
earth may bring forth another crop.
The wheat was not to be bundled : the grains were originally planted separate and independent, to associate only
as one kind, under similar conditions. But the parable declares that one of the effefts of the harvest will be to gather
and bind the tares in bundles before the burning" or
" time of trouble."
And this work is in progress all around
us. Never was there a time like it for Labor Unions, Capitalistic Trusts and proteftive associations of every sort.
The civilized world is the " field " of the parable. In it,
during the Reformation, the winds of doltrinal strife, from
one quarter and another, threw wheat and tares together into great batches (denominations), inclining some in one
direltion (doftrinally), and some in another. This huddled
wheat and tares closely together, and took away much of
the individuality of all. The doltrinal storms are long past,
but the divisions continue from force of habit, and only here
and there has a head of wheat attempted to lift itself to uprightness from the weight of the mass.
But with the harvest time comes the release of the wheat
from the weight and hindrance of the tares. The sickle of
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truth prepares this class for the freedom wherewith Christ
originally made all free, though the same sickle has an
opposite influence upon the tares. The spirit of the tares
is toward seAarian greatness and show, rather than toward
ina'imiiual obedience and allegiance to God. Hence, present truths, the tendency of which they at once discover to
be to condemn all seearianism, and to test each individual,
they rejet3 and strongly oppose. And, though disposed to
unite with each other, all the seAs unite in opposing the
disintegrating tendencies of present truth, to such an extent
as to draw the cords slowly, cautiously, yet tightly upon all
individual thought and study on religious subjeas, lest their
organizations should fall to pieces and, all the wheat escaping, leave nothing but tares.
Each of the tare class seems aware that, if examined individually, he would have no claim to the Kingdom promised
to the close followers of the Lamb. The tares would prefer to have the various seas judged as so many corporations,
and in comparison one with another, hoping thus to glide
into the Kingdom glory on the merits of the wheat with
whom they are associated. But this they cannot do : the
test of worthiness for the Kingdom honors will be an individual one,--of individual fidelity to God and his truth,and not a trial of seas, to see which of them is the true one.
And each & seems to realize, in the greater light of to-day,
which is scattering the mists of bigotry and superstition,
that other seas have as good (and as little) right as itself to
claim to be the one and only true church. Forced to admit
this, they seek to bind all by the impression that it is essential to salvation to be joined to some one of their seas-it
matters little to which one. Thus they combine the idea
of individual responsibility with seAarian bondage.
As an illustration of a popular cord recently drawn tightly
by m%rianism upon its votaries, we C ~ t ethe see.~nn%\y

.
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harmless, and, to many, seemingly advantageous, International Sunday School Lessons. These lend the impression
of unseoarian co-operation in Bible study, among all
Christians. They thus appear to be taking a grand step
away from, and in advance of, the old methods of studying
with seAarian catechisms. These uniform lessons have the
appearance of being an abandonment of seftarianism and n
coming together of all Christians to study the Bible in its
own light ;-a thing which all recognize to be the only
proper course, but which all seAarians refuse to do aftually ;
for, be it noticed, these International S. S. Lessons only a$pear to be unseAarian : they only appear to grant liberty
in Bible study. Really, each denomination prepares its
own comments on the Scriptures contained in the lessons.
And the committee which selefts these lessons, aiming for
the autward appearance of harmony and union, seleas such
passages of Scripture as there is little difference of opinion
upon. The passages and doftrines upon which they disagree, the very ones which need most to be discussed, in order
that the truths and errors of each seA may be manifested,
that a real union might be arrived at upon the basis of "one
Lord, one faith and one baptism,"- these are ignored in
the lessons, but still firmly held as before by each seft.
The effe& of these and other similar "union " methods is
to make Protestantism more imposing in appearance, and to
say to the people in fa&, if not in words: You must join
one of these seas, or you are not a child of God at all.
Really, it is not a union as one church, but a combination
of separate and distinA organizations, each as anxious as
ever to retain its own organization as a seA or bundle, but
each willing to combine with others to make a larger and
more imposing appearance before the world. It is like the
piling of sheaves together in a shock. Each sheaf retains
& own bondage or organization, and becomes bound yet

A

more tightly by being wedged and fastened in with other
bundles, in a large and imposing stack.
The International Lesson system, in conneAion with
modern methods of " running" Sunday Schools, greatly
aids seAarianism, and hinders real growth in the knowledge
of the truth, in yet another way. So general a lesson is
presented in conne&ion with the " exercises " of the school,
that there is scarcely time to consider the guarded, printed
questions, with prepared answers ; and no time is left for
the truth-hungry Bible student, or the occasional earnest
teacher, to bring out other questions of greater importance,
containing food for thought and profitable discussion. Formerly, Bible classes met to study such portions of the Bible
as they chose, and were hindered from obtaining truth by
the bondage of their own prejudice and superstition only,
and the earnest, truth-hungry ones were always able to
make some progress. But now, when increasing light is
illuminating every subjeA and dispelling the fogs of saperstition and prejudice, it is hindered from shining upon the
Bible class student by the very International Lessons which
claim to aid him. His time for Bible study is skilfully direAed, so that he may get no new ideas, but be so continually occupied in the use of the "milk of the word"
(greatly diluted with the traditions of men), as to take
away all appetite for the " strong meat " of more advanced
truth. (Heb. 5 :14.) In such clpsses, all time and opportunity for tasting and learning to appreciate " meat " is sacrificed, in obedience to the words, " We must stick to our
lesson ;for the hour will soon expire." Well has the prophet,
as well as the apostle,.declared that, to appreciate the great
d&rines of God, so essential to our growth in grace and
in the knowledge and love of God, we must leave the first
principles and go on unto perfe&ion-"weaned
from the
milk, and drawn from the breasts."-Reb. 6:\; \ss. a%*.9.
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As a result of present Sunday School methods (including
the use of the International Lessons with stereotyped questions, which discourage individual study and the exercise
of individual brains), the adult Bible class for seeking grace
through knowledge of the Scriptures is generally a thing of
the past. Maturer minds are either harnessed and bridled
as teachers, to drag along the International System, or stay
at home to read the newspapers. Young men and young
women, on the contrary, find the brief session, the stereotyped questions, and the " exercises," more agreeable than
Bible study. They are led to feel that they have performed
a duty; and the sampce of the few moments is repaid by
the social gossip and interchange which it affords. The
little ones, too, like the "exercises," the singing, storybooks, picnics, treats and general entertainment, best ; and
they and their mothers feel well repaid for the labor of
dressing, by the opportunity thus afforded for showing their
fine clothing. And the parental responsibility of religious
home-training is very largely resigned in favor of the sham
and machinery of the Sunday School. The Sunday School
has been well named the nursery of the church, and the
little ones thus brought up in the,nurture and admonition
of the worldly spirit are the young shoots of that abundant
crop of tares with which great Babylon is completely overrun.
Wherever, here and there, an adult Bible class does exist,
and the teacher is candid and independent enough to leave
the prescribed lesson, and follow up more important topics,
giving liberty for the'truth to be brought forward, whether
favorable or unfavorable to the creed of the seA, he is
marked by the worldly-wise pastor or superintendent as an
unsafe teacher. Such teachers are indeed dangerous to
seaarianism, and are very soon without classes. Such
teachers, and the truths they would admit to candid invest~&ztion, would soon cut the cords and scatter the seoarian

bundles, and hence are not long wanted. Others are therefore prefemd, who can hold the thoughts of their classes,
divert them from " strong meat," and keep them unweaned
babes, too weak to stand alone, and bound to the systems
which they learn to love, and believe they would die without. The true teacher's place, and the true Bible student's
place, is outside of all human bondage, free to examine and
feed upon all portions of the good Word of God, and untrammeled to follow the Lamb whithersoever he leads.John 8:36; Gal. 5:1.
While individual liberty must outwardly be recognized as
never before, we see that really there never was a time when
the bands were so thoroughly drawn, to bind all wheat and
tares into the many bundles. There never was a time when
arrangements were so close, and so restraining of all personal liberties, as now. Every spare hour of a zealous sectarian is filled by some of the many meetings or proje&s,
so that no time for untrammeled thought and Bible study
can be had. The principal design of these meetings, entertainments, etc., is seAarian growth and strength; and the
eff& is the bondage mentioned, so detrimental to the real
development of the consecrated children of God, the wheat.
These bands are being made stronger, as the prophet intimat&. (Isa. 18 :12.) Some wheat and many tares constitute these bundles, from which it daily becomes more difficult to get free.
From what we have seen of the small quantity of truly
consecrated wheat, and the great mass of "baptized profession " (as a Methodist bishop has forcibly described the
tare class), it is evident that the burning of the tares will
be a momentous event. It is a mistake, however, which
many make, to suppose that the burning of the tares in a
furnace of fire, where there shall be wailing and gnashing
of teeth (Matt. 13:4z], refers either to a litera\ h e , ox \Q
I0C
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trouble beyond the present life. The entire parable belongs
to the present age. Not only is this fire a symbol, as well
as the wheat and the tares, but it symbolizes the desh&on
of the tares, in the great time of trouble with which this
age is to close, and from which the wheat class is promised
an escape. (Mal. 3 :1 7 ; Luke n I :36.) The great furnace
of fire symbolizes the great time of trouble " coming, in
the close of this harvest, upon the unworthy tare class of
' l Christendom."
Nor does the destruaion of the tares imply the destruction, either present or future, of all the individuals composing the tare class. It signifies rather a destruAion of the
false pretentions of this class. Their claim or profession is
that they are Christians, whereas they are still children of
this world. When burned or destroyed as tares, they will
be recognized in their true chara&er,-as members of the
world, and will no longer imitate Christians, as nominal
members of Christ's Church.
Our Lord explains that he sowed the good seed of the
Kingdom, the truth, from which springs all the true wheat
class, begotten by the sp'n't of truth. Afterward, during
the night, the dark ages, Satan sowed tares. Doubtless the
tares were sown in the saille manner as the wheat. They
are the offspring of errors. We have seen how grievously the
sanauary and the host were defiled by the great adversary
and his blinded servants, and how the precious vessels (doctrines) were profaned and misapplied by Papacy; and this
is but another showing of the same thing. False doArines
begat false aims and ambitions in the Lord's wheat-field,
and led many to Satan's service, to sow errors of do&rine
and praaice which have brought forth tares abundantly.
The field looks beautiful and flourishing to many, as they
count by the hundreds of millions. But really the proportion of wheat is very small, and it had been far better for
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the wheat, which has been choked and greatly hindered from
development by the tares, if the worldly-spirited tares had
not been in the Church, but in their own place in the world,
leaving the consecrated " little flock," the only representatives of Christ's spirit and doArine, in the field. Then the
difference between the Church and the world would be very
marked, and her growth, though apparently less rapid, would
have been healthy. The great seeming success manifested
by numbers and wealth and social standing, in which many
glory so much, is really a great injury, and in no sense a
blessing, either to the Church or to the world.
As we examine this subjeA, we find that many of these
tares are little to blame for their false position as imitation
wheat. Nor do many of them know that the tares are not
the real Church ; for they regard the little flock of consecrated wheat as extremists and fanatics. And, when compared with the tare multitude, the Lord and the apostles
and all the wheat certainly do appear to be extremists and
fanatics, if the majority, the tares, be in the right.
The tares have been so thoroughly and so often assured
that they are Christians-that all are Christians except Jews,
infidels and heathens-that they could scarcely be expeAed
to know to the contrary. False doarines assure them that
there are but two classes, and that all who escape everlasting torment are to be joint-heirs with Christ. Every funeral
discourse, except in the case of the miserably degraded and
the openly wicked and immoral, assures the friends of the
peace and joy and heavenly glory of the deceased ; and, to
prove it, passages of Scripture are quoted, which, from the
context, should be seen to apply only to the fully consecrated, the saints.
Naturally inclined to reprove themselves, to conscientiously deny that they are saints, and to disclaim the rich promises of the Scriptures to such, they are persuaded to claim

them, by tbeir no better informed mow-tares,both in pulpits
and pews. They conscientiously feel-indeed they are certain-that they have done nothing which would justly merit
everlasting torture ; and their faith in the
d d r i n e s of
Christendom" kads than to hope, and to claim, that
they and all moral people are members of the Church to
which all the rich promises belong. Thus they are tares
by force of fPlsc dodtrhes, and not only occupy a false position thcrmelves, but misrepresent the truly high standard
of saintship. Under the delusion of the error, they feel a
sense of security and satihQion ; for, measuring themselves
and their lives with those of the majority in the nominal
church, and with their deceased friends to whose funeral
eulogies they have listened, they find themselves at least
averag-d
even more consistent than m a n y of loud profession. Yet they are conscious that they have never made
any real consecration of heart and life, time and means,
talents and opportunities, to God and his service.
But ar the "chaff" dass of the Jewish nation was consumed in the close of that harvest (Luke 3: 17), so this
tare " dass will be consumed in this harvest. As the chaff
ceased from all pretention to divine favor as the triumphing
Kingdom of God,before that harvest closed in the greatjre
of religious and political contention, which consumed that
system, so it shall be with the tare class of so-called 4 t Christendom." They will be consumed ; they will cease to be
tares; they will cease to deceive either themselves or othen;
they will cease to apply to themselves the exceeding great
and precious promises which belong only to the overcoming saints; and, when their various so-called Christian kingdoms, and their various religious organizations, rent by
discords induced by the increasing light of truth, will be
cbnrarmed in the fire already kindled, "the fire of God's
zeal " (the great time of trouble with which this age will
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end.--Zeph. 3 :8), they will cease to claim for their worldly
systems the name '' Christendom. "
After telling of the burning of the tares, the parable'furtha
declares, " Then shall the righteous [the wheat] shine forth
as the sun in the Kingdom of their Father." [What better
testimony than this could we have, that the true Church is
not yet set up in power, as God's Kingdom, and that it will
not be thus exalted until this harvest is ended?] Then
shall this sun of righteousness (of which Christ Jesus will
always be the central glory) arise with healing in his beams,
to bless, restore, purify and disinfeA from sin and error
the whole world of mankind ;--the incorrigible being destroyed in the second death.
Let the r(l& be remembered that, in the typical Jewish
harvest, Israelites indeed, as well as imitation Israelites, constituted the Jewish or Fleshly House of Israel ; that only
the h u e h l i t e s ' w e r e s e l d e d and gathered into the gospel garner, and honored with the truths belonging to the
Gospel age; and that all others of that nation ("chaff")
were not physically destroyed (though of course many lives
were lost in their trouble), but were cut off from all Kingdom favors in which previously they trusted and boasted.
Then trace the parallel and counterpdrt of this, in the treatment of the " tares " in the present burning time.
Not only has the Lord shown us what to expeA in this
"harvest," and our share in it, both in being separated
ourselves and, as " reapers,'' in using the sickle of truth to
assist others to liberty in Christ and separation from false
human systems and bondages, but in order to render us
doubly sure that we are right, and that the separating time
of the harvest has amved, he provided us proofs of the very
year the harvest work began, its length, and when it will
close. These, already examined, show that the close of
4 7 4 marked the beginning, as the close of 1914will mark

the end. of this 40 years of harvest ;while all the minutiae of
the order and work of this hVpgt w e portrayed in that

of the Jewish age, its type. Some of the marked time-features
of that typical hroest we will now examine, and note the
Imom which they teach, which arc applicable now, and
which our Lord evidently designed for this purpose, so that
we might not be in either doubt or uncertainty, but might
know ofhis plan, and beable toa&a~~~rdingly,withstrength,
as co-operaton with him in carrying out his revealed mill.
All the time-fatares conn&ed with the Jewish harvest
(though they sometimes i n d i d t l y related to the faithful),
had their dire& baring upon the great nominal mas, and
marked periods of its trial, r e w i o n , overthrow and destrueion as a system or church-nation. Thus the Lord, as
the Bridegroom and reaper, came (A. D. 29) not to the f m r
Israelites only, but to the entire mass. (John I :I I.) The
progress of the harvest work there disclosed the fa& that
the grains of ripe wheat fit for the garner (the Gospel dispensation) wexe few, and that the great mass was wheat
merely in appearan-in
reality only "chaff," devoid of
the real wheat principle within. When, three and a half
years later (A. D. 33), our Lord assumed the office of King,
and permitted (what before he had refused-John 6 : ~ s )
that the people should mount him upon an ass and hail him
King, it marked a point in this antitypical, Gospel harvest
more important far than that of the type. The parallel to
this, as we have seen, points to 1874 as the time of our
Lord's second presence as Bridegroom and Reaper, and to
April 1878 as the time when he began to exercise his office
of King of kings aud Lord of lords in very deed,-this
time a spiritual King, present with all power, though invisible to men.
The doings of our Lord, while there for a few hours typically aE)iog as King of Israel, are deeply significant to us,
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as unquestionably indicating, and shadowing forth, what
must be expetled here. What men saw him do at that
time, such as riding on an ass into Jerusalem as king, and
scourging the moneychangers out of the temple, we recognize as typical-as done Acre on a larger scale, though the
King, and the scourge of cords, and the proclamation of
kingly authority, are now manifested in a very different way,
and to the eye of faith only. But the Jewish type serves
to call attention to this fulfilment, which otherwise we would
not be able to appreciate. The first work of the typical
King was to rej& the entire church-nation of Israel as unworthy to be his Kingdom, or longer to be treated as his
special heritage. This was expressed thus : " 0 Jerusalem,
Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets, and stonest them
which are sent unto thee, how often would I have gathered
thy children together, even as a hen gathereth her chickens
under her wings, and ye would not. Behold, your house is
lcf untoyou desoltrte /"-Matt. 23 :37-39.
This, when applied to the present harvest, teaches that
as in A. D. 33 typical Israel, after being recognized as God's
people for 1845 years by favors, Aastisements, etc., was
cast off, rejeAed by the King, because found unworthy, after
a trial and inspettion of three and a half years, so in the
present harvest, after a similar three and a half years of inspeftion, and at the close of a similar period of 1845 years
of favor and chastisement, nominal Christendom would be
refedled by the King as unworthy longer to receive any
favors from him, or to be recognized in any manner by him.
But, as the rejeAion of nominal Fleshly Israel did not
imply the rejeaion, individually, of any " Israelite indeed,''
in whom was no guile, but rather a still greater favor to
such (who were set free from the "blind guides," and taught
more direAly and perfeAly through new spiritual channelr
-the apostles), so here we must exp& the .t'Pa4
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spiritual favors, formerly bestowed upon the nominal mass,
belong henceforth only to the faithful and obedient. Henceforth the light, as it becomes due, and " the meat in due
season for the household of faith," must be expetled, not
through former channels, in any degree, but through faithful individuals outside of the fallen, r e j d e d systems.
During his ministry, and up to the time when, as King,
he cast off the Jewish system, our Lord recognized the
scribes and Pharisees as the legitimate instruAors of the
people, even though he often upbraided them as hypocrites
who deceived the people. This is evident from the Lord's
words (Matt. 23 :2+"
The scribes and the Pharisees sit in
Moses' seat ; whatsoever therefore they bid you do, that
observe and do." So, likewise, for a time the great religious rulers of nominal Christendom in Synods, Conferences,
Councils, etc., measurably sat in Christ's seat as instru&ors
of the people, as the Jewish Sanhedrim once occupied Moses'
seat. But as, after A. D. 33, the scribes and Pharisees were
no longer recognized by the Lord in any sense, and the
true Israelites were no longer instruAed by these, but by
God himself, through cther, humbler, untitled and more
worthy instruments, who were raised up among the people
and specially k g h t of God, so we must ex@ and do find
it here, in this parallel harvest.
The taking of the kingly office by our Lord in A. D. 33,
and his first official a& in rejding the national church of
fleshly Israel, taken in conneltion with all the striking parallels of the two ages, indicate very clearly that at the parallel point of time in the present harvest, i. e., 1878, mystic
Babylon, otherwise called Christendom, the antitype of JUdaism, was cut off; and there went forth the message,
" Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the
habitation of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and
a age of every unclean and hateful bird. "--Rev. 18 :2.
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The fall, plagues, destruaion, etc., foretold to come upon mystic Babylon, were foreshadowed in the great trouble
and national destruAion which came upon fleshly Israel, and
which ended with the complete overthrow of that nation
in A. D. 70. And the period of falling also corresponds ;for
from the time our Lord said, '' Your house is 1cft unto you
desolate," A. D. 33, to A. D. 7 0 was 36 $ years ;and so from
A. D. 1878 to the end of A. D. 1914 is 36% years. And,
with the end of A. D. 19x4, what God calls Babylon, and
what men call Christendom, will have passed away, as already
shown from prophecy.
Judaism was a divinely appointed type of the Millennia1
Kingdom of Christ which will control and regulate all matters ; hence Judaism was properly a union of church and
state--of religious and civil government. But, as we have
already shown, the Gospel Church was in no sense to be
associated in, or to have anything to do with, the government of the world, until her Lord, the King of kings, comes,
assumes control, and exalts her as his bride to share in that
reign of righteousness. Negle&ing the Lord's words, and
following human wisdom, theories and plans, the great system called Christendom, embracing all governments and
creeds profesnng to be Christ's (but a miserable counterfeit of the true Kingdom of Christ), was organized before
the time, without the Lord, and of wholly unfit elements.
The fall of Babylon k an unfit church-state system, and
the gathering out of the worthy wheat, therefore, can be
and is well illustrated by the fall of Judaism.
The name Babylon originally signified God's gate-way ;
but afterward, in derision, it came to mean mixture or con,&sion. In the book of Revelation this name is applied
specifically to the church nominal, which, from being the
gate-way to glory, became a gate-way to error and confusion, a miserable mixture composed chie0y of taxca,hypo-
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crites,-a confused mass of worldly profession in which the
Lord's jewels are buried, and their true beauty and luster
hidden. In symbolic prophecy, the term Babylon is applied
at times only to the Church of Rome, called " Babylon the
Great, the Mother of Harlots." The name could apply
only to her for centuries, so long as she was the only mixed
system and would tolerate no others ; but other ecclesiastical systems, not so great as the "mother," nor yet so wicked,
nor so radically wrong, sprang up out of her, through various attempted though imperfea reforms. Errors, tares and
worldliness in these also largely predominating, the name
Babylon is used as a general or family name for all the nominal Christian systems, and now includes not onlythe Church
of Rome, but all Protestant seas as well ; for, since Papacy
is designated the mother system, we must regard the various
Protestant systems which descended from her as the daughters-a
fa& very generally admitted by Protestants, and
sometimes with pride.
Previous to the harvest time, many of God's people in
Great Babylon discovered her real predominant charaeer
to be grossly antichristian (notably the Waldenses, the Huguenots and the reformers of the sixteenth century) ; and,
calling attention to the fa&, they separated from the mother
system and led others with them, many of whom were tares,
as the prophet had prediaed, saying, " Many shall cleave
to them with flatteries." (Dan. I 1 :34.) Here were the
separatings of the politico-do&rinal storms before the h a vest time. Among these the tares, still predominating,
formed other, though less objdionable, Babylonish systems.
Thus the wheat, though from time to time endeavoring
to free themselves from the incubus of the tares (and apecially from the grosser errors which fostered and produced
the tares), and though blessed by these efforts, were still under their influence, still mixed with a large predominance of

the tare elewnt. Bat for tbe wheat's sake God's hvor atended men to t h s e miwd buncbes or Bab~lonish?stems ;
and not until God's time for eBecZing a complete and 6nal
%paration--in the time of hamest, 18;8-rere those systems compktely and forever as& off from all favor. and
sentenced to swift dortro€tion, and all of Cod's people aplicitly and imperatively called out of them. In the w r y
beginning of the age, God's people were warned against
the deceptions of Antichrist, and taught to keep separate
from it ; and yet, for their trial and testing, they were pamitted to be in a measure deceived by it and more or l e s
mixed up with it. Every awakening to a realizatien of unchristian principles, doArines and doings, which led to reform measures, tested and proved the wheat class, and
helped to purify them more and more from the pollutions
of Antichrist. But this lnst testing and positive a l l , coupled
with the utter rejdion of those systems, no longer to receive divine favor (as they had formerly received it, for the
sake of the wheat in them), is to effeCt the final separation
of the wheat class from all anti-christian systems and principles. What truths those systems formerly held are now
fast being swept away from them, being displaced by theories of men, subversive of every element of divine truth ;
and vital godlines and piety are being rapidly displaced
by the love of pleasure and the spirit of the world.
With the declaration that Babylon is fallen comes also
the command to all of God's people still in her, to come
out-"And
I heard another voice from heaven, saying,
Come out of her, nty$cople, that ye be not partakers of her
sins, and that ye receive not of her plagues. " (Rev. 18 :4.)
The expression, " Babylon is fallen : Come out of her, my
people," clearly marks two thoughts which should be distinCtly remembered. It indicates that at one time Babylon was not fallen from divine favor; that for a time she

&ed
a
of favor, nohithrtrnding
mixed
cbrakla ;that, h o w e v a krgc the p r o p o d of -which
& held, and however littk of the s e t of Christ which
from God's
& manifested, she was not
hvor until the harvat time of w n - It
that
to come upon
-me t i e a sadden and utter @ion
Babylon, when 111 hvor will hma teat,
jndg-1s
d
l foUor.-jnst such a rjeAion as we have shown
was due in 1878. It indicates, also, that at the time of
Babylon's *ion
lo any of God's peopk rankl be in and
e t c d with Babylon ; for it is rAa hbylon's *ion,
or fall from favor, that these are ailed to,-''
oat of
ha, my peopk."
The contrast between the many grpdppl re*
movements of the past four hundred years and this final complete separation should be dearly disarwd : they were
permitted attempts to rtfmn Babylon, while this recognizes
her as beyond all hope of reform-" Babylon hth been a
golden cup in the Lord's hand, that made all the earth
drunken ; the nations have drunken of her wine ; therefore
the nations are mad [intoxicated with her errors]. Babylon is mddenly fallen and broken : wail for her ; take holm
for her wound, if so be she may be healed.
WUUU
h c
haled B e h , but she is not healed : timake her, and let
us go every one unto his own country [to the tme C h d ,
or to the world, as the case may be, according as erch is
thus proved to be of the wheat or the tares] : for her punishment reacheth unto heaven."-Jer.
5 I : p g . Compare
Rev. 17:4; 14:8; 18:2,3,5, 19.
Unhealed Babylon is now sentenced to dstrnaion : the
whole SYstsystem of qskms-is reje&ed, and all of
God's people not in sympathy with her fPlsc d&rines and
e i - are now called to Separate themelves from her.
The prophet gives the reason for this sentence of r e w i o n ,

A
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ad the h i h e o f rarw to comprehend it, crying:*lTbeztatint b t ~ ~ k n o m t h h a r p p o i n t e d t i m e s ;
adtbc~andtbtuaueandtbtdowobsarrthetiw
o f tkir comiag home ;lmt my peopk know not the mangemmt of tbt Lad.
do not recognize that a h ' e s t
time of 6aIL and COLnplde a p u u i o n of wheat, from chpff
and tams, mPst arm. In this they show l e s dircernment
&an tbt migratory fowls] How cpn ye say, We are wise,
and tbc Law of the Lord is with m [when you a n d discern
the hvrst tinw and the cbange of dispensations then due]?
Truly, behold in vain wrought the pen, in & the writers
tbt rord of the Lord by his prophets and apostles
is nuuie void, d set aside without attention, and creeds
formed in the past dark ages " are the lightless lanterns
of than that walk in darknm]. The wise (?)pearned] men
are ashamed ; they are disheartened [by the failure of their
cherished human schemes] and caught : lo, the word of the
h r d have they rcje&ed, and what wisdom have they [now]?
[Compare Isaiah 29 :10.1 Therefore will I give their wives
[churches] unto others, and their fields [of labor] to the
conquerors; for, from the least even to the greatest, every
one [of them] is seeking his own personal advantage-from
the prophet [orator] even unto the priest [minister], every
one praAiseth falsehood. [Compare Isa. 56 : 10-1 2 ; 2 8 :
14-20.] And they heal the sore of the daughter of my people [nominal Zion-Babylon] very lightly, saying, Peace,
peace: when there is no peace [when her whole system is
diseased, and needs thorough cleansing with the il~ediciiie
of God's word-the truth]. They should have been ashanled
of their abominable work ; but they neither felt the least
shame, nor did they know how to blush: therefore shall
they [the teachers] fall anlong them that fall ; in the time
of their visitation [or insye&ion-in the " harvest "1 they
ohall stumble, saith the Lord. I will surely make an end of
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them, saith the Lord ; there shall be left no grapes on the
vine, and no figs on the fig-tree, and the leaf shall wither ;
and the things that I have given them [all divine favors and
privileges] shall pass away from them. "-Jer. 8 :7-13.
The succeeding verse shows that many of the rejeAed
will realize the troubles coming, yet will still be blind to
their real cause. They will say, Let us unite ourselves and
entrench ourselves in the strong cities [governments], and
keep Jilcncc. They somehow realize that neither reason nor
Scripture supports their false doArines, and that the wisest
method is to keep silent, in the shadow of old superstitions
and under the proteAion of so-called Christian governments. They are here represented as saying very truly:
The Lord hath put us to silence, and given us bitter poisonwater to drink." The only refreshment they may have is
the cup which they have mixed (the poison of bitter error,
the doArine of devils," mingled with the pure water of
life, the truth of God's Word). Shall not such as are of and
who love Babylon, and who are therefore unready to obey
the command, " Come out of her," be forced to drink the
cup of their own mixing? Shall not such be forced to admit
the falsity of their doArines? They surely shall; and they
will all be thoroughly nauseated by it. The next verse tells
of the disappointment of their expeAations, which were
that their bitter (poison-water) doArines would have converted the world and brought about the Millennium. They
say, " We looked for peace, but no good came; and for a
time of health, and behold trouble !"-The disease of nominal Zion will grow rapidly worse from the time of her visitation and rejeaion, when the a Israelites indeed," obeying the divine call, begin to come out of the nominal systems.
Some wonder why the Lord does not institute a still
greater reform than any of the past, which have proved so
futile and short-lived. They ask, Why does he not pour
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out a blessing upon all the great seas and amalgamate them
all into one, or else upon some one and purify it of dross,
anddraw all others into it. But, we ask, Why not also amalgamate all the kingdoms of earth into one, and purify it?
It should be sufficiei~tfor all of God's children to know
that such is not what he reveals as his plan. And a little
further refleaion, from the standpoint of God's Word,
shows us the unreasonableness of such a suggestion. Consider the number of the professed church (four hundred
millions) and ask yourself, How many of these would themselves claim to be fir& consecrated, mind and body, to the
Lord and the service of Airplan. Your own observation must
lead you to the conclusion that to separate the " wheat "
from the tares," by removing the l g tares," would in almost every instance leave but a small handful, even in the
largest church buildings or cathedrals.
The reason for not attempting to purify the nominal systems is that no amount of cleansing would make the unconsecrated mass of l 1 Christendom " and their organizations,
civil and ecclesiastical, suitable to the Lord's work, now to
be commenced in the earth. During the past eighteen
centuries he has been seleAing the truly consecrated, the
worthy ones, and now all that remains to be done is to sel e a from among the living those of the same class-and
they are but few-as only a few are lacking to complete the
fore-ordained number ef members in the body of Christ.
The reason for discarding all human organizations, and
not reforming the least objeaionable one and calling out
of all others into it, now, is shown by our Lord's treatment
of the various Jewish seas in the harvest or close of their
dispensation ; for then, as now, all were rejeAed, and the
"Israelites indeed " were calleq out of all, into freedom,
and taught the will and plan of God by various chosen vessels of God's own seleaion.
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Illustrating this subjeA to the Jews, the Lord in two parables explained the wisdom of his course : first, that a patch
of new cloth upon a very old garment would only make the
weakness of the garment more noticeable, and from the inequality of strength the rent would be made greater ; second, that new wine put into old wine-skins, out of which
all the stretch and elasticity had gone, would be sure to
damage, rather than benefit, for the result would be not
only to speedily burst and destroy the old wine-skins, but
also to lose the valuable new wine.
Our Lord's new doArines were the new wine, while the
Jewish seas were the old wine-skins. Suppose that our
Lord had joined one of those seas and had begun a reform
in it: what would have been the result? There can be no
doubt that the new truths, if received, would have broken
up that seA completely. The power of its organization,
built largely upon sedarian pride, and cemented by errors,
superstitions and human traditions, would forthwith have
been destroyed, and the new doArines would have been
left stranded-hampered, too, by all the old errors and traditions of that sea, and held responsible for its past record
by the world in general.
For the same reasons, the Lord here, in the present harvest, in introducing the fuller light of truth, at the dawn of
the Millennia1 age, does not put it as a patch upon any of
the old systems, nor as new wine into old skins. First,
because none of them are in a fit condition to be
patched, or to receive the new doarines. Second, because
the new truths, if received, would soon begin to work, and
would develop a power which would burst any seA, no
matter how thoroughly organized and bound. If tried, one
after another, the result would be the same, and, in the end,
the new wine (doArines) would have none to contain and
preserve it.
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The proper and best course was the one followed by our
Lord at the first advent. He made an entirely new garment
out of the new stuff, and put the new wine into new wineskins; i.e., he called out the Israelites indeed (non-se&arian),
and committed to them the truths then due. And so now:
he is calling out the truth-hungry from nominal spiritual
Israel; and it becomes them to accept the truth in the Lord's
own way, and to co-operate with him heartily in his plan,
no matter which, or how many, of the old wine-skins are
passed by and rejeaed as unfit to contain it. Rejoice,
rather, that you are counted worthy to have this new wine
of present truth testified to you, and, as fast as proved, receive it and a& upon it gladly.
Those who at the first advent waited to learn the opinion
and follow the lead of prominent seaarians, and who inquired, " Have any of the scribes or Pharisees believed on
him?" did not receive the truth, because they were followers of men rather than of God ; for prominent seAarians
then did not accept of Christ's teaching, and the same class
always have been, and still are, the blindest leaders of the
blind. Instead of accepting the truth and being blessed,
they fall " in the time of trial. The old garment and the
old wine skins are so out of condition as to be totally unfit
for further use.
Since it is the Lord who calls his people out of Babylon,
we cannot doubt that, whatever may be his agencies for
giving the call, all truly his people will hear it; and not
only will their obedience be tested by the call, but also their
love of Babylon and affinity for her errors will be tested.
If they approve her doarines, methods, etc., so as to be
loth to leave her, they will prove themselves unworthy of
present truth, and deserving of her coming plagues. But
the words of the call indicate that God's true people in
Babylon are not to be considered as implicated in her sins
I1 C

of worldinas and ignoring of divine truth, up to the dmc
they shall learn that Babylon is fallen--cast off. Then, if
they continue i n her, they are esteemed as being of her, in
the sense of approving her wrong deeds and dodrines, past
and present, and shall be counted as pcrrtdns of her sins,
and thvefore meriting a share of their punishment, the
plagues coming upon her.--See Rev. 18:4
How strong the expression, " She is become the habitation of demons, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage
of every unclean and hateful bird." How true it is, that
the most execrable of society seek and wear the garb of
Christian profession and ceremonialism, in some of the various quarters (&Is) of Babylon. Every impure principle
and d a r i n e , somehow and somewhere, finds representation in her. And she is a "cage" which holds securely not
only the Lord's meek and gentle doves, but also many unclean and hateful birds. Of all the defaulters, and deceivers of men and of women, how many are professedly members of Christ's Church I and how many even use their profession as a cloak under which to forward evil schemes !
It is well known that a majority of even the most brutal
criminals executed die in the Roman Catholic communion.
Babylon has contained both the best and the worst, both
the cream and the dregs, of the population of the civilized
world. The cream is the small class of truly consecrated
ones, sadly mixed up with the great mass of mere professors
and the filthy, criminal dregs; but under favorable conditions the cream class will be separated in the present harvest,
preparatory to being glorified.
As an illustration of the proportion of the unclean and
hateful birds, in and out of Babylon, note the following
ofiicial report of the condition of society in a quarter of the
wheatfield where " Orthodoxy" has for centuries boastcd
of the fine quality and purity of its wheat and the fewness
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of its tares,and where " 2% Church," so called, has been
associated with the government in making the laws and in
ruling the people :THE STATUS OF SOCIETY I N ENGLAND AND WALES.
PARLIAMENTARY BEPORT NADB IN

1873.

POPULATION BY RELIGIOUS PROFESSIONS.
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the servants and votaries of Babylon. And this agrees with
Daniel's testimony : " 'The wise [of thy people] shall understand ; but none of the wicked [unfaithful to their covenant] shall understand." (Dan. I 2 :10.) Thus the classes
are to be marked and separated before the plagues come
upon rejded, cast off Babylon.
And that this RnowZcdge is to be both a sealing and a
separating agent is clearly implied in the verse before considered ; for the declaration is first made, that " Babylon
is fallen," and that certain plagues or punishments are coming upon her, before the Lord's people are expetled to obey
the command, " Come out," dased upon that knowledge.
Indeed, we know that all must be well '' sealed in their foreheads "-intelligently
informed--concerning God's plan,
before they can rightly appreciate or obey this command.
And is it not apparent that this very work of sealing the
servants of God is now progressing? Are we not being
sealed in our foreheads? and that, too, at the very proper
time? Arewe not being led, step by step, as by the Lord's
own hand-by his Word-to an appreciation of truth and
affairs in general from his standpoint,-reversing our former
opinions derived from other sources, on many subjeas? Is
it not true that the various divisions or se&s of Babylon
have not been the channels through which this sealing has
come to us, but rather that they have been hindrances which
prevented its speedier accomplishment ? And do we not see
the propriety of it, as well as of the Lord's declaration, that
a separation of wheat and tares must occur in the harvest?
And do we not see it to be his plan, to reveal the fa&s to
his faithful, and then to expetl them to show their hearty
sympathy with that plan by prompt obedience? What if to
obey and come out obliges us to leave behind the praise of
men, or a comfortable salary, or a parsonage home, or financial aids in business, or domestic peace, or what not ?-yet
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let us not fear. He who says to us " Come ! " is the same
who said " Come I " to Peter, when he walked on the sea.
Peter, in obeying, would havesunk, had not the Lord's outstretched arm upheld him ; and the same arm supports them
well who now, at his command, come out of Babylon.
Look not at the boisterous sea of difficulties between, but,
looking dire&ly to the :I,ord, be of good courage.
The command is Come, not Go ; because in coming out
of bondage to human traditions, and creeds, and systems,
and errors, we are conring direRly to our Lord, to be taught
and fed by him, to be strengthened and perfeaed to do all
his pleasure, and to stand, and not to fall with Babylon.
God's Word reveals the fa& that the nominal church,
after its fall from his favor and from being his mouth-piece
(Rev. 3: 16), will gradually settle into a condition of unbelief, in which the Bible will eventually be entirely ignored
in fa&, though retained in name, and in which philosophic
speculations of various shades will be the real creeds. From
this fall the faithful sealed ones will escape ; for they will
be " accounted wortiry to escape all these things that shall
come to pass, and to stand "-not
fall, in the time of the
Lord's presence. (Luke 21 :36.) In fa&, many are already
thus settling,-retaining the forms of worship, and faith in
a Creator and in a future life, but viewing these chiefly
through their own or other men's philosophies and theories,
and ignoring the Bible as an infallible teacher of the divine
purposes. These, while retaining the Bible, disbelieve its
narratives, especially that of Eden and the fall. Retaining
the name of Jesus, and calling him the Christ and the Savior,
they regard him merely as an excellent though not infallible exemplar, and reje& entirely his ransom-sacrifice-his
cross. Claiming the Fatherhood of God to extend to sinners,
they repudiate both the curse and the Mediator.
It has not been generally observed that at the first advent

our Lord's ministry of three and a half years, up to the
casting off of the Jewish nation (their church and nation
k i n g one), was a trial or testing of that polity or system as
a whole, rather than of its irrdivihal members. Its clerical
class-Priests,
Scribes and P h a r i i r e p r e s e n t e d that system as a whole. They themselves claimed thus to represent
Judaism (John 7 :48, 49), and the people so regarded them ;
hence the f o m of the inquiry, Have any of the rulers or
Pharisees believed on him ? And our Lord so recognized
them: he rarely rebuked the peojle for failure to receive
him, but repeatedly held responsible the " blind leaders,"
who would neither enter into the Kingdom themselves, nor
permit the people, who otherwise would have received Jesus
as Messiah and King, to do so.
Our Lord's constant effort was to avoid publicity,-to
prevent his miracles and teachings from inciting fhepeopk,
lest they should take him by force, and make him king
(John 6: 15) ; and yet he constantly brought these testimonies or evidences of his authority and Messiahship to the
notice of the Jewish clergy, up to the time when, their trial
as a church-nation being ended, their house or system was
cast off, " left desolate." Then, by his direAion and under
the apostles' teachings, all efforts were direlted to the people individually ; and the cast off church-organization and
its officers, as such, were wholly ignored.
In evidence that during his ministry, and until their system was rejeAed, the teachers and priests represented it,
note the Lord's course with the cleansed leper, as recorded
in Matt. 8 :4. Jesus said to him, " See thmr tell no man;
but go thy way, show thyself to thcp't'rst and offer the gift
that Moses commanded, for a tesfammonyunto THEM. " The
evidence or testimony was to be hidden from the people for
a time, hut to be promptly given to their " rulers," who
represented the Jewish church in the trial then in progress.

We should notice particularly the objeA and results of
the trial of the Jewish church as a system, because of their
typical bearing upon the present trial of the Gospel Church,
as well as their relationship toward the entire plan of God,
They professed, in harmony with God's promises, to be the
people ready for the coming Messiah, the people whom he
would organize, empower, dire& and use as his " own prop&," in blessing all the other nations of the earth, by bringing all to a full knowledge of God and to opportunities of
harmony with his righteous laws. God, though by his foreknowledge aware that Fleshly Israel would be unfit for the
chief place in this great work, nevertheless gave them every
opportunity and advantage the same as though he were ignorant of the results. Meanwhile he disclosed his foreknowledge in prophetic statements which they could not
comprehend, lest we should suppose that he had experimented, and failed, in his dealings with the Jewish people.
So long as Israel as a church-nation claimed to be ready.
waiting and anxious to carry out their part of the program,
it was but just that they should be tested, before God's further
plan should go into effeA. That further plan was, that when
the natural seed of Abraham should, by their testing, be
proved unfit for the chief honor promised and sought, then
an e l d i o n or seleAion should be made, during the Gospel
age, of individuals worthy of the high honor of k i n g the
promised seed of Abraham, and joint-heirs with Messiah in
the promised Kingdom, which would lift up and bless all
the families of the earth.-Gal. 3: 16,27-29, 14.
The " seventy-weeks " (490 years) of divine favor promised to the Jewish people could not fail of fulfilment; and
hence in no sense could Gentiles, or even Samaritans, be
invited to become disciples, or in any sense to be associated
with the Kingdom which Christ and the apostles preached.
'AAs 3:26.) " It w a necessary
~
that the word of God [the

inviation to share the Kingdom] should #rrt have been
p m h e d to ym," said Paul, addressing Jews. ( A h 1 3 :46.)
$1Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and into any city
of the Samaritans enter ye not; but go rather to the lost
sheep of the house of Israel ;" and again : " I am not sent,
except to the lost sheep of the house of -1,"
said the
u e r , sending forth his disciples.-Matt.
10:5 ; 1 5 :24.
The entire $ 6 seventieth week," in the midst of which
Christ died,-the seven yean from the beginning of our
Lord's ministry to the sending of Peter to preach to Cornelius, the first Gentile convert-was set apart by God's
arrangement for the Jewish trial. But instead of testing
them as a whole (as a church-nation) all of those seven years,
that testing was cut short in righteousness "-that
is, not
to their disadvantage, but to their advantage. Because it
was evident, not only to God but to men also, that the
Pharisees, priests and scribes not only rej&ed, but toward
the last hated, the Lord Jesus and sought to kill him ;therefore, when the time had come for him to offer himself publicly as King, riding to them on the ass, when not received
by the representatives of the church-nation, the King
promptly disowned that system, though the common people
received him gladly and insisted on his recognition as king.
(Mark 12 :37.) Thus our Lord cut short the further useless trial, in order that the remainder of that ((seventieth
week " might be spent specially and exclusively upon the
people, the individuals of that cast-off system ;-before the
efforts of the ministers of the new dispensation should be
distributed broadcast to all nations. And it was so; for
our Lord, after his reurre&ion, when telling his disciples
that their efforts need no longer be confined to Jews only,
but might be extended to " all nations," was particular to
add-" bepRrnntirg
a t Jerusalem. (Luke 24 :47.) And he
h e w well that their Jewish ideas would hinder them from
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going beyond the Jews until he should in due time open the
way,--as he did at the end of their favor, by sending Peter
to Cornelius. Since that time, individual Jews and Gentiles
have shared the privileges of God's favor equally, both being alike acceptable, in and through Christ; for in the
present call " there is no difference " so far as God is concerned-the difference unfavorable to the Jew being his own
prejudice against accepting, as a gz;ft through Christ, the
blessings once offered him upon condition of his a h a 1
compliance with the full letter and spirit of God's law,
which none in the fallen state could fulfil.
That " seventieth week," with all the particulars of the
testing of Fleshly Israel, not only accomplished the purpose
of testing that system, but it also and specially furnished a
typical representation of a similar testing of the nominal
Gospel Church or Spiritual Israel, called " Christendom "
and " Babylon," during seven corresponding years, which
began the harvest of the Gospel age,-the period from October 1874 to OAober 1881." Christendom," '' Babylon,"
professes to see the failure of its prototype, Fleshly Israel,
and claims to be the true sfhiha[ seed of Abraham, and to
be ready, waiting and anxious to convert the heathen world,
and to righteously rule and teach and bless all nations, just
as the Jewish system professed. The present is like the typical age, also, in the fa& that the leaders then had generally come to regard the promises of a coming Messiah as
figurative expressions ; and only the commoner class of the
people expeAed a $crsonal Messiah. The learned among
the Jews, then, ignored an individual Messiah, and expeAed
that their church-nation would triumph over others by reason
of its superior laws, and thus fulfil all that the common people supposed would require a personal Messiah to accomplish. (And this is the view that is still held by " learned
Jewish teachers, or Rabbis, who interpret the Messianic
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prophecies as applicable to their church-nation, and not to
an individual Savior of the world. Even the prophecies
which refer to the sufferings of Christ they apply to their
sufferings as a people.) Carrying out their theory, they
were sending nlissionaries throughout the world, to convert
the world to the Law of Moses, expeAing thus to reach
and " bless all the families of the earth," aside from a personal Messiah. To such an extent was this the case, that
our Lord remarked it, saying, " Ye compass sea and land
to make one proselyte. "
How similar to this is the theory of nominal Christendom " to-day. The common people, when their attention
is drawn to the fa& that the Lord promised to come again,
and that the apostles and prophets prediAed that the Millennium, or Tilnes of Restitution, would result from the
second coming of the Lord (AAs 3: 19--21), are inclined to
accept the truth and to rejoice in it, just as a similar class
did at the first advent. But to-day, as eighteen hundred
years ago, the chief priests and rulers of the people have a
more advanced (?)idea. They claim that the promises of
Millennial blessedness, of peace on earth and good will
anlong men, can and must be brought about by their efforts,
missions, etc., without the personal coming of the Lord
Jesus ; and thus they make void the promises of the second
advent and the coming Kingdom.
The present chief priests and rulers, the clergy " of
Christendom," deceiving thenlselves as well a s the people,
claim, and seemingly believe, that their missionary efforts
are just about to succeed, and that, without the Lord, they
are now upon the eve of introducing to the world all the
Millennial blessings portrayed in the Scriptures.
The foundation of this delusion lies partly
. in the fa&
that the increase of knowledge and of running to and fro
in the earth, incident to this "Day of His Preparation,"

have bear IpecLlly kvorable to the spread of the commerce
of civilized nations, and the consequent increase of rorldly
prosperity. The credit of all this Babylon coolly appropria t e to haself, pointing oat all t h e advwtages as the results of her Christianizing and energizing induenm She
proadly points to the Christian nation " of Great Britain,
and to her wealth and prosperity, as results of her Christian
principles. But what & the f&s ? Every step of progress
which that nation or any other nation h a made h;ls been
only to the extent of the effort exercised to cast off the yoke
of Babylon's oppression. In proportion as Great Britain
threw off the fetters of papal oppression, she has prospered ;
and in proportion as she continued to hold and to be influenced by the papal d&rines of church and state union,
of divinely appointed kingly and priestly authority and oppression, and to submit to the tyranny of greed and s e w ness, to that extent is she degraded still.
Greed for gold and ambition for power were the energies
by which the ports of heathen lands were relu&antly opened
up to the commerce of so-called Christian nations, to English
and German rum and opium, and to American whiskey and
tobacco. The love of God and the blessing of the heathen
nations had no place in these efforts. erei is an apparently
small item of current history that ought to startle the consciences of so-called Christian nations, if they have any.
The Mohammedan Emir of Nupe, West Africa, recently
sent the following message to Bishop Crowther, of the
Niger mission :
It is not a long matter ; it is about barasa [rum]. Barasa, barasa, barasa ! It has ruined our country ; it has ruined
our people very much ; it has made our people mad. I beg
you, Malam Kip, don't forget this writing ; because we all
beg that he Crowther] should ask the great priests
committee o the Angl~canChurch Mission Society t lat
they should beg the English Queen [Head of the dhurch
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of England] to prevent bringing bamr into this land.
For God and the Prophet's sake! For God and the
Propbet, his messenger's sLe, be mmt help IS in this
matter--tbt of barza Tell him, nuy God bles him in
his work. This is the mouth word from Malike, the Emir
of Nupe."
Commenting on this a Eiaptist joamal ranarks :-" This
humble negro ruler meals in this letter a concern for his
people which Christian monarchs and governments have
not yet reached ; for no European Christian ruler, and no
President of the United States, has ever yet so appealed in
behalf of his peopk. Ln all the addresses opening Parliaments, in all the Presidential m e s a p , no such passage has
ever been found. All shame to our Chrirtian rulers ! Gain,
the accursed hunger for gold, is the law with merchants ;
and these are the darlings and lords of governments."
Then, in the name of huth, r e ask, Why call these
Christian governments? And the government of the United
States is no exception, though so many p i s t in denominating it a Chrirtian government, while properly it does not
recognize the undeserved ti*, though urged to do so by
zealous seAorinrrs From Boston, vast cargoes of ram are
continually sent to Africa, unchecked by the government,
and with its full permision, while it grants licenses to tens
of thousands to m a n u e r e and deal out to its own cititens the terrible " fire-water," made doably injuriors and
seduAive by what is called d i f y i n g , that is, by the legalized mixture of the rankest poisons. All this, and much
more, is justified and defended by 'I Christian " statmen
and ~ l e r of
s so-called Christian nations, for rthe easiest way of collding from the people a shut of the
necessary expenses of the government. Surely this Is prostitution of the lowest and worst type. Ewsy thinking
must see how out of plnn is the name Christian, when a p
plied to even the very best of preseat governments. The
attempt to fit the name Christian to the chvr&ersof " the
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hs papkxed all truly ChrktLn barb, deluded by this
error of sopposing the prrsnt gowmmmh of the world to

k in m y sense Christ's Kingdom.
Cannon Farrar in the Cortnrrpmoq R&:a The old rapacity of the slave-trade has been followed
by thegreedier and more ruinous rapacity of the drink-seller.
Om 6tbers tore h m the neck of Africa r yoke of whips :
re have subjdted the native ram to a yoke of scorpions
We hove o p d the r i m of Africa to commem, only to
pour down them the raging phkgethor of alcohol, than
which no river of the Inferno is more blood-red or accursed.
Is the consciena of the nation dead ? "
We answer, No ! The nation ne\-er was Christian, and
consequently never had r Christian conscience or a Christian spirit. The most that can be said of it is, that the light
from &d's truly consecrated children has enlightened, redried and sham& into a measure of moral reform the public
sentiment of those nations in which they " shine as lights"
In like manner a similarly horrid tnffic was forced upon
China and Japan, against their earnest protest, by the same
Christian (?)governments. In 1840 Great Britain began
a war with China, called the Opium War," to compel the
Chinese government, which wished to p r c t d its people
from tbat terrible curse, to admit that article. The war
resulted favombly to the devil's side of the question. British
war-ships destroyed thousands of lives and homes, and
forced the heathen Chinese ruler to open the empire to the
slower death of opium,-the intoxicant of China. The net
revenue of the British government from this drug, after
paying large expenses fo; coll&ing the revenue, amounted,
according to o5cial reports published in 1872, to over
$g7,ooo,ooo for the preceding year. This, $37,000,000 per
y a r , was the inspiring cause of that war, the very reverse
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of love for either the present or future welfare of the Chinese.
The clause in the treaty providing proteaion to Christian
missionaries was merely a morsel cunningly thrown in to
appease the consiences of justice-loving people-to make
a great crime appear to be %mercy, in kindness done. In
the treaty at the end of the war, certain ports were made
free to British trade, and similar treaties with other nations
followed, and some good results were thereby secured. One
of these was the opening of China to civilizing influences.
But the fa& that a few Christian men and women stepped
to the front to teach the people some of the principles of
righteousness is not to be refletled to the credit of the
Bn'tish nation, whose objeA was trade, and which, for greed
of gold, and not for the good of the Chinese, or the glory
of God, waged an unholy and unjust war upon a people
not so skilled in the devilish art.
Along with other vices, " Christendom " has taught the
nations the worst forms of idolatry, the idolatry of self and
wealth and power, for which professedly Christian men and
nations are willing to defraud, to injure and even to kill one
another. It has also taught them blasphemy and sacrilege
in every language ; for every ship's crew, from every professedly Christian nation, blasphemes the name of Christ.
But, while such has been the influence of the so-called
Christian nations, from their midst have also gone some
noble missionaries of the cross, some real servants of God,
and also some less noble, the servants of men-in all, however, but a mere handful-to tell the heathen about Christ
and real civilization.
It is not the earnest missionaries, but the sanguine home
officers of missionary societies, who have little idea of, and
often little a&ual interest in, the real situation in foreign
lands, and whose views are based mainly upon the lage sum
annually coll&ed and expended, who think the heathen
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world almost converted, and their efforts about to eventuate in the promised Millennial blessings, without the Lord's
second coming. Missionaries who have been to the front
confess, generally, to great discouragement, except when
they can stimulate their hope out of all proportion to a h a 1
experience and sound judgment. Thus, one such-Rev.
J. C. R. Ewing, D.D.-who had spent nine years in mission work in India, in delivering a discourse recently before
the Young Men's Christian Association of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
admitted that the present effeA of civilization and missionary effort is not only to break down the heathen religions,
but to abolish all religious faith and to make the people
infidels. But his strong hope is that the next step will
be from Infidelity to Christianity-an unreasonable hope,
surely, as all experience here, in civilized lands, most
certainly proves. We extra& from the public press reports
of his discourse, as follows :India owes more to the dire& and indireA influences
of Christianity than to any other one thing. It has done
much to break down the old idea of material gods, and in
its stead to set up the idea of a single supreme God, that
the people of the West [Europe and America] entertain.
[A more explicit statement would be that they are receiving
the idea, common to Atheism, that Nature is the supreme
and only God.]
"Among the ~63,000,oooof people in that country there
are ro,ooo,ooo young men who speak the English language
and are instruaed in the Western ideas that we are taught.
The higher caste are thoroughly learned in the literature,
the religion and the sciences that are the basis of the education of the people of this country. The old idea of a
vengeful God, who rn.cist be propitiated by numerous gifts
and many prayers, has given way to the modern spirit of
Infidelity. The educated men of the East no longer believe in the gods of their fathers. They have abandoned
them forever, and replaced the111with the teachings of Colonel Robert G . Ingersoll, of Paine, of Voltaire, of BradI2 C
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destrueion than they rere in their original heathen =perditions. Surely no sane mind cwld claim that convvsion
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Is it a! all sarprising tbat thh mnss of fmrr Andred mil-

k,p r o f d y constituting tbe Church of Christ, and
d i n g itself his Kingdom-" Christendom "-is
disowned
by the Lord, and by him given the more appropriate name,
Babylon (mixture, confmion)? And is it any wonder that
with their ideas of the Kingdom of Christ, and of the mann a and resalts of its spread throughout the world, these
s b d d be unprepared for the real Kingdom, and unwilling
to receive tbe new King, as, for similar reasons, the rulers
of the typical house were unprepared at the first advent?
Nor can it be doubted that those emperors, kings and princes
who now ase influence a d power chiefly for self-aggrandizement, and who q u i p a d maintain millions of armed
men to proteA and to continue them in their imperial extravagances and lordly positions, would rather see millions
slaughtered, and other millions made widows and orphans,
as in the past, than that they should part with their present
advantage.. Is it any wonder that these should neither desire, nor ape&, nor believe in the kind of Kingdom promised in the Scriptures?-a kingdom in which the high and
lofty and proud shall be brought low, and the lowly lifted
up to the general, proper and designtd level? Is it any
wonder that all in sympathy with any kind of oppression,
extortion, or grinding monopoly, by which they obtain, or
hope to obtain, unjust advantage over their fellow-creatures,
would be slow to believe in the Kingdom of righteousness
in which no injustice and overreaching will be permitted?
Especially, can we wonder that such are slow to believe this
Kingdom nigh, even at the doors?
Nor can we wonder that the great ones, the chief priests
and rulers of " Christendom," looking each to gain from
his own quarter or set3 (Isa. 56: XI), fail to recognize, and
therefore r e j d , the spiritual King now present, as the
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The mja3ion of Babylon (" Christendom "), in 1878,
was the rrjaaion of the m a s of p r o f e a ~ I'd b06t," as
it is termed by h i e l , to distinguish it firom the sandnary
or tempk cksn The s a n h a y class riU not be given up,
nor left desolate No, thank God, the sana0U)- is to be
glorified; the glory of the Lard is to 6H his temple, +b.
its last living stone is polished and approved and set in p-..
( I Pet. z :5,6.) We have seen hor snch a sari*
has existed throughout the age, how it was defiled, and its
~reciornvessels (do&ines) profaned, and how its cleansing
from error has been gradually efl&ed. This dass had rrll
along been the real Churcb, even while the nominal s
m
were still in a measure recognized and to some extent used.
After the rejeAion of the nominal systems, however, now as
in the J e h h harvest, the real Church or Sandkarup
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rbncnmxgnidmdpred asGod's mouthpie. C&phas,

achid~dRshlyIsrd,wasracdasthergentof
God to deliver a g r a t lesson and prophecy only a fen days
beforethat s]rstemwascrrtoB. (See John 11:50,51,55;
18:1+) But rc have no intimation in tbe Scriptures, nor
m y reason for supposing, that God ever racd or recognized
tbat chmch-nation, its rulers and repnsentatives, after it
was cast 08. And this same 1-n
should be recognized,
bat, in connc&hn with Babylon. She is " spewed out "
of the Lord's mouth ; and neither the voice of the Bridegmom nor of the bride shall be beard in k any morefor-.-Rev.
18:23.
It is in vain that some attempt to make a plea for their
quarter of Babylon, and, while admitting the general cord n e s s of the prophetic portrait, to claim that their d,
or their particular congregation, is an exception to the gend charaAer of Babylon, and that, therefore, the Lord
cannot be call* upon them to withdraw from it formally
and publicly, as they once joined it.
Let such consider that we are now in the han'est time of
separation, and remember our Lord's expressed reason for
calling us out of Babylon, namely,-6d that ye be not partakers of her sins." Consider, again, why Babylon is so
named. Evidently, because of her many errors of d d r i n e ,
which, mixed with a few elements of divine truth, make
great confusion, and because of the mixed company brought
together by the mixed truths and errors. And since they
will hold the errors at a sacrifice of truth, the latter is made
void, and often worse than meaningless. This sin, of holding and teaching error at the sacrifice of truth is one of
which every sea of the Church nominal is guilty, without
exception. Where is the seA which will k i s t you in diligently searching the Scriptures, to grow thereby in grace
and in the knowledge of the truth ? Where is the ~ 6which
t
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will not hinder your growth, both by its doArines and its
usages? Where is the s e a in which you can obey the Master's words and let your light shine ? We know of none.

If any of God's children in these organizations do not
realize their bondage, it is because they do not attempt to
use their liberty, because they are asleep at their posts of
duty, when they should be aAive stewards and faithful
watchmen. ( I Thes. 5 :5, 6.) Let them wake up and attempt to use the liberty they think they possess; let the~u
show to their fellow-worshipers wherein their creeds fail
short of the divine plan, wherein they diverge from it and
run in dire& opposition to it; let them show how Jesus
Christ by the hvor of God tasted death for mcry man; how
this fa&, and the blessings flowing from it, shali " in due
time " be testified to every man ; how in " the times of refreshing " the blessings of restitution shall flow to the whole
human race. Let them show further the high calling of
the Gospel Church, the rigid conditions of membership in
that body, and the special mission of the Gospel age to take
out this peculiar " people for his name," which iedue time
is to be exalted and to reign with Christ. Those who wiil
thus attempt to use their liberty to preach the good tidings
in the synagogues of to-day will succeed either in converting whole congregations, or else in awakening a storm of
opposition. They will surely cast you out of their synagogues, and separate you from their company, and say all
manner of evil against you, falsely, for Christ's sake. And,
in so doing, doubtless, many will feel thatbtheyare doing
God service. But, if thus faithful, you will be more than
comforted in the precious promises of Isa. 66 :5 and Luke
6:aa.-" Hear the word of the Lord, ye that tremble at
bis word : Your brethren that hated you, that cast you out
for my name's sake, said, Let the Lord be glorified [we do
this for the Lord's glory] : but he shall appear to your joy,

-

and they shall be ashamed." " Blessed are ye when men
shall hate you, and when they shall separate you from their
company, and shall reproach you, and cast out your name
as, evil, for the Son of man's sake. Rejoice ye in that day,
and leap for joy; for, behold, your reward is great in heaven ;
for in like manner did their fathers unto the prophets."
But, "Woe unto you when all men shall speak well of you ;
for so did their fathers to the fa&e prophets."
If all with whom you worship as a congregation are sainta
-if all are wheat, with no tares among them-you have
met a most mmrkable people, who will receive the harvest
truths gladly. But if not, you must expect present truth to
separate the tares from the wheat. And more, you must
do your share in presenting these very truths which will accomplish the separation.
If you would be one of the overcoming saints, you must
now be one of the "reapers" to thrust in the sickle of
truth. If faithful to the Lord, worthy of the truth and
worthy of joint-heirship with him in glory, you will rejoice
to share a h the Chief Reaper in the present harvest work,no matter how disposed you may be, naturally, to glide
smoothly through the world.
If there are tares among the wheat in the congregation
of which you are a member, as is always the case, much
will depend upon which is in the majority. If the wheat
preponderates, the truth, wisely and lovingly presen ted,
will aEe& them favorably ; and the tares will not lonc m e
to stay. But if the majority are tares-as
nine-tenths or
more generally are-the effeo of the most careful and
kind presentation of the harvest truth will be to awaken
bitterness and strong opposition ; and, if you persist in declaring the good tidings, and in exposing the long established errors, you will soon be " cast out " for the good of
the seAariPn cause, or have your liberties so restrained that
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you cannot let your light shine in that congregation. Your
duty then is plain: Deliver your loving testimony to the
goodness and wisdom of the Lord's great plan of the ages,
and, wisely and meekly giving your reasons, publicly withdraw from them.
There are various degrees of bondage among the different
sees of Babylon-" Christendom." Some who would indignantly resent the utter and absolute slavery of individual
conscience and judgment, required by Romanism, are quite
willing to be bound themselves, and anxious to get othen
bound, by the creeds and dogmas of one or another of the
Protestant d s . True, their chains are lighter and longer
than those of Rome and the dark ages. So far as it goes,
this surely is good,-reformation truly,-a step in the right
dir&ion,-tmunrd
full liberty,-toward the condition of
the Church in the apostolic times. But why wear human
shackles at all? Why bind and limit our consciences at all?
Why not stand fast in the full liberty wherewith Christ hath
made us free? Why not rejee all the efforts of fallible fellow men to fetter conscience and hinder investigation?not only the efforts of the remote past, of the dark ages,
but the efforts of the various reformers of the more recent
past? Why not conclude to be as was the apostolic Church?
-free to grow in knowledge as well as in grace and love,
as the Lord's " due time " reveals his gracious plan more
and more fully?
ST:-o!y all know that whenever they join any of these human organizations, accepting its ColZfssion ofFaith as theirs,
they bind themselves to believe neither more nor less than
that creed expresses on the subje&. If, in spite of the
bondage thus voluntarily yielded to, they should think for
themselves, and receive 1ight.fromother sources, in advance
of the light enjoyed by the s e a they have joined, they
must
Prove untrue to the se& and to their covenant,
.
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with it, to believe nothing contrary to its Confession, or else
they must honestly cast aside and repudiate the Confession
which they have outgrown, and come out of such a se&.
To do this requires grace and costs some effort, disrupting,
as it often does, pleasant associations, and exposing the
honest truth-seeker to the silly charges of k i n g a " traitor "
to his se&, a " turncoat," one " not established," etc.
When one joins a sea, his mind is supposed to be given up
entirely to that sea, and henceforth not his own. These&
undertakes to decide for him what is truth and what is error;
and he, to be a true, staunch, faithful member, must accept
the decisions of his sea, future as well as past, on all religious matters, ignoring his own individual thought, and
avoiding personal investigation, lest he grow in knowledge,
and be lost as a member of such se&. This slavery of conscience to a se& and creed is often stated in so many words,
when such a one declares that he " belong$ " to such a se&.
These shackles of se&arianism, so far from being rightly
esteemed as shackles and bonds, are esteemed and worn as
oinaments, as badges of respeA and marks of chara&er.
So far has the delusion gone, that many of God's children
would be ashamed to be known to be without some such
chains-light or heavy in weight, long or short in the personal liberty granted. They are ashamed to say that they
are not in bondage to any se& or creed, but '' belong" to
Christ only.
Hence it is that we sometimes see an honest, truth-hungry
child of'God gradually progressing from one denomination
to another, as a child passes from class to class in a school.
If he be in the Church of Rome, when his eyes are opened,
he gets out of it, probably falling into some branch of the
Methodist or Presbyterian systems. If here his desire for
truth be not entirely quenched and his spiritual senses stupefied with the spirit of the world, you may a few years
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after find him in some of the branches of the Baptist system ;and, if he still continue to grow in grace and knowledge and love of truth, and into an appreciation of the liberty wherewith Christ makes free, you may by and by find
him outside of all human organizations, joined merely to the
Lord and to his saints, bound only by the tender but strong
ties of love and truth, like the early Church.-I Cor. 6:
15, 1 7 ; Eph. 4:15, 16.
The feeling of uneasiness and insecurity, if not bound by
the chains of some &, is general. It is begotten of the
false idea, first promulgated by Papacy, that membership in
an earthly organization is essential, pleasing to the Lord
and necessary to everlasting life. These earthly, humanly
organized systems, so different from the simple, unfettered
a~sociatr~ons
of the days of the apostles, are viewed involuntarily and almost unconsciously by Christian people as so
many Heaven Insurance Companies, to sonre one of which
money, time, respeA, etc., must be paid regularly, to secure
heavenly rest and peace after death. AAing on this false
idea, people are almost as nervously anxious to be bound
by another see, if they step out of one, as they are if their
policy of insurance has expired, to have it renewed in some
respeAable company.
But no earthly organization can grant a passport to
heavenly glory. The most bigoted seAarian (aside from
the Romanist) will not claim, even, that membership in his
s e e will secure heavenly glory. All are forced to admit
that the true Church is the one who* record is kept in
heaven, and not on earth. They deceive the people by
claiming that it is nccnful to come to Christ through them,
-needful to become members of some se&arian body in order to become members of '' the body of Christ," the true
Church. On the contrary, the Lord, while he has not refusad any who came to him through se&arianism, and has
-'L
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d true seeker away empty, tells us that we need no
such hindrances, but could much better have come to him
dire&. He cries, " Come unto me;" " take my yoke upon
you, and learn of me;" "my yoke is easy and my burden
h light, and ye shall find rest to your souls." Would that
we had given heed to his voice sooner. We would have
avoided many of the heavy burdens of seaism, many of its
bogs of despair, many of its doubting castles, its vanity
fairs, its lions of worldly-mindedness, etc.
Many, however, born in the various seAs, or transplanted
in infancy or childhood, without questioning the systems,
have grown free in heart, and unconsciously beyond the
limits and bounds of the creeds they acknowledge by their
profession and support with their means and influence.
Few of these have recognized the advantages of full liberty,
or the drawbacks of seaarian bondage. Nor was the full,
complete separation enjoined until now, in the harvest time.
Now the Lord's words are heard, Come out from among
them: be ye clean (free, both from wrong praaices and
from false doarines), ye who bear the vessels (truths-doctrines) of the Lord.-Isa. 5 2 :I I.
Now the ax is laid to the root of the nominal Christian
system-Babylon, " Christendom " -as it was to the nominal Jewish system at the first advent ; and the great system
in which the '' fowl of heaven " delight to roost, and which
they have grievously befouled (Luke 13 :18, I g), and which
has in fa& become " a &ge of every unclean and hateful
bird " (Rev. 18 :2), is to be hewn down, and shall deceive
theworld no longer. Instead, the true olive tree, whose roots
are the true promises of God, and whose branches are the
truly and fully consecrated and faithful ones of this Gospel
age, whose names are "wnYfen in heaven," will be seen te
be the true and only joint-heir and Bride of the Lamb.
-Rev. 17:14.
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THE TESTING AND SIFTING OF THE SANCTUARY CLASS.

-

Though coming out of Babylon is one step, and a long
one, in the direction of complete overcoming, it is by no
means the last one; and we should be careful to guard against
a disposition to rest after every advance step of the way.
Ne'er think the viCtory won,
Nor once 81 ease sit down :
Thine ardum work will not be done
Till thou hnst gained thy crown.
A cloud of wit.uMurd
Hold thee in full survey.
Forget the steps already trod,
And onward urge thy way:.

The step out of Babylon has generally been preceded by
other steps of obedience, which in turn have exercised and
strengthened the character for subsequent confliQs and victories. And it will be followed by various other tests and
opportunities for overcoming, in view of which Paul (Gal.
5 : I ) wrote, " Stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ
hath made us !lee, and be not entangled again with a yoke
of bondage." Every one who comes to realize the liberty
of the sons of God and full freedom from Babylon's bondage should expeft to meet other attempts of the great adversary to bring him into other bondages, or to stumble
him. The Lord permits these severe testings, that the class
now sought may be manifested, and prepared for his service
in the Kingdom of glory.
An illustration of this testing and sifting took place in
the Jewish harvest, foreshadowing what we may expeA
here. The temple or sanftuary class at the first advent
was represented by the Lord's disciples, of whom he said,
Ye are clean, but not all [of you] " ; and following the
casting off of nominal Israel (A. D. 33) came a severe testing

-
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to those representing God's temple, the clean and the unclean, to separate them. Peter was sifted, and almost failed
(Luke 22:31; Matt. 26:74, 75 ; John 21 :IS-17) ; but, being ' I clean," true at heart, he was enabled to come off victorious. Judas also was tested, and he proved to be unclean,
willing to sell the truth for earthly advantage, to deny the
Lord for money, even while kissing him in profession of love.
Just so there is here, in this harvest, a cleansed sanduary,
and, closely associated with it, some who are not clean. And
since the casting off of Babylon in 1878, and the call there
made, to come out of her, a testing and sifting work has
been going on amongst those who have come out. Doubtless Peter and Judas were illustrations of similar classes here,
among those who have come out of Babylon, and who have
been cleansed from many of her do&rinal pollutions,-aclass
whichremains faithful to the Lord and the truth, and another
class which proves unfaithful, which does not follow on to
know the Lord, but which turns aside to evil and false doctrines, often worse than those from which they had escaped.
This testing and sifting of the temple class, in this harvest since 1878, were foreshadowed by our Lord's typical
a d of cleansing the typical temple after assuming the office
of King and pronouncing judgment against the nominal
Jewish church. After declaring their house left unto them
desolate, he proceeded to the temple in Jerusalem, typical
of the true temple or sanauary, and, making a scourge of
small cords, he used it in driving out the money changers ;
and he overturned the tables of them that sold doves.
The scourge of small cords used in that typical a& represented the various tniths, used in the present harvest
among the temple class, to corre& and prove, and to separate the unclean. The truths now made manifest reveal so
clearly the perfeA will of God, the import of full consecration to his service, and the narrowness of the way which
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must k traveled by those who walk in thehlaster's footprints,
that those who have joined themselves to this class from any
unclean motives are continually scourged by the truth, until
constrained to separate themselves from the sanauary class.
Though several of our Lord's parables show the general
separation of the " san&uary " class from the " host," or
general mass of professing Christendom, there are two which
go still further and show the testing and sifting, afterward,
of the sanAuary class,-the separation of the overcomers,
who shall inherit the Kingdom (Rev. 3 :2 I), from others of
the honestly consecrated, who, overcome by the spirit of
the world, negle& to sacrifice present advantages and hono n of men, for the higher honors of God.
The parable of the Ten Virgins, while it shows the entire
virgin or consecrated class being separated from Babylon,
marks distinaly a testing and separation to take place in
this class a1so-a separation of wise virgins, full of faith and
fervent love and the spirit of prompt obedience, from foolirh virgia, who allow their first love and fervency of spirit
to cool, and their faith and promptness of obedience consequently to abate. The wise, living in full harmony with .
their covenant of entire consecration to God, and earnestly
watching for the Lord's promised return, are prepared to
appreciate the glad harvest message, to recognize the
foretold indications of the Master's presence, and to stand
whatever tests he may see fit to apply, to prove their loyalty and faithfulness. These, awake and watching, hear
the Master's knock, through the words of the prophets, announcing his presence; and to them present losses and
crosses, meekly borne for the truth's sake, are welcomed as
the harbingers of a more lasting peace and joy and glory
and blessing to follow.
When the knock of prophecy was neard announcing the
Lord's presence in the autumn of 1874, almost immediately
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it began to be recognized ; and quickly the cry was raised,
" Behold the Bridegroom 1 go ye out to meet him."
And
this cry still goes forth, and will continue until all of the
consecrated virgin class have heard, and have had their faith
and loyalty tested by it. The wise, with lamps (the Word of
God) trimmed and burning, and with oil (the holy spirit)
in their vessels (their hearts), will all recognize the Lord's
presence; and, by ordering their conduo and affairs in harmony with theirfaith,they willgo forthl'tomeet thebeloved
Bridegroom, and sit down with him at the marriage feast.
The marriage custom of the Jews formed a beautiful illustration of the Church's betrothal and marriage with Christ,
her Lord. The espousal er betrothal was a formal agreement made with solemn covenants of fidelity on each side.
The womaD continued in her father's house until she was
taken to the home of her husband, usually about a year after
betrothal or marriage. The consummation of the union consisted in the receiving of the wife to the home prepared for
her by the husband, and was celebrated with a great feast
lasting several days--called the Nuptial Feast. At a fixed
hour the bridegroom set out for his bride, who was waiting
in readiness to receive him and to accompany him to their
future home and to the feast which he had provided, followed by her virgin companions with lamps and all the
necessary preparations.
In the parable no mention is made of the bride, but all
of the "wise virgins" are mentioned as those for whom
the Bridegroom comes, and who accompany him and enter
to the feast of joys prepared. And this is both proper and
necessary; becaw the Bride of Christ is composed of
many members or persons, most beautifully represented in
the wise virgins. The foolish virgins who obtain the light
and experience later, but who will fail to obtain the high
exaltation of the " wise," faithful Bride class, will no doubt
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be the class mentioned (Psa. 45 :I 4, I 5) as "the virgins her
companions which follow her," who in due time will be
hvored, but not so highly, by the King.
The attitude of the wise virgins, ready, waiting and anxious for the Bridegroom's coming, fitly represents the only
proper atb'hdc of the Lord's betrothed, the truly consecrated Church. For a bride to neglect or to be unprepared
for this, the most eventful moment of life, would prove her
unfitness for the honor; and so it is with the Church:
"He that hath this hope in him purifieth himself," seeks
to be in an attitude of heart and life pleasing to the Bridegroom, and is longing and waiting for the blessed union
and feast promised by him who said, I go to prepare a place
for you, and will come again and receive you unto myself.
Two things are evident from this parable : first, that this
special feature of truth (the knowledge of the Bridegroom's
presence) is not intended for the world in general, nor for
the nominal church in general, but only for the virgin or
consecrated class; second, it is evident that this message
of the Bridegroom's presence will cause the separation
which will test and prove each individual of the virgin class,
and clearly manifest the wise, faithful, worthy ones from
the unfaithful, unwise virgins.
Oh, what rich& of grace art ccintained in this glorious
message, " Behold the Bridegroom ! " As yet it is a great
secret known only among the saints ; for the world cannot
receive it. It is foolishness unto them, and will be, until
the virgins have all heard, and the wise among them have
fully entered in ; until " the door is shut," and the " flaming fire " of the great time of trouble then to ensue will
cause every eye to see (recognize) the Lord's presence and
reign begun.
With what kingly grace the message of Jehovah comes
to his humble servants and handmaidens-" Hearken, 0
L
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daughter, and consider, and incline thine ear; forget also
thine own people and thy father's [Adam's] house [the
human relationships, hopes, aims and ambitions] ; so shall
the King [the Lord Jesus] greatly desire thy beauty: for
he is thy Lord ; and worship thou him.'' (Psa. 45 :10, I I.)
And who are these who will receive such favor 7 They are
the called, a d acc'pfc~i, and faifhlful." I c The King's
daughter [Jehovah's daughter; for as such the Bride of
Christ is owned] is all glorious within." Her beauty is the
beauty of holiness. Outwardly, before the world, she is not
glorious; and, like her Lord in his humiliation, she is despised and rejefted of men. But she will not always be so :
having followed him in his humiliation, she shall also share
in his glory. As a new creature, she will in due time be
clothed with his divine n a t u r e c 6Her clothing [when glorified] is of wrought gold " -gold being a symbol of the divine nature.
She shall be brought unto the king in raithe simple white robe of her
ment of needle work "-in
Lord's own furnishing, the robe of his righteousness, upoil
which she will have wrought, with much carefulness, the
beautiful adornments of the Christian graces. And great
will be the rejoicing in heaven and in earth at her abundant
entrance into the King's palace (2 Pet. I :5-8, I I ) : inany
will say, Let us be glad and rejoice and give honor to
him ; for the marriage of the Lamb is come, and his wife
hath made herself ready." (Rev. 19 :7.) " And the daughter
of Tyre [the strong ones of earth] shall be there with a gift ;
even the rich among the people shall entreat thy favor.
I will make thy name to be remembered in all generations : therefore shall the people praise thee forever and
ever."-Psa,
45 :12-17.
Truly wise " will those of the consecrated prove to be
who, negleAing worldly enchantments, and earthly llopes
and prizes, and with hearts yearning and waiting for the
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Beloved, are found ready and proved worthy of the great
exaltation promised, RS the Bride, the Lamb's wife.
Bride of the Lamb, thy chsrms,
Oh, may we share."

Since taking their lamps and following the Bridegroom
represents leaving all else to follow Christ in this time of
his presence, it is equivalent to leaving Babylon, where the
virgins have mainly been ; because the truth manifested in
the light of harvest clearly indicates this separation of wheat
from tares. Careful trimming reveals this fa& to the wise
virgins possessing the holy spirit of consecration and obedience. Such as have this " oil " will have the light also ;
andsuch, appreciating the privilege, willgladly and promptly
" follow the Lamb whithersoever he goeth.''
The foolish virgins, on the contrary, lacking sufficiency
of oil, fail to get clear light on the subje& of the Bridegroom's presence ; and, being overcharged with the cares,
plans, etc., of the present life, they fail to investigate the
subje& fully, and consequently are halting and undecided
about leaving Babylon, and are measurably indifferent to,
.
and incredulous of, the whole subjeA. And even if, urged
by others, they reluAantly take their departure, like Lot's
wife, they are constantly inclined to look back. For such the
Lord left the injunaion, " Remember Lot's wife." (Luke ,
I 7 :32.) And again he said, " No man having put his hand
to the plow, and looking back, isjtfor the Kingdom of God.
There is nothing in the parable to indicate that the foolish virgins will be aware of their foolishness, until the opportunity of going in to the feast has passed by. Then they
will realize how foolish they were in expeAing to be owned
of the Lord as his Bride and joint-heirs, when they were at
most but lukewarm and distant followers. Many now
'' highly esteemed among men," and noted for their "wonderful works," will be among the disappointed.
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AND THE DOOR WAS SHUT.

The proclamation of the Bridegroom's presence, the going forth to meet him, and the entering in with him to the
marriage, still continue, and will continue, until all the wise
virgins are "sealed in their foreheads " with a knowledge
of harvest truth sufficient to separate them from Babylon,
and to enable them to enter in with the Bridegroom to the
feast prepared. Then, when all the virgins have been tested
by this present truth, the door of opportunity will be shut,
and no more will be permitted to enter to the feast ; for,
said the Master, I am "he that openeth, and no man shutteth, and shutteth and no man openeth." (Rev. 3 :7.) And
when the foolish virgins come knocking and seeking admittance, after the door is shut, saying, " Master, Master, open it
for us," he will answer them, saying, " Indeed, I say to you, I
recognize you not." Those who are ashamed of him and of
his words now, and therefore indifferent to them, of such
will he then be ashamed, when he is about to appear in
glory apd power with all his holy, faithful messengers-the
wise virgins exalted and glorified with him.
The shut door, it will be perceived, has nothing whatever to do with the worldly. It is the door to the marriage
feast; and it never was open to any except the consecrated,
the virgin class. No other class was ever invited to enter
it ; and it closes when the harvest truths have sifted and
separated all the warm, earnest covenant-keepers from the
cold, lukewarm and overcharged, who negleA to fulfil their
covenant. Thank God, it is not the door of mercy that
here closes, nor even the door of all favor; but it is the
door to that one chieffavor of joint-heirship with Christ as
his Bride. But when it closes against the foolish virgins,
and will never again open to their knock, though it leave
them standing without, exposed to the great tribulation of
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the "evil day," where there will be weeping and wailing
and gnashing of teeth, it still leaves them ill the arms of
God's love and mercy, and even under his favor and special
care; for the great tribulations through which they shall
pass are designed to purify and purge those then repentant
virgins, and thereby to fit them as vessels of honor for the
Master's use, though not for the chief honor to which they
were originally called, but of which they proved themselves
unworthy. Partaking to some extent of the spirit of Babylon,giving to her the weight oftheir influence,however small,
they are reckoned of God as partakers of her sins and therefore as unworthy to escape the plagues coming upon her.
These plagues are necessary, not only for Babylon's destrucion, but also for the purification and separation of the hitherto unripe wheat remaining in her ;-the foolish virgins,measuri~blyintoxicated and overcome with the wine of Babylon.
The going in with the Lord to the marriage was beautifully illustrated by the happy bridal procession which escorted the Jewish bride to her husband's home, with music
and lighted lamps and every demonstration of joy. Thus
she entered in to the joy of her Lord and to the feast which
he had provided. Thus the wise virgins are now entering
in. The joy begins when they first hear of the Bridegroom's
presence. Gladly they leave all else for his company and
the prepared feast. Already by faith they are enjoying the
coming feast, as the present Bridegroom makes known to
them the exceeding great and precious things in reservation
for his eleA Bride, and reveals to them his great work of
blessing and restoring the world, in which it will be the
privilege of the Bride to share. Surely, as we enter the reception room and see evidences of the coming feast of Kingdom favor, we are already entering into the joys of our Lord.
Already we have a foretaste of the good things to come.
Already we are feasting, mentally, upon the richest bounties
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of his grace. By faith we are already seated at the Mater's
table, and he himself, according to promise (Luke I 2 :37),
has come forth and is serving us.
This feasting by faith on the precious truths disclosed
during this harvest time began in 1875, at the close of the
1335 days (Dan. I z :I 2)) in the beginning of the harvest,
and is the blessedness foretold by the prophet, saying, "Oh,
the blessedness of him that waiteth earnestly, and cometh
unto the thousand three hundred five and thirty days I"
THE WEDDING GARMENT TEST.

Another of our Lord's parables (Matt. 2 2 :I-14) shows a
still further testing of the mnAuary class-a testing and
separation even among those who have heard and recognized the harvest message. The " wise virgins" of the
one parable, who enter with the Bridegroom to the wedding,
and the guests " of this parable, are the same class of consecrated ones, who tliw far have shown themselves faithful
and obedient. In fa&, this class is represented by many
different figures, each of which has, as an illustration, its own
peculiar force. They are represented as wise virgins, as
servants waiting for their Lord's return froni a wedding, as
guests at a wedding, and as a bride. They are the body
of Christ, the prospeAive bride of Christ, soldiers under
Christ their Captain, branches in Christ the vine, olive
branches in Christ, living stones in a temple of which Christ
is the chief corner stone, pupils under Christ as their teacher,
sheep over whom he is Shepherd, etc., etc. In considering these figures, we must remember that they are distinA
and separate illustrations, entirely independent of each
other, and seek to gather froni each the lesson which it
was designed to impart. If we endeavor to blend the illustrations, and wonder how a stone in a temple can be a
branch in a vine, how sheep can be soldiers, or how the
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guests at a wedding can be the servants, or the bride, we fail
entirely to comprehend them. Rt7unlly we are not called
to be guests at the marriage supper of the Lamb, nor servants
waiting for his return from the wedding, but we are called
to be the bride, though in some respeAs we must be like servants and like these guests-like faithful servants in our vigilance and watchfulness, and like guests in another respeA.
This parable serves to show what could not be illustrated
under the figure of the bride, which represents the eleA
church colleAively as Christ's joint-heir. This shows both
the charaAer of the readiness required, and also the inspection of each individual which shall rejet9 some and accept
others. Those thus inspeAed are represented as already in
the guest chamber. They are the wheat reaped or gathered
out from amongst the tares, the wise virgins separated from
the foolish. They have heard and received the harvest
truths, and are rejoicing by faith in anticipation of the glory
and blessing to follow their full union with the Lord.
Hitherto they all have run well ; but until he reach the end
of his course, "let him that thinketh he standeth, take
heed lest he fall."
The condition of acceptableness and readiness for the
marriage is symbolized in this parable under the figure of
the wen'n'inggnnnent. It was a custom at Jewish weddings
for the host to provide dresses of ceremony-white linen
robes-for all the guests ; and for any guest to discard the
wedding robe presented by the host on such an occasion,
and to appear in his own clothing, would have been considered a shameful impropriety, significant of pride and of
disrespeA for his entertainer.
As a symbol, the wedding garment clearly illustrates the
righteousness of Christ, provided by our host, Jehovah
(Rom.8 :30-34, imputed to everyone believing and trusting
in him, without which no one is acceptable at the marriage
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of the Lamb, and without which no guest is admitted. The
invitation and the wedding robe are both necessary, and
the parable shows that only those so attired are admitted
even to the ante-chamber of special preparation-into the
light of present truth, where the bride makes herself finally
ready. (Rev. 19:t.) The role and the invitation received
and accepted, these guests spend the short time just prior
to the marriage feast (the harvest time) in adjusting their
robes and giving to themselves and to each other the finishing touches of preparation. And, while thus engaged, they
are together feasting already, by faith, on the prospe& before them. The Bridegroom, the grand future work, theglorious inheritance and the present work of preparation are the
constant themes of their thoughts and conversation.
In this antechamber (this favored time and condition),
brilliantly lighted with the clear unfolding of divine truth
now due, both the facilities for, and the inspiration to, the
final adornment and complete readiness for the marriage
feast are granted. But, nevertheless, the parable shows that
even under these specially favorable conditions, some, here
represented by "one," will insult the host, the King, by
despising and taking off the wedding garment.
The unmistakable teaching of this parable then is, that
the final gmeral test of those " wise virgins," who have
thus far been found ready and worthy, and who have therefore been ushered into much of the harvest light, will be a
test of their appreciation of the fa&, often testified to in
the Scriptures, that they are accepted to the feast, not in
their own merit, solely, but primarily because their nakedness and many imperfe&ions are covered by the merit of
him who gave his life as their ransom price, and whose imputed righteousness, as a robe, alone makes them presentable and acceptable before the King. All must wear the robe.
Each may embroider his own with good works.
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How remarkable and significant that this should be the
great, general, closing test. Our Heavenly Father is evidently determined that none shall be of the bride company
except such as realize clearly their own nothingness, and
that the great Bridegroom is their Rehmtcr, as well as their
Lord and Teacher.
It seems strange, too, that any who had run well so far
along the course should fall when so near the fruition of
their hope; yet, when warned of such a possibility, it behooves all the consecrated to watch and p r y , lest they
enter into temptation ; for in these last days come the perilous times foretold by the Apostle. (I Tim. 4: I ; 2 Tim.
3 : I ; 4:3-5.) And yet the times are not so perilous that
divine grace is unable to sustain those who lean confidently
upon the Omnipotent Arm. Indeed, those who humbly
keep the narrow way of sacrifice were never before so well
sustained, or so fully equipped with the whole armor of God.
But, strange as it may seem, the very abundance of God's
favors, the very clearness of the unfoldings of the Lord's
gracious plans (for using the Church during the Millennium
to bless all the families of the earth), instead of leading to
humility and a greater appreciation of the wonderful ransom
price, through which release from condemnation is accom.
plished, and our call to the divine nature and joint-heirship
with Christ is secured, seems to have the opposite effe& upon
some. Such seem to lose sight of their personal unworthiness, as well as of the Lord's unblemished perfe&ion ; and,
instead of realizing themselves to be at best 'I unprofitable
servants," they seem to see, in their own little self-denials
for the truth's sake, something wonderful-the equivalent
of what our Lord Jesus did-and feel that they as much as
he are indisjensablc to the execution of the great plan of
the ages which the Scriptures reveal. Such are guilty of
not holding the Head," and his great work of redemp-
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tion, in proper respea. (Col. 2 :19.) These stand condemned of " counting the blood of the covenant wherewith
they were san&ified " (and accepted) a common or ordinary thing. (Heb. 10: 29.) These do despite to the very
spirit of God's favor, when they rejet2 the "way "-the
only way-and the only name given under heaven and
among men, whereby we must be saved from Adamic condemnation and fully reconciled to God.
These are represented in the parable by the one "bound,"
hindered from making further progress toward the feast, or
even toward a further appreciation of its blessings and joys ;
and these will finally be cast out of the light entirely,
into the "outer darkness" of the world, to share in the
anguish and vexations of the great time of trouble. To
these, therefore, the very truths now unfolding, designed
for our good and development, become an occasion of
stumbling, because they are not rightly exercised by them.
And as Israel, so long specially favored of God, became
proud, and began to think themselves a h a l l y ~uorfhyof
those favors, and indispensable to the divine plan, so that
God cast them off from all favor, so now it will be with
those who, though they have hitherto run well, fail to keep
humble, and begin to think themselves worthy to stand before God in their o w n righteousness, and who assume a
right to partake of the feast without the wedding robe of
Christ's imputed righteousness.
Peculiarly sad though it be, this feature of prophecy,
shown in the parable under consideration, is also fulfilling
before our eyes, forming another link in the great chain of
evidence that we are in the " harvest." Some of those enjoying present spiritual favors have thus disdained and cast
aside the wedding robe; and, though still speaking of Christ
as Lord, they despise and deny the importance and efficacy
of the very transaAion by which he became Lord, and on
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shall have had an opportunity to enter, and after all the
'' wise " or ready ones have done so.
An opm '' door " symbolizes an opportunity of entrance
to certain conditions and privileges; a shut door represents the termination of such privilege or opportunity.
The privilege, invitation or opportunity of the Gospel age,
granting, under restriAive conditions, to believers in Christ,
rntrancc into joint-heirship with him in the heavenly Kingdom and to the divine nature, is the " door '' by which we
"havc access into this grace [favor] wherein we stand; "
namely, into the hope of sharing the glory of God. (Rom.
5 :*.) This door, which has stood open throughout the
entire age, is sometime to be closed ; and the door in the
parable of the virgins marks this close;-the termination
of all such opportunities and privileges. This parable of
the virgins merely portrays the events in the close of this
age among those of the true Church living at that time.
The " door " of this parable represents that certain special
privileges, the consummation and goal of all the favors of
the Gospel age, will be open to the l C wise virgins" in
the time of harvest ; and the closing of the door when all
of this class shall have availed themselves of such privileges represents the close of all the favor and privileges
of the Gospel age; because the feast represents in full
the Gospel advantages and privileges, being a representation of the grand consummation to which all other favors
lead-the promised Kingdom glories.
Consider this " door " of opportunity and privilege, soon
to close. Our Lord called it a gate, and said that during
the Gospel age it would be difficult both to find and to
enter it, and advised us to make great effort to enter, if
we would share the immortality and Kingdom honors, to
which it and no other door leads. He said, therefore,
Strive to enter in at the strait gate ; for many, I say unto
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you, ahall seek to enter in and shall not be able, when once
the Master of the house hath risen up and shut to the door."
(Luke 13:~s.) This narrow way, as we have already seen,*
is the way of self-sacrifice in the interest of the Lord's plan
and work. The way is made narrow by the circumstances
of the present time, by the opposition of the worldly spirit
against truth and righteousness, so that whoever walks in
the footprints of our Leader and Forerunner will find the
way narrow or difficult and must suffer persecution. To
walk in this way, as our Lord set us an example that we
should follow in his steps, implies not only a passive conformity to his disposition or spirit, but also an aCtive, energetic zeal in the promulgation of his truth at all hazards.
And all who walk in this narrow way, faithful as he was
faithful, unto death, have fellowship in his sufferings, and
will also in due time have fellowship in his glory, at the
marriage feast,--in the glory to be revealed at his appearing and Kingdom.-Phil. 3:10 : I Pet. 4: 13.
In view of its glorious termination, the opportunity to
walk in this narrow way of self-sacrifice for the truth's sake
is the grandest privilege that was ever offered to any creature. The privilege of suffering with Christ and in his
cause, after first recognizing him as our Redeemer, is therefore the door, and the only door of opportunity, by which
the glory to follow, as the bride and joint-heir of Christ,
can be reached.
There are three ways in which the closing of this door
might be indicated : first, by a definite Bible statement of
the ex& date; second, by such a reversal of public sentiment with reference to the truth, that fidelity and zeal in
its service would no longer meet with opposition, and
when suffering with Christ for the truth's sake (Rom. 8 :I 7)
would be no longer possible ; or third, by such a condition
*VOL.I,PIQe 203.
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of dairs obtaining in the world that all opportunity for
such service would be eff&ually obstruAed, thus leaving
no opportunities for candidates to enter into the work and
to develop and prove their love and faithfulness by their
aAivity and endurance.
Though we are definitely informed that the door will be
shut sometime within this harvest period or end of the age,
the Bible does not give the exaA date ; and, although after
the great time of trouble there will be a grand reversal of
public sentiment in favor of truth and justice, we have no
intimation whatever that such a condition of affairs will
obtain until after the harvest period is fully ended. But we
have a clear intimation that the door will be shut in the
manner last named ; for, before the Millennia1 day breaks,
we are forewarned of a dark night wherein no man can
labor-" The morning cometh, and also the night. "-ha.
a I :I a. See also VOL.XI., chap. viii.
The narrow way opened to us is the privilege and opportunity of co-operating with our Lord now, when to manifest his spirit of meekness and zeal and loyalty to God and
his truth will be at the cost of earthly disadvantage; when
to champion his cause and the truths which he advanced
will make us, to say the least, very unpopular; and when
our endeavors to honor his name and bless our fellow-men
with the truth, by letting our light shine, bring upon us reproach, misrepresentation and persecution in some form.
And if, as we have seen, the narrow gate-way opcned means
the privilege of thus sacrificing, faithfully, unto death, at
whatever cost, it follows that theclosing of allsrrch ojpotfunity
for such fellowship of service and suffering would be the
closing of the door, the barring of the narrow way to the
future glory and joint-heirship ; our reign with Christ being
conditioned on our faithfulness in his service, which now
means suffering with him.-Rom. 8: I 7 ; 6:8.
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And suirering with Christ, we have seen, is not the ordib
nary suffering, common to all in the fallen state, but only
such sufferings as are the results, more or less direaly, of
the following of Christ's example, in advocating unpopular
truths and in exposing popular errors. Such were the causes
of the sufferings of Christ; and such will be the causes of
persecution, suffering and loss to all who follow in his footsteps. They will have fellowship in his sufferings now, and
in the end will be accounted worthy to share in the reward
of such faithfulness to principle. This, throughout the Gospel age, has meant self-sacrificing labor and endurance of
reproach in the sowing and watering of the seed of Christ's
doCtrines; and now, in the close of the age, it means a
similar fidelity and endurance in the harvest work now in
progr-ven
to the laying down of life, whether it be
required by the gradual process of working it out in the
Master's service, a dying daily, or by being brought more
abruptly to a martyr's sudden death.
The worthiness of the espoused virgin Church to be the
bride, the Lamb's wife, consists not merely in sinlessness,
though she will be holy and " without blemish "-" without spot or wrinkle or any such thing " (Eph. 5 :27)) made
"whiter than snow " in the great fountain of redeeming
love, her Redeemer's merit. This much is necessary to oN
who will ever be accounted worthy of lasting life on any
plane. But to be the bride of the Lamb, she must not only
be a virgin in purity, and in addition be free from sinful
alliance and coquetry with the world, but she must be more,
much more than this. She must so closely resemble her
Lord, and so closely follow his footsteps and his counsel,
that she will on this account be a sufferer, a martyr, as he
was, and for the sake of the same princr;bles of tri~tlland
righteousness. She must p r o ~ ~that
e she possesses a consumi& love for the ~ridegrobm,and an untiring devot.ion to
14 c
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his l i m e and principles, so as to be willing to be despised
and rejeAed of the worldly, as he was, for the sake of obedience to his doArines.
To develop and demotufrafe this charader, she must be
tried and tested. Her confidence, her endurance, her fidelity to her Lord, through evil as well as good, must be developed and proved. And only such as are thus developed
and tested, and by the test proved faithful, will ever be
owned and recognized as the bride and joint-heir of the
Lord, the heir of all things. As it is written, " Blessed the
man that endureth under temptation : kcause, having become [thus] approved, he will receive the crown of life
which the Lord hath promised to them that love him "thus intensely. Thus, rightly understood, every trial of our
fidelity should k joyfully met as a fresh opportunity to
show the Bridegroom the depth and strength of our love,
and another proof of worthiness of his love and confidence
and of the promised exaltation. Those who will share with
the Lord the coming glory must not only be calledand accepted, but alsofaithful, even unto death.-Rev. I 7: 14
Thus the door of opportunity to engage, with Christ our
Lord, in the work of the Gospel age, will be closed when
" the night cometh wherein no man can work." And all
who have not previously, by faithful service, developed the
necesary charaAer and proved their sympathy, devotion,
love and zeal for the Lord and his truth (Matt. 10:37;
Mark 0 :38), will then be too late to do so. As represented
in the parable, they will thus be proved to be " foolish virgins," for letting slip the great and glorious opportunity to
s&r with and on behalf of him withwhom they would gladly
reign. By that time, the full number predestinated by God
to constitute and complete the Church will have been called,
chosen, and by trial proved faithful-" copies of the liken= of his Son." (Rom. 8 : a g . ) The harvest will be past,
.
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the summer time of favor ended, and only the burning of
the tares will remain, to clear the field (the world of mankind) and to prepare it fully for the much more extensive
sowing of the Millennia1 age.
The closing in of this night will evidently put a stop to
any further labor to disseminate the truth, which, misunderstood by the public generally, will probably be accused of
being the cause of much of the anarchy and confusion then
prevailing, instead of being seen in its true light as a foreshadowing of the divine mind and revelation concerning
coming troubles of the world and their true causes. Nor
should we expeA that the coming of night and the closing
of the door will be sudden, but rather that it will be a gradual obstruAing and closing down of the harvest work.
The present is the time for the sealing of the servants of
God in their foreheads, before the storm of trouble bunts
(Rev. 7 :2, 3); and every wise virgin should appreciate
this privilege of the present, both for his own intelleaual
sealing with the present truth, and also for engaging in the
harvest work of sealing others of the wheat class and gathering them into the barn of security, before the night
cometh and the door of opportunity to labor is shut.
That the present, most favorable opportunity is but a brief
one, is manifest from the fa& that only twenty-four years
of the harvest period remain, the close of which will witness
the end of the reign of evil and the ushering in of the glorious Millennial Day; and within this period the dark night
of'the world's greatest tribulation must find place. The great
darkness which must precede the glorious day is drawing
on : l 1 the morning cometh, and also the night "-" a time
of trouble such as was not since there was a nation."
Observe that, when this night cometh, when the reapers m u ~cease
t
their labors, it will prove that this final work
of the Gospel age is accomplished ; that the ele& number
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of the Bride of Christ have all been "sealed," and " gathered " into a condition of separateness from the worldlyinto the barn condition (Matt. 13:30); for God will not
permit anything to put an end to his work until it is finished.
Then, all the true and faithful servants of God will have
been sealed in their foreheads ; and, the work of the Gospel
age being finished, no more can enter into that work or
reap its rich reward, foretold in the exceeding great and
precious promises " as the reward of the faithful who enter
while the door " is open.-a Pet. I :4.
But we are not to gather from this that all, as quickly as
proved faithful, will at once enter into their reward. Possibly some such may live on, far into that dark night of
trouble,-though our expettation is to the contrary. g g Here
is the patience of the saints; here are they that keep the
commandments of God and the faith of Jesus." Having
put on the whole armor of God, and boldly withstood error
by clear and fearless presentation and defence of the truth,
during this evil day, when giant errors so boldly and defiantly stalk abroad, the saints are exhorted, " Having done
all, to stand," clad in full armor, with the sword of the spirit
ever ready for defence, and with watchfulness and perseverance and prayer for all saints. All will have need of patience,
that after having done the will of God they may receive
the promise.-Rev. 14: 12 ; Eph. 6: 13 ; Heb. 10 :36.
The eliding of the high calling to joint-heirship with our
Lord Jesus in the Kingdom of God, it should be distinaly
understood, is not the shutting of the door in the parable
of the virgins. Though the general "call" to this favor
ceased in 1881, the " door " is yet open. The call is the
gcnernl invitation of God, to all justified believers in the
Redeemer, to follow in his footsteps of self-sacrifice, even
unto death, and thereby prove their worthiness to reign
with him in glory. This favor had a definite time for be-

ginning: the waiting disciples were accepted to it on the
day of Pentecost, A. D. 33. And it has had, as already shown,
a definite time of ending ;viz., OAober 1881.*
On the other hand, the closing of the " door," in the
parable of Matt. xxv., marks the full end of all opportunity
for any, even of the " called " ones, thereafter to attain the
prize of the high calling. It marks the end of all opportunity to prove worthy of the prize by faithfulness in the service: all opportunity for service will there terminate, in
the " night " wherein no man can work. (John g :4.) It
is manifest, therefore, that the door, or opportunity, thus to
make our calling and eleAion sure, does not necessarily
close when the call, or general invitation to all believers to
enter, ceases to go forth. And, while the door stands open,
it indicates that any believer who is anxious to enter ana
ready to comply with the conditions may yet do so, even
though the general "call" or invitation to enter is no
longer sent out. As a matter of fa&, the door or opportunity to labor and sacrifice has not yet closed, though the
general call ceased in 1881.
The Gospel age has been the calling time-first, for calling sinners to repentance and to faith in Christ the Redeemer ; and, second, for calling these justified ones to the
high privilege of joint-heirship with Christ in his Kingdom,
on the condition of following now in his footprints of selfsacrifice, even unto death-as the condition of acceptance
to the Kingdom work and honors of the coming Millennia1
age. When, therefore, the Lord tells us that the closing
period of the age will be a harvest time, it indicates clearly
a radical change-from sowing to reaping, from calling to
testing the called and closing the work begun by the call.
As an illustration of the change in the charaAer of the
work at the close of the ~ o s ~age,
e i our Lord gave the
*See VOL.rr., Chapter vii.
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parable of the drag-net. (Matt. 13 :47-50.) " The Kingdom of heaven is like unto a net that was cast into the sea
and gathered fish of every kind ;which, when it was full,
they [the fishermen] drew to shore, and sat down, and gathered the good into vessels and cast the bad away. So shall
it be at the end of the age [the harvest, Matt. 13:39] : the
angels [messengers, servants of God] shall come forth and
separate the wicked from among the just, and shall cast
them into the furnace of fire [the great time of trouble] :
there shall be wailing and gnashing of teeth."
This parable represents the nominal Christian Church as
the nominal prospeAive Kingdom of God-the net cast into the sen (the world), which gathered #sh (men-Matt.
4 :19) of every Kind (real Christians, half deceived and deluded Christians,and multitudesof hypocrites) ;which, when
it is full (in the fulness of God's time), is drawn to shore.
It shows that the "every sort " gathered into the nominal
Church are not fit for the Kingdom, whatever else they
may be fit for ;that at the close of the age-in the harvest
time-the call or invitation to a place in the Kingdom
would cease by God's arrangement, as represented by the
dragging of the net to shore ;and that then a different work
would be commenced by the fishermen,-namely, a separating, a dividing work, which will accomplish the gathering of the desired sort and the rejeAion of others who are
unworthy of the favor to which they had been called ; for
" many are called, but few chosen."-Matt.
2 2 :14.
The separating work of this parable is the same as that
shown in the parable of the wheat and the tares, which teaches
us to expeA a discontinuance of the sowing (the calling),
and a change from that work to the work of reaping. The
Lord's servants, who, under his direAion, will thus change
the work, are in both parables called angels-special messengers of God. They are his faithful disciples who, walk-

-

ing very humbly, and near to the Lord, and very earnestly
seeking to know his plan and to co-operate in his work, are
not left in darkness concerning his times and seasons.
(Matt. 13:" ; I Thes. 5 :4; Jer. 8: 7-12.) Of course, this
reaping and gathering relates only to those living in the
harvest time, and not to those who died previously ; each
of whom, as he finished his course, was noted, and separated
to await his proper position in or out of the glorified little
flock, the Kingdom proper.-2 Tim. 4:8.
The net was not intended to catch all the fish of the sea.
Our Lord, the great Chief Fisherman, designed to catch a
particular number of fish of a particular kind, no matter
how many of other varieties went into the net with them;
and when the full number of the desired, peculiar kind,
have entered the net it is ordered ashore for the purpose of
sorting and separating. When the net is thus ordered ashore,
the commission given at the beginning of the age, to cast
the net into the sea (Matt. 28 :19 ; 24 :14), should be understood as at an end ; and all who would continue to be coworkers with the Lord must give heed to his direAions, and
no longer give their time togeneral fishing, but to the present
work of seleAing and gathering. And as the truth then due
was theagency for calling, so truth, "present truth," harvest
truth, is now the Lord's agency for testing and dividing.
When, therefore, the Lord's servants hear his voice,
through his Word, declaring that the time has come to stop
sowing and to begin reaping, to stop catching and go to
sorting the fish, to stop calling and to preach the harvest
message now due to those already called, they will, if faithful, gladly and promptly obey. Such, therefore, instruAed
of the Master concerning his plan of the ages, and not in
darkness as to the times and seasons in which we arc living,
should no longer be going forth seeking to sow the good
seed of the Kingdom in the field or world of mankind, but

should be giving meat in due season to the household of
faith-" scattering among the Lord's professed children the
good tidings of the Kingdom at hand, and of the great joy
and blessing it will soon bring to all people.
And, strange to say, it is this message of God's loving
provision, in the ransom, for the restitution of all things,
by and through Christ Jesus and his glorified body, the
Church, God's Kingdom (this message, which should rejoice, refresh and unite all loving Christian hearts), that is
to develop and draw into heart-union the true class only,
to test them and to separate them from the nominal mass.
Shortly the harvest will be ended, and then both he that
sowed and he that reaped will rejoice together. Now, the
reapers must hasten the work, and should feel so concerned
about its full accomplishment as to pray the Lord of the
harvest, thc Chief Reaper, to send forth more laborers into his harvest. It will not be long before the plowman of the
next dispensation (the great trouble foretold, which will
prepare the world for the Millennia1seed-sowing) shall overtake the reaper of this dispensation.-Amos g : 13.
ISRAEL'S SEVENTIETH WEEK A FIGURE OF
THE CLOSE OF GOSPEL, FAVOR.

It will be remembered that Israel's "seventieth week "the last seven years of their favor-was very exaely marked
at its beginning, middle and close; and we believe for the
very purpose of giving us clearly defined dates in the close
of the Gospel age of favor to Spiritual Israel. We have seen
that the beginning of that week was to Fleshly Israel the
date of the beginning of their harvest testing, in A. D. 29.
It was marked by our Lqrd's baptism and recognition as
Messiah at Jordan, when the reaping work began-the parallel to which, here, is the recognition of the presence of
the Lord, in A. I?. 1874, at the beginning of this harvest.

*
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The middle of that covenant week, A. D. 33, was the date
of the rejettion of Israel as a system or church-nation, and
was marked by our Lord's death on the cross, and by his
words just before his death, " Your house is left unto you
desolate." And the parallel to that, here, is the rejeAion
froin favor and the fall of the seAarian systems, called
C,hristendomor " Babylon," in 1878.
The last half of Israel's covenant week (3% years, from
A. D. 33 to 36) was not a period of national or seAarian
favor, but of individual favor, granting the Israelites (not
as formerly through the channels of the nominal Church,
but indivr'dual&, if they would receive it) all the favors and
special privileges of the Abrahamic covenant, down to the
end of those seventy symbolic weeks, the limit of their favor,
m d e d by the sending of favor to Cornelius and Gentiles
e : the 3% years from
April, 1878, where sondom, or " Babylon,"
, 1881, was the closing
to individual believers.
r of this Gospel age)
Thus, the general " call '
, just as the corresponding
the end of Jewish favor.
(exclusive) offer to
e natural children of
Abraham to avail themselves of the privileges and opportunities granted them under their Law Covenant. This call,
favor or privilege ceased totally and forever with the end
of their covenant week. The Gospel favor consisted in the
offer of the Kingdom (exclusively) to believers in Christthe uh&h-calling" of all reconciled to God under the New
Covenant, who might avail themselves of the opportunities
thus granted (and become members of theAbrahamic "seed"
which is to bless the world) by joining with Christ Jesus,
their Redeemer, in hia covenant of self-sacrifice;-the test

which must demonstrate their worthiness to share in Christ's
coming work and glory. And it is this favor, this call "
or invitation, which we have seen ceased, totally and forever, in (Xtober 1881, the parallel point of time to the end
of the Jewish call or tavor.
Be it noted, that the stopping of the Jewish Edvor or call
was followed by another general call, which, ignoring them
and their past favor, nevertheless included any of them who
afterward, by becoming believers, became worthy of that
world wide call to the honor of the Kingdom. The stopping
of their past favor was just as &nal as though they had not
been invited to anything after their hvor ceased ; just as
d u a l as though they hod afterward been invited to a lower
hvor; but it is not as noticeable, because the general
Gospel call, which did not exclude them, was the same call
broadened and deepened ;-made applicable to aU belimc~s
in Christ, of every nation.
Thestoppingof the favor or"calll'here,in 1881, isfollowed,
or rather lapped upon, by the general call of the whole world
to theMillennia1blessings and favorsupon conditions of faith
and willing obedience (not however a sacrifice unto death).
This however, is a lower call, a less favor than that which
aased;4call to enjoy blessingsunder the Kingdom, but not
tobe partsof theanointed, Kingdom class. And thischange
this stopping of the higher favor and beginning of a lesser
favor-will be little noticed in the present time, by reason
of the faCt that the great prize of the Kingdom and jointheirship with Christ as partakers of the divine nature, has
been generally lost sight of in the Church. The highest
conception of reward generally held by Christians for centuries past is, that in their resurrdion they will be given
perfee bodies ; and, freed from sickness, pain and sorrow,
will enjoy God's favor and have everlasting life. And this
conception, though far short of the real privileges under the
-.cL.
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high calling " of the Gospel age, is really a fair conception
of the blessed privileges to be granted during the Millennia1
age to the world in general-to as many of them as will
then yield obedience and come into harmony with God.
As a matter of faCt, then, the only ones who see clearly
the peculiarly high and grand features of the call of the
Gospel age-the only ones, therefore, who could announce
or explain this cnlling--are the very ones who are also
shown from God's Word that the time limit of this call was
reached in O&ober, 1881. Others, while quoting the Apostle's words concerning a " high calling of God in Christ,"
really explain the lower call which belongs to the Millenniul
age. Hence the general Gospel call, the true one, is ended.
None can extend it. Some cannot because they do not
understand it and could not give it, and some becaw they
know it to be at an end.
But though the general '' call " has ceased, the " door "
is not yet shut. The end of the " call " and the shutting
of the l1door " are distin& and separate. The " door "
stands open for some to enter the race, for the great prize
of joint-heirship in the Kingdom, after the general " call "
has ceased. God had predetermined a fixed number to
constitute the Church, " the body of Christ ;" and there
can be neither one member superfluous nor one lacking.
(See this typically taught in Lev. 21 :!7-23.) It follows that
he could not callor invite to that honor more than would
complete the number he had determined. And, in OAober
1881, his Word shows, this full number had been secured.
But, since some of those who responded under the general
call and made the covenant with him will fail to keep their
covenant, fail so to run as to obtain the prize, the " door "
stands open after the general call has ceased, to permit the
entrance to the race, to self-sacrifice in the service of the
truth, of some to takr thtplaccs of such as may, during the
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i n s M i o n , cast aside the wedding garment of Christ's
righteousness ; and also of such others as, having made the
covenant of self-sacrifice in the service, love the present
world, become overcharged with its cares or pleasures, and
fail to perform the requirements of their covenant.
And, again, it should be noted that the ending of the
call in 1881 in no way interfered with the privileges of the
thousands who had already accepted the call and become
God's consecrated servants: it put none out who were in.
Nor does it imply that no more can come in : it was merely
the stopping of God's general invitation.
The fa& that you may only recently have come to a clear
knowledge of the exceeding great and precious promises of
the things which God hath in reservation for them that love
him does not prove that you were not called and accepted
as a runner for this great prize long before you understood
how great and grand is the prize. The fa& is, not one who
accepts the call is able, at first, to comprehend fully either
the roughness and narrowness of the way or the grandeur
of the prize to be attained at its farther end. The clearness of our comprehension of the promises is to us the
power of God working in us to strengthen us and to enable
us to overcome present obstacles and trials. The exceeding great and precious promises are unfolded to us gradually, as we prove faithful and go on, in order that by these
-by the strength and courage which they infuse-we may
be enabled so to run as to obtain the prize.-2 Pet. I :4.
The class to receive the prize is not only called and
chosen (accepted), but also faithful. And though the gcn.
cral CON has ceased, it is evident that the testing of the
faithfulness of the called ones is not yet finished. The
faithful are being sealed, and separated from those who are
unfaithful to their covenant of self-sacrifice; and the wise
virgins are being separated from the foolish, whose folly
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consists in s u p p i n g that they can run for and win the
world's prizes of honor, wealth, etc., and at the same time
run faithfully the race for the great prize of glory, honor
and immortality,-the very conditions of which render such
a dual course impossible. " A double-minded ma11 is unstable in all his ways." "Ye cannot serve God and mammon."- Jas. I :8 : Matt. 6:24.
When all the faithful "wise virgins" have been proved
so, and have entered in to the joys of the Lord, the " door"
of o@orhcniiy to become of that class will close ; and no
more can enter it. When all the wise have entered in, the
number predestinated will be complete ; and then the Master will rise up and shut the door. (Luke 13 :24, 25 ; Matt.
25 :10.) Our Lord himself tells us that then many will begin to see matters differently-to see what privileges and
opportunities for sacrifice they once enjoyed and missed.
But when they seek entrance, the Master will tell them, I
do not recognize you as my bride-she is complete, and I
have but one. But, thank God, other Scriptures show that
the foolish virgins, though thus rejeAed from the high calling, for which their conduA when on trial will have proved
them unworthy, will nevertheless be favored, and will be
known in a humbler capacity in the Lord's household.
Therefore, before the door shuts, before the full number
of the faithful is completed, let each strive to make his
calling and seleAion sure; and to this end let us permit
the Lord, by these precious promises and these explanatory
parables, to work in us to will and to do his good pleasure.
But some may yet say, I fear that I am not one of those
called before the general call ceased in 1881, because I was
then not only wholly ignorant of the deep things of God's
promises, but more: I was wholly a stranger to God, and
even an enemy of his, far from any covenant with him to
do him service, and far from any such desire. Only re-
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cently I came to know God at all ; recently I took Christ's
yoke upon me to learn of him ; and still more recently I
learned of the privilege of suffering with Christ now, by
selfdenials in his service, and that such joint-sacrificers are
by and by to be made joint-inheritors with him in the glorious work of the Millennium. And now, after seeing these
glories, after admiring these precious things, and after
setting myself to run this race for this wonderful prize, must
I conclude that it is not open to me, because enough to fill
the number had already been called 7 I would not think to
change the divine arrangement, or to ask that another be
added beyond the limit determined by divine wisdom, but
I shall feel keenly my misfortune.
To such we answer : Run on. Your case is not so dark
as it seems to you. The " door " is not yet " shut." Remember that if all who had accepted the call when it closed
should prove faithful to their covenant, there would be none
too many, but just enough. Remember, too, that your observation, as well as the Scriptures, indicates that of the
many who accept the call few will be chosen, because but
few prove faithful to their covenant when on trial. As one
after another some of the called ones prove unfaithful, their
opportunities, their places of labor and their crozunr of reward are transferred to others. One of these places of labor
and one of these crowns of reward may be transferred to
you, and your name may be written on the scroll of life as
a probationary member of the Bride of Christ, in the place
of one erased as unworthy.-See Rev. 3 :5 ; Heb. I 2 :23.
Those who can grasp these precious promises and who
have the desire to work in the vineyard have a strong evidence that they have been begotten of the spirit ; for the
human mind, even when justified, is unable to grasp the
deep things intended by God for those only who have con-
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secratedthuaselvesand beenaccepted. (I Cor. 2 :6-16.) And

the Lord is too loving and too just to authorize in the hearts
of any hopes which could never be realized. To be begotten
of the spirit, through the Word of truth, implies an ultimate
birth to spirit conditions, unless the one as begotten prove
" Cast not away, therefore,
himself unworthy-unfaithful.
your confidence, which hath great recompense of reward."
THE

ELEVENTH HOUR.
u r n . 00 :1-16.

This parable seems to have been given specially to teach
a lesson for this time. The laborers are those earnest, consecrated children of God who throughout this Gospel agethe "day" of the parable-are faithfully spending their
time and energy, not in the service of self, the service of
mammon, but in the service of God. Only the faithful
therefore are represented by the laborers, all of whom get
the same reward, the Kingdom honors represented in the
parable by the " penny."
The generality of the call and the need of laborers are
represented by the four calls-early in the morning, at nine
o'clock, at noon, and at three o'clock in the afternoon.
Yet the ex&, clear understanding of wAat the wages should
be was mentioned only at the beginning : the householder
then "agreed" to give them a penny for the service. So
the promise of the Kingdom was clearly understood by the
early Church, but afterward was in the main lost sight of
and not clearly enunciated. The living members of Christ's
Church labm'ng in his vineyard at any time during this
Gospel age rcprescnt all the laborers. And the parable
shows, as its particular feature, a class who enter this service of the Lord when the day's work is about done, at the
" eleventh [the last] hour."
They are represented as some
desirous of engaging in the Master's service, but too late, the
general call having ended. 'They say,-" No man hath hired

us," we were too late to get into the service under the call.
The Master responds by pointing to the door of opportunity for doing and suffering in his service not yet " shut "
the close of which will be indicated by the coming of the
night in which no man can work." But he says nothing
about what the reward will be ; though in employing the
others under his general call, he said, " Whatsoever is right
I willgive you"*-aportion of the pay at first "apcd"upon.
So, during the Gospel age, our Lord has continually,
through his mouth-pieces in the Church, invited all believers to enter into his service. The full reward, the divine nature and Kingdom glory, was clearly stated and well
understoodat first; but,although repeated throughout theage,
it has not since been clearly understood because of the great
falling away from the truth. But now we have come to the
close of the Gospel day of service,-to the " eleventh hour."
It is past the time for calling laborers for this day, Yet,
some are now standing by and saying, We have not been
called into the work ; " no man hath hired us; " we have
no promise of labor, nor of a reward if we should find work ;
the call is ended, the day's work is nearly done ; there are
enough laborers without us. But to these the Master would
have us say, as his mouth-pieces, " Go ye also into my
vineyard ;"-I promise nothing, the general call is ended,
the time is short, the time for labor is nearly ended, a the
night cometh wherein no man can work ;" but go in, show
your love and zeal, and leave the rewarding to my generosity.
And this is all we can say ; the only hope we can hold
out is that no man ever labored for our Master who will
not receive abundantly more than he could ask or expea.
And then we know that some of the places in the work will
be vacated by reason of some not continuing faithful, and
*The oldest G m k Manuscripts, the Sinaitic and the V P t i a , omit from
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that the crowns of reward set apart for such will be given
to others who, by faithfulness and self-sacrifice, prove them.
selves worthy of the work and the reward.
So, then, if any have but recently come to know and
love our Lord, and desire to serve him and his truth, let
not such be discouraged because the general call ended in
1881. If you see the " door " of opportunity for sacrifice
and service open before you, enter in. But enter quickly ;
for the night of darkness and of intense opposition to the
truth will ere long be upon us and will hinder you from engaging in the service. " The morning cometh, and also the
night." "The night cometh in which no man can work."
When that is true, you may know that " the door is shut,"
that all the wise virgins have entered in, that all have been
proved, and that all vacancies have been acceptably filled.
All the special "servants of God" having by that time
been "sealed in their foreheads " (given an intelle&ual appreciation of God's plan), the four winds will be loosed
(Rev. 7 :1-3)) and will produce the great " whirlwind " of
trouble in the midst of which the remnant of the Elijah
class will be " changed," and exalted to Kingdom glory.
What a lesson is here for those who have covenanted with
the Lord to serve him first and chiefly, and who are negleaing his work to strive with time and thought and means for
the transient joys and prizes which the world offers. These
the Lord urges, saying, " Be thou faithful unto death, and
I will give thee a crown of life." He that overcometh [who
conquers in himself the spirit of the world], the same shall
be clothed in white raiment; and IwiCl not blot out his
name out of the book of life, but I will confess his name
before my Father and before his holy servants." " Hold
fast that which thou hast, that no man take thy crozun."Rev. a:Io; 3:5, 11.
15 c
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L E T US GO FORTH.
-nn. 13 :13.-

in solemn haste,
M e d wayfarers of the waste,
We ~ S oat
S at the world's wide w e ,
Turning our back on d l its Owe;
We press dong the narrow
That leads to life, to bliss, to God.
46 We cannot and we wonld not stay;
We dread the snares tlut throng the way;
We fling aside the weight and sin,
Resolved the v i b r y to win ;
We know the peril, but o w eyer
Rest on the splendor of the prize.
No idling now, no wasteful sleep,
From Christian toil our limbs to keep;
No s h r i n k ' i from the desperate fight;
No thought of yielding or of flight.
No love of present gain or ease;
No seeking man or self to please.
No sorrow for the loss of fame ;
No dread of scandal on our name ;
No terror for the world's sharp scorn;
No wish that taunting to return.
No hatred can to hatred move,
And enmity but kindlea love.
U No sigh for laughter left behind,
Or pleasures scattered to the wind;
No looking back on Sodom's plains ;
No listening still to Babel's strains ;
No tears for Egypt's song and smile4
No thirsting for its Bowing Nile.
What though with weariness oppressed ?
' Tis but a little and we rest.
This throbbing heart and burning brain
Will soon be calm and cool again ;
Nilit k far spent and mom is nearMan of the cloudless and the clear.
' Tis but a little and we come
To our reward, o w crown, our home 1
Another year, or more, or less.
- And we have m s e d the wilderness;
Finiahed the toil, the rest begun,
The battle fought, the triumph won !"-h! Bonar.
u Silent, like men

CHAPTER VII.
T H E DELIVERANCE AND EXALTATION

OF T H E CHURCH.
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Look up, and lift up your heads; for your deliverance draweth nigh."
-Luke 21 :28.

rnxDKWSSAKCX

OW

the lamp of prophecy we have traced the wonderful
BtheYgreat
events of the harvest " down to their culmination in
time of trouble; and, as we remember that wilhin this eventful period, the promised deliverance and exaltation of the Church are due, the central points of interest
to the saints now are the time, manner and circumstances
of their deliverance.
Our Lord taught us that as soon as me should begin to
see the events of the harvest come to pass, then we should
expea a speedy realization of our glorious hope. And,
therefore, as we now mark the accumulating evidence of
these signs, we do lift up our heads and rejoice in hope of
the glory to follow ; for the marning cometh, although a
brief, dark night must intervene. Nor is this rejoicing selfish in its charaaer ; for the deliverance and exaltation of
the Church of Christ will be the harbinger of a speedy
337
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deliverance to the whole race, from the tyranny and oppression of the great enslaver, Sin, from the shadow and
pains of sickness, and from the prison-house of death :"For
we know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth
waiting for the
dtliverance of OUR
in pain,
BODY "the '< body of Christ " (Rom. 8 :22, 23) ; because,
according to Jehovah's arrangement, the new order of things
cannot be established until the great ruler, the Christ complete, Head and body, has come fully into power.
That the deliverance of the saints must take place some
time before 1914is manifest, since the deliverance of fleshly Israel, as we shall see, is appointed to take place at that
time, and the angry nations will then be authoritatively
commanded to be still, and will be made to recognize the
power of Jehovah's Anointed. Just how long before 1914
the last living members of the body of Christ will be glorified, we are not direaly informed ; but it certainly will not
be until their work in the flesh is done ;nor can we reasonably presume that they will long remain after that work is
accomplished. With these two thoughts in mind, we can
approximate the time of the deliverance.
While there are clear indications that some of the living
members of the body will witness the gathering of the storm
and share in some of the troubles it will bring, there are
also indications that none of these will pass entirely through
it, nor even far into it. The Master's words, Watch,
that ye may be accounted worthy to escape those things
that shall come to pass" (Luke 21 :36), seem to indicate
this. And yet we know that we are already passing through
the beginning of these troubles (the troubles upon the nominal Church incident to its testing), and that we are escaping, while many on every hand are falling into error and
infidelity. We escape, not by being taken from the scene
of trouble, but by being supported, strengthened and kept

...

...
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in the very midst of it all by the the Word of the Lord,
our shield and buckler. (Psa. gr :4.) While admitting that
in like manner some members of the body might remain to
the very end of the time of trouble, and pass through it all,
and yet thus escape all the trouble coming, it is nevertheless clear, we think, that all the members of the body will
be fully delivered-exalted to the glorious cbndition-before the severest features of the trouble come,-after the
body is complete and the door shut.
We have seen the storm gathering for years past: the
mighty hosts have been mustering and preparing for the
battle, and each successive year witnesses more rapid strides
of progress toward the foretold crisis; yet, although we
know that unparalleled disaster must soon dash all law and
order into the abyss of anarchy and confusion, we do not
fear ; for ' I God is our refuge and strength, a very present
help in trouble. Therefore will not we fear, though the
earth [the present organization of society] be removed
[unsettled and disorganized], and though the mountains
[kingdoms] be carried into the midst of the sea [the lawless
and ungovernable people] ; though the waters thereof roar
and be troubled [with the disputings of contending factions] ;though the mountains [kingdoms] shake [tremble for
fear and insecurity] with the swelling [the threatening and
rising power] thereof.
Psa. 46 :1-3.
There is a river [God's Word, a fountain of truth and
grace], the streams whereof shall make glad the city of God
[the Kingdom of God, the Church--even in its present embryo condition, before its exaltation to power and glory],
the holy place of the tabernacles of the Most High [the
san&uary-the Church wherein the Most High is pleased
to dwell]. God is in the midst of her; she shall not be
moved : God shall help her.
Psa. 46 :4, 5.
At the present time we are realizing this promised help,

"-

"-

to the full extent of our present necessities, by being talcen
into our heavenly Father's confidence, made acquainted
rrith his plans and assured of his favor and sustaining grace,
and even being made co-workers with him. This help we
s U l realize to the full end of our course ;and then we shall
be helped still more by being "changed" to the higher
sphere to which we are called, and toward which we
diligently urge our way.
Though we may be sure that this change" of the last
living members of the body of Christ will not take place
until the work committed to them in the flesh is accomplihed, we are informed, as shown in the preceding chapter,
that ere long our work will be cut short-gradually at first,
and then completely and finally, when " the night cometh,
when no man can work." (John g :4.) And the gloom of
that " night " will be dispelled only by the Millennia1 sunrise. When our work is done, and that night closes in
around us, we may expeA not only to see the stormclouds
grow much darker, but also to hear and to feel the rising
('winds " which will culminate in a wild hurricane of human passion--a whirlwind of trouble. Then, having finished
our appointed work, it will be our part to "stand," patiently, until our " change " comes.-Eph. 6: 13.
How long the Lord may be pleased to let his saints stand
in enforced idleness so far as his work is concerned, we do
not know, but probably only long enough to let faith and
patience have their perf& work. Here these virtues will
be most fully developed, tested and manifested. This test
of patience will be the final trial of the Church. Then
God will help her, at the dawning of per] morning "
(Psa. 46:5, Lccscr's translation)--not the morning which
is to dawn on the world at the brightness of her rising with
her Lord as the sun of righteousness, but at the dawning
of Acr morning, in which she is to be changed to the nature

a
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and likeness of her Lord. H
cr morning is to precede the
Millennia1 morning.
That this dark night is already approaching we are made
aware, not only from the Scriptures but as well from the
ominous signs of the times; and the fate of the Church
then, so far as her human career is concerned, seems outlined in the closing pages of the lives of Elijah and John
the Baptist, already referred to.* The beheading of the one,
and the whirlwind and fiery chariot which bore away the
other, probably indicate violence to the last members of the
body of Christ. Yet Zion need not fear; for God is in
the midst of her, and will help her. Her consecration is
unto death, and her privilege is to prove her faithfulness :
"The disciple is not above his master, nor the servant
above his lord. It is enough for the disciple that he be as
his master, and the servant as his lord."- Matt. 10:2 4 , ~ ~
I t will probably be in an effort at self-preservation on
when
the part of Great Babylon "-" Christendom "she sees her power in politics, priestcraft and superstition
waning, that the work of truth-spreading will be stopped
as detrimental to her system. And probably at this junAure the Elijah class, persisting in declaring the truth to
the last, will suffer violence, pass into glory and escape from
the severest features of the great time of trouble comingjust in the crisis of a!Taiw when men begin to feel that desperate measures must be resorted to, to sustain the tottering struAure of Christendom.
Although the exaA time of the deliverance or "change"
of the last members of the body of Christ is not stated,
the approximatt time is nevertheless clearly manifest, as
s?wdly alter the "door " is shut (Matt. 25 :I o) ; after the
truth, which Babylon now begins to regard as her enemy,
and as calculated to accomplish her destrudkion, shall have
*VOL. XI.,pages 260-263.

.
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become more generally known and widely circulated ;after
"the hail" has to a considerable extent swept away the
refuge of lies ; and after the now smoldering and menacing
hatred of the truth is thereby roused to an opposition so
violent and so general as to effeaually stop the further progress of the great work in which the saints are engaged. And
God will permit this as soon all the elea are " sealed."
But, whatever of trouble or seeming disaster may await the
saints while they remain in the flesh, and put a stop to the
work which it is their meat and drink to do, let us take
comfort in remembering that nothing can befall us without
our Father's notice and permission, and that in every trial
of faith and patience his grace shall be sufficient for those
who abide in him, and in whom his Word abides. Let us
look beyond the vail, and keep the eye of faith fixed upon
the prize of our high calling, which God has in reservation
for them that love him-for the called and faithful and
chosen according to his purpose.-Rev. I 7 :14 ; Rom. 8 :28.
While we may thus reasonably and Scripturally approximate the time and circunlstances of the full deliverance of
the Church, the nranntr of her glorification becomes all the
more a question of deepening interest. And again we come
to the divine oracles to make inquiry.
First, Paul declares, " We must all be changed [the living no less than the dead saints] : this corruptible must put
on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality;
for flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of God,
neither doth corruption inherit incorruption." And this
" change " from mortality to immortality, he assures us,
will not be accomplished by gradual development, but it
will be instantaneous-" in a moment, in the twinkling of
an eye," under the soundi g of the,'; last trump"-which
is already sounding.*-I
or. 15 :53, 50, 52.

E

*See VOL.II., Chapter v.

Furthermore, order will be observed : some will be glorified or " changed " first, and others afterward. Precious
in the sight of the Lord has been the death of his saints
(Psa. I 16 :IS) : and though most of them have slept long,
none have been forgotten. Their names are written in
heaven as acceptable members of the Church of the Firstborn. And the Apostle declares that the living, who are
left over to the presence of the Lord, will by no means precede those who fell asleep. (I Thes. 4:15.) Those who
sleep in Jesus are not required to wait in sleep for the living
members to finish their course, but are resurreaed at once,
as one of the first a&s of the Lord when he takes his great
power. And thus those members of the Christ who have
slept will take precedence in entering into glory.
The exaA date of the awakening of the sleeping saints
is not direAly stated, but may be clearly inferred from our
Lord's parable of the young nobleman. After having received the kingdom and returned, the first work of the
nobleman (who represented our Lord Jesus) was the reckoning with the servants (his Church) to whom his vineyard
had been entrusted during his absence, and the rewarding
of the faithful. And since the Apostle tells us that the dead
in Christ will be reckoned with first, we may reasonably
conclude that the rewarding of these took place as soon as
our Lord, after his return, took unto himself his great power.
To learn the date at which our Lord began the exercise
of his power would therefore be to discover the time when
his sleeping saints were awakened to life and glory. And
to do this we have but to recall the parallelism of the Jewish and Gospel dispensations. Looking back to the type,
we see that in the spring of A. D. 33, three and a half years
after the beginning of the Jewish harvest (A.D. 29), our
Lord typically took unto himself his power and exercised
kingly authority. (See Matt. 21 : 5-15.) And evidently

the only obje& of that a&ion was to mark a parallel point
of time in this harvest, when he would in reality assume
the kingly office, power, etc.; viz., in the spring of 1878,
three and a half years after his second advent at the beginning of the harvest period, in the fall of 1874 The year
1878 being thus indicated as the date when the Lord began
to take unto himself his great power, it is reasonable to
conclude that there the setting up of his Kingdom began,
the first step of which would be the deliverance of his body,
the Church, among whom the sleeping members are to take
precedence.
And since the resurrection of the Church must occur
some time during this " end " or " harvest " period (Rev.
11:18), we hold that it is a most reasonable inference, and
one in perfeA harmony with all the Lord's plan, that in
the spring of 1878 all the holy apostles and other " overcomers " of the Gospel age who slept in Jesus were raised
spirit beings, like unto their Lord and Master. And while
we, therefore, conclude that their resurrdion is now an
accomplished fa&, and hence that they as well as the Lord
are present in the earth, the fa& that we do not see them
is no obstacle to faith when we remember that, like their
Lord, they are now spirit beings, and, like him, invisible to
men. The fa&s that they are invisible, that tombs were
not found opened and empty, and that none were seen going from the cemeteries, are not objeAions to such as have
learned what to expea-to such as realize that our risen
Lord left no hole in the walls of the room which he entered
and left while the doors were shut ; who remember that
none saw the risen Redeemer except the few, to whom he
specially and miraculousiy showed himself, that they might
be witnesses of his resurre&ion ; who remember that he
appeared in various forms of flesh to prevent these witnesses
supposing that he still was flesh or that any of the forms

they saw was his glorious, spirit body. Such as remember
that only Saul of Tarsus saw Christ's spirit body, and that
by a miracle, while others around saw it not, and then at
the expense of his sight, will readily see that their not having seen the risen saints with their natural eyes is no more
of an objdion to the fa& of their resurredtion than that
they have not seen the Lord during this harvest, and have
never seen angels, who, all through the Gospel age, have
been " ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for those
who shall be heirs of salvation."*
Our belief that the Kingdom began to be setup, or brought
into power, in April, 1878, be it observed, rest. on exaaly
the same foundation as our belief that the Lord became
present in OAober, 1874, and that the harvest began at
that time. There " the mountain [kingdom] of the Lord's
house," the Church, began to be exalted above the mountains " pingdoms] of earth, and there the work of judging
"Babylon," Christendom, and all the nations of the whole
world, began, preparatory to their final overthrow.
Nor is it out of harmony with this thought, that the majority of the Church are exalted, while a few of t h ~
last
members of that royal priesthood are yet "alive and remain ;" for, as we have seen, the Apostle foretold this very
order. To be among those who remain is no dishonor; and
to be the very last one of those to be "changed" will
be no discredit. Several Scriptures show that there is a
special work for the last members of the body to do on this
side the veil, as important and as essentially a part of Kingdom work as that of the glorified members on the other
side the veil. While the glorified Head and those members
of the body on the other side the veil have the complete
supervision of the great changes now in progress and about
to be inaugurated in the world, the fellow-members who
"See VOL. 11.'
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remain in the flesh are the agents of the Kingdom in publishing, by word, by pen, by books and by tra&s, the "good
tidings of great joy which shall be unto all people." They
tell the world the blessed tidings of'God's gracious plan of
the ages, and that the time is at hand for the glorious consummation of that plan; and they point, not only to the
great time of trouble impending, but also to the blessings
which will follow it as the results of the setting up of God's
Kingdom in the world. A great and important work, then,
is given to the remaining members: Kingdom work it is
indeed, and accompanied also by Kingdom joys and blessings. Although yet in the flesh and pursuing their appointed
work at the expense of self-sacrifice, and in the face of
much opposition, these are already entering into the joys
of their Lord,-the joys of a full appreciation of the divine
plan and of the privilege of working out that plan, and, in
conjunAion with their Lord and Redeemer, of offering everlasting life and blessings to all the families of the earth.
These with their message are clearly pointed out by the
prophet Isaiah ( 5 2 :7) as the t1 feet " or last members of the
body of Christ in the flesh, when he says : " How beautiful upon the mountains [kingdoms] are fhr fief of him that
bringeth good tidings of good, that publisheth salvation
[deliverance] ; that saith unto Zion, Thy God reipelh.
[The reign of Christ, which shall bring detivcrance, first to
Zion, and finally to all the groaning creation, is begun.]
Thy watchmen shall lift up the voice: with the voice together shall they sing; for they shall see [clearly] eye to
eye, when the Lord returneth unto Zion."
Poor, bruised "feet," now despised of men, none but
yourselves fully appreciate your privileges. None others can
appreciate the joy you have in proclaiming present truth,
in saying unto Zion that the time is at hand for the setting
up of the Kingdom, and in declaring that Immanuel's reign
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of righteousness, soon to be inaugurated, is to bless all the
families of the earth. But, though despised of men, the
" feet " of Christ and their present mission are highly esteemed on the other side the veil by the glorified fellowmembers of the body and by their glorious Head, who is
willing to confess such faithful ones before his Father and
all his holy messengers.
The mission of the feet, which is no insignificant part of
the Kingdom work, will be accomplished. Though their
message is popularly hated and discredited and they are
despised by the world as fools (for Christ's sake)-as all
his faith@ servants have been throughout the Gospel ageyet, before they all are " changed " and joined to the glorified members beyond the veil, they, as agents of the
Kingdom, will have left such records of that Kingdom and
its present and future work as will be most valuable information to the world and to the undeveloped and overcharged children of God who, though consecrated to God,
will have failed to so run as to obtain the prize of our high
calling.
And let it not be forgotten that all who are of the " feet "
will be thus engaged in publishing thesegood tidings and
in saying to Zion, " Thy God rc&ecth !"-The Kingdom
of Christ is begun ! And all who are true watchmen can at
this time see clearly, as one man, and can together harmoniously sing the new song of Moses and the Lamb--the
song of Restitution, so clearly taught, not only in the law
of Moses, which was " a shadow of the good things to
come," but also in the clearer revelations of the Lamb of
God contained in the writings of the New Testament,saying, " Just and true are thy ways." "All nations shall
come and worship before thee.''-Rev. 15 :3, 4.
One by one the " feet " class will pass from the present
condition, in which, though often weary and wounded,
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they are always rejoicing, to the other side the veil;" changed" in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, from
mortality to immortality, from weakness to power, from
dishonor to glory, from human to heavenly conditions, from
animal to spirit bodies. Their work will not cease with
this change ; for all those who will be counted worthy of
that change to glory will be already enlisted in the service
of the Kingdom on this side the veil : only the weariness,
the labor feature, will cease with the c h a n g e " They shall
rest from their labor, but their works f o l h with them."Rev. 14:13.
"The " change" to these "feet" members will bring
them into the same fellowship and glory and power already
entered by the members who slept : they will be caught
away" from earthly conditions to be united "together"
with the Lord in the a i r "-in the spiritual rulership of
the world. As already shown,* the "air " here mentioned
symbolizes .rpirihaltule or power. Satan has long occupied
the position of " prince of the power of the air " (Eph. 2 :2),
and has used for his co-workers and joint-rulers in it many
of the great ones of Babylon, who, under his blinding errors,
verily think they are doing God service. But in due time
the present " prince of the air " shall be bound, and shall
deceive no more ; and the present heavens, the great Antichrist system, will " pass away with a great noise," while
the new prince of the air, the true spiritual ruler, Christ
Jesus, will take the dominion and establish the "new
heavens," uniting with himself in this power or "air " his
bride, the " overcomers " of the Gospel age. Thus the
66 new heavens " will supersede the present " air " powers.
But must all die?-all of the " feet " who will be alive
and remain until the presence of the Lord? Yes; they all
consecrated themselves-" even unto death ;" and of these
*VOL I., page 318.
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it is distinAly written that they must all die. No Scripture
contradiAs this thought. God declares by the Prophet" I have said, Ye are gods [mighty ones] ! All of you s m
of the Highest [God] ! Yet ye shall u~DIE tikc men, and
fall like one of the princes.''-Psa. 82 :6.
The word here rendered "princes" signifieschiefsorheads.
Adam and our Lord Jesus are the two heads or princes referred to. Both died, but for different reasons : Adam for his
own sin, Christ as a willing sacrifice for the sins of the world.
And all the Church of Christ, justified by faith in his sacrifice, are reckoned freed from the sin of Adam, and also from
the death penalty attached to that sin, in order that they
may share with Christ as joint-sacrificers. It is as such jointsacrificerswith Christ that the death of the saints is esteemed
by God. (Psa. I 16:15.) The fellow-members of the body
of Christ, when they die, are recognized as "dead with
Christ," " made comformable unto his death." They fall
like one of the princes,-not like the first, but like the second Adam, as members of the body of Christ, filling up that
which is behind of the affliltions of Christ.-Col. I :24.
B a t the tern "gods," mighty ones, in this passage is
applied to all the Sons of the Most High God, who will be
joint-heirs with Christ Jesus, the heir of all things, is clearly
shown by our Lord's reference to it.-John 10:34-36.
" Ye shall all dic like men ;" but, " behold, I show you
a mystery : we shall not all sleep." To die is one thing, to
" sleep " or remain unconscious, dead, is quite another.
God's testimony, then, is that all the saints must die, but
that they shall not all sleep. Our Lord died, and then slept
until .the third day, when the Father raised him up. Paul
and the other apostles died, and thus " fell asleep," to rest
from labor and weariness, to "sleep in Jesus," and to wait
for the promised resurreAion and a share in the Kingdom
at the Lord's second advent. Accordingly, when the
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setting up of the Kingdom was due, their awakening from
the sleep of death was due. Why should their waiting
and sleep continue a f e r the Lord is present and the time
for his Kingdom has come? There can be no reason for
it ; and we believe, therefore, that they " sleep " no longer,
but are now risen, and with and like their Lord. And
if their continuance in the sleep of death is no longer
necessary, neither is it necessary that any of the saints
who now die in this time of the presence of the Lord and
the setting up of his Kingdom should " sleep " or wait in
death for a resurreltion at some future time. No, thank
God I the Life-giver is present ; and, since 1878, when he
took his great power and began the exercise of his authority,
none of his members need to sleep. Hence, with all of l 6 the
feet " who die since that date, the moment of death is the
moment of change. They die as men and like men, but
in the same instant they are made like their Lord, glorious
spirit beings. They are caught away from earthly conditions, to be forever with the Lord-"in
the air "-in
Kingdom power and glory.
It was after our Lord had accomplished the sacrifice of
his human nature and had been raised from death, changed
to a spirit being, that he declared, "All power in heaven
and on earth is given unto me." (Matt. 28: 18.) And not
until all the members of the Christ have followed the example of the Head, and finished the sacrifice in death, will
the Christ be complete and fully empowered for the great
subsequent work of restoring all things.
In view of these things, how full of meaning is the statement, "Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord front
hmccforth; yea, with the spirit, that they may rest from
their labors, but their works follow with them." (Rev.
14:13.) Nowhere in the Scriptures is death represented as
in any sense a blessing, except in this one instance; and
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here it is particularly limited and made applicable to a certain specitic time Lufrom henceforth." And even then,
the dead who
notice, it is blessed only to a special class-"
die." This expression must not be considered a blunder,
but-as a very pointed and forcible description of the small
class to whom death will be a blessing. This claps constitutes "the feet of Him." And, as already shown, each
member of the body of Christ must finish his sacrifice in
actual death.
These alone are the dead who die. They are reckoned
of God as being already dead, and they are exhorted so also
to reckon themselves : " Reckon ye yourselves dead indeed
unto sin." No other dead men can be said to die but this
class of dead ones, who must finish their course of sacrifice
in a h a 1 death.
Thus will God help Zion in the dawning of her morning
-in the morning of theeternalday of Christ's triumph. Thus
he is already helping her. One by one, imperceptibly to the
world, the saints are now being changed, and are joining
the company of the Church triumphant; and those who
remain to the last proclaim the everlasting gospel until the
door is shut and all opportunity to labor is at an end. Then
they will "stand" in faith and patience and await their
change, accepting deliverance joyfully through whatsoever
agency God may be pleased to permit its accomplishment.
Thus they will be saved from that great hurricane of
trouble which will follow their departure, well as preserved
in the forepart of the battle in-which a f h o u s a will
~ fall
into infidelity, and be overzome by the various pestilences
of error, to one who will stand.-Psa. 91 :7.
*When, in a succeeding volume, we examine the wonderful visions
of the Revelator, it will be clearly seen that the time here pointed out
by the word 66hrrjorth," ss marked by events, synchron-izes closely
with 1878as indicated by the prophecies herein noted.
16 c
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As the time of trouble draws on, we must therefore expet9 the true Church in its present condition, the Elias, the
John class, to decrease in influence and numbers, while the
Christ in triumph and glory, the same body on the other
side of the veil, will increase, a s John prophetically indicated.-John 3 :30.

A LI'ITLE WHILE,

-

little while, ow fightings will k war;
A little while, ow tears k wiped away;
A little while, the power of Jehovah
Will turn oar darkness into heaven's bright day.

uA

A little while, the fern that oft sunuund tu
Will to the memories of the past belong;
A little while, the love that sought and f d us
Will change otu weeping into heaven's glad song.
A little while l ' Ti e r a drawing n e ~ t i
The brighter dawning of that glaious day.
Blest Savior, make otu spirits' vision derra,
And guide, Oh ! guide us in the shining way.
A little while, 0 blessed expeft.tion!
For strength to run with pntience, Lord, we cry.
Otu hearts up l u p in fond anticipation :
Our union with the Bridegroom draweth nigh."

CHAPTER VIII.
THE RESTORATION OF ISRAEL.
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" I n that day will I raise up the tabernacle of David that is fallen,
and close up the breaches thereof; and I will raise up his ruins, and I
will build it as in the days of old. And I will bring again the captivity
of my people of Israel, and they shall build the waste cities and inhabit
them; and they shall plant vineyards and drink the wine thereof; they
shall also make gardens, and cat the h i t of them. And I will plant them
upon their land, and they shall no more be pulled up out of their land
which I have given them, 4 t h the Lord thy God."-Amos g :x x,x4,15.

MONG the relics of antiquity that have come down to
A
our day, there is no other objeA of so great interest as
the Jewish people. The searchers after ancient lore have
untiringly questioned every inanimate objeA that could give
a mite of historic or scientific information. Monuments,
altars, tombs, relics of public and private edifices, paintings,
sculptures, hieroglyphics and dead languages have all been
appealed to; and some have even endeavored patiently to
discover the line of aAual truth which probably inspired
the many fanciful traditions, legends, songs, etc., that have

come floating down the centuries, in order to learn all that
it is possible to know of human origin, history and destiny.
But the most interesting relic, and the one whose history
can be most easily deciphered and understood, is the Jewish
people. In them we have a monument of antiquity of inestimable value, upon which are recorded, in clearly legible charaAers, the origin, progress and final destiny of the
whole human race-a living and intelligent witness of the
gradual outworking of a wonderful purpose in human affairs,
in exaA conformity with the prediAions of their divinely
inspired prophets and seers.
As a people, they are marked as distinA and peculiar by
every circumstance of their history and by their common
religious faith, as well as by every element of their national
charaeer, and even by their physiognomy and their manners and customs. The national charaaeristics of many
centuries ago are still prominent, even to their fondness for
the leeks and onions and garlic of Egypt, and their stiffnecked obstinacy. As a people, they truly had much
advantage every way, in having committed unto them the
oracles of God, developing among them poets, lawyers,
statesmen and philosophers, and leading them up step by
step from being a nation of slaves to be-as in the time of
Solomon, the zenith of their glory-a people distinguished
and honored among the nations, attraAing the wonder and
admiration of the world.-Rom. 3 : 1, a ; I Kings 4:30-34 ;
10 :1-29,
That the re-establishment of Israel in the land of Palestine is one of the events to be expeAed in this Day of the
Lord, we are fully assured by the above expression of the
Prophet. Notice, particularly, that the prophecy cannot
be interpreted in any symbolic sense. It is not a Canaan in
heaven to which they are appointed, but a Canaan on earth.
They are to be planted upon " their knd," the land which
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God says he had givcn them, the land which he promised to
Abraham, saying, " Lift up now thine eyes and look from
the place where thou art, northward, and southward, and
eastward, and westward : for all the landwarcn THOU SEBST,
to thee will I give it, and to thy seed forever. And I will
make thy seed as the dust of the earth, so that if a man can
number the dust of the earth, then shall thy seed also be
numbered. [An intimation of a then far distant period,
giving ample time for such a multiplication of his seed.]
Arise, wa& through the land, in the length of it, and in the
breadth of it; for I will give it unto thee." "And I will
give unto the, and to thy seed after thee, the land wherein
thou art a stranger-all the land of Canaan, for an EVERLASTING POSSESSION." (Gen. I 3 :I 4-17 ; I 7 :8.) It is a land
into which they were once privileged to enter, and in which
they dwelt for centuries. But during that time they were
many times plucked up and carried into captivity in other
lands, while strangers wasted their cities, drank the wine
of their vineyards, and ate the fruit of their gardens. And
finally they were completely rooted out, their cities laid
waste and desolate, and they were driven as wanderers and
exiles from country to country the world over. But when
replanted in their land according to this promise, "they
shall no more be pulled up out of their land," which God
gave them; and "they shall build the waste cities [cities
in which they had formerly lived], and inhabit them."
A scattered, homeless, desolate and persecuted people, they
are still a distina and homogeneous people. United by
the strong ties of blood relationship, by common hopes inspired by a common faith in the wonderful promises of God,
though they have but dimly comprehended those promises,
and still hrther bound together by the bond of sympathy
growing out of their common sufferings and privations as
exiles, they, to this day, look and long for the hope of Israel.
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As a people they still have faith in God, though in their
blindness and pride of heart they have stumbled over the
humility of God's appointed messenger for the world's salvation; so that, instead of receiving him, they crucified
the Savior, the Lord of glory. And yet the apostles and
prophets show us that even this flagrant crime, to which
their pride and self-will drove them, was not one which
could never be forgiven them. Because of it, they have
been punished, and that severely. When they condemned
the Just One and said, " His blood be upon us and upon
our children," they little ex@ed the fearful recompense
which followed.
The terrible trouble and loss of life, the destruaion of
their holy city and temple, the full end of their national
existence, and the scattering of the surviving remnant as
exiles into all nations, completed the work of their harvest
period. It began in faaious civil strife and was completed
by an invading Roman army. Fire, sword and famine accomplished upon them a fearful recompense.
And since that time Israel has truly been a nation scattered and peeled. Driven as exiles from country to country,
and from province to province, they have been deprived of
almost every right and privilege which other men enjoyed.
Rejeaing Christianity, as well in its corrupted as in its pure
form, they became the obje&s of the contempt and relentless persecution of the Church of Rome. Says the
historian :"In Germany, France, England and Italy, they were
circumscribed in their rights by decrees and laws of the
ecclesiastical as well as the civil powers, excluded f r m all
honorable occupations, driven from place to place, compelled to subsist almost entirely by mercantile occupations
md usury, overtaxed and degraded in the cities, kept in
narrow quarters, and marked in their dress with signs of
contempt, plundered by lawless barons and penniless prin-

ces, an easy prey to all parties during the civil feuds, again
and again robbed of their pecuniary claims, owned and sold
as serfs by the emperors, butchered by mobs and revolted
peasants, chased by monks, and finally burned in thousands
by the crusaders, who also burned their brethren at Jerusialem in their synagogues, or tormented them by ridicule, abusive sermons, monstrous accusations and trials, threats and
They could own no land,
experiments of conversion.
belong to no guild of mechanics and engage in no form of
art ; they were shut up almost exclusively to trading, And,
finding all mankind at war with them, their national pride
and arrogance were by no means softened, and the breach
consequently widened between the Jews and their Gentile
neighbors everywhere. "
Thus estranged from God and fiom their fellow-men of
every nation, sad and pitiable indeed has been their miserable condition. During the relentless Papal persecutions,
they have suffered in common with the saints and martyrs
of Jesus,-the Christian for his rejeaion of Antichrist, the
Jew for his r e j a i o n of both Christ and Antichrist. While
God has permitted these d i & i o n s and persecutions to come
as a penalty for their national crime of rejeAion of the
gospel and crucifixion of the Redeemer, he will nevertheless in due time reward the constancy of their kith in his
promises, to which they have so long and so perseveringly
held. God foreknew their pride and hardness of heart, and
foretold it as well as the evils which have come upon them ;
and no less pointedly has he foretold a departing of their
blindness and the ultimate fulfilment to them of all the
earthly promises declared long ago to Abraham and repeated by one after another of the holy prophets.
As the time for the promised restoration of God's favor
to Israel draws on, we see a preparation being made for it.
Within the present century a sifting and separating proceas
is manifest among them, dividing them into two classes,
the Orthodox and the Non-orthodox Jews. The former still
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hold to the promises of God, and still hope that God's set
time to favor Zion may soon come. The latter are losing
faith in a personal God, as well as in the Abrahamic promises, and are drifting toward liberalism, rationalism, infidelity. The Orthodox include most of the poor, oppressed
Jews, as well as some of the wealthy and learned, and are
m t l y more numerous than the Non-orthodox; though the
latter are by far the more influential and respedted, often
merchants, bankers, editors, etc.
The following is a brief summary of the faith of the Orthodox Jews :" I believe with a true and perfea faith (I) that God is
the creator, governor and maker of all creatures, and that
he hath wrought all things; (a) that the Creator is one,
and that he alone hath been our God, is, and forever shall
be; (3) that the Creator is not corporeal, not to be comprehended with any bodily properties, and that there is no
bodily essence that can be likened unto him; (4) that
nothing was before him, and that he shall abide forever ; (5)
that he is to be worshiped and none else ; (6) that all the
words of the prophets are true ; (7) that the prophecies of
Moses were true; that he was chief of all wise men that
lived before him or ever shall live after him ; [We may consider them somewhat excusable for this overestimate of such
a noble and worthy charaaer.] (8) that all the law which
at this day is found in our hands was delivered by God
himself to our master, Moses; ( 9 ) that the same law is
never to be changed, nor any other to be given us of God ;
(10) that God understandeth all the thoughts and works of
men, as it is written in the piophets-' He fashioneth their
hearts alike, he understandeth all their works ;' ( I I ) that
God will recompense good to them that keep his commandments, and will punish them who transgress them; (12)
that the Messiah is yet to come ; and, although he retard his
corning, yet ' I will wait for him till he come; ' (13) that
the dead shall be restored to life when it shall seem fit unto
God, the Creator, whose name be blessed and memory celebrated without end. Amen."
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Since the destruAion of their temple and their dispersion,
the sacrifices have been discontinued ; but in all other respeAs the Mosaic requirements are still observed among the
Orthodox Jews. Their worship, as of old, consists in the
reading of the Scriptures, prayer and praise. On the second
day of their feast of trumpets they read the account of
Abraham's offering of his son Isaac and God's blessing on
him and his seed. Then they blow the trumpet and pray
that God would bring them to Jerusalem.
The Non-orthodox or Reformed Jews, " Radicals," differ
widely fiom the Orthodox : many of them are avowed atheists, denying a personal God. They deny that any Messiah
is to come; and if they do not deny prophecy entirely,
they explain that the Jewish nation is itself the Messiah and
is reforming the world gradually, and that the sufferings
prediAed of Messiah are fulfilled in their persecutions and
sufferings as a people. Others of them declare that civilization is the only Savior of the world they expeA.
It will be the former class, no doubt, that will be regathered and blessed when Messiah comes a second time,
in glory and power ; who will say, '' Lo, this is our God ;
we have waifta' for him, and he will save us: this is the
Lord ; we have waited for him, we will be glad and rejoice
in his salvation." (Isa. 2 5 : 9 . ) And in the clearer light of
Messiah's teaching, all faith in the vain traditions which
they still hold as valuable additions to the law of God will
vanish away. The time is fast approaching when God will
speak peace to Israel and comfort them and fully turn away
their blindness. We do not by this mean to intimate that
those who have wandered far off into infidelity will never
have their blindness removed. God forbid. The blind
eyes of all, and of every nationality, will be opened ; and
all the deaf ears will be unstopped. But no special favor
will come to these infidel Jews at the time of the returning
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presented himself and the Kingdom, at the first advent, as
representing the holy nation, Israel entire.
o u r ~ o r referred
d
to them as Israel, and not as a part of
Israel, not as Judah merely. He speaks of even those who
had clung to the promises, and to &h other, as the " lost
sheep of the house of Israel," in that they had wandered far
from the truth, after the traditions of false shepherds who had
led them in their ownway and not as God direaed. He says:
*'I am not sent save [except] to the lost sheep of the hmrsc
of IJraeZ.." To the house of Israel consequently his ministry was confined, in harmony with the foregoing, showing that the Jews of his day were the only recognized representatives of the " house of Israel," as the tenns, "all
Israel, " " our twelve tribes constantly serving God, l and
many similar expressions of our Lord and the apostles indicate. And it All be remembered that our ~ o i d in
, conneAion with this statement, that his ministry was to Israel,
forbade his disciples going to any outside the Jews of Palestine.-Matt. I O : ~6;
, 15 :24.
Notice also how the apostles used the word "Israel,"
and not " Judah," when speaking of those who were living
at that timein Palestine(A&s 2 : 2 2 ; 3:12; 5:35; 13:16;
21 :28)) and how they apply the words of Isaiah concerning the remnant of Israel to the comparatively few who received the gospel (Rom. g:4,27, 2g,31-33 ; 10: 1-4; I I :I ,
7-14, 25, 26, 31)) and speak of all the rest as stumbling and
being blinded. So, then, even if it could be demonstrated
that the Anglo-Saxon peoples were part of "the ten lost
tribes," we see clearly that no favor could have come to
them upon that score, under that covenant ; for they descrtcd the IJraeliiiJit covenant and became idolaters, inbelievers, and praAically Gentiles. Besides, as already noted,*
all recognized as the natural seed of Abraham, who would
*VOL.XI., Chapta d.
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continue to rejeA Christ, were cast off from all favor from
the time of Christ's death to the year 1878, when, chronologically, dlvine favor was due to return to them, and
their blindness to begin to be removed. Consequently, the
prominence of the Anglo-Saxons for the past centuries could
in no sense have been Israel's returning favor. Those from
whom the favor was taken for the rejeAion and crucifixion
of the Lord are the ones to whom the favor is to return
now. At that time, and ever since, Israel has been represented by " the Jew " (Rom. 2 :g, IO), and it is the Jew
that will now be restored to favor as the natural " seed of
Abraham." These, with the spiritual " seed " (seleAed
during the Gospel age-a remnant from Israel, Jews, and
the remainder gathered froni the Gentiles), are to be God's
agencies for blessing all the families of the earth.
Nor will the coming favor to Israel be exclusive. All bel i e v e ~in~ the covenant promises may share those returning
favors with the natural seed, just as during the Gospel age
any Jew who accepted Christ was eligible to all the spiritual blessings and advantages offered during the Gospel age.
As only a small remnant believed in and accepted the gos- .
pel favors at the beginning, so, aside from the Jews, only
a small number of mankind will be ready for the new laws
and conditions of the Millennial age, under the righteous
administration of the glorified Lord and his glorified Church;
and hence, at first, few but Jews will be blessed under it.
The Jew, long accustomed to striving to do, and to trusting to works of obedience to the Law to secure for him the
divine blessing, stumblcd over the first feature of the Gospel dispensation-the remission gf sins, without works, to
every one that believeth in Jesus' perfeA work and all-sufficient sacrifice for sin. But the Jew's respeA for the Law
will turn to his advantage in the dawn of the Millennial
age, and none will be more ready for the striA requiremehts

and lam of that age than he, after his blindness, relative
to Christ and the value of his sacrifice for sins, shall have
passed away; for works are required after faith in Christ,
though not accepted before. And the Jew, in accepting
the love and favor of God in Christ, will not be so inclined
to lose sight of God's justice as are many others of to-day.
Others, on the contrary, will be blinded for a time and unready to recognize the rules of the Kingdom, in which justice will be laid to the line and righteousnessto the plummet.
ABthe Jew was blinded by a false view of the Law,which
war made void through false teachings, so now, many Gentiles will be hindered from taking hold of the conditions of
favor during the Millennnial age, by reason of the false presentation of the doarine of grace in the forgiveness of sins,
made by false teachers of the present time, who make void
the gospel of the grace of God through sophistical reasonings-" even denying that the Lord bought them " (2 Pet.
3 : I ) , and that there was any raruom-pn'cc given or necessary for man's recovery. They claim that to err is human,
to forgive, divine; and hence, inferentially, that occasional
sin is quite excusable, and that striAness of punishment, a
ransom, etc., are not supposable, since if there were no sills
to forgive it would take away God's pleasure and office of
forgiving. Losing sight of God'sjuticc, they fail to see
the philosophy of his plan of reconciliation through the blood
of the cross, granting remission of sins through a ransomsacrifice, to such only as accept Christ and strive against
sin. Blinded by their lax ideas of God's justice and strianess, few will be so well prepared as the Jew for that stria
obedience according to ability, which will be required of
all in the next age.
As an illustration of the preparation of the Jew to recognize Christ Jesus' death as his ransom-cowespondingpn'ce
-the legal atonement for man's sin, we quote below, from

the pen of a young Hebrew converted to Christ, an account
of the yearly commemoration of the [! Great Day of Atonement," as observed at the present time by Orthodox Jews.
The article appeared in TAe Hebrew- Chnikan, as follows:
Yom Ki;bgur, or the Great Day of Atonement, was a
remarkable day with my father; for he not only fasted,
prayed and mortified himself on this holy day of expiation,
but he aAually spent the whole night at the synagogue in
devotion. I have often seen my devout parent weep on
this great day, when he repeated the pathetic confession
following the enumeration of the sacrifices which were appointed by God to be offered up for the sins of ommission
and commission; and many a time have I shed sympathetic
tears as I joined him in lamenting that we have now no
temple, no high priest, no altar and no sacrifices. The day
before that solemn day, he, in company with the rest of
the Jews, took a cock; and, during the repetition of certain
forms of prayers, he moved the living fowl round his head
three times, repeating these words : This be my substitute,
this be my exchange, this be my atonement ; this fowl shall
go to death, and I to a blessed life.' Then he laid his
hands on it, as the hands used to be laid on the sacrifices,
and immediately aRer it was given to be slaughtered. This
is the only b&od that is shed in Israel now. The blood of
bulls and goats no longer flows beside the brazen altar.
"My father took the greatest pains to procure a white
cock, and avoided a red one altogether ; and when I asked
him his reason for doing so, he told me that a red cock is
already covered with sin, for sin itself is red, as it is written :
Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be white as snow;
though they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool.'
(Isa. I :18.) He continued : ' You will find that the Rabbis have h d it down in the Talmud, if the cock be white,
he is infedled with no sin, and can therefore bear the sins
of the Jews; but if he be red, he is altogether covered with
sins, and is unfit for bearing our iniquities.'
The reason why they use a cock rather than any other
creature is this. In Hebrew man is called ger~cr. Now if
g m r (man) has sinned, gcvcr must also sustain the penalty
thereof. But since the punishment is heavier than the Jews
[[
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can beat, the Rabbis have substituted for them a cock,
which in the Chaldee dial& is called grver, and thus the
divine justice is assumed to be satisfied : because, as gmer
has sinned, so gc~n;i. e., a cock, is sacrificed.
" This vain invention may be viewed as a remarkable evidence of a most striking fa&, that, while many among the
Jews at the present day deny the atonement altogether, the
body of the nation still have some feeling of the absolute
necessity of a sacrifice for sin, and that without an atonement repentance is of no avail for salvation. If, instead of
reading Rabbinical fables, the Jews would study the Bible,
they would find that the Lord Jesus, the true Messiah, in
His own blessed person made that very atonement for sin
which they in their ignorance imagine may be made by the
sacrifice of a cock. Gwer (man) has sinned, and gcver
(man), even the man Christ Jesus, has made his s u l an
offering for sin.-Isa. 53 :10."
TO THE JEW FIRST.
\.

We see, then, that God's prediaion, that Israel (except
the faithful few) would be blinded by their Law (Ron~.
11 :g), was fulfilled in a natural way; and also that his
m h e r prediAion, that the favors and conditions of the
Millennia1 age will bless many of them more quickly than
others, is also to come about in a perfeAly natural way and
to result from reasonable causes.
Thus the Millennia1 favors will be to the Jews first, even
as by reason of the covenants, etc., the gospel favors were
offered to them first. And so it shall be finallyas Simeon
prophesied : This child is set for the fall and rising again
of many in Israel." And the time for raising up that nation,
SO long fallen from favor, is at hand.
But let us guard against a too common mistake, made by
many who see something of these promises, of supposing
that the statements should be taken literally, which say:
<#Afterthis I will return, and will build again the tabernacle [house] of David, which is fallen down ; and I will
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build again the ruins thereof, and I will set it up." " And
the Lord shall give him the throne of his father David."
" And David, my servant, shall be king over them. " (A&
15:16; Luke I :32; Ezek. 37 :24.) While the literalness
of the promised return of Israel to their own land, and the
rebuilding of Jerusalem upon her own heaps, cannot be
questioned, we may be equally confident that by the house
and thronc of David, not the literal stones, timbers, etc.,
are meant. The re-establishment of the house of David refers to the re-establishment of royalty and dominion in the
hands of some of David's posterity. Christ Jesus is the
promised scion of David's house, and the heir of his throne;
and when his authority begins to be established, that will
be the beginning of the raising up (permanent establishment) of the formerly temporary house or tabernacle of
David, which was overthrown, and which for many centuries has lain in the dust. So, likewise, the "throne of
David," upon which Messiah mill sit, refers not to the
wood and gold and ivory bench upon which David sat, but
to the dignity, power and authority of office which he exercised. That authority, office or throne, which David occupied for some years, is to be filled on a much grander
scale by Jehovah's Anointed, our Lord Jesus.
But what authority did David have and exercise? We
answer, it was Jehovah's authority : David " sat upon the
throne of Jehovah " (I Chron. 2 9 :23) ; and this is the
very authority which will support Christ in his Millennia1
Kingdom. And when rightly seen it is evident that David
and his throne or divine authority, established in the typical nation of Israel, were merely typical illustrations of
Christ and his Kingdom ; and David's chief honor will be,
if he be counted worthy, to be oile of the princes " to
whom Immanuel will cntrust the earthly phase of his Kingdom.-Psa. 45 :I 6.
17 c
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David's name as well as his Kingdom was typical. The
name David signifies Beloved; and it is God'a Beloved Son
who will be king over all the earth in that day, and not the
typical beloved David of old. It is well also to distinguish
clearly between the New Jerusalem, the heavenly or spiritual city of which the apostles are the twelve foundations,
and the old Jerusalem which is to be rebuilt upon her old
heaps. The old Jerusalem's promised restoration implies
not merely the reconstrudkion of the buildings, etc., but
specially the reorganization of Israel's government ; for a
city in prophecy is always the symbol or representation of
a government. Hence the promised reconstruAion of Jerusalem upon her old foundations implies a national reorganization of Israel upon a basis similar to that which it
formerly had, as a people over whom Jehovah's Anointed
held the authority. The New Jerusalem represents the Gospel Church in glory and Kingdom power, spiritual, and invisible to men, yet all-powerful. Its descent to earth (Rev.
21 :z) marks the fulfilment of that petition of our Lord's
prayer which says, " Thy Kingdom come;" and its " coming " will be gradual, and not sudden. It is already coming down," coming into control, and as a result we see the
preliminary steps leading to the re-establishment of the old
Jerusalem; and ultimately the result mentioned in our Lord's
prayer will be realized :-God's will will be done on earth
as in heaven. The New Jerusalem and the New Heavens are
synonymous, signifying the new spiritual ruling power.
Prophecies already examined point to the year 1878 as
the date at which Israel's "double " time of waiting for the
King was fulfilled, and from which their return to favor
and the turning away of their blindness were due to date :
the time after which it would be due to " speak comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her that her appointed time
Cof waiting-her " double "1 is accomplished and her ini-

-

quity pardoned ; for she hath received of the Lord's hand
[her] double for all her sins,"-Isa. 40: 1-2.
From that date onward, therefore, we see, as we should
expeA, marked indications of returning favor to that people
--a movement toward their aAual planting again in their
own land and their rebuilding as a great nation, according
to God's multiplied promises to that effeA ; for, " Thus
saith the Lord, the God of Israel : Like these good figs, so
will I acknowledge them that are carried away captive of
Judah, whom I have sent out of this place into the land of
the Chaldeans [Babylon-mystic Babylon, Christendom,
as shown in verse g ; for since their overthrow they have
been dispersed among all the nations of so-called Christendom] for their good [for their discipline and punishment:
a good thing in disguise). " For I will set mine eyes upon
them for good, and I will bring them again to this land ;
and I will build them, and not pull them down ; and I will
plant them, and not pluck them up. [This could not refer
to the return from the captivity to literal Babylon, since
after that return they were again pulled down and plucked
up.] And I will give them a heart to know me, that I am
the Lord ; and they shall be my people, and I will be their
God; for they shall return unto me with their whole heart.''
-Jer. a4:5-7.
Thus saith the Lord : Behold, I will bring again the
captivity of Jacob's tents, and have mercy on his dwellingplaces; and the city [Jerusalem] shall be builded upon her
own heap, and the palace [the temple] shall remain after
the manner thereof. Their children also shall be as aforetime, and their congregation shall be established before me,
and I will punish all that oppress them. And their nobles
shall be of themselves, and their governor shall proceed
from the midst of them. Behold, I will bring them from
the north country [Russia, where nearly two-thirds of all
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the Jews now living reside], and gather them from the coasts
of the earth.
A great company shall return thither.
They shall come with weeping ; and with supplications will
1lead them.
Hear the word of the Lord, 0 ye nations, and declare it in the isles afar off, and say, He that
scattered Israel will gather him and keep him as a shepherd
doth his flock ; for the Lord hath redeemed Jacob and ransomed him from the hand of him that was stronger than he.
Therefore, they shall come and sing in the height of Zion,
and shall flow together to the goodness of the Lord, for
wheat and for wine, and for oil, and for the young of the
flock and of the herd ; and their soul shall be as a watered
garden ; and they shall not sorrow any more at all. "-Jer.
30:18, 20, 21; 31 :8--12.
Not only will the great Redeemer, once rejeaed by them,
thus restore and lift up the living generations of that people,
but the dead also are to be restored; for "Thus saith the
Lord God : Behold, 0 my people, I will open your graves,
and cause you to come up out of your graves, and bring
you into the land of Israel. And ye shall know that I am
and shall
the Lord, when I have opened your graves,
put my spirit in you, and ye shall live, and I shall place you
in your own land: then shall ye know that I the Lord have
spoken it,and performed it, saith the Lord." Ezek.37: I 2-14.
These wonderful promises will not be fulfilled in a twentyfour-hour day, but during the Millennia1 day. They had a
marked beginning with the year 1878, as the result of the
Berlin Congress of Nations. The Jews now enjoy greater
privileges in the land of their fathers than had been accorded them for centuries. They are no longer merely
l1 dogs " to the insolent Turks.
It is not generally known, we think, that England has
already assumed a proteaorate over Palestine, and, indeed,
over all of Turkey's Asiatic provinces, of which it is one.
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England has for a long time felt a necessity for proteAing
Turkey for three reasons : first, her wealthy classes are large
holders of Turkish bonds ; second, if Turkey should go to
any one of her neighboring nations, or were divided among
them, England would get little or none of the spoil; and
the other rival nations would thus be lifted more than England into prominence and power in the control of the
affairs of Europe; third, and mainly, England realizes that
with the Turkish government out of the way, Russian influence in southern Asia would be greatly increased, and
would ere long absorb the Indian Empire, of which England's Queen is Empress, and from which England draws
rich revenues in commerce, etc. Hence we find the Royal
or Tory party in England strenuously supporting the Turks;
and when, in 1878, Russia was about to enter Constantinople, England interposed and sent a fleet of gunboats into the harbor. The result was the Berlin Conference of
June 13, 1878, in which the chief figure was a Hebrew,
Lord Beaconsfield, Prime Minister of England ; and Turkkey's affairs were then settled so as to preserve her national
existence for the present, and yet so to arrange her provinces
that in the event of final dismemberment the great powers
would know which portion each would be expeAed to seize.
It was at this time that all the provinces of Turkey were
granted greater religious freedom, and England by secret
treaty with Turkey became proteAor of the Asiatic provinces. In the language of the historian, Justin McCarthy,
"The English government undertook to guarantee to
Turkey her Asiatic possessions against all invasion, .
formally pledged herself to defend and secure Turkey against
all in vasion and aggression, and occupied Cyprus in order
to have a more effeAual vantage-ground from which to carry on this projeA."
It will be seen, then, that Palestine, as one of those
Asiatic provinces, is already under England's care ;and this
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accounts for the greater laxity on the part of the Turkish
government
in the enforcement of its laws unfavorable to
Jewish interests. And this providential opening of Palestine to the Jews was followed by renewed persecutions in
the north country "-Russia and Roumania--certain to
induce emigration from those countries to their own land.
As a result of this combination of circumstances, Palestine,
and especially Jerusalem, is rapidly increasing in Jewish
population of the '' orthodox " type. Already the Jews in
Jerusalem outnumber all other nationalities combined,
whereas for centuries they have been a small minority.
The Nnu YorR Herald, commenting some time ago upon
the acquirement by England of the island of ~ r k t e h, e r
occupancy of Egypt and the condition of Turkey and her
provinces generally, said :We live in a fast age, and even history is manufactured
at a greater speed. Wars used to last decades of years;
civilization advanced slowly ; communications between nations and consequent mutual benefit proceeded correspondingly tardily. Now what is invented in one country is
known forthwith thousands of miles away, and the whole
world can profit simultaneouslyby the invention. Notably
in politics is the spirit of haste evident. Statesmen's
schemes once required generations for completion; now
the boldest plans are carried out by the plannners, and the
map of a continent is changed in a week. How quickly
events march and history is created is evident with special
In the
clearness in the magnetic Eastern question.
very midst of the scene of confliaing interests lies Palestine
--dear to Jew, Christian and Mohammedan. The statesman says it is the key to the position ; and looking to his
countrymen's advantage he declares that in view of its wonderful fertility, which of old supported millions ; in view of
its grand possibilities for commerce, which in former days
made its sea-ports scenes of activity and wealth, and which
have rendered Tyre and Sidon proverbial to this day; in
view of its being at the junaion of Europe and Asia, and
in location, therefore, most admirable, the possession of
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Palestine is to his patriotic heart most desirable. The historian says, The first international episode on record was
the invasion of Palestine; from that day to this it has been
a center of interest ; therefore, he on his part is concerned
for Palestine's future. The religionist cannot find words
to express the interest which he from his point of view
takes in what he calls the Holy Land : for him every stone
is an epic, every tree a poem. The shrewd commercial
man notes that when the Asian railway system is built up,
as built up it will be as soon as stable government is established, the geographical position of Palestine will make it
the State to which the great railway lines will converge to
carry the produAions of Asia to European and American
markets and vice versa ; for, as the commerce of three continents met in its borders in the days of Solomon, so will
the future commerce of the same continents flow again to
that favored spot. Nor will he abate his hopes in the least
degree because their realization seems distant. Remembering the swift growth of a Chicago or a San Francisco, the
rapid turning of wastes into populous States, he simply remarks, ' Events follow quickly nowadays,' and waits.
"While, however, the great Christian Powers stand with
mail-clad hands to grasp the coveted and tempting bit when
the moribund Turk lets go his hold, a historic figure steps
forward and declares, ' The land is mine ! ' And when the
powers turn to look at the speaker, they recognize the Jew
-the child of the patriarch who lived in Palestine when it
was first invaded, and who would himself fain bc present
k rcccivc it as his own when its possession is disputed thirtysix centuries after !
"What a wonderful coincidence ! ' Not so,' says the
Jew ; ' it is not a coincidence, it is my destiny.' Let us
now briefly glance at the position of the Jew in this question of the future of Palestine. Nations are born from
ideas. From the idea of German unity grew the German
empire into aAual fa&, proclaimed to the world from Versailles, with French cannon to answer amen to German
prayer for its welfare. From the cry of ' Italia irridenta '
was born the new Italy of to-day, wllcse thunder will again
wake the Mediterranean shores. From the tradition of
ancient Greece the modern Greece was created. So Chris-
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tians understand how the long cherished aspirations of the
Jew may yet be realized ; and while they fully concede that
to the Jew, above all, belongs Palestine, while he above all
is specially qualified to develop the future of that teeming
country, while his possession of it would solve the fears of
the jealous Powers, the establishment of the Jew in it would
be an a& of justice, and a worthy atonement for the fearful wrongs perpetrated upon him-the martyr of history.
As for the Jews themselves, to say how they long for
restoration is hardly necessary. On the 9th of their month
Ab, they fast for the destruAion of their temples and the
national calamities attending those events. There is not a
morning or an evening but what they pray, 'Gather us together from the four corners of earth ;' ' Restore our peoples as of old ;' ' Dwell thou in the midst of Jerusalem ;'
and these words are uttered in every city where the Jew is
found-that means throughout the world. Such constancy
is almost beyond all bounds, and to this day the Spanish
Jews in all lands (even in this distant country) put some of
the dust of Palestine or tierra santa,' as they call it, on
the eyes of their dead-a poetic and pathetic evidence of
their love for the sacred soil.
'When the railway reaches Jerusalem, Messiah comes,'
alludes to Isaiah 66: 20, where the prophet in his vision
sees the exiles returning by all manner of conveyances,
among them what he calls kirkaroth.' The English version translates it 'swift beasts,' which is, of course, too indefinite, or ' dromedaries,' which is certainly incorrea.
Philologists are not wanting who derive the word from Kar,
' a furnace,' and knrkar 'to sway '-asserting that the
prophet sought thus to coin a word for what was shown him
in his vision, a train in rapid motion. When Nicholas
reigns redemption comes,' is an allusion to Isaiah 63:4,
from which verse Hebraists evolve, by what they term
Rashe Teboth,' the sentence, 'All Judah shall hear and
behold the fall of Nicholas, Emperor of Muscovy, on account
of the oppression of the children of Judah, and after happening our fall, will happen our real redemption, and near at
hand for the children of Judah will be the good tidings of
the Tishbite prophet [Elijah].' These, and such as these, are
important, insomuch as they indicate Jewish thought."
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We are forcibly reminded of how near worldly men sometimes come to the truth, without knowing it, by the above
expression that the patriarch Abraham " would himstyf a h
bcpcsent to recc1vc" the land of promise as his own and
that of his posterity, thirty-six centuries after his death.
This, which some might consider a flight of poesy, the Scriptures declare shall be an a&ual fa&. For, as we have already
seen,* Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, with Daniel and all the
holy prophets, will be "made perf& "--awakened from
death to perfea manhood, afker the Gospel Church has
been glorified (Heb. r I :40) ; and they will constitute the
a princes in all the earth " (Psa. 45 :16)) the earthly and
visible representatives of the Christ, the spiritual, invisible
ruler. To Abraham as well as to his seed the land of
pontisc was given for an everlasting possession; and he
must receive it in the future, for as yet he has never possessed
a foot of it.-ABs 7 :5.
A letter published in a Chicago journal bears remarkable
testimony to the gradual progress of restitution in Palestine,
and the preparations for God's promised future blessing
upon it and its people, as follows :Jtrusalcm, Nov. 23, r887.
" I am very glad to tell you of the glorious things that
we have been witnesses of during the six years we have
lived here. When we arrived here, six years ago, we numbered fourteen adults and five children. As we drove up
from J d a we were deeply impressed with the desolation of
the land. Not a spear of green could be seen anywhere ;
the olive trees and vines were so covered with the gray dust
of a hot, dry summer, that you never could imagine there
could be any green underneath ; and the whole earth seemed
dried to its foundations. But we have never seen it look
like that since that time. Every year it looks greener, and
now manv of those barren hill-sides are covered with vineyards and olive yards, quite changing their appearance.
*VOL. I., Chapter xiv.

"You will ask, What is the cause of this great change?
God has promised that, like as he brought all this evil upon
this land, so he will bring great blessings unto it, and these
have evidently begun by the sending of more rain than for
many centuries past. He sends beautiful showers and heavy
dews, where there used not to be any ; and he sends clouds
in summer, which were never known even twenty ears ago.
This tempers the heat, so that it does not dry up t e ground
so. Five years ago he sent, in July and August (months in
which it never used to rain), three hours of rain in Jaffa,
and sixteen hours in Damascus, and much all around, so
that the American papers remarked upon it as a proof that
the climate of Palestine is changing. Also when we came
here, there were very few Jews coming back to this land,
but the persecutions in Russia and Germany and other places
began to drive them out; and, in spite of the ediAs of
the Sultan, they began returning to this land, buying land,
planting and building, and getting possession of the trade
of the city ; and so to-day there are many thousands more
than when we came.
"Jerusalem is in reality now in the hands of the Jews, so
far as trade is concerned ; and the Jew is no longer under
the heel of the Mohammedan as he once was. They are
also rapidly building up a new city, exaAly on the line of
the description in Jer. 31:3&40; 32 :43-44, so that even
the Turks, who are in power, are taking notice of it, and
are saying one to the other, ' It is God ; and what can we
do?' And what can we say to all this, but that God is rapidly fulfilling in our day his Word and the covenant he
made with Abraham? And we are witnesses of these things."
Notwithstanding the oppression and tyranny which have
ground them down in the very dust, we find many of them
of late years rising to wealth and distinAion far beyond
their Gentile neighbors. And with such means and distinAion, in maniinstances, rises the benevolent ambition
to expend it for the elevation of the Jewish race; and wise
and well direCted efforts are accomplishing much in this
direaion. The attention of thinking men among both Jews
and Gentiles is being drawn to this turn in Jewish affairs.
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I t is evident from the expressions of leading Jewish journals, and from the various movements now in progress for
the colonization of Palestine, and for the assistance and
advancement of those already settled there, that thousands
are now turning with eager eyes to the land of promise.
This turn in Jewish aflairs has been since 1878; and the
shaping of events since that date has caused and is causing
a remarkable awakening on this subjedt, which in itself is
a significant sign of the times. From the J c w i d World
(Aug. zoth, 1886) t:e quote, for example, the following :"There are rifts in the clouds which have hitherto cast
so dismal a shadow over the Holy Land. The future of
that unhappy country, so long wrapped in impenetrable
darkness, is beginning faintly to brighten ; and the glimmerings of a happier state of ;hings are almost within measurable distance of our forecasts. . Two institutions are
destined to play a conspicuous part in the amelioration of
the condition of the Jews of Palestine-the Agricultural
School at Jafla, and the Lionel De Rothschild institution
in the neighborhood of Jerusalem. We might add a third
in the shape of the Montefiore Testimonial Fund, which,
by its promotion of building societies and its ereAion of
cheap dwellings, has done much to foster thrift and to reduce the miseries and hardships of domestic life in the
What we are concerned at this moment
Holy City.
in noting is, that the prospeas of the Jews in Palestine
are no longer gloomy. There are, on the one hand, forces
at work for the improvement of the condition of our brethren, which have been wisely devised and ingeniously organized, and which are now being assiduously applied;
on the other hand, the people are getting tired of their
misery and inadtivity, and are showing an increasing tendency to take advantage of the efforts made for their rehabilitation. This is a state of things which is fraught with
happy consequences, and no Jew will fail to contemplate it
with pleasure."
In a succeeding number of the same paper a leading article
on " The Future of Palestine " closed with these words :-

. .
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"With the late influx of an agricultural element in colonies planted by the Montefiore, Hirsch, and Rothschild
funds, willing hands should be found to labor at the transformation scene, when ' the desert shall blossom as the rose;'
willing hands and willing hearts that shall reclaim the Holy
Land from its long night of death, and restore to life and
light the national home of the Jews."
Another journal, TheJewish Messenger, says :a While men are absorbed in their little cares, alternately
moved by hopes and fears, the grand and stately march of
human events progresses onward and irresistibly to completion, in the fulfilment of an inevitable law which controls
all human aaion. Men here and there raise their puny
voices as if to stay this tide of advancement, and arrest this
fiat of the Eternal. As well might they attempt to stay the
law which governs the universe. Races have as fixed a
course to run as have the stars that dazzle in the blue vault
above us, and the race of Israel is the bright fixed star
amongst them. In all its wanderings it has been true to
its course. Its mission has been foreseen and foretold, and
its final restoration to the Holy Land prophesied. That
this prophecy is being fulfilled, the signs of the times indicate. It is being accomplished so quietly, and so gradually,
that only those who have given the subjea attention realize the importance of the work done.
Palestine is a political necessity to the Jewish race. The
founding of a nation in the Holy Land once more means
the exaltation of all Israel. It places her as a nation anlongst
the nations of the earth. It gives to the Jew that political
power and sovereign right which mean proteaion. It makes
him a citizen of his country, and gives him a passport
This may look imamongst the nations of the earth.
praaicable to the man in the counting-room absorbed in his
books, to the man in his store absorbed in figuring up his
profits and losses, to the man steeped in the bliss of social
pleasures, but it is as clear as the noon-day's sun to whoever makes a study of the political horoscope.
" The political autonomy realized, the Jews scattered
throughout the world will not flock to Palestine in a body.
There are 300,000 Jews in Asia, 400,000 in Africa, and
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~,ooo,ooolive in Europe. It is from these that Palestine
will draw its life of restoration. The American-born Jew
will undoubtedly remain an American; and if he should
ever visit the Holy Land it would be for pleasure and travel,
and to see a land so famous as the chief birthplace of his
heroic race.
'' It may be said that, geographically speaking, Palestine
is too small to exert much influence as a political, intellectual or moral power among the nations of the earth. We
reply that in ancient times Greece was a power, and that in
modern times the little island of Britain is a power. Geographically speaking, what are they ? It is intelleA, moral
force and pride of nationality that make nations great, and
not the extent of territory. It is intelleA and moral power
that will make Israel renowned among nations."
The Jewish Chronicle says :The movement is irres:stible. We cannot suffer our.
selves to stand by with folded hands when this new exodus
is taking place. We Jews have held, for nearly two thousand
years, that the consummation of the ages of suffering we
have passed through will be reached only when we again
possess the land of our fathers. Is that trust to die away
just at the moment when it appears about to be fulfilled ?
Or, is it to be expeAed that the return will be brought
about by means so mysterious as to be beyond the co-operation of human beings? God works his will through the
wills of men; and if the prophecies are to be fulfilled, it
will be by human wills and energies. These may seem to
be high topics to drag into conneaion with a praAical plan
for placing a few Jewish colonies in Palestine. But it is
from small beginnings, such as these, that great events often
arise; and the return of a small body of Jews to the Holy
Land can never fail to bring to mind the possibility and
the praAicability of the larger return to which all Jewish
history and all Jewish aspirations have hitherto pointed."
Others, besides Jews, men of prominence in the world,
see and comment upon the rising prominence of Israel. For
instance, note the following from the Central Presbyterian :
"Instead of dying out, the Jewish body shows increasing vitality. They cannot be stamped out or swallowed
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up. They pass from country to country to become praaically masters wherever they go. They get the land in
Germany and Hungary, and grow rich in Russia; they are
the great bankers in London and Paris and the centers of
European commerce. In ten (recent) years the Rothschilds
furnished ~oo,ooo,oooin loans to England,Austria,Prussia,
France, ussia and Brazil."
Lord Shaftesbury of England said recently :" There is a great jealousy of that wonderful people who
are now coming to the front. And what a sign of the times
it is, that, wherever the Jews are, they are either the most
prominent people to be persecuted, or the most prominent
people to take a lead in all the various professions I A prominent citizen of Berlin was asked, ' What is the history of
this strong anti-Jewish feeling which you have in Berlin
and throughout Germany? ' He replied, ' I will tell you :
These Jews, if they go into commerce, become the first
merchants: if they go into the banking line, they become
the first bankers ; if they go into law, they become the first
lawyers; or if they go into literature, they beat us all.
Whatever career they undertake, they drive out the Gentiles; and I tell you, sir, we won't stand it.'
The persecution of the Jews in Russia and Poland does
not depend upon religion or nationality. These have nothing whatever to do with it. The Russians would persecute
any people in the same position as the Jews. Bear this in
mind, that the Jews hold in mortgage a very considerable
part of the landed property of Russia; that they hold in
their debt a very large proportion of the peasantry, and
very many of the shopkeepers in different parts of the empire. Every single opportunity which now presents itself
to the Russian people for plunder and spoliation of the
Jews is almost sure to be seized. In the destruaion of the
Jews, and of their papers, Russians get rid of documents
by which they are bound, and which might be brought as
evidence against them ; and SO long as there is property to
be laid hold of, so long will you find the Russian people
rising against the Jews."
The following is an extra& from a letter in an English
pPper by Mr. Charles Reade, the novelist, well known in
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literary circles, whose conversion to Christ and the Bible
occurred a few years ago :" The Jewish nation, though under a cloud, will eventually resume their ancient territory, which is so evidently
kept waiting for them. The prophecies are clear as day
on two points: That the Jews are to repossess Palestine,
and, indeed, to rule from Lebanon to Euphrates ; and that
this event is to be the first of a great series of changes leading to a vast improvement in the condition of poor, suffering mankind, and of creation in general. Now, we have
nere in prospea a glorious event, as sure as the sun will rise
to-morrow. The only difference is, that the sun will rise
at a certain hour, and the Jews will occupy Syria and resume their national glory at an uncertain day. No doubt
it is the foible of mankind to assume that an uncertain date
must be a distant one. But that is unreasonable. Surely it
is the duty of wise and sober men to watch precursory signs
and lend their humble co-operation, should so great a privilege be accorded to us.
6 6 This sudden persecution of the Jews in the very nation
where they are most numerous-may it not be a precursory
sign, and a reminder from Providence that their abiding
city is not European Tartary ? Palestine can be colonized
effeltually from Russia alone, where there are three millions
of Jews trembling for life and property ; and the rest would
follow. History is a looking-glass at our hcks. Whatever
Jews have done, Jews may do. They are people of genius;
and genius is not confined by nature, but by will, by habit,
or by accident. What have these people tried and failed
in? Warriors, writers, builders, merchants, lawgivers, hushildn~en;and supreme in all ! In this, history repeats itself.
" They shall be great in the arts of peace and war, and
their enemies melt away before them like snow off a dyke.
Should they seem to require help from any other nation at
starting, blessed will be the nation ilrat p r o f e r ~it; and the
nation that persecutes them will be made an example of in
some way or other. Therefore, if by any chance recent
outrages should decide the Jewish leaders to colonize Palestine from Russia, let us freely offer ships, seamen, moneywhatever we are asked for. It will be a better national investment that Egyptian, Brazilian or Peruvian bonds."
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A Jewish proverb of recent years declares :-" When the
railway reaches Jerusalem, Messiah comes ;"and this. is in
harmony with the symbolic representation of the railway
by the prophets Nahum (2 :3-5) and Isaiah (66 :0 0 ) . And,
sure enough, the proverb has not much missed the mark;
for the railroad will reach Jerusalem "in the day of his
preparation "-in
the time of the presence of Messiah.
The following, which we clip from the daily press, has an
interesting bearing upon this subjeA :" Galileo was right : the world does move.
A railroad
is to be built from Jerusalem to J d a , on the Mediterranean,
31 miles distance, the ancient port of the Jewish capital,
and the landing place of the cedars with which the temple
was construaed. A Jerusalem Jew, Joseph Nabon by name,
who is an Ottoman subjea, has obtained from the Sultan a
charter for this purpose. The charter holds good for 71
years. The estimated cost of construaion is $250,000. So,
then, hereafter civilization is to be domesticated in Palestine. The nineteenth century will arrive in those parts
when the first locomotive puffs into Jerusnlem."
The following letter, from a correspondent of the Pittsburg Dispatch, which recently appeared in that journal, is
confirmatory of present progress in Palestine and especially
in Jerusalem :
p a l m , July 12,1889.
"Thirty thousand out of t e forty thousand people in
Jerusalem are Jews. The Turkish government, which has
for ages prohibited them from living longer than three weeks
at a time in the Holy Land, is, under the influence of foreign governments, relaxing its restriaions ; and et present
the Jews are coming here by the hundred. They are engaging in business, and they now control a great part of
the trade of Jerusalem. Some of them feel that the day
when the prophecy of the Bible that they shall again inhabit
their land shall be fulfilled is at hand ; and one curious tribe
from southern Arabia claims to have received a revelation
that they must leave their desert country and come back to
Palestine. These Jews have lived in Yemen Arabia for the

past 2,500 years. They are of the tribe of God, and they
left Palestine poo years before Christ was born. They are
bringing with them many valuable documents which prove
their origin, and are engaging in agriculture near Jerusalem.
The persecution of the Jews in Russia and Austria is driving
many of them here, and there are also large numbers of Polish
and Spanish Jews in Jerusalem. The time of Jews remaining in Palestine has been extended, and the restriaions
upon their residence in Jerusalem have been praaically
removed. A half century ago there were only 32 Jewish
families in all Jerusalem, and the number in all Palestine
was only 3,000. Now there are nearly 50,000 in the Holy
Land, and three-fourths of the population of Jerusalem is
made up of them.
"A curious people they are I Like no other Jews on the
face of the earth. They are nearer the type that existed
here in the past. The numbers who have been forced here
by persecution are supported almost entirely by the different
Jewish churches over the world.
One of the great sights of Jerusalem is the Jews wailing place, where every Friday certain seas meet on the outside of the walls of the Mosque of Omar, which occupies
the site of Solomon's temple, and with their heads bent
against the stones, sorrow over the loss of Jerusalem, and
pray God to give the land back to his chosen people. This
custom has been observed since the days of the middle ages,
and it is one of the saddest sights. I visited it last week.
In a narrow alley surrounded by miserable houses-on stone
Aags which have been worn with the bare feet of thousands
of Jews-against a wall of great blocks of marble, which
reached for fifty or more feet above them, a long line of
men in long gowns and of women with shawls over their
heads bowed, praying and weeping. Many of the men had
white beards, and long curly locks of silver. Others were
just in their prime ; and I could not but wonder when I saw
the forms of these at times almost convulsed with emotion.
Each had a well-thumbed Hebrew Bible in his hand, and
from time to time the party broke out into a kind of chant,
an old gray-haired man a&ing as leader, and the rest corning in on the refrain. The chant was in a strange tongue,
but was translated as follows :18c

L&-For
the palace that lies desolateResporue--We sit in solitude and moarn.
Leder-For the walls that are destroyedResponse--We sit in solitude and mourn.
Luda-For our Majesty that b departedKupo-We
sit in solitude and mourn.
Luder-For our great men who lie deadResponse-We sit in solitude and mourn.
Luder-Fa our priests who have stumbledResponse-We sit in solitude md moarn.
Luder-For our kings who hare despised himre spool^-We sit in solitude and mourn.
" The effe& of this chant cannot be appreciated without
hearing it. The old men and weeping women, who kiss the
stones of the wall that separates them from what was once
the site of Solomon's temple, and which is even now the
holiest part of the earth to the Jew; the genuine feeling expressed by all ;and the faith they show in thus coming here,
week after week, and year after year, are wonderfully impressive. It is indeed one of the strange sights of this
strangest of cities.
'# There are eight agricultural coloniei in different par'&
of Palestine. One of these schools near Jaffa has more
than seven hundred pupils, and a farm of twenty-eight
thousand acres. It is situated on the plains of Sharon,
where the Philistines lived, and it has tens of thousands of
vines and olive trees. The Turks are very much averse to
selling land to the Jews, but the latter show themselves to
be as good farmers as they are business men ; and the terraced condition of the hills about Jerusalem shows that the
Holy land was far better cultivated under them than it has
been under their conquerors. A large amount of land just
outside of the city of Jerusalem is now in the hands either
of the Jews or of their charitable institutions. Mr. Behar,
the head of the Rothschild schools, tells me they have just
bought the Jerusalem Hotel, and will add it to their school.
Sir Moses de Montefiore, who managed the fund left by a
rich New Orleans Israelite, built many good houses for Jews
on the road between Bethlehem and Jerusalem, and there
are a number of Jewish hospitals.
"Among the people who confidently believe that the
Jews will soon again own Palestine is a colony of fifteen
persons who live in a fine house built on the very walls of .
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Jerusalem, and who are known as 8 the Americans.' These
people are not Jews. They are Christians who have come
here from different parts of the United States, and more
especially from Chicago, to await the fulfilment of the
prophecy that God will regenerate the world, beginning at
Jerusalem. They do not see that the seledion of the
Gospel Churc must first be accomplished.]
There is no doubt, whatever, that Jerusalem is improving. The most of its streets are now well paved and the
sanitary condition of the city has been greatly improved.
The Jerusalem outside the walls is now almost as large as
the city within, and I am told that land has risen in value
to such an extent that the holy city may be said to have a
real estate boom. I lean that along the Jaffa road, just outside of the gate, property has gone up within a year or so
several hundred per cent. One piece which belongs to a
charitable institution was bought a short time ago for $500.
It isnowworth$8,ooo,and cannot bebought for thatamount.
A telegraph line now runs from here to the sea coast, and
a railroad company has been organized to build a line from
JalTa to Jerusalem. For the first time in its history, Jerusalem has a police force, and its order is now as good as
that of New York. "
The following, clipped from TAe Hebrew Chnjtian of
July, '89, is another interesting account of an American
Jew's visit to the wailing place of the Jews at Jerusalem.
He says :''Having spent several hoursvisiting Jews,my aged friend,
a Rabbi from Kovno, Russia, asked me if I would go with
him to the wailing place to mourn over the desolation of
Jerusalem and pray for Israel's restoration to her former
glory. ' I will go with you,' I replied, 'and pray very
earnestly that God may hasten the day when Judah will return to the Lord.' Being Friday afternoon, the time when
many Jews assemble for prayer at the wall of the ancient
temple, I joined their company. It was, indeed, a most
memorable sight. Here were Jews from among all nations,
in their peculiar Oriental costumes, and some dressed in
their Talith (praying garments). As loud as they possibly
could they read the land Pfalm. Women with great ear-
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nestness cried aloud, My God, my God, why hast thou for?
saken me? Why art thou so far from helping me, and from'
the words of my roaring? 0 my God, I cry in the day-time,
but thou hearest not ; and in the night season, and am not
silent.' The men also were weeping and rehearsing psalms,
litanies and prayers. Most of these earnestly pressed their
lips against the stones and kissed them. As I listened to
their pathetic prayers I remembered what the rabbins have
said in the Talmud-that 'Since the destrudion of the
Temple, the gates of prayer have been closed, and only the
gates of tears areopen.' The rabbi in sad tones repeated :6'

'For the palace that lies desolate,' etc.

" The most touching wailing over Jerusalem is also to be
witnessed in the homes of the pious Jews. At midnight
they wrap themselves in their prayer garments, put ashes
on their heads, and prostrate themselves on the ground.
Then in melancholy tones they rehearse :66 1 A voice of woe from Ramah's hoary tower,
A voice of wail from Zion's sainted hill ;
Alas l my diadem and ueenly dower,
The youthful honon ?remember still.
Dark is to me the solitary bower
Who did of old a throne of splendor fill.
u 6 I was surnamed Jehovah's fairest bride;
But now am forced, forlorn, disconsolate,
His heavy wrath and vengeance to abide ;
My joys are flown, my heart is desolate.
Come, weep, ye daughters, at my faltering side,
For none draws near my sorrows to abate.
11 ' Degraded from a peerless eminen-el
V i a m of pride and wanton vanity,
My beating heart in trembling violence
Strikes at her cage of hopeless misery.
Judah laments in tearful penitence,
A widow mourning in captivity.
61 6 I was in Solyma a radiant queen,
A golden cloud was I, the mount of God:
But now by infidels despoiled, I ween,
No poorer pilgrim o'er the desert trod.
Wrenched from the bosom all my babes have been,
The elders murdered, steeped the soil in blood.
*I 6 Doth no one lay my wretclledness to heart?
And no one check the swiftly rolling tear?
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Andnoareumthetherool-empiwd rmut?
And m m e say, #Thehuthen s h z m dare
Call him my hastand? ' Oh, the poisoned dart
The cruel mocking# I am bound to bear I
Father of mercies, come, r e p wit4 grace
To Zion'r dwelling buwthd v n .
Let Ismel's eye behold Thy dwelllng place
R e s t d ; then list the hallelujah's strain,
The hymning voicer of a ransomed race,
Gmting the riring wall of that eternal h e . '

" After this several psalms are read and prayers offered.
When rising from the ground, they say, 'Shake thyself
from the dust; arise and sit down, 0 Jerusalem. Loose thyself from the bands of thy neck, 0 captive daughter of Zion.'
'A remarkable prayer offered on these occasions, and
having reference no doubt to Isaiah 7 :14, is :' In mercy, Lord, Thy people'~prayer attend :
Grant his desire to mourning Israel.

0 shield of Abraham, our Redeemer send,
And call His glorious nume Immmuel.' "

Not until further persecutions shall have driven more of
the poorer Jews to Palestine, and modern civilization shall
be still father advanced there, will the wealthier classes of
Jews be attraAed thither ; and then it will be in great measure from selfish motives-when the general and great time
of trouble shall render property less secure in other lands
than it is now. Then Palestine, far away from socialism
and anarchism, will appear to be a haven of safety to the
wealthy Jews. But at the present rate of progress, in these
various diredkions, the coming fiReen years will witness
much in Palestine.
Tnere is another feature of prophecy relating to Fleshly
Israel, the fulfilment of which we should now begin to see.
The Apostle Paul declared: Blindness, in part, is happened to Israel, until the fulness of the Gentiles be come
in ;-that is, until the eleA number from among the Gentiles, who, together with the remnant of Israel, are to con-
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stitute the spiritual phase of the Kingdom, shall all have
come in to that highest favor, from which Israel as a nation
was cast off, and to the advantages of which they as a people
have continued to be blind. In the fullest sense, therefore,
the blindness of Fleshly Israel, otherwise called Jacob, will
not be due to pass away until the seledion of Spiritual Israel
has been completed. And we are expressly advised (Rom.
I I :26) that their recovery and deliverance from bli~~dness
and prejudice will come out of (mount) Zion, the glorified
Church or Kingdom. But as the Kingdoin of Zion to sollie
extent began in 1878, when our King took to himself his
great power to reign, although the " feet" class were not
yet fully developed and glorified, so the favor of God toward " Jacob," through Zion, properly had a beginning
there, though it will not reach them in fullest measure until
the "feet" members of Christ's body are also glorified.
And as 1881 was the time parallel to the turning of the
light from Jacob to the Gentiles, so it marks the time for
the beginning of the turning back again of special light
upon the long blinded Jews. And, true to its Jewish pattern,
the nominal Christian Church is now blindly stumbling,
while only a small remnant of it is being blessed. How
forcible and applicable the words of the Apostle, here: " Be
not high minded, but fear ; for if God spared not the natural branches, take heed, lest he spare not thee," etc.
But Israel's general recognition of the true Messiah and hir
Kingdom will doubtless come about under and through the
restored patriarchs and prophets, whose perfea restoration
will be the first work of the Christ after all the a body " has
been glorified. But their blindness will begin to pass away
before; and already a great movement toward Christ has
set in, especially among the Russian Jews.
Looking in this direaion, the signs of the times are so
pronounced as to be startling. The remarkable religious

movement in progress among the Jews in Soutllern Russia
is bringing thousands of that people to a recognition of
Jesus Christ as the long promised Messiah, and to an acknowledgment of their national sin, in rejeAing and crucifying him. And this is in no sense the result of Christian
missionary aAivity : it is an independent movement, springing up out of soil entirely Jewish. The leader of the movement is a Jew, Mr. Joseph Rabinowitch, formerly a merchant, and later a lawyer, and a man of high reputation
among his people. Mr. Rabinowitch was not a Jewish rabbi,
and neither he nor any of the leading men of the movement were clergymen of any seA or creed. Concerning
this movemen(- we quote from an article in ~ a r p c r ' f
Week&, and from other reports, as follows:" Its development has been such that it can confidently
be pronounced no longer a mere experiment with doubtful chances of permanent existence. It has manifested a
remarkable vitality; its growth has been steady and healthy,
positive in c W e r , yet avoiding all unnatural haste and
dangerous extremes. Having been recognized by the Russian authorities as a r c l i ~ blicita, it now has a legal existence and legal rights. Its chgaAer stamps it as one of the
most unique phenomena in the variegated kaleidoscope of
national, social and religious interests that divide the hearts
and minds of the Czar's one hundred and sixteen millions
of subjeas.
'"IlIe faith of this new communion is further peculiar in
this, that they propose not to form any organic conneAion
with any existing form of Christianity, but, with the avowed
aim of ignoring the historical development of doArines
since the Apostolic age, to draw their teachings direaly from
the New Testament source, without having any special
regard for the formulas of doarines found in the orthodox
churches of our times. It claims to be modeled after the
Jewish-Christian congregations in the days of the apostles.
" Energetic in charaAer and ambitious in self-im
' p rovement and the advancement, politically, socially and morally,
of hie people, Mr. Rabinowitch years ago became known as
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a zealous friend of reform among the Eastern Jews. With an
education and enterprise far beyond his brethren, he set
about to devise ways and means to attain his ideals and ends.
He did what he could to secure for them better political
rights, but was unable to proteA them against the fierce persecutions that set in against the unfortunate Israelites in
Russia,Roumania and neighboring countries. Heacquainted
himself with the advanced philosophical thought of the West,
in the hope that its adoption by his people would elevate
them to a higher plane, and thus secure for them higher
ideals and nobler ends. But he soon learned to doubt both
the efficiency of the means and the possibility of applying
them to a people whom centuries of persecution and ultraconservatism had been hardening to principles so at variance with their traditional ideas. He again attempted to
win them away from their greed for gain, which, next to
their formalistic religious exercises, is the all-controlling and
all-degrading faAor in the mind of the oriental Jew. But
his endeavors to establishagricultural colonies for them, both
at home and in the Holy Land, proved abortive. While
in Palestine, the conviAion ripened in him, through an independent study of the New Testament in its relations to the
Old, that Israel had made the mistake of its national life,
and had become untrue to its historic mission, by the rejection of Jesus Christ.
" This conviAion concernfng Christ, as the embodiment
and fulfilment of the prophecies of old, and of the ideals
and aims of Israel as a nation, is the central thought around
which the whole .movement circles. The priilciples enunciated by the humble Nazarene'are recognized as those which
alone can accomplish the destinies of the people, and enable them to attain the end for which they were set apart as
a chosen people. It is thus regarded as a serious break in
the normal and historical developmentof Israel, that eighteen
hundred years ago this people as a nation refused to accept
those tenets and principles which are regarded by all Christians, and now also b Mr. Rabinowitch and his followers,
as the legitimate an only correa outcome of the whok
previous historical development of Israel. To heal this
breach is the ideal aim of the Kischinev reformer, by setting
in anew there, where first the chosen people entered upon
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an erroneous path of national development. In 1880 he
published a program in which he advocated a con~pletereorganization of the rabbinical system. He was further active in the work of a society for the promotion of agriculture among the Jews of Southern Russia ; and during the
days of persecution in 1882 he earnestly advocated the return of his people to Palestine. During that period the
change in his religious conviaion took place. It was not
the result of Christian mission work, nor is he a convert in
the ordinary sense of the word. The change was gradually
eff&ed, and only after long deliberation did the thought
of organizing Christian congregations of the Jewish nationality assume maturity in his mind. After his return from
Palestine his conviAion was: ' The key to the Holy Land
lies in the hand of our brother Jesus.' In the words, ' Jesus
our Brother,' lies the kernel of his religious views. His work
has been successful, and many are accepting his teachings."
When Mr. Rabinowitch began to think that he ought to
be an avowed and open believer in Christ, he was much
perplexed with the number of seAs anlongst Christians, and
hesitated to join any of them. He says, "As the Jordan
must be crossed to reach Canaan, so Jesus is the way to
r,
spiritual possession and rest." As to the Lord's ~ u ~ p ehe
says that the members of the New Covenant do not celebrate this, except as a Passover Supper. They (like us) do
not yet see their way to celebrate it at other times. He
says the Lord Jesus Christ did not command his disciples
to remember his resurreaion, but to remember him. Neither
he nor his followers keep Sunday as the Sabbath, but continue the observance of the Jewish Sabbath. Circumcision
is still observed; but it is not considered necessary to
salvation.
It is reported that a Lutheran pastor proposed to a committee in London that Mr. ~abinolvitchsllould be employed
by their Society as missionary to the Jews. The coinittee
declined, though only on the ground that he was not then
baptized. He has, however, since then been baptized in

Berlin, not into the Lutheran Church, nor into the Anglican
Church, but simply into the Church of Christ. Mr. Rabinowitch is in possession of letters received from Jews in all
parts of Russia and Roumania, inquiring into the movement,
its rules and its doarines, with a view to joining it, or starting another and similar one.
" Mr. Rabinowitch possesses a very gentle, humble, loving spirit, and quickly responds, even to tears, to assurances
of Christian affeaion. He does not desire to identify himself with any sea, but wishes to take his Christianity from
the New Testament, and grow out of old habits and doctrines into new ones, as the Holy Spirit may teach him in his
continued and prayerful study of the entire Word of God."
hof. Franz Delitzsch, of Leipzig, the leader of the Jewish missions in Germany and editor of the Sant auf Uofnung, a quarterly devoted to this work, published a pamphlet of about seventy-five pages on this new religious development, the largest space in which is occupied by original documents, in both the Hebrew and the German translation, on this movement. These documents embrace thirteen theses ; a Confession of Faith of the National Jewish
Church of the New Testament ; an Explanation of the Faith
in the Messiah, Jesus of Nazareth, in the sense of this congregation ; a Haggada for the Israelites believing on the
Messiah, Jesus of Nazareth ; and, finally, an Order of the
Lord's Supper. As appendices are added a declaration of
a teacher, Friedmann, to the Jewish believers in Christ, and
a declaration adopted by a conference of the latter, held in
Kischinev. The little pamphlet contains all the materials
for a study of the new movement.
These theses, which are to be regarded as the basis of the
new faith, start out with an account of the deplorable state
of the Jews in Russia, maintain that the endeavors at iinprovement on the part of the Jews themselves have all
.provedfutile, and proceed to say :-

There is need of a deep and inner moral renewal, of a
spiritual regeneration. We must cast aside our false godthe love of money-and in the room thereof must establish
in our hearts a home for the love of truth, and for the fear
of evil." For this, however, a leader is necessary. Who
is he to be? In Israel none can be found. "The man who
possesses all the qualifications of a leader-love of Israel,
sacrificing of life,. pureness, deep knowledge of human nature, earnestness m the exposal of the sins and evils of his
people--we have, after a careful research in all the books of
the history of our people, found only in one man, in Jeeus
of Nazareth." The wise Israelites in his day could not understand him; "but we can say with certainty that he,
Jesus, he alone has sought the welfare of his brethren.
Therefore we should sanEtify the name of our Brother Jesus." We should receive the Gospel boob into our houses
as a blessing, and unite them with all the Holy Scriptures
which were handed down to us by our wise men."
One of the most noteworthy of a series of articles of faith
which they have drawn up is the following :"According to the decree of the inscrutable wisdom of
God, our fathers were filled with hardness of heart, and the
Lord punished them with the spirit of deep sleep, so that
they opposed Jesus Christ and sinned against him until the
present day. But by their unbelief they led other nations
to greater zeal, and they thus contri1)uted to the propitiation of mankind, who have believed in Jesus Christ, the
son of David, our king, when they heard the good tidings
through the peace-promising messengers (Isa. 5 2 :'I), who
had been disgracefullyexpelled from comn~r~nion
with Israel.
In consequence, however, of this our sin against the Christ
of God, the world has grown rich by its faith in Christ,
and the nations in fulness have entered the Kingdom of
God. [They are not clear here. It is the full nunrlcr of
the '' little flock " out 4 the nations, and not the full nations falsely called Christendom, that Paul refers to in
Rom. 11 : 2 5 . ] Now, too, the time of our fulness has also
come, and we, the seed of Abraham, are to be blessed by
our hith in the Lord Jesus Christ; and the God of our
forefathers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, will take pity upon
us and replant the branches which have been torn out, into

years ago, through independent thought, came to the conclusion that Jesus of Nazareth, the Son of David, was the
true Savior. The stria Talmudic Jews got him transported
to Siberia, where for fifteen years he labored, almost unheeded, to awaken faith in his fellow-exiles. Among the
uncalled-for mail matter which was found at Tomsk, where
he was engaged in business, was a pamphlet by Rabinowitch,
with whom he at once communicated. He has been busy
disseminating his - :em through pamphlets called 'The
Voice of One Cryirg in the Wilderness.' Delitzsch's Hebrew translation of the New Testament is being eagerly
read and studied by the Siberian Jews. It is said that fully
36,000 copies have been thus used.''
Thus we see remarkable indications of God's returning
favor to Israel : in driving them out of other countries by
great persecutions, in opening up Palestine to receive them,
in inviting them thither by special providences in their favor
in the way of benevolent enterprises for their improvement
and assistance, and also in this significant movement which
is the beginning of the turning away of Israel's blindness.
And how evidently it is all of God ! In this work for the
restoration of Fleshly Israel, as well as in the great harvest
work for the gathering of Spiritual Israel, the agency of the
now cast-off nominal church is entirely ignored. In both
of these great works now in progress the various organizations of nominal " Christendom " are quietly set aside ;
and in his own time and way, and by new; huible, untitled
instruments, as in the ~ewishharvest, God is causing his
great work to prosper and progress.
And now we inquire, What does it signify? What will
be the outcome of this strange and wonderful work, the
marked beginnings and rapid strides of which are so manifest in this harvest period? The Apostle Paul distinAly
shows that the regathering of Israel signifies a regathering, or leatitution, for all mankind : " Now if the fall of
them be the riches of the world, and the diminishing of
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them the riches of the Gentiles [as it was in the turn of
divine favor to them], how much more their fulness."
Through the casting away of Fleshly Israel the Gentiles received the favor of the high calling, and the " few " who
appreciate it, and who overcome the obstacles in the way
of attaining it, will be exalted to joint-heirship with Christ.
They will constitute the body of Christ, the great Deliverer.
This was the intent and will be the result of the casting
away of Fleshly Israel ; but their gathering again and their
reestablishment in the land of promise mark another. st+
in the great divine plan : they declare that the restitution
of all things, " to the Jew first," but ultimately to " all the
families of the earth,'' is about to begin. Earth's Great
Jubilee is about to be introduced, and it begins in God's
order with the Jew. Thus seen, Brothers Rabinowitch and
Scheinmann and their c+laborers are God's instruments in
preparing his ancient people for restitution, even as it is
our privilege to be co-workers with the Lord in the reaping
work conne&ed with the harvesting period of the Gospel
age and its sele&, spiritual class. Surely, Israel's firll return to their own land and to divine favor will mean that
the great Deliverer, Head and body, through whom restitution is to be accomplished, has been exalted to power,
that the Kingdom has come, and that the work of restitution, ofwhich Fleshly Israelwill be the first fruits, has already
begun. Therefore, "If the casting away of them be the reconciling of the world, what shall the receiving of them be,
but life from the dead? "-restitution-not
only for the living, but for thedead also, according to the promise; and not
only for Israel, but for all mankind, of which Israel was a
type, and is to be the first fruits. The present beginnings of
favor to Israel are only droppings before a mighty shower
which will refresh, not only Israel, brit all mankind. And
though the surgings of strife will yet beat heavily against
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Israel, and for a time bring them into still greater tribulation and distress, in the midst of it all God will be with them,
and in due time will help and exalt them.
In this conneeion the following item from the public
press dispatches is certainly very significant. The outcome
of the movement will be watched with deep interest by all
who are walking in the light of the present truth, and who
realize from God's Word that the time has come which God
announced through the prophet Isaiah, saying : " Comfort
ye, comfort ye my people, saith your God. Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem, and cry unto her that her warfare
[margin, her appointed time] is accomplished, for she hath
received of the Lord's hand double* for all her sins."Isa. 40:1,2.
The dispatch referred to runs as follows :
A JEWISH KINGDOM PROPOSED.

Wahingfm, D. C., March stir, 2892.
Chicago, t d a y visited the
President of the United States in company with Secretary
Blaine, and presented a memorial in behalf of the Russian
Jews.
" H e explained that the memorial was the result of a
Conferenceof Christians and Jews recently held in Chicago,
and called special attention to the fa& that it did not antagonize Russia, but sought in a peaceable way to give the
Jews control of their old home--Palestine.
"He pointed out many evidences of the possibility of
and
great development of that county, both agricult~~rally
commercially, under an energetic government, and said that
the railroad now building from Joppa to Jerusalem, if extended to Damascus, Tadmor and down the Euphrates, cannot fail to become an international highway.
" He said that the poverty of the Turkish Government
gives emphasis to the proposed indemnity, by funding a
portion of the Turkish national debt through Jewish cap*VOL.XI., Chapter vii.

" William E. Blackstone, of
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italists, and that only peaceable diplomatic negotiations are
asked for, to the end that all private ownership of land and
property be carefully respeAed and proteAed. In closing
he said that, being on such friendly terms with Russia and
having no complications in the Orient, it is most fitting
and hopeful that our government should initiate this friendly
movement, to give these wandering millions of Israel a
settled and permanent home.
"The President listened attentively toMr.Blackstone's remarks, and promised to give the subjeA serious consideration.
T H E MEMORIAL.

The text of the memorial is as follows :" What shall be done for the Russian Jews? It is both unwise and useless to undertake to dictate to Russia concerning her internal affairs. The Jews have lived as foreigners
in her dominions for centuries, and she fully believes that
they are a burden upon her resources and prejudicial to the
welfare of her peasant population, and will not allow them
to remain. She is determined that they must go. Hence
like the Sephardim of Spain, these Ashkenazim must emigrate. But where shall two millions of such poor people go?
Europe is crowded, and has no room for more peasant population. Shall they come to America? This would be a
tremendous expense and would require years.
"Why not give Palestine back to them again ? According to God's distribution of nations it is their home-an inalienable possession from which they were expelled by force.
Under their cultivation it was a remarkably fruitful land,
sustaining millions of Israelites, who industriously tilled its
hillsides and valleys. They were agriculturists and producers as well as a nation of great commercial importancethe center of civilization and religion. It is said, too, that
rains are increasing, and there are many evidences that the
h d is recovering its ancient fertility.
"Why shall not the powers which, under the treaty of
Berlin, in 1878, gave Bulgaria to the Bulgarians and Servia
to the Servians, now give Palestine back to the Jews? These
provinces, as well as Roumania, Montenegro and Greece,
were wrested from the Turks and given to their natural owners. Does not Palestine as rightfully belong to the Jews?
19 c

If they could have autonomy in government, the Jews
of the world would rally to transport and establish their
suffering brethren in their timo-honored habitation. For
over seventeen centuries they have patiently waited for such
a privileged opportunity. They have not become agriculturists elsewhere because they believed they were sojourners
in the various nations, and were yet to return to Palestine
and till their own land. Whatever vested rights, by possession, may have accrued to Turkey can be easily compensated for, possibly by the Jews assuming an equitable portion of the national debt.
We believe this is an appropriate time for all nations,
and especial1 the Christian nations of Europe, to show
kindness to Lrael. A million of exiles, by their terrible
sderings, are piteously appealing to our sympathy, justice
and humanity. Let us now restore to them the land of which
they were so cruelly despoiled by our Roman ancestors.
"To this end we respe6tfully petition His Excellency,
Benjamin Harrison, President of the United States, and the
Hon. J. G. Blaine, Secretary of State, to use their good
offices and influence with the governments of their imperial
majesties-Alexander III., Czar of Russia ; Victoria, Queen
of Great Britain and Empress of India; William II., Emperor of Germany ; Francis Joseph, Emperor of Austro-Hungary ; Abdul Hamid II., Sultan of Turkey; Her Royal
Majesty, Marie Christina, Queen Regent of Spain; with
the government of the Republic of France; and with the governments of Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Pormgal, Roumania, Servia, Bulgaria and Greece, to secure the
holding, at an early date, of an international conference to
consider the condition of the Israelites and their claims to
Palestine as their ancient home, and to promote in all
other just and proper ways the alleviation of their suffering
condition.' '
[The memorial is signed by prominent men of all rolesions and creeds from Chicago, Boston, New York, &iladelphia, Baltimore and Washington.]
T H E ANGLO-ISRAELITISH QUESTION.

Since the publication of the first edition of this volume, a
criticism of it and especially of thir chapter appeared in an
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English journal-TAe Banner of Israel4evoted to the
theory that the Anglo-Saxon peoples are representatives of
the " ten lost tribes " of Israel. The following appeared
in the December, 1891, issueof our magazine ZION'SWATCH
TOWER.We publish it here, believing that it will be of
interest, as it touches additional points, as follows :
To b e Editor 4 Tire Banner 01IsraclDEARSIR:-A recent article in your journal, reviewing
MIUENNIAL
DAWN,VOL.III., and especially its reference to
the Anglo-Israel Question in conne&ion with the return of
the Jews to Palestine, has come to my attention ;and, as they
seem to inquire for a reply, I hasten to answer them briefly.
The point of discussion turns upon the question whether,
aRer the separation of the ten tribes from the two tribes of
Israel, in the days of Rehoboam, they ever again became
united, either aAually or reckonedly. Your correspondent claims that there was no reunion and that the name,
Israel, from that date forward belonged exclusively to the
ten tribes, and not to the two tribes, Judah and Benjamin,
known as the Jews. This error seems necessary to his theory: that the Anglo-Saxon people are those ten tribes, and
that their prosperity is due to this fa&. We hold that from
the period of the seventy years desolation, and especially
from the return from Babylonian captivity, the nation of
Israel has been recognized by God as one, including all of
every tribe who respedked God's promises and returned to
Palestine when Cyrus issued his decree of permission. We
hold that all who did not return were not of the commonwealth of Israel, not Israelites indeed, but that they were
thenceforth reckoned as Gentiles. We affirm, too, that
those " lost " ones who were not Israelites indeed will require recognition and blessing under the New Covenant
during the coming Millennia1 age, and not during the Gospel age^ Upon some points there seems to be a slight mia-
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understanding of our position. We do not deny that the
ten tribes separated from the two tribes, nor that the ten,
representing the majority, retained as such the original
name of all (Israel), nor that the two tribes became known
as Judah, nor that there was considerable cause for the separation, nor that it was in accord with God's plan for their
chastisement, nor that the ten tribes went into captivity
some seventy years before the two tribes, nor that God
possibly has some portion of blessing for the descendants
of the ten tribes, as well as for those of the two tribes and
for all the families of the earth, during the " times of restitution of all things which God hath spoken by the mouth
of all the holy prophets since t>e world began."-AAs
3:1g-21.
What we do claim is, that the Great Teacher was right
when he declared that " Salvation is of the Jews," and that
the great Apostle was right when he declared that God's
order is-" Glory, honor and peace to every man that worketh good, to the Jew first, and also to the Gentile; for
there is no respeA of persons with God." (Rom. 2: I O , I I . )
Our understanding of this is, that after the Babylonish captivity the name Jew became synonymous with Israelite, and
included all who held to the Law and hoped for the fulfilment of the Abrahamic promises-including some from the
ten tribes as well as proselytes from the Gentiles-all who
were circumcised. Moreover, even at the time of the revolt of the ten tribes, all the individual members of those
tribes did not join in it. Some continued faithful to the
Kingdom of Judah, and continued to live among the Jews.
-I
Kings 12:17.
We have found,and pointed out the significant fa&, that our
Lord and the Apostles addressed the " twelve tribes 'l under
one name-"the House of Israel"-and this, too, in speaking
dirdtly to the people living in Jerusalem, who, as all Amit,
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were chiefly of the tribe of Judah, but partially of all the
twelve tribes. The fa& that the Lord and the Apostles
thus addressed the twelve tribes as one nation, and applied
prophecies to them as such, seemsto us quite sutficient reason
for our doing the same.
T o quote the texts of Scripture bearing on the dserent
phases of the subjeA would require much space ; but whoever will take a copy of Young's Concdance, turn to page
528 and note the various instances in which the word Israel
is used in the New Testament, will have what seems to be
overwhelming evidence that the House of Israel was no
longer regarded by our Lord and the Apostles as the l1 ten
tribes" merely, but, as it is expressed, "all Israel." Note
especially the following texts : Matt. 8: 10 ; 10 :6 ; 15 :24,
31; 27:g, 42; Mark 12:29; 15:3a; Luke 1:54, 68, and
especially verse 80 ; also a :15, 32, 34; 14: 2 1 ; also note
carefully John1:31, 49; 3:10; 11:13; alsoA&s 2:22,36;
3:'s; 4:1o, 27; 5:a1, 30, 31, 35; 13:16, 24; 21:28;
Rom. 9:6, 31; 1o:rg; 11:a5, 16; I Cor. 10:18; Gal.
6:16; Eph. 2:12; Phil. 3:s; Heb. 8:8.
" Salvation is of the Jews," or covenant-keeping Israelites, in the sense that (I) our Lord Jesus, the Savior, came
in this line; (2) in that a remnant of these Jews (the Apostles and most of the early Church), called a remnant of
Israel (Rom. 9: 27 ; 11:I, 5, t), became ministers of reconciliation to bear the message to the Gentiles ; and (3) in
that the Lord's provision is that, in the restitution work of
the future, fleshly Israel, recovered from blindness, shall
be used as a medium through whom the streams of salvation, issuing from the glorified, spiritual Israel, shall flow to
all the families of the earth ; as it is written, "Out of Zion
[the Gospel Church, or spiritual Israel glorified] shall go
forth the law, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem [the
re-established fleshly Israel]. "-Isa. a :3.

But in any case the ten tribes are leR out of this and all
such promises; for neither Zion nor Jerusalem (neither the
typical nor the real) belonged to them. To have a share
at all in the covenant made with Abraham, they must either
be united to the spiritual Israel, of which the Lion of the
tribe ofJurlah is the head, or they must become associated
with the literal Judah at Jerusalem, in order to share his
portion in the coming times of restitution ; for ' I the Lord
I 2 :7.
shall save the tents of Judah first. "-Zech.
The arguments of your correspondent seem to be summed
up in the following extraas, which we quote from your
journal. He says :
' I As to the non-return of Israel, a comparison of Jer.
r g : ~ ,4) 10 with Ezra I : I shows that the ediA of Cyrus
was in fulfilment of a prophecy which referred exclusively
to the Jews; and from Ezek. 4:3-8 it is patent that Israel's
term of captivity had to extend far beyond Judah's. There
is no proof whatever that the ten tribes were embraced in
the offer of Cyrus."
We must take exceptions to these statements, and ask your
readers to examine more carefully the texts cited. Jeremiah
(29: 1-10) does not advise the people to settle down contentedly, never expeaing to return to Jerusalem, but that
they should make themselves comfortably at home in the
land of Babylon, because there would be no deliverance for
much longer period of captivity than they
seventy yeahad ever before experienced.
Ezra I :I does not limit to the members of Judah and
Benjamin the privilege or liberty to return. On the contrary, verse 3 declares that Cyrus extended the offer to
' I Whoever among you that is o
f all his people; " verse 4
repeats the whosoever," and makes the invitation worldwide, as was Cyrus' dominion, by the words " i n mc'y
place; " and verse 5 declares that not only the chiefs of
Judah and Benjamin responded, but also " the priests and
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the Levites, with all those whose spirit God had awakened "
-i. e., all whose hearts, like Simeon's, were " waiting for
the consolation of Israel." Among such were some from
the ten tribes, even though they were fewer. For instance,
among those who with Simeon waited in the temple for the
consolation of Israel was Anna the prophetess, the daughtor
of Phanuel, of the tri2e of Asher.-Luke 2 :36.
As for the citation from Ezekiel (4:3-8)) no suggestion
is offered as to when the forty years upon Judah, or the
three hundred and ninety years upon the remainder of Israel,
were fulfilled. Your correspondent overlooks the fa& that
although this trouble is divided into two portions it is all
represented as coming against one people, as illustrated by
the one capital city, Jerusalem, which was portrayed by the
prophet as a part of his tableau teaching. Some suppose
the lesson taught to be that God's wrath against the ten
tribes dated from the time of the revolt, when they went
into idolatry, about 390 years before the desolation of Jerusalem, and that the wrath against the two tribes dated from
forty years before the desolation, when, under King Manasseh, the two tribes became idolaters, and that God's
wrath ceased, or was assuaged, by the expiation for their
sins in the utter desolation of Jerusalem and the land. If
this be come&, his favor returned, while they were in
Babylon, to all who revered his promises and waited for
the seventy years of desolation to expire, that they might
return to God's worship in his holy city and temple.
We answer, then, that there is no evidence that the will,
ing, faithful ones of the ten tribes were hindered and did
not return to the holy land after its seventy years of desolation. On the contrary, the evidence shows that they
had the liberty to return and that some of them exercised it.
VOL.III., "They
After quoting from MILLENNIAL
DAWN,
[the ten tribes) deserted the Israelitish covenant, and be-
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came idolaters, unbelievers, and praAically Gentiles," your
correspondent continues :
" This is perfeAly correA : the ten tribes did apostatize,
and were formally divorced from the Mosaic covenant. (Jer.
3:8.) But he overlooks the companion jewel-namely,
they were to be remarried in a new and better covenant.
(Isa. 54:4-8 ; Hos. 2 : f , 19 ; Jer. 31 :31-33.) The Israelites were indeed pra&ically Gentiles, and are esteemed
Gentiles to this day ; but that is concordant with prophecy;
for Ephraim's ' multitude of nations ' aregoyim or nominal
Gentiles (Gen. 48 : 19) ; and the children of Ephraim-Israel,
' which cannot lx measured nor numbered,' are the offspring
of L+ammi, or nominal Gentiles.-Hos. I :g, 10."
We beg to differ regarding the above statement. The
Lord has not remarried, nor will he ever remarry the ten
tribes. The citations prove nothing of this kind. Hosea
gives some hard piAures of a bad people. Chapter I :4, 6,
7 seems to mention the ten tribes separately from the two,
but promises no more mercy, but, instead, an utter taking
away of the ten, and inercy upon Judah. Verses g and 10
show the rejeaion (for a time) of all Israel (the natural
branches of the olive), and the grafting in of spiritual Israel
upon the original root or promise-those from among the
Gentiles who formerly had not been recognized by the Lord
as his people, who had been strangers and foreigners and aliens to the commonwealth of Israel, but who are now brought
nigh and made partakers through Christ. This application
of this Scripture is made by the Apostle Paul. (Rom. g :2326.) Verse 11 declares that "then," at the time of their rejeAion and at the time of the recognition of spiritual Israel,
Judah and Israel would be reunited under one head.
Hosea 2 :1-7 includes one of the proofs offered ; but the
most careful search in these verses discloses no promise from
the Lord that he will remarry them. Reading down to
verse 13 proves to the contrary. Then verses 14-18 show
the " door of hope " for these rebellious people, which the
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Millennia1 reign of the true spiritual seed of Abraham (Gal.
3 :16, 29) will open ; for verse 18 locates the date of this
"door of hope," by declaring it to be after the time of
trouble, when wars shall be no more.
Verses 19 and 20, if applicable to the fleshly seed at all,
should be applied to " all Israel " (last before mentioned)
--see Chapter I :I I-and in that case would not a l l for
fulfilment before the close of the Gospel age, when wars
shall be no more. But there is good reason for believing
that these verses (19 and so) relate to the spiritual class,
seleAed during the time when fleshly Israel has been cast
off. To this view the ~ 3 r dverse as well as Chapter I :10
gives support, both being quoted in Rom. g:23-26, and
agreeing well with the Apostle's other statement, " Israel
hath not obtained that which he seeketh for, but the eledion
hath obtained it, and the rest were blinded. "-Rom. I I :7.
As for Isaiah 54: 1-8, the Apostle Paul has thrown the
light of superhuman wisdom upon it, and has applied it to
spiritual Zion, our mother or covenant, synlbolized by Sarah.
The fleshly seed of Abraham had been cast out from being
heir of the promise, and the true seed, Christ (typified by
Isaac and Rebecca), had been received as the only seed of
promise.-Gal. 4:22, 24, 26--31.
Jeremiah 31 :2g-33 is quite to the point. It was written
at a time when the ten tribes, called Israel, were separate
from the two, called Judah ; and hence it was necessary for
the prophet to mention both, in order not to be misunderstood to mean the ten tribes only. But here, in verse 31,
he puts the two together ; and, after thus joining them as
one, he uses the one name for all, in verses 33 and 36 ; and
this is confirmed by verses 38-40, wllich describe places
lying in the portion of the two tribes, in and about Jerusalem.
But next let us notice that this is a prophecy not yet fulfilled; so that the ten tribes, even if they could clearly iden-

tify themelves now, have aa yet no came for boasting.
They would do better to wait until the New Covenant is
made with them, and until the law of that New Covenant
has been written in their hearts. Then surely they will no
longer boast themelves of their oldrovmarrt, but of the new.
During the Gospel age the New Covenant and its blessed
heart-writing and spirit-teaching is not for the ten tribes,
nor for the two, but only for the remnant s e l h e d from the
twelve, and the residue seleAed from among the Gentiles;
the fleshly seed (Ishmael) must wait until the spiritual seed
(Isaac) has inherited all, and must then get his portion
through Isaac. In those days-when the fleshly seed receives its portion-the blessed Millennial privileges, mentioned in verses sg and 30, will be realized.
Beloved, let us make our calling and e l h i o n sure by the
obedience of faith, and not hope for spl'rirlual blessings to
come to us because offleshly conne&ions-which the Lord's
Word clearly shows us cannot be. If the Anglo-Saxon
races are the literal descendants of the ten lost tribes, it
certainly is to their advantage that the Lord will overlook
the relationship and count them as Gentiles ; for his favor
was withdrawn from the natural seed when the remnant had
been sele&ed, and he turned to take out the people for his
name from among the Gentiles, who previously were not
his people ; and, as we have seen, no return of his favor is
promised until the ele& Church shall have been completed,
in the Millennial dawn.
Nothing in our understanding of the teachings of the
Scriptures is in opposition to the idea that Great Britain,
Germany and the United States may contain some of the
descendants of the ten tribes which separated from the two
tribes in the days of Rehoboam. It could not be claimed,
however, by any one who is familiar with the radical mixture which prevails, especially in the United States, that

any of these nations are of pure Israelitish stock. Neither
do we debate the question whether the prosperity of these
nations, more than that of some other nations of the world,
is due to their lineage. Perhaps this is true. What we do
maintain, however, is that, so far as the Lord's "high calling " of his Church is concerned, the middle wall of partition having been broken down, the Israelitish origin of an
individual or a nation would, under the terms of the New
Covenant, gain the individual or the nation no advantage
over other individuals or nations of a different race. From
it "all Israel," "the natural branches," were broken off,
except a " remnant " which accepted Christ, the mediator
of the New Covenant ; and that " remnant " had no preeminence over others because of nationality. God, through
the Apostles, has preached no favors to Israel according to
the flesh during the period of the seleaion of spiritual Israel;
but he has declared that when the company of spiritual
Israel is complete, his favor will return to the fleshly house.
Because we believe that the spiritual Israel is nearly complete, therefore we are expeding blessings upon the Israelites who are according to the flesh, and the turning away
of their blindness, anticipating that they will be the first of
the restitution class to be blessed by spiritual Israel, and so
" obtain mercy tl~rough
your mercy." (Rom. I I :31.) After
they have thus received mercy through the complete and
glorified Church of Christ, they will indeed be used as the
Lord's instruments for blessing all the families of the earth,
and thus the Abrahamic promises will be fulfilled unto both
the seeds-both that which is according to the flesll, and
that which is according to the spirit-"To
the end that
the promise might be sure to all the seed ; not to that only
which is of the law, but to that also which is of the faith
of Abraham."-Rom. 4: 16. Yours respedfully,
Th autrllOr of MILLENNULDAWN.
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Those who claim that " the term Israel applies only to
the ten lost tribes" and that "Judah is the only name
properly applicable to those who returned to Palestine after
the Babylonian captivity " should cease such assertions until
they can answer the following simple faas. Our Lord declared, " I am not sent but unto the lost sheep offhe Hmcsc
of Ismal." (Matt. 15: 24 ; 10: 6.) He said not one word
about the House of Judah;-and yet all of his preaching
was done in Palestine to what the Anglo-Israelites tell us
was not the House of Israel at all,-but the House of Judah.
Then, again, according to this same theory, St. Peter made
a great blunder when, speaking under the dire& plenary inspiration of the Holy Spirit at Pentecost, he declared: "Let
all the U m s e of Israel know assuredly, that God hath made
that same Jesus, whom YE have crucified, both Lord and
Christ." (Ads 2 :36.) Anglo-Israelites tell us that not the
House of Israel, but the House of Judah, was guilty of crucifying Christ. Let whoever likes conclude that our Lord and
his Apostle blundered and that Anglo-Israelitish ideas are
corred, we shall let God be true-we will take the view that
is consistent with the word of our Lord and St. Peter and
with all the New Testament teachings and with reason.
The curses, mentioned by Moses, ( Deut. 28 : 15~46,4963-67) that would befall Israel (the twelve tribes) if unfaithful to the Lord, seem to have had a very literal fulfilment upon the Israel of our Lord's day (chiefly the two
tribes, Judah and Benjamin, but including also representatives of the other ten tribes who reverenced the Lord) upon
whom our Lord declared all things written in the Law and
Prophets shall be fulfilled, and upon whom the Apostle
Paul declares that those prediaions were fulfilled to the
uttermost. See I Thes. 2 :15, 16.
But if the British nation be any part of the Israel here
mentioned verses 64 and 65 do not appear to be fulfilled.

CHAPTER IX.
THY GOD REIGNETH !

HOWbeautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth
good tidings, that publisheth peace, that briogeth good tidings of good,
that publisheth dvation; that saith unto Zion, Thy God reigncth !"I=. 52 :7.

N view of all the evidences presented in this and the preIproclaiming
ceding volumes of this work, we have no hesitancy in
to the Lord's loyal and faithful people, his beloved Zion, thisglorious intelligence : " Thy God reigneth !"
The oft-repeated prayer of the Church has been answered :
the Kingdom of God has indeed come. In the days of the
present kings of earth, before their lease of dominion expires, it is being set up. The dead in Christ are even now
risen and exalted with our Lord and Head. And the "feet "
members of the body of Christ, who still tarry in the flesh,
catching the inspiration of the glorified throng who have
already ascended into the mount (kingdom) of God, refleA
a measure of that transcendent glory, as did Moses when
he came down from mount Sinai. The faces of these
messengers shine with that heavenly joy which fills their
heark and overflows their lips as they commune together
and with the Lord, and go heralding to every nation (mountain) the good tidings of Immanuel's reign begun. How
301
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While in nominal Zion, as the Prophet Isaiah predieed,
the sinners who hnve forgotten or failed to keep their covenant with the Lord are afraid of the dark clouds that obscure the brightness of his face, and fearfulness hath surprised the hypoorites, true Zion with eyes of faith sees the
King in his beauty, and beholds the land that is yet far off
-the land of corn and wine, the glorious inheritance into
which this mighty King and great Deliverer has come to
lead the fallen race-a land wherein the inhabitants shall
not say, I am sick ; for the people that dwell therein shall
be one whose iniquity is forgiven.-Isa. 33:14, 17, r4.
That glorious land, that Paradise restored, we now clearly
discern beyond the vista of a thousand years;. and with joy
and singing, under the leadership of this greater Prophet
than Moses, who is even now in our midst, shall the triumphant hosts of the redeemed be led along the grand highway of holiness toward that fair land of rest from sin and
death and every evil thing.
" 0,
sing unto the Lord, ye saints of his, and give thanks
at the remembrance of his holiness. For his anger [which
must necessarily be manifested in the great trouble that will
soon overwhelm the world] endureth but a moment. In
his favor is life : weeping may endure for a night, but joy
cometh in the morning." And soon the chastened and converted world shall catch the strain of praise and sing,
" Thou hast turned my mourning into dancing ; thou hast
put off my sackcloth, and girded me with gladness, to the
end that my glory may sing praise to thee and never
be silent. 0 Lord, my God, I will give thanks unto thee
forever."-Psa. 30:4, 5, 11, 11.
Now call to mind the steps, well founded in the "sure
word of prophecy," by which we have come to this heartcheering and soul-stirring knowledge. Behind us are all
the prophetic landmarks which point to this time as the
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most wonderful period in all the history of the world. They
have shown us that s i n a 1873 we have been living in the
seventh millennium; that the lease of Gentile dominion,
16TheTimes of the Gentiles," will expire with the year
1914; and that the advent of him whose right it is to take
the dominion was due in 1874. They have shown us that
in the days of these Gentile kings, before their lease of
power expires, the God of heaven will set up a Kingdom,
and that the setting up of that Kingdom has aAually been
in progress since the year 1878 ; that there the resurreaion
of all the dead in Christ was due ; and that therefore, since
that date, not only is our Lord and Head invisibly present
in the world, but all these holy messengers are also with
him. And observe, further, that this date of the resurrection of the dead in Christ parallels the date of the resurrection of the Head of the body. Our Lord's resurreaion
occurred three and a half years after his advent as the Messiah, in A. D. 29; and the resurreAion of his body, the
Church, we have seen, was due in the year 1878, three and
a half years after his second advent, in OAober 1874.
Prophecy has also indicated the manner of our Lord's
return, so that, though he is present, we should not expeA
to see either him or the risen saints, who are now in his
likeness, except by the eye of faith-faith in the "sure
word of prophecy ;" though we have learned that those who
now constitute "the feet of Christ" shall also shortly be
changed to the same glorious likeness. They shall then be
spirit beings, like him, Christ, and like all the risen saints
who are now with him, and will in due time see him as he is.
(I John 3: 2.) We have also seen that the coming of the
foretold Elias and of the prediAed Man of Sin, which were
to precede his advent, are accomplished faas.
We have marked, too, the fixed dates to which the Prophet
Daniel calls attention The 2,300 days point to 1846 as
20C

the time when God's sanAuary would be cleansed of the
defiling errors and principles of Papacy; and we have noted
the cleansing there accomplished. We have noted the fulfilment of the 1,260 days, or the time, times and half a time,
of Papacy's power to persecute, and the beginning there, in
1799, of the Time of the End. We have seen how the
1,290 days marked the beginning of an understanding of
the mysteries of prophecy in the year 1829, culminating in
the great movement of 1844 known as the Second-Advent
movement, when, according to the Lord's prediaion, the
wise virgins went forth to meet the Bridegroom, thirty years
prior to his aAual coming. We have seen the fulfilment of
the prediaed tarrying; and for fifteen years the midnight
cry, " Behold the Bridegroom ! " has gone forth. We have
marked with special delight the 1,335 days, pointing, as they
do, to 1874 as the exaA date of our Lord's return; and
we have since that time experienced the very blessedness
promised-through the clearer unfoldings of the wonderful
mysteries of the divine plan.
Then we have seen the great harvest work, in its appointed time and order, beginning in the autumn of the year
1874, gradually and silently, but rapidly, progressing. We
have marked the bundling and binding of the tares, and the
gathering of the wheat. And what blessing and joy come
to us in the assurance that since the summer of 1878, when
the King took his great p w e r and began his reign by the
resurredion of those who slept in Jesus, it is no longer
needful that his members should "sleep" and wait for
glory, but that for each the moment of finishing his course
in death is the moment of the joyful " change " to the full
perfedion of the divine nature and likeness. Indeed,
" blessed are the dead who die in the Lord from henceforth "
forever. They rest from their labors, but their works continue ; for the work on the other side the vail is the same
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work in which all the overcomers are engaged on this side
the vail ; except that, with those who have entered into the
glory of the divine nature, the work is no longer laborious,
and no longer costs fatiguing sacrifice.
In addition to all this, we see the beginnings of the return of divine favor to fleshly Israel already manifested in
the beginning of a turning away of their blindness and prejudice against Christ Jesus, in the opening up of the land of
promise and their expulsion from other lands, and also in
the returning fruitfulness of Palestine itself. These outward
signs alone, aside from all prophetic dates and times, would
be strong evidences that we are living in the close of the
age appointed for the seleAion of the Church or Kingdom
class, because of the positive assurance of the Scriptures
that their blindness and cast-off condition would continue
only until the members of the body of Christ had been seleAed.
Standing thus, as we do, at this late date in the Time of
the End, and in the very midst of the harvest of the age,
and looking forward for the settlement of all the complicated questions of these feverish times within the brief space
of the next twenty-three years, how solemn and intense are
the feelings of those who have faith in the sure word of
prophecy. The momentous and perplexing questions which
will culminate in the great trouble, of which Daniel forewarns us, are now agitating the public mind, and are fast
approaching the terrible crisis. But this great crisis of the
"day of vengeance " and wrath " upon the nations we
must leave for consideration in the succeeding volume, as
the subjea is too large and too important for our present
space. But let us rejoice in the fa& that beyond the trouble,
and even beyond the helpful discipline of the reign of Christ,
we see the glorious land of rest, the blessed and eternal inheritance of a redeemed and restored race.

W o r d d i d t i m indeed are these, yet few heed the m e
word of prophecy ; and consequently the future is viewed

by mat men on1y from the standpoint of present indications.
Men m the rapidly g a t k i n g clouds, but can know nothing of their s i b lining except h m the Word of God.
Yes, d a r Rcdeana d Lord, we recognize thy beloved
praence, d rejoice in the evidences of the establishment
of thy m
o
im Kingdom in this our day. Our hearts overbow with gratitude rr we m the converging rays of divine
testimony-from the law, the prophets, the apostles and
thine own hitherto dark sayings, and even from the longhidden mysteries of Egypt's wonderful '' Witness "-now
drawn to a glorious focus, sbowing thy believing followers
that the glorious day is soon to break, although clouds and
thick d a h c s yet obscure thy glory from all eyes except
the eyes of !kith of thy betrothed. In this radiant focal
light, gem afta gem of thy precious txuth now gleams with
a luster hitherto unknown, and thy majestic presence is relldted by them d.
Rejoice in the Lord, 0 ye righteous; and give thanks
at tbe remembrance of his holineap." "0,clap your hands,
d l 1.e people: shout unto your God with the voice of triumph ; for the Lord most high is a great King over all
the sutb."
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Thinking it inight be interesting to our readers we give
below
PROF. C. PIAZZI SMYTH'S LETTER.
Clova, Rr;bon, England, Dec. 21, 18p.
Wm. M Wright, Esq.,
Dear Sir .-I have been rather hger than Icouldhave
wished in looking over the MS.of your f tiend, C. T.Russell, of AAlegheny, Pa., but I have now completed a fie@
careful examination, word by word. And that war the least I
couM do, when you so kind& took the pains to send it wi?h
such care betwem board by regsfered parcel, with every
page flat, und indited by the type-wn'ter in place of the hand.
At $rst I could only jind sl@s of the said ope-wn'ter, but
as Iprog~essedthrough the pages, the pozuers, the specialfies
undthe on&'nalifies of the Author came out magru-cent@;and
there were not a f m passages Ishmrlii have been glad to take
a copy of for quotation, with name, in the next possible edition
of my own Pyratnid book. But of course I did nothing of
that sort, u#d shall wait with pet$%? paficnce and in most
thankful mood of m i d f w when the author o f Mllcnnid
Dawn shall choose his own time for publishing. So I merel
remark here that he is both good and new in much that e
says on the chronology of variousparfs of the Pyramid, 6special/y the First Ascending Passage and its granifc plug;
on the Grand Gallery, as illustraiing the Lord's lye; on the
parnllelisms between the King's Chamber a d ifs granifc,
against the Tabernacle and its gold; adgenerally on the
confirmations or close agrcrments between Scn~tureand the
Great Pyramid, well commented on.
In the meanwhile, it seems that l a m indebted to you for
your k i d gryt long ago of the $rst two volumes of MilZcnnial
Dawn. I did not nt the time get further than the$rst h a y
of the first volume,finding the matter, as Ithought, not quifc
so sew as I had expehkd. But aftrr hamirg fiojted, us I
hope, so much by a thorough reading 4 this advanced Pyramid chapfcr of the third volume, I must take up the$rst two
volumes again, de novo.
The parcel willgo bad between its boards, registered. I
remain, with nrany dunks, Yours respeLTfully,
C. Piassi Smyth.
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CHAPTER X.
T H E TESTIMONY OF GOD'S STONE WITNESS AND
PROPHET, T H E GREAT PYRAMID IN EGYPT.
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In that day shall t h m be an altar to the Lord in the midst of the
lnnd of Egypt,and a pillar at the borda thereof to the Lard. And it
shall be for a sign and for a witness unto the Lord of hosts in the land
of Egyptu-Ian. 19 1 rg, 20.

HE ancients recounted seven wonders of the world, and
at the very head of the list named the Great Pyramid
of Gizeh. It is situated in Egypt, not far from the present
city of Cairo. No other building in the world equals it in
size. One of the leading granite men of this country, who
made a personal inspeaion of the Great Pyramid, says :
"Them are blocks of stone in the Pyramid which weigh
three or four times as much as one of the obelisks. I saw
313

a stone whose estimated weight was 880 tons. There are
stones in it thirty feet in length which fit so closely together
tlmt YOU may run a penknife over the surface without discovering the breaks between them. They are not laid with
. mortar, either. There is now no machinery so perfed that
it will make two surfaces thirty feet in length which will
meet together as these wonderful stones in the Great Pyramid meet." It covers an area of about thirteen acres. It
is 486 feet high and 764 feet broad at its base. I t is estimated that the Great Pyramid weighs six million tons, and
that to remove it would require sixty thousand steam engines,
each drawing one hundred tons. In fa&, the wealth of Egypt
is not sufficient to pay laborers to demolish it. From these
fa&s it is evident that, whoever was its great designer, he
intended that it'should be an enduring monument.
Viewed from whatever standpoint we please, the Great
Pyramid is certainly the most remarkable building in the
world ; but in the light of an investigation which has been
in progress for the past thirty-two years, it acquires new
interest to every Christian advanced in the study of God's
Word; for it seems in a remarkable manner to teach, in
harmony with all the prophets, an outline of the plan of
God, past, present and future.
It should be remembered that, aside from the Great Pyramid here referred to, there are others, some of stone and
some of brick ; but all of them are mere attempts to copy it,
and are in every way inferior-in size, accuracy and internal
arrangement. And it has also been demonstrated that, unlike the Great Pyramid, they contain no symbolic features,
but were evidently designed and used as sepulchers for the
royal families of Egypt.
The Great Pyramid, however, proves to be a storehouse
of important truth--scientific, historic and prophetic--and
its testimony is found to be in perfea accord with the Bible,

-
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expressing the prominent features of its truths in beautiful
and fitting symbols. It is by no means an addition to the
written revelation : that revelation is complete and perfea,
and needs no addition. But it is a strong corroborative
witness to God's plan ; and few students can carefully examine it, marking the harmony of its testimony with that
of the written Word, without feeling impressed that its construAion was planned and direaed by the same divine wisdom, and that it is the pillar of witness referred to by the
prgphet in the above quotation.
If it was built under God's direaion, to be one of his
witnesses to men, we might reasonably expea some allusion
to it in the written Word of God. And yet, since it was
evidently a part of God's purpose to keep secret, until the
Time of the End, features of the plan of which it gives testimony, we should expea that any reference to it in the
Scripturea would be, as it is, somewhat under cover-to be
recognized only when due to be understood.
Isaiah, as above quoted, testifies of an altar and pillar in
the land of Egypt, which "shall be for a s i p and for a
witness unto the Lord of hosts in the land of Egypt." And
the context shows that it shall be a witnes i n the day when
the great Savior and Deliverer shall come to break the chains
of oppression and to set at liberty Sin's captives-of which
things our Lord preached at his first advent. (Luke 4: 18.)
The scope of this prophecy is but dimly seen, however, until Egypt is recognized as a symbol or type of the world of
mankind, full of vain philosophies, which only darken their
understandings, but ignorant of the true light. As Israel
typified the world which shall be delivered from the bondage
of Sin by the great antitype of Moses, and whose sin-offering has been given by the antitype of Aaron, so Egypt represents the empire of Sin, the dominion of death (Heb.
a :14), which for so long has held in chains of slavery many
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who will be glad to go forth to serve the Lord under the
leadership of one like unto but greater than Moses.-Ads
3:11, 13.
In many passages of Scripture the symbolic charaCter of
Egypt is indicated ; for instance, Hosea I I :I and Matt.
a:13-15. Here, aside from the fa& that our Lord as a
babe was for a time adlually in the land of Egypt, and Israel
also for a time aAually in Egypt, there is evidently a typical
sigpificance as well. The Son of God was in the world for
a time for the sake of those he came to redeem and deliver ;
but he was called out of it-Egypt-to
the higher, divine
nature. Likewise those who are called to be his brethren
and joint-heirs, the " members of his body," the true Israel
of God, are called out of Egypt; and the Master testifies,
" They are not of this world, even as I am not of this world.''
Isaiah (31 :I, 3), referring to the great trouble now impending, says, "Woe unto them that go down to Egypt [to
the world] for help [for worldly ideas and plans, and for
counsel as to how they should a& in the crisis of this great
day] ; and stay on horses [who endeavor still to ride the old,
false doArinal hobbies], and trust in chariots[worldlyorganizations] because they are many; and in horsemen [the great
leaders in false doArines] because they are very strong; but
who look not unto the Holy One of Israel, neither seek the
Lord [for the safety and viAory in this day of trouble will
not be with the multitude] l
Now the Egyptians are
men, and not God, and their horses flesh, and not spirit.
When the Lord shall stretch out his hand [his power-the
power of the truth and other agencies-as he will do shortly],
both he that helpeth shall fall, and he that is helped [by the
powers of Egypt-the world's ideas] shall fall down, and
they all shall fail together."
It will be after all human plans and schemes have failed
them, and when men shall have learned their own sinful-

...
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ncss and helplessness, that they will begin to cry unto the
Lord for help. Then Jehovah will show himself a great
Savior; and he has already prepared the Great Pyramid as
a part of his instrumentality for convincing the world of
his wisdom, foreknowledge and grace.
It shall be for a
sign and for a witness unto the Lord of hosts [a witness to
his foreknowledge and to his gracious plan of salvation, as
we shall presently see] in the land of Egypt : for they [the
Egyptians--the poor world, during the great time of trouble
coming] shall cry unto the Lord because of the oppressors,
and he shall send them a Savior, and a great one ; and he
shall deliver them. And the Lord shall be known to Egypt
[the world], and the Egyptians shall know the Lord in that
day [in the Millennia1 day--at the close of the time of
trouble], and shall do service with sacrifice and oblation :
yea, they shall make vows unto the Lord w d perform them.
But the Lord shall smite Egypt [the world-in the great
time of trouble just at hand]. He shall smite and heal it.
And they shall return unto the Lord, and he shall be entreated of them, and shall heal them."-Isa.
xg :~g-la.
While the additional, corroborative evidence given by
the Great Pyramid to the written Word of God will be a
freh cause of rejoicing to the saints, it is mauifest that its
witnessing is chiefly intended for the world of mankind
during the Millennial age. The testimony of this peculiar
and remarkable witness will give to mankind fresh ground
for faith and love and zeal, when in due time their hearts
pre prepared for the truth. It is remarkable, too, that (like
the Plan of the Ages in the written Word) this stone "Witness" kept silenceuntil now, when its testimony shall shortly
be delivered to (Egypt) the world. But the saints, the friends
of God from whom he will hide nothing, are privileged to
hear the testimony of this witness now, before the worldly
mind ia ready to appreciate its testimonies. Only when

Kingdom CimK.
ready to obey the Lord can any appreciate his witnesses.
Jeremiah (32 :so), when speaking of God's mighty works,
declares that he hath l 1 set n+ and wondrrs in the land of
Egypt, even unto this day." God showed signs and wonden, in Egypt when he brought Israel out in triumph ; but
he also "set signs and wonders " there, which remain ' l even
unto this [our] day." The Great Pyramid, we believe, is
the principle one of these very signs and wonders ; and it
now begins to speak to scientists in their own language,
and through them to all men.
The Lord's questions and statements to Job (38:3-'I),
concerning the earth, find a remarkable illustration in the
Great Pyramid, which is believed, in itself and by its measurements, to represent the earth and God's plan with reference to it. The illustration used is that of a building,
and we believe that it fits only to a struAure of pyramid
shape. The language, while it applies primarily to the earth,
is framed to fit the illustration given in the Great Pyramid.
First, the preparation of the foundation, the rock on which
the Great Pyramid is built, is noted. Second, the arrangement of its measures, a feature very prominently shown in
the Great Pyramid, which abounds in significant measurements. " Who hath stretched the line upon it ? " The perfeAion of the shape of the Great Pyramid, and its exa&ness
in every respe&, prove that its constru&ion was guided by
some master archite&. l1Whereupon are the sockets thereof made to sink?" The Great Pyramid has four corner
socket-stones sunk into the solid rock. ' l Or who laid the
corner-stone thereof? " A pyramid has five corner-stones,
but the reference here is to one particular corner-stonethe top stone. The four sunk as socket-stones into the
rock have already heen referred to, and the remaining one
is the top corner-stone. This is the most remarkable stone
in the struthre-itself a perfeA pyramid, the lines in the
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entire stru&ure conform to it. The question, therefore,
with reference to it is significant, and calls attention to i b
peculiar fitness, and the wisdom and skill which prepared
and placed it as the top stone.
This ancient struAure being thus repeatedly referred to
in the Scriptures, we cannot doubt that, if questioned, this
" Witness " of the Lord in the land of Egypt will bear such
testimony as will honor Jehovah, and fully correspond with
his written Word. We thus introduce this "Witness " because the inspiration of its testimony will doubtless be as
much disputed as that of the Scriptures, by the prince of
darkness, the god of this world, and those whom he blinds
to the truth.
WHY, WHEN AND BY WHOM WAS THE GREAT PYRAMID BUILT?

This question has been much discussed of late years, from
both scientific and Scriptural standpoints. For thousands
of years no satisfaAory answer to the question was discovered. The old theory that it was built as a vault or tomb
for an Egyptian king is unworthy of credence ; for, as we
shall see, it required more than the wisdom of the present
day, to say nothing of that of Egypt four thousand years ago,
to design such a strudure. Besides, it contains nothing in
the way of casket, mummy or inscription. It was not until
we had come into the time called in Daniel's prophecy " the
Time of the End," when knowledge should be increased, and
the wise should understand God's plan (Dan. 11:4, 9, lo),
that the secrets of the Great Pyramid began to be understood, and our questions began to have a reasonable answer.
The first work of importana on the s u b j a , proving that
the Great Pyramid possessed scienttycfcaturcs, was by Mr.
John Taylor, of England, A. D. 1859, since which time the
attention of many able minds has been given to the further
study of the testimony of this wonderful "Witness ;" espe-
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cially since Prof. Piazzi Smyth, Astronomer-Royal for Scotland, visited it, for several months made its peculiarities a
study and gave to the world the remarkable faAs of its construAion and measurements, and his conclusions therefrom.
To his scholarly and scientific work, "Our Inheritance in
the Great Pyramid," we are mainly indebted for the data
made use of in this chapter. Our illustrations are copies
of a few of the twenty-five plates with which the latest edition
of that work is embellished.
A few year's after Prof. Smyth's return, came the suggestion that the Great Pyramid is Jehovah's "Witness," and
that it is as important a witness to divine truth as to natural
science. This was a new thought to Prof. Smyth, as well
as to others. The suggestion came from a young Scotsman, Robert Menzies, who, when studying the scientific
teachings of the Great Pyramid, discovered that prophetic
and chronological teachings c w r i s t in it.
Soon it became apparent that the objeCt of its construction was to provide in it a record of the divine plan of salvation, no less than the record of divine wisdom relating
to astronomical, chronological, geometrical, and other important truths. However, not having discerned the scope
and completeness of the plan of salvation revealed in the
Scriptures, these gentlemen have thus far failed to note the
most wonderful and beautiful features of the Great Pyramid's
testimony in this direaion, which we now find to be a most
full and complete corroboration of the plan of the ages and
the times and seasons therewith associated, as taught in the
Scriptures and presented in this and the preceding volumes
of the MILLENNIAL
DAWNseries. And, further, we see that
this store-house of knowledge, like the major part of the
Bible store, was kept purposely sealed until its testimony
should be needed and appreciated. Does this imply that
its great Architea knew that a time would come when its tes-
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timony would be necessary ? in other words, that a time would
come when God's written Word would be lightly esteemed,
and even his very existence questioned 7 when human philosophy, under the name of science, would be lauded, and
every proposition subjeAed to its tests? Has God decided
to prove himself and his wisdom by those very tests? So it
would appear. This struaure will yet confound the wisdom
of the wise as a l1Witness " for the Lord of hosts-" IN
nu^ DAY "-which
is already begun.
Rof. Smyth has concluded that the Great Pyramid was
builded in the year a170 B. c., reaching this conclusion,
first, from astronomical observations. Perceiving that the
upward passage angles correspond to a telescope, and that
the " Entrance Passage " corresponds to an astronomer's
"pointer," he set about to investigate to what particular
star it could have pointed at any time in the past. Calculations showed that a Draconis, the dragon-star, had occupied a position in the heavens which looked direAly down
the entrance, at midnight of the autumnal equinox, B. c.
1170. Then, considering himself as an astronomer at that
date, with his pointer fixed upon a Draconis, and considering the ascending passages as though they were a telescope,
which they much resemble, he calculated what constellation
or what notable star would have been before his telescope
thus fixed at the particular date indicated by his pointer,
and found that it must have been the Pleiades. So wonderful a coincidence convinced him that the date of the
Great Pyramid's building was thus indicated ; for a Drac o d is no leas a symbol of sin and Satan than Plriades is a
symbol of God and the center of the universe. The Great
Pyramid thus indicates that its Architea knew of the prevalence of evil and of its domination over the downward
course of mankind, and indicates also what lies beyond all
human sight-that-the only hope for the race is in ~ehovah.
21 C

This conclusion of Prof. Smyth's as to the date of the
Great Pyramid's building, was most abundantly corroborated, later, by certain measurements by which the Great
Pyramid indicates its own date of constru&ion. A realization of the fa& that the Great Pyramid exhibits a wisdom
of design which the Egyptians could not have possessed-a divine wisdom which must have been worked out under
the supervision of some inspired servant of God-has led
to the conjeaure that Melchizedek was its builder. He
was "king of Salem [that is, king of peace] and priest of
the Most High God," and as a person and type occupied
so high a position as to be a blesser of Abraham, who also
paid him tithes. Of this we can know little, except that
Melchizedek was a great and peaceful king, and that he
lived about that time, and not far distant from the site of
the Great Pyramid.
It is conjeAured that Melchizedek, though not himself an
Egyptian, used Egyptian labor for the construAion of the
Great Pyramid. And to some extent the traditions of Egypt
support such a theory. They reveal, the fa& that Egypt
had a peculiar invasion about this date by a people whom
tradition merely denominates Uykros (i. c., Shepherd Kings
or Peaceful Kings). T h . a invaders seem not to have
attempted to disturb the general government of Egypt, and,
after staying a time for some purpose not recognized by the
tradition, they left Egypt as peacefully as they had come.
These Uj~krosor Peaceful Kings are supposed to include
Melchizedek, and are assumed to have been the builders of
the Great Pyramid-God's altar and "Witness " in the
land of Egypt.
Manetho, an Egyptian priest and scribe, is quoted by
Josephus and others as saying: We had formerly a king
whose name was Timaus. In his time it came to pass, I
know not how, that the deity was displeased with UJ; and
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there Game up from the East, in a strange manner, men of
ignoble race [not warriors], Hyksos, who had the confidence to invade our country and easily subdue it by their
power without a battle. And when they had our rulers in
their hands, they demolished the temples of the gods."
ITS PECULIAR L O C A T ~ N .

The Great Pyramid is situated on an elevated rocky plain,
overlooking the river Nile, not far from the city of Cairo,
in Egypt. A remarkable thing in conneaion with its situation is, that the delta of the Nile forms a sea-coast which
in shape is a true quarter circle, with the Great Pyramid
marking the inner angle.
This relationship of the Great Pyramid to the coast was
discovered by Mr. Henry Mitchell, Chief Hydrographer
of the United States Coast Survey, who visited Egypt in
1868 to report the progress of the Suez Canal. His observation of the regularity of the curvature along the whole of
Egypt's northern coast led him to conclude that some central point of physical origination was indicated. On searching for this grand center, he found it marked by the Great
Pyramid, which led him to exclaim: "That monument
stands in a more important physical situation than any other
building ereAed by man."
A line drawn from the entrance passage due north would
pass through the northernmost point of Egypt's coast ; and
lines drawn in continuation of the northeast and northwest
diagonals of the struAure would enclose the delta's either
side, thus embracing the fan-shaped country of Lower Egypt.
(See illustration, page 3a3.) Built upon the northernmost
edge of the Gizeh cliff, and looking out over this seaor, or
open-fan-shaped land of Lower Egypt, it may be truly said
to be at the very border thereof, as well as in its nominal
center, as described by the prophet Isaiah. "In that day
#hall there be an altw to the Lord in the midst of the bsL

*e

of Egg.@# m d a pP* L p y r a ~ d Jm' tAc b
*
ZQ
the Lor& And it s b d be far a sign am3 9m
to the Zed of kDStS ;III
the land of E m ' '
worthy of notice is that the Great Ppa9aU L
geograpflid center of the land s m f e of the avkM-includin~gNorth and South America,
own for centuriedj
after the location and canstru&ion of the Great Pyramid,
ITS SCIEXTiFIC LESSOX%

Tine Great Pyramid speaks to us, not by fiieroglyphirn,
nor by sketches, but only by its location, its construQion
and its measurements. The only original marks or figurs
found were in the <* 'ConstruEtion C1-taiiibers'' over the
'"Cing's
Ghltmher : " there are none whatever in the passages and rooms of the Pyramid proper. The scientific
lessons of the Great Pyramid we omit for eccmomy of space#
becarise not one in a hundred ordinary readers would understand the scimtific terms, so as t o appreciate the demonstrations, and especially beeause they would be no part of the
gasp4 which it is our misson t o ~Iresent. SufRcie it, themfore, that we merely szdggesi the manner in d k h it teadles
the scientis-t, For instance : The measure of the base of the
fonr sidg~,at the level o f a e 6%sockets,"added, is found to
be as asmy pyrarnid cubits as there are days in four years, to
the fraction-including the leapyear fra&io~. The neeasures diagonal1y across %he'base from no
t~ ~outlnz~~.est,
and from no&h\vest to southeast, added, give as many inches
as there are years in &e grwessiond cycb. This qc1e astronomers hsd a d w d y c o d a .to k -25,827 yeax, am2
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this distance to be from ninety to ninety-six millions of
miles, their latest calculation and conclusion being ninetytwo millions. The Great Pyramid has also its own way of
indicating the most correa standard of all weights and
measures, based upon the size and weight of the earth, which
it is also claimed to indicate.
Commenting upon the scientific testimony and the location of this majestic l' Witness," Rev. Joseph Seiss, D. D.
suggests :
" There is a yet grander thought embodied in this wonderful strudure. Of its five points there is one of special
pre-eminence, in which all its sides and exterior lines terminate. It is the summit corner, which lifts its solemn index finger to the sun at midday, and by its distance from
the base tells the mean distance to that sun from the earth.
And if we go back to the date which the Pyramid gives itself, and look for what that finger pointed to at midnight,
we find a far sublimer indication. Science has at last discovered that the sun is not a dead center, with planets
wheeling about it, but itself stationary. It is now ascertained that the sun also is in motion, carrying with it its
splendid retinue of comets, planets, its satellites and theirs,
around some other and vastly mightier center. Astronomers are not yet fully agreed as to what or where that center is. Some, however, believe that they have found the
d i r d o n of it to be the Pleiades, and particularly Alcyone,
the central one of the renowned Pleiadic stars. To the
distinguished German astronomer, Prof. J. H. Maedler,
belongs the honor of having made this discovery. Alcyone, then, as far as science has been able to perceive, \\.auld
seem to be ' the midnight throne ' in which the whole system of gravitation has its central seat, and from which the
Almighty governs his universe. And here is the wonderful
corresponding fa&, that at the date of the Great Pyramid's
building, at midnight of the autumnal equinox, and hence
the true beginning of the year* as still preserved in the
traditions of many nations, the Pleiades were distributed
+The beginning of the Jewish year, introduced by the Day of Atonement, as shown in MILLENNIAL DAWN,VOL. 11.
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over the meridian of this Pyramid, with Alcyone (q Tmn)
precisely on the line. Here, then, is a pointing of the highest
and sublimest charaAer that mere human science has ever
been able so much as to hint, and which would seem to
breathe an unsuspe&ed and mighty meaning into that
speech of God to Job, when he demanded, ' Canst thou
bind the sweet influences of Pleiades?' "
ITS TESTIMONY RELATING TO THE PLAN OF

REDEMPTION.

While every feature of the Great Pyramid's teaching is
important and of interest, our greatest interest centers in
its silent but eloquent symbolism of the plan of God-the
Plan of the Ages. It would be impossible, however, to understand God's plan as illustrated by it, had we not first
discovered that plan in the Bible. But having seen it portrayed there, it is strengthening to faith to see it again so
beautifully outlined here; and to notice, further, that both
the truths of Nature and the truths of Revelation are owned
and testified to by the same great Author in this wonderful
stone ccWitness."
In this aspeA of its teaching, the Great Pyramid, viewed
from without, has a beautiful significance, representing the
plan of God completed, as it shall be at the end of the Millennial age. The crowning feature will be Christ, the acknowledged Head over all; and each other stone will be
fitly framed into the glorious:building, complete and .perfeA.
All this chiseling, polishing and fitting process will then be
completed, and all will be bound and cemented together, to.
each other and to the Head, with love. IftheGreat Pyramid,
as a whole, represents the plan of God complete, its top
corner-stone should represent Christ, whom God hath highly
exalted to be Head over all. And that it does represent
Christ is ind~cated,not only by its exaA fitness as a symbol
of Christ,* but also by numerous references to the symbol
See VOL,i'., Chap. v. ; also the Chart of the Ages, VOL.I., x, y, a, W.
1.
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by prophets and apostles and by our Lord Jesus himself.
Isaiah (28 :16) refers to Christ as the " precious cornerstone. # # Zechariah (4: 7) refers to its placement at the top
of the completed edifice, with great rejoicing, saying, l 6 He
shall bring forth the head-stone thereof with shoutings,
crying, ' Grace, grace unto it.' " Doubtless when the headstone of the Great Pyramid was laid there was great rejoicing among the builders and all interested in it, to see this
crowning feature of the finished work. Job also (38:6, 7)
speaks of the rejoicing when the chief corner-stone was laid,
and he specifies the head, or crowning corner-stone, by
mentioning the other four corner-stones first, saying,
"Whereupon are the socket-stones made to sink? or who
laid the corner-stone thereof, when the morning stars sang
together and all the sons of God shouted for joy? (See
margin.) The Prophet David, too, refers to our Lord, and
uses a figure of speech exaAly corresponding to that of this
stone ' l Witness " of Egypt. He says, prophetically, from
the standpoint of the future, " The stone which the builders r e j a e d is become the head-corner-stone. This is
Jehovah's doing. It is marvelous in our eyes. This is the
day [the Millennia1 day of Christ's glory as the Head and
Ruler of the world] which Jehovah hath made; we will
rejoice and be glad in it." (Psa. 118:~s-24.) Fleshly
Israel failed to accept Christ as their head-stone, and hence
,wererejeAed from being the special house of God-Spiritual
Israel instead being built up into Christ the Head. And
weremember that our Lord applied this very prophecy to
himeelf, and showed that he was the reje&ed stone, and
that Israel, through their builders, the priests and Pharisees,
were the reje&ers.-Matt. 21 :42, 44; A& 4: I I.
How perfeAly the head-stone of the Great Pyramid illustrates all this I The head-stone, being first finished, would
serve the workmen as a pattern or model for the whole
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stru&ure, whose angles and proportions must all be conformed to it. But we can readily imagine that, before this
top-stone was recognized as a pattern for the whole structure, it would be rejeAed, set at naught, by the builders,
some of whom could think of no place suitable for it ; its five
sides, five corners and sixteen different angles making it unsuitable to the struAure until the very topstone was needed,
and then no other stone would do. During all the years in
which the building work progressed, this Chief Corner-stone
would be a " stone of stumbling " and a " rock of offense "
to those not acquainted with its use and place ; just as Christ
is, and will continue to be, to many, until they have seen
him exalted as the Head-Corneratone of God's plan.
The pyramid figure represents perfedtion and completeness, and speaks to us in symbol of the plan of God, showing that " in the dispensation of the fulness of times, he
will gather together [into one harmonious family, though
on different planes of being], under one Head, all things in
heaven and on earth, under Christ "-all
not being conformable being cut off.-Eph. I :10; 2 :20-22.-Diaglott.
HOW THE INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION OF THE GREAT PYRAMID
OUTLINES THE PLAN OF REDEMPTION.

But while the outward testimony of this great struAure
is thus complete, and in accord with God's written revelation, its inner construAion is even more wonderful. While
its outward form illustrates the completed results of God's
Plan of Redemption,* the inner construAion marks and
illustrates every prominent feature of that plan as it has developed from age to age, down to its glorious and complete
consummation. Here the stones upon the various levels or
planes represent the perfeAion of all who, under Christ Jesus
our Head, shall become conformed to God's perfeA will,
*See Chart of the Ages in VOL.I.

as we have already seen from Scripture testimony. Some
will be perfeded on the human plane and some on the
spiritual and divine planes or natures. Thus the floor of
the " King's Chamber " is described as being on the fiftieth
course of masonry, that of the " Queen's Chamber " on
the twenty-fifth course, and the lower end of the " First
Ascending Passage," if extended by the l 1 Plug," as will
presently be shown, would reach down to the basal line of
the Pyramid. Thus from its base-line upward the Great
Pyramid seems to stand as an enlblem of God's plan of salvation, or lifting up out of sin and death, provided for all
mankind. The base-line thus corresponds with the date
of the confirmation of God's promise to typical Israel-the
beginning of the uplifting or saving process.
A careful study of the accompanying diagram, showing
the interior arrangement of this wonderful strudture, is suggested. The Great Pyramid has but one proper Entrance
Passage." This passage is regular, but low and slanting,
and leadsdown toalittle room or "Subterranean Chamber,''
cut in the rock. This room is of peculiar construdtion, the
ceiling being well finished, while the sides are only commenced and the bottom is rough and unfinished. This to
some minds has suggested the thought, l 6 bottomless pit,"
which term is used in the Scriptures to represent disaster,
oblivion and extinaion. This " Entrance Passage " fitly
represents the present downward course of mankind toward
destruAion ; while the " Subterranean Chamber," by its
peculiar constru&ion, illustrates the great trouble, disaster,
destrudion, the "wages of sin," to which the downward
course leads.
The "First Ascending Passage" is of about the same
riee as the " Entrance Passage," from which it branches off.
It is small, low and difficult of ascent, but opens at its
upper end into a large, elegant hall-way, called the " Grand

I

Gallery," the ceiling of which is at seven times the height
of the m e s leading to it. The low " Ascending Passage "
is supposed to represent the Law dispensation, and Israel
as a nation, from the going out of Egypt. There they left
the nations of the world and their downward course, to be
God's holy nation and under his law-proposing thenceforth to walk an upward and more difficult path than tnat
of the heathen world, viz., to keep the Law. The "Grand
Gallery " is understood to represent the period of the Gospel call-still upward and difficult, but not hampered as
that behind it. The loftiness and greater width of this passage-way well represent the grander hopes and greater liberties of the Christian dispensation.
On a level with the floor of the Grand Gallery " at its
lower end, there starts a " Horizontal Passage " under it,
which leads to a little room commonly termed the Queen's
Chamber." At the upper end of the l1Grand Gallery "
is another low passage-way, leading into a little room called
the " Ante-Chamber " which is of very peculiar construction, and which to some has suggested the idea of a school
-a place for instrueion and testing.
But the chief room of the Great Pyramid, for both size
and importance of location, is a little farther along, and
separated from the Ante-Chamber " by another low passage-way. This room is known as the " King's Chamber. "
Over it are a number of small apartments called 'I Construction Chambers." The significanceof these, if they have any
significance, relates not to man, nor to any other creature
which walks, but to spirit beings ; for it will be observed
from the diagram that though the sides and the top are
squared and finished, there is no floor surface to any of them.
The " King's Chamber" contains a " Coffer" or stone
box, the only piece of furniture foind in the Great Pyramid.
Ventilation is provided in the " King's Chamber " by two
L.
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air-passages which pierce its walls on opposite sides and
extend to the outer surface--left for this purpose by the
builders. It has been speculated by some that there are
yet other rooms and passages for future discovery; but we
do not share this opinion : to us it seems that the passages
and rooms already discovered fully serve the divinely-intended purpose, in witnessing to the entire plan of God.
From the west side of the lower or north end of the
a Grand Gallery," extending downward, there is an irregular passage called the " Well," leading into the descending " Entrance Passage." Its route passes through a grotto
in the natural rock. The conne&ion between this passage
and the " Grand Gallery " is very disordered. It would
appear that originally the passage-way into the " Queen's
Chamber " had been concealed, being covered by the flooring slabs of the " Grand Gallery ;" and also that a stone
slab covered the mouth of the " Well." But now the whole
lower end of the " Grand Gallery " is torn away, opening
the passage to the " Queen's Chamber," and leaving the
"Well " open. Those who have been there and who have
examined it say that it looks as though an explosion had
taken place at the mouth of the '' Well," bursting it open
from beneath. It is our opinion, however, that no such explosion ever occurred; but that things were left by the
builders as they are, purposely, to indicate the same thing
that would be indicated by the supposed explosion, which
will be referred to later. As a matter of fa&, none of these
stones are now to be found, and it would have been very
difficult to remove them.
At the upper or south end of the " Grand Gallery," the
floor-line of the "Ante-Chamber " and the King's Chamber " extends into the " Grand Gallery," forming an abrupt
barrier, or high step at its upper end. This step projeas
from the south wall sixty-one inches. This south end wall
4

of the Grand Gallery " has a peculiarity also : it is not
vertical, but leans northward-at the top seven inchesand at its very top there is an opening or passageway conneAing with the scl-called " ConstruAion Chambers " over
the " King's Chamber."
The passage-ways and floors of the Pyramid are of limestone, as indeed is the entire struAure, except in the "King's
Chamber," the "Ante-Chamber " and the passage between
them, where the floors and ceilings are of granite. The
only piece of granite elsewhere in the struAure is the granite " Plug," which is tightly wedged in the lower end of
the li First Ascending Passage." As originally left by the
builders, the " First Ascending Passage " was sealed with a
close-fitting'angular stone at its lower end, where it conneAs with the " Entrance Passage ;" and this was so neatly
done that the First Ascending Passage " was unknown
until, in due time," the stone fell. Close to the lower
end of this " First Ascending Passage," and just behind the
sealing stone, was the granite " Plug," made slightly wedgeshaped, and evidently intended to remain there, as it has
thus far resisted all efforts to remove it.
Though the " Entrance Passage " was well known to the
ancients, as attested by historians, yet A1 Mamoun, an Arabian Caliph, was evidently.ignorant of its exaA situation,
except that tradition located it on the north side of the
Pyramid, when, in A. D. 825, at great expense he forced an
entrance, as shown on the diagram, in the hope of finding
wonderful treasures. But though it contained vast intelleAual treasures, now being appreciated, it contaiced none
of the kind sought by the Arabs. Their labor, however,
was not wholly in vain ; for, while they worked, the stone
which sealed the upward passaged jarred from its position,
fell into the " Entrance Passage " and told the secret, thus
disclosing the " First ~ s c e n d i Passage."
n~
The Arabs sup-
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pored that they had at last found the way to secreted wealth,
and, unable to remove the granite " Plug," they forced a
passage along-side, quarrying much more easily the softer
limestone.
THE GREAT PYRAMID'S TESTIMONY CONCERNING
THE PLAN OF THE AGES:

In a letter to Prof. Smyth, Mr. Robert Menzies, the young
Scotsman who first suggested the religious or Messianic
feature of the Great Pyramid's teaching, said :"From the north beginning of the Grand Gallery, in
upward progression, begin the years of our Savior's life,
expressed at the rate of an inch to a year. Three and
thirty inch-years, therefore, bring us right over against the
mouth of the Well."
Yes,that "Well" is the key, so to speak, to the whole
story. It represents not only our Lord's death and burial,
but also his resurredion. This last is shown by the feature
already noted, that the mouth of the " Well " and its surroundings look as though an explosion had burst it open
from beneath. Thus our Lord burst the bonds of death,
thereby bringing life and immortality to light--opening up
a new way to life. (Heb. 10:20.) It was not possible for him
to be holden of death (Ads 2 :24), is the seeming language
of the torn rocks surrounding the upper opening of this
"Well." As the "Well " was the only way of access to each
of these upward passages of the Great Pyramid, so by the
death and resurredion of our Redeemer is the only avenue to
life on any plane for the fallen race. As the First Ascending Passage " was there, but impassable, so the Jewish or Law
Covenant stood as a way to or offer of life, but a useless or
impassable way to life : none of the fallen race ever could
or ever did reach life by walking its prescribed course.
"By the deeds of the law shall no flesh be justified" to
lEe. (Rom. 3 :20.) That which the Well " symbolizes,
22 C

viz., the rawom, is the only way by which any member of
the condemned race can reach the grand provision of the
divine plan-lasting life.
Years before this suggestion, that the l # Grand Gallery "
represents the Christian dispensation, Prof. Smyth had, by
astronomical observation, fixed the date of the building of
the Pyramid at B. c. 21 70 ; and when Mr. Menzies suggested
that the floor-line inches of the " Grand Gallery " represent years, it occurred to some one that, if that theory were
true, the measuring of the floor-line backward from :the
lower edge of the l 1 Grand Gallery," down the " First Ascending Passage " to its junAion with the '# Entrance Passage," and thence upward along the " Entrance Passage "
toward the Pyramid's entrance, should discovex some mark
or indication in the passage-way to correspond, and thus
prove the date of the Pyramid's construAion, and the correAness of the inch-year theory. This, though not unreasonable, was a crucial test, and the service of a civil engineer was obtained to visit the Great Pyramid again and
make very accurate measurements of passages, chambers,
etc. This was in 1872 ; and the report of this gentleman
was confirmatory to the last degree. His measurenlents show
the floor-line just described to be 21 70% inches to a very
jncly ruled line in the walls of the Entrance Passage."
Thus the date of its construAion is doubly attested, while
the floor-lines of its passages are shown to be scrolls of history and chronology, which shall yet be generally heard as
"a witness unto the Lord in the land of Egypt."
Here, thanks to the very accurate measurements of all
the passages, furnished by Prof. Smyth, we are enabled to
reach what to us are by far the most interesting featuresof
the testimony of this "Witness" yet delivered.
When we first came to appreciate what we have already
mentioned of the testimony of the Great Pyramid, we said
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at once, If this, indeed, prove to be a Bible in stone; if it
be a record of the secret plans of the Great ArchiteA of
the universe, displaying his foreknowledge and wisdom; it
should and w'IZ be in full accord with his written Word.
The fa& that the Pyramid's secrets were kept until the close
of six thousand years of the world's history, but that it now
begins to give its testimony as the Millennial Dawn draws
on, is in perfe& harmony with the written Word, whose
abundant testimony relative to the glorious plan of God
has likewise been kept secret from the foundation of the
world, and only now is beginning to shine forth in its cornpleteness and glory.
We have already presented, in previous volumes, and in
previous chapters of this volume, the clear testimony of the
written Word, showing that we stand on the threshold of a
new age-that the Millennia1 Day is dawning, with its
change of earth's rulership from the control of the " prince
of this world " and his faithful, to the control of him "whose
right it is " (by purchase) and his faithful saints. We have
seen that though the result of this change will be a great
blessing, yet the time of the transfer, while the present
prince, the "strong man," is being bound and his household driven out of power (Matt. I 2 :29 ; Rev. ao:2), will
be a time of intense trouble. The Scriptural time-proofs
which we have considered show that this trouble was due
to date from the time of Christ's second advent (Odober,
1874)) when the judging of the nations would commence,
under the enlightening influences of the Day of the Lord.
This is shown in the Great Pyramid thus :The " Descending Passage," from the entrance of the
Great Pyramid, leading to the " Pit " or Subterranean
Chamber," represents the course of the world in general
(under the prince of this world), into the great time of
trouble (the 'L
Pit "), in which evil shall be brought to an
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end. The measuring of this period and determining when
the pit of trouble shall be reached are easy enough if we
have a definite date-a point in the Pyramid from which to
start. We have this date-rnark in the jun&ion of the "First
Ascending Passage " with the " Grand Gallery." That
point marks the birth of our Lord Jesus, as the "Well,"
33 inches farther on, indicates his death. So, then, if we
measure backward down the " First Ascending Passage "
to its junaion with the Entrance Passage," we shall have
a fixed date to mark upon the downward passage. This
measure is 1542 inches, and indicates the year B. C. 1542,
as the date at that point. Then measuring d m the Entrance Passage " from that point, to find the distance to the
entrance of the Pit," representing the great trouble and
destruAion with which this age is to close, when evil will
be overthrown from power, we find it to be 3416 inches,
symbolizing 3416 years from the above date, B. c. 1542.
This calculation shows A. D. 1874as marking the beginning
of the period of trouble ;for 1542years B. c. plus 1874 years
A. D. equals 3416years. Thus the Pyramid witnesses that the
close of 1874was the chronologr'cal beginning of the time
of trouble such as was not since there was a nation-no, nor
ever shall be afterward. And thus it will be noted that this
"Witness " fully corroborates the Bible testimony on this
subje&, as shown by the " Parallel Dispensations " in MILLENNIAL DAWN,
VOL.II., Chap. vii.
Nor should any doubt the fa& that the forty years of
judgment and trouble began in the fall of 1874because the
trouble has not yet reached an unendurable stage ; and because, in some respeas, the period since that date has been
one of great advancement in knowledge. Remember that
a!l this is shown in the Great Pyramid and illustrated in the
diagram of the " Pit " which was draughted by Prof. Smyth
without any reference to this application.
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Besides, we should remember that the Word of the Lord
clearly shows that the judgments of this time of trouble will
begin with the nominal Church, preparatory to its overthrow, and in the strife of selfishness between capital and
labor, both of which are now organizing for the culminating trouble.
The shape and finish of this lowest room or " Pit " are
peculiarly significant. While the top and parts of the sides
are regular, it has no floor-its rough, unfinished bottom
dropping lower and lower to its eastern side, giving reason
for the name, " Bottomless Pit," sometimes applied to it.
This room speaks of liberty and freedom as well as of trouble,
of elevation as well as of degradation ; for, as the traveler
reaches it, cramped and weary from the crouched position
enforced by the smallness of the " Entrance Passage," he
here finds not only a step downward into greater depths,
and upon a troublesome floor," very uneven and broken,
but he finds a great elevation also, part of this room being
much more lofty than the passage-way to it, which is suggestive of greatly enlarged room for his mental organism.
How true this is to faAs, too. It is mainly since 1874
that the spirit of liberty has reached the masses of civilized
nations. We do not pause here to consider the consistencies and inconsistenciesof the liberties being felt and claimed
by the masses, though this, too, is indicated in this room
by the tlevatr'on of the top and the depression of the bottom :
we merely note the fa& that the light of our day-the Day
of the Lord-induces the spirit of liberty; and the spirit
of liberty, coming in contaA with the pride, wealth and
power of those still in control, will be the cause of the
trouble which the Seriptures assure us will eventually be
very great. Though as yet it has scarcely begun, kings and
emperors and statesmen and capitalists, and all men, see it
coming, and "men's hearts are failing them for fear, and

for looking after the things coming;" for the powers of
the heavens are being shaken, and shall ultimately be removed. The evil systeme-civil, social and religious--of
the present evil world " will there sink into oblivion,
into destruAion, which the subterranean chamber or " Pit "
also symbolizes. For we regard the "Pit" as not only
a symbol of the overwhelming trouble which will involve
the present order of things in an overthrow and destruCtion
(-use
of their inconsistency with the better order of
things to be established under God's Kingdom), but also as
a symbol of the certain end of every being who continues
to pursue the downward course, and who, under the full
enlightenment of the Millennia1 age, will refuse to break
off his sins and pursue righteousness.
Notice another item in this connetlion : The " Entrance
Passage " has a regular slope downward until it nears the
"Pit," when it ceases to slope and runs horizontally.
Measuring backward from the entrance of the subterranean
chamber or Pit " to the junAure of the horizontal with
the angling portion of the passage, we find the distance to
he 314 inches; consequently, the beginning of the level
portion of the passage marks a date 314 years before 1874,
viz., the year 1550. This would seem to say that at that
date (A. D. 1550) something transpired which had a great
influence upon the course of civilization, and which in some
measure arrested its downward tendency. What transpired
at that time? What great movement, marked by that date,
has had such an influence?
We answer, the Reformation Movement is thus marked
-the great protest against the errors and corruption of the
Church of Rcze, whose power and influence in the preceding centuries had so baneful an effetl that they are now
known in history as " the dark ages." This date, A. D. 1550,
mafks no one particular-e~ento f i ~ h eReformation Move-
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ment ; nor should it. To have marked any one event
would seem to have attached too much importance to that
event. The fa& is, the Reformation was not one a&, but
many aAs : not by one reformer or class of reformers, but
by many reformers and many reforms; and though none
were complete, all helped to arrest the corruption and downward course of the world. And note also that this "Witness " points out an even, and not an odd, date or particular year, just as we would do. If any one should ask the
date of the Protestant Reformation, we would not say 1539
nor 1567, but would describe it exaAly as the Pyramid has
indicated : we would say, About 1550 marks the Reformation Movement, and especially the time its influence began
to be felt in the world. who, at the time of the building
of the Pyramid, knew of that movement and its influence?
The same great Being whose foreknowledge had expressed
the same thought in words to the prophet Daniel (I I :34))
saying: When they shall fall [or in the midst of their
falling], they shall be holpen with a little help." That help
was the influence of the Reformation upon the world, which
prevented the utter extermination of the truth by the then
flourishing harlot, l 4 drunken with the blood of the saints,
and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus."-Rev.
17 :6.
But while the above measurements were giving their harmonious testimonies, another measurement seemed quite
out of harmony with the Bible account; viz., that of the
" First Ascending Passage," which presumably represented
the period from the time of Israel's exodus from Egypt to
the birth of our Lord Jesus.* The Bible account of the
time, as already given,? we could not doubt, having demon-

-
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*Thh period is not the same as that which, in VOL.XI., Chap. vii., we
have denominated and described as the Jewish age. The latter began
198 years before the Exodus, at the death of Jacob, and did not end
until the Lord, whom they rejetled, left their house desolate, five days
kfac his crucifixion.
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strated its comAnsss in so many ways. It showed the
time from the exodus from Egypt to the year A. D. I to be
exaaly 1614 yerur, while the floor-line of the rr First As. cending Passmge '' measures only 1543 inches. Then, again,
we knew beyond a doubt, from the words of our Lord and
the prophets, that the Law age, and the 'r favor " to Israel
after the flesh, did not cease at the birth of Jesus, but three
and a half years after his death, at thc close of their seventy
weeks of favor, A. D. 36.* This would make the period
from the exodus to the full end of their favor (1614 plus 36)
equal 1650 years. And though, in a sense, the grandeur
and blessing of the new dispensation began at the birth of
Jesus (Luke a :10-14,a5-38), yet the Great Pyramid should,
irr some way, indicate the full length of Israel's favor. This
we finally found to be most ingeniouslyshown. The granite
r L Plug " proved to be the exat3 length to fill out this period
to the very limit. Then we knew why that Plug " was so
securely fixed that none had succeeded in displacing it.
The great Master-Builder had placed it there to stay, that
we might hear its testimony today corroborating the Bible,
as to both its plan and its chronology.
In measuring this passage with its rr Plug," we should
consider it as though it were a telescope, with the " Plug "
drawn out until the upper end reaches the place originally
marked by the lower end of it. The distance downward
from the north entrance of the " Grand Gallery " to the
lower end of the granite " Plug " is 1470 inches, to which
if we add the length of the Plug," 179 inches, we have
a total of 1649 inches, representing 1649 years; and the
one inch-year of difference between this and the 1650 yeam
shown by the Bible chronology of that period is easily accounted for when we remember that one end of this granite
" Plug " had been considerably chipped '$ythose who en*!bVOL. XI.,Chap.

--
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davored to force it from its fixed position in the passage-way.
Thus, exa&ly, does the stone "Witness" corroborate
the testimony of the Bible, and show that the period from
the exodus of Israel from Egypt until the full knd of their
national favor,* A. D. 36, was 1650 y m . But let none
confound this period with the period shown in the Parallels
of the Jewish and Christian dispensations-showing the two
ages to be each 1845 yean, in length, the one from the death
of Jacob to A. D. 33, and the other from A. D. 33 to A .D.r 878.
And not only was this an ingenious way of hiding and
yet furnishing the length of the period from the exodus to
the birth of our Lord (to be, in due time, a corroboration
of the Bible testimony), but the careful reader will readily
see that it could have been done only in some such way,
for two reasons : First, because the ~ewishdispensation ana
tirvor not only began at the death of Jacob, before the exodus from Egypt, but also ran into and parallel to the
Christian dispensation for the thirty-three years of our Lord
Jesus' earthly life ; and, second, because to have made the
First Ascending Passage " long enough to represent fully
the Jewish age in year-inches would have necessitated the
making of the Pyramid still larger, which in turn would
' have destroyed its scientific features and lessons.
Let us now examine the " Grand Gallery," at the end of
the First Ascending Passage," noting also its symbolic
testimony. It is seven t i m i a s high asthe " First Ascending pas&."
It has seven coursiof overlapping stones in
it8 walls, of smooth, highly polished and once beautiful,
cream-colored limestone. It is twentyeight feet high,
though very narrow, being only six feet broad anywhere,
but contraAed to three feet at the floor and less at the roof.
Prof. Greaves, an Oxford professor of the fifteenth century,
describing it, wrote : /
Sce VOL.XI., Chap. iii.
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stately piece of work, and not inferior,
It is a v
c
s
a of the curiosity of art or richness of mate.
either in r
rials, to the most sumptuous and magnificent buildings. .
This gallery, or comdor, or whatsoever else I may call
it, is built of white and polished marble (limestone), the
which is very evenly cut in spacious squares or tables.
Of such materials as is the pavement, such is the roof, and
such are the side walls that flank it ; the knitting of the
joints is so close that they are scarce discernible to a curious
eye; and that which adds grace to the whole stru&ure,
though it makes the passage the more slippery and difficult,
is the acclivity and rising of the ascent.
In the casting and ranging of the marbles (limestone) in both the
side walls, there is one piece of architeoure, in my judgment, very graceful, and that is that all the courses or ranges,
which are but seven (so great are these stones), do set and
flag over one another about three inches ; the bottom of the
uppermost course overflagging the top of the next, and so
in order the rest as they descend."
And Prof. Smyth declares that it would be impossible
fairly to represent it by pi&ures, saying:" The circumstances are above the scope of orthodox pictures by reason of the narrow breadth, the lofty, vaulting
height, and the very peculiar sloping angle of the long floor;
a floor, when one looks from its north end southward, ascending and ascending through the darkness, a p ~ - e n t lfory
ever; and with such steepness that no artist's view of it,
painted on a vertical plane, could ever hope to represent
more than a small part of that floor, rising upward through
the whole canvas and going out at the top. While, on looking northward from the south end of the Gallery, you lose
the floor instantly, and see on the level of your eyes, in the
distance! part of the steeply descending ceiling. Otherwise, it is the solemn overlappings of the high, dark walls,
passing you by on either side ; but all on an uneasy slant,
speaking of toil in one direaion, danger in another, and a
mountain of strength everywhere."
What a wonderful illustration is given in this Grand
Gallery" of the course of the true Christian Church and of
the path of the little flock of overcomers during the long
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period of the Gospel age. Its once beautiful, cream-white
walla and ceiling, formed of regular overlapping stones, all
sloping upward, give not the history of the nominal Church,
as some have suppod+lse they would be far from regular
and upward-but they tell of God's great fkvor bestowed
during the Gospel age, the high-calling " to certain liberties and privileges, offered conditionally to all the justified
during the Gospel age, opened up by the Well-the ransom.
The lofty height of this " Grand Gallery "-seven times
the height of the passage representing the Jewish dispensation (seven being a symbol of completeness or fu1ness)represents that fulness of blessing contained in the Abrahamic promise, which is aAually set before the Gospel
Church. The ' l King's Chamber," at the end of the " Grand
Gallery," represents the end of the race to which the
present high calling leads all the faithful; and this "King's
Chamber," as we shall shortly see, is a most apt symbol of
the ultimate destiny of the Church. By the "Well " (which
represents the ransom), at the very entrance of this Gallery,
and which all must recognize who enter upon this way, our
justification is beautifully symbolized. Thus the Great
Pyramid tells us, "There is therefore now no condemnation
to them that are in Christ Jesus."
The apparently interminable length of the " Grand Gallery " shows how long the Gospel age has appeared to individual members of the Church, while its narrowness well
represents the a narrow way to life; " and its steepness, the
difficulty with which the way is pursued, and the continual
danger of backsliding to those who fail to watch vigilantly
their steps. Yet, within the confines of these walls of divine favor is the safety and security of all those who continue in well-doing, who continue to grow in grace, to
ascend the difficult way, to " walk not after the flesh, but
after the spirit."

Looking upward dong the " Grand Wery," we ra
t h t it h s an md as well as a beginning. Thus we are
told that the exceeding great and precious privilega extended during thb Gospel age will some time cease-the
wonderful high-calling to joint-heirship with Christ, as his
bride," will terminate when a sufficient number to complete the little Bock " ahall have accepted the call. That
which this stone Witnesr " thus points out in illustration,
the written Word makea very plain, showing, as we have
Ken, that the privilege of running for the great prize of the
high calling " belongs exclusively to the Gospel age. It was
never granted toany before-our Captain,Jesus,being the first
to whom it was offered, the first to accept its conditions of
&fim and the first to enter into its rewards. The south
end of the Grand Gallery " as positively marks the end
or limit of the call to the divine nature as the north end of
it marks the beginning of the offer of that great favor.
But since the Grand Gallery " represents our high
calling" of God, let us look beyond and note what this
call leads to in the case of each individual. We have already
seen in the Scriptures that we arc called to suffer with Christ,
to become dead with him, and afterward to m/n. in/o his
glory. And all this we find strikingly symbolized in the peculiar manner by which entrance is gained to the as King's
Chamber," at the end of the Grand Gallery." The way
by which those who accept the " high-calling " may enter
the heavenly glory, represented by the " King's Chamber,"
is not dire&. They must first be tested in all points and
be found obedient to the will of God, else they cannot
enter into the rest that remaineth. This, the Scriptural
teaching, and the experience of all running for the great
prize, is thus forcibly illustrated by the Great Pyramid.
As the call leads to consecration and lessons of sacrifice, so
the " Grand Gallery " leads to certain low passages which
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symbolize thew. Having arrived at its upper end, the tnveler must stoop very low at the door-way or pamge which
leads into the " Antc-Chamba." This stoop rymboliza
the consecration or death of the human will, the beginning
of the self-crpcritia, whereunto all are called who would attain to tbe divine nature. How much this self-ifice
means is known only to those who have accepted the call,
d who have adtually surrendered the human will.
Thislow m e , representingconsecration, being passed,
we are in what is known as the " Ante-Chamber." Here
the Boor ceases to be limestone: from this point onward
the tread is to be on solid granite, which may be interpreted as a rrnu standing, or a standing as " new creatures."
But when placing foot upon the granite floor, to enter upon
the new standing as new creatures, a huge ohtru6tion of
granite is noticed : it is known as the " Granite Leaf."
This, like a dropdoor, partly closes the way, leaving only
a low passage like the one just passed, forty-four inches
high, so that we must stoop again before we can enjoy fully
the privileges represented in the ' I Ante-Chamber " This
" Granite Leaf" represents the divine will, and seems to soy
to one who has just passed the low passage representing tne
nulwder of his own will, " It is not enough that you should
wacrifice your will, plans and arrangements ; you might do
all that, and then take up the will and plan of another;
you must not only sacrifice your own will, but you must
bow to the divine will, and accept it instead of your o m ,
and become aAive in God's service, before you can be
counted a new creature and an heir of the divine nature."
The Granite Leaf " passed, we stand unhampered upon
thegranitetloor in the Ante-Chamber." (See illustration.)
This is a peculiar room : its walls are different from each
other; it seems to have a kind of wainmating on parts ;
and in mme of its walls grooves are cut. It certainly seems

to be full of lessons not yet fully deciphered. However,
the suggestion of those who have visited it, that it rambles a school-room, seems in perf& harmony with what we
should expeA as representing the experiences of those sanctified ones begotten of the Truth. This "Ante-Chamber "
symbolizes the school of Christ, and the discipline-the
trials of faith, patience, endurance, etc.-to which all arc
subjeded who have made a full consecration of themselves
to the will of God ; which afTords them opportunities for
ovrrcming, and for proving their worthiness of a place, as
overcomers, with Christ in his coming reign of glory. If
we be without such lessons and trials, we are not sons and
Ann on this divine plane. (Heb. I a :8.) It is in the present
life, after our consecration to his service, that God schools
and disciplines us, and thereby not only tests our fidelity
to him, according to our covenant, but also prepares us to
sympathize with others in trial and trouble, over whom he
wills shortly to make us rulers and judges.-I Cor. 6:1,3.
And not only the death of the will, but also aAual death,
must be passed before we enter fully and a&ally the conditions of our " new," '< divine nature." And this, too, is
shown by the stone "Witness ;" for at the farther end of
the " Ante-Chamber " is a very low passage through which
entrance to the " King's Chamber " is gained. Thus the
King's Chamber," the grandest and highest room of
the Pyramid, becomes the symbol of the perfedion of the
divine nature to be gained by the " little flock," the few
overcomers chosen out of the " many called " (whose calling is symbolized by the "Grand Gallery "), who pass
through self-sacrifice and trial (symbolized by the " A n t e
Chamber," and the low passages into and from it). The
call to the " divine nature " came first to our Lord Jesus,
whose mission to earth was for a two-fold purpose : (I) to
save sinners by paying the ransom price for Adam, and all
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in him, and (2) that by that obedience unto death he might
be proved worthy of the divine nature and glory. Hence
it is that the " Grand Gallery " is shown as commencing
at our Lord's birth. It does not, therefore, symbolize the
Gospel age, for that did not commence until Jesus had made
an end of the Law age by his sacrifice on the cross, thirtythree years after his birth ; but it does symbolize the high
or heavenly calling (through sacrifice) to the divine nature
-the " King's Chamber." Our Lord Jesus was thus called
from the moment of his birth ;and, since Pentecost, all justified believers are called to the same high privilege, however
few accept the call to sacrifice, and however few make their
calling and eleAion sure by hearty compliance with the conditions-walking in the Master's footsteps. And the length
of time during which this " highdlling " to the divine
nature lasts, and when it ceases, is what is indicated by this
"Grand Gallery's" length and termination,as already shown.
The King's Chamber," which can be reached only by way
of the " Grand Gallery" and the " Ante-Chamber," is in
every way the highest and noblest apartment in the Great
Pyramid, and fitly symbolizes the divine nature. Mr.
Henry F. Gordon, describing it, says :" It is a very noble apartment, 34 feet long, I 7 feet broad,
and 19 feet high, of polished red granite throughout; walls,
floor and ceiling in blocks squared, true, and joined together
with such exquisite skill that no autocrat emperor of modern times could desire anything more solidly noble and refined. The only thing this chamber contains is an empty
[granite] coffer [or stone box] without a lid; and it is worthy
of notice that this coffer corresponds with the sacred ark of
the Mosaic Tabernacle in capacity."
In the Great Pyramidgrade is used to symbolize divine
things or the divine nature, just as gold symbolized it in
Israel's typical Tabernacle and Temple : the low passages
leading into the " Ante-Chamber" and into the "King's
Chamber " correspond to the vails before the Holy and the
Most Hol ; and the granite coffer, the only furniture in the
" ~ i n ~f!h'am
sber",
corresponds to the Arkof the Covenant,
which was the only furniture in the Most Holy of the Tabernacle and the Temple. What in the one was gold, in the
other is granite, and of the same symbolic significance.
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Nor is this all : we find that the same great truths which
were symbolically represented in the two apartments of the
Tabernacle and the Temple, the Holy and the Most Holy,
and their separating vails, are exaAly matched in the Great
Pyramid by the teachings of the two apartments, the "AnteChamber" and the '' King's chamber," and their low separating passages. The " Ante-Chamber," like the Holy of
the Tabernacle, represents that condition of relationship
to God, as a reckoned new creahlre, and joint-heir with
Christ of the divine nature and glory, which the believer
enters when, after accepting forgiveness of sins and reconciliation with God through the ransom, he presents his justified self a Ziving sacnycc to God's service. As the first vail
of the Tabernacle represented the consecration or resignation or death of our own will, and the full submission toGod's
will, so the low entrance to the "Ante-Chamber " symbolizes this same great event, which begins the newness of life
in all who will ever be members of the royal priesthood.
This test, representing the laying of our all upon the altar,
having been passed, the believer is no longer reckoned as a
human being, but as a " new creature," a " partaker of the
divine nature." Though, as a matter of fa&, he will not be
made an aAual sharer of the divine nature until he shall
have faithfully learned the lesson of obedience to the divine
will, in the aAual experiences and daily sacrifices and schoolings of the present life (represented in the " Ante-Chamber " walls, of peculiar construAion, and in the Table of
Shew-bread, the Golden Candlestick and the Incense Altar
in the Holy of the Tabernacle); and not until he shall
have passed through death itself (represented by the second
vail of the Tabernacle and by the second low passage leading into the " King's Chamber " of the Pyramid) ; and
until, by a share in the First ResurreAion, he shall have
entered with Christ into the fulness of the promised divine
nature and glory-his everlasting portion, symbolized in the
" King's Chamber.' '
Thus the Great Pyramid witnesses, not only the downward course of man in sin, but also the various steps in the
divine plan by which preparation is made for his full recovery from the fall, through the way of life, opened up by
the death and resurreAion of our Lord Jesus.

2Xc Great Pyramid.
It will be noticed from the illustration that the granite
floor does not reach quite to the front of the Ante-Chamber," while the granite of the ceiling reaches the full length
of the room. This seems to teach a lesson in harmony with
what we have already seen to be a feature of the divine plan,
as it relates to those called-out ones who are seeking to
enter upon the divine nature. The first low passage symbolizes the consecration of the believer's human will, which
really gives him entrance into the " Holy " or sanAified
condition as a prospeAive heir of glory and immortality,
represented in the '' Ante-Chamber," whose granite ceiling
now covers him ; yet such a one is not to be considered as
having entered fully into the new nature until " quickened "
into adivity and newness of life ; and this test is represented
by the " Granite Leaf," which, from its peculiar position,
hanging, as though ready to drop and thus block all further
progress, seems to say, "Pilgrim, even though you have
come thus far and have consecrated yourself to God, unless
you become quickened by thespirit of the truth to aAivity in
his service, you will still have no real standing in the divine
nature to which you have been called or invited." The
three steps by which the called ones of the Gospel age are
to enter the glory of their Lord are thus marked in the
Great Pyramid as well as in the Scriptures. They are (I)
Consccrafion, or begetting of the spirit through the Word
of truth, symbolized by the low passage into the "AnteChamber ;" (2) Quickening to aAive service and sacrifice
through sanAification of the spirit and belief of the truth,
symbolized by the low passage under the " Granite Leaf; "
(3) Birth of the spirit into the perfeA likeness of our Lord
by a share in the First ResurreAion, synlbolized by the low
passage-way into the King's Chamber."

THE NATURAL
AND SPIRITUAL
NATURES
SHOWN.
By reference to the Illustration, page 333, it will be noticed
that an imaginary line drawl1 through the vertical axis of
the Great Pyramid would leave the " Queen's Chamber "
and its Horizontal Passage," the " Entrance Passage,"
the " First Ascending Passage " and the Grand Gallery,"
all on the north side of that line or axis, and only the "AnteShamber " and the " King's Chamber " on the south side
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of it. By this arrangement the designer of the Great Pyramid
(Jehovah) points out to us the distinAion of natures, an
noted in VOL.I., Chap. x.
The Queen's Chamber," representing the pezfeAion of
humanity after the Millennia1 age shall have restored all the
oldient and worthy ones to the moral likenessof the Creator, teaches, by the fa& that its back or farthest wall is on
a line with the Pyramid's axis, that, thus restored to God'r
image and likeness, though still human, mankind will be
close to the divine nature-as close as one nature could b
to another nature of which it is a likeness. And all the u p
ward passages leading in the diredlion of that axis teach that
the desires and efforts of God's people are all to be toward
human perfdion, while those of the called-out Church of
the Gospel age are to go bcyond human perfedlion. They,
as joint-heirs with Christ, are to enter into the fulnm of
the divine nature.
The fa& that the Subterranean Chamber " or Pit,"
representing trouble and death, does not lie wholly on the
same side of the vertical axis as the " Queen's Chamber "
and its passage does not militate against this interpretation;
for, striCtly speaking, it is no part of the Pyramid stru&ure
at all. It lies under the Pyramid, far below its basal line.
But it may have another lesson to impart. A vertical line
from its farthest wall would pass exaltly along the farthest
wall of the "Ante-Chamber;" and the lesson drawn might
be, in harmony with the Scriptural warning, that it is
possible for some who have entered the " Holy " or sanaified condition (who have been begotten by the word oftmth,
and who have even been quickened by it) to commit the sin
that is unto death-the second death.
So, then, the relation of the location of the ' l Pit" to the
axis, if it have any significance in connedlion with the arrangement of the Pyramid above it, would seem to indicate
that the second death-endless, hopeless destrultion-will
be the penalty, not only of the wilful sinfulness of men who,
during the Millennia1 age of biessed opportunity, will refuse to go on to human perfeltion, but also of any of
those sanltified during the Gospel Age, who wilfully rej&
Christ's profferred and previously accepted robe of imputed
righteousness.
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of the trouble coming upon the world, we may well accept
as cone& the testimony of the Great Pyramid, that the last
members of the " body " or '' bride " of Christ will have
been tested and accepted and will have passed beyond the
vail before the close of A. D. 1910.
Is not this a most remarkable agreement between this
stone Witness " and the Bible? The dates, OAober, 1874,
and OAober, 1881, are exalt, while the date 1910, though
not furnished in the Scriptures, seems more than a reasonable one. Though the Bible gives us no exaA date for the
end of this trial of the Church, it does give us, as we have
seen, a date limit previous to which it must certainly be
concluded. And in this conneAion let us remember that
this date limit-A. D. 1914-must not only witness the completion of the seleAion and trial and glorification of the
entire body of Christ, but it must also witness the purifying
of that larger company of consecrated believers who, through
fear and faint-heartedness, failed to render acceptable sacrifices to God, and who therefore became more or less contaminated with the world's ideas and ways. These, before
the end of this period, must come up out of the great tribulation. (Rev. g:14.) Many such are now being closely
bound in with the various bundles of tares for the burning ;
and not until the fiery trouble of the latter end of the harvest period shall burn the binding cords of Babylon's bondage shall these be able to make their escape-"saved
so as
by fire." They must see the utter wreck of Great Babylon
and receive some measure of her plagues. (Rev. 18:4.)
The four years from 1910 to the end of 1914, indicated
thus in the Great Pyramid, will be quite sufficient for the
extreme of all that trouble ; for when it reaches its terrible
clin~axit cannot last long ; and "Except those days should
be shortened there should no flesh be saved."-Matt. 24 :22.
Nor is this all of the wonderful symbolism of the Great
Pyramid. Its lnarvelous harmony with the divine plan is
still further shown in another remarkable feature. We
should expea that the date of the two great events conneAed with the close of this age; viz., (I) our Lord's second advent and (2) the beginning of the harvest, would in
some manner be marked at the upper end of the Grand
Gallery," even as his death and resurreAion are marked
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by the "Well " at its lower end. And in this we are not
disappointed. In the upper or south end of the east wall,
at its top, high above the step, there is an opening conneding with the unfinished space above the " King's Chamber,"
as shown on the diagram. In the Pyramid's symbolic language that opening says, " Here a heavenly One enteredOne who needs no floors to walk upon, but who can come
and go like the wind." And Prof. Smyth's careful measurements of this south wall of the " Grand Gallery " inform us
that it is not exadly perpendicular, but leans over at the
top seven i n c h . The Pyramid thus says to us, Seven
years before the close of the h i g l ~ d l l i n g[before October,
18811 the great One from tlle heavens will enter." And it
further indicates that from that t ime-OAober, I 874-gradually, as indicated by the sloping of t l ~ esouth wall, the call
would be drawn to a close and fully end in OAober, 1881.
This, it will be noticed, is in exaA accord with the Bible's
testimony as outlined in this and preceding volumes of

MILLENNU DAWN.
And let it be remembered, too, that we who understood
the Scriptural presentation of these times and seasons had
nothing to do with the taking of these measurements of the
Great Pyramid ; and that they who took the measurements
knew nothing of our application of the prophecy at the
time thC measurements were taken, nor do they yet, so far
as we know. We ask, therefore, Col~ldsuch exaAness in
matters which concern six thousand years of history on the
one hand,and thousands of inches of Pyramid measurements
on the other, be a mere accidental coincidence? Nay;
but verily truth is stranger and more wonderful than fi&ion.
"This is the Lord's doing; it is marvelous in our eyes."
Further, where the special favor of the general Gospel
call ceased (OAober, I S ~ I ) the
, blessing upon the world
would seem to be due to have a beginning. The " Well,"
which marks at its upper end the ransom which secures the
coming blessing, should, it would seem, at its lower end
(where it conneds with the downward passage) inark the
date when restitution blessings would begin to reach the
world. It seems to say, Here the benefits of the ransom will
begin to bless all the families of the earth, when the eleAions
or seleaions of the Jewish and Gospel ages are completed.
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Now if we adopt the clearly marked close of the special
call and favor of the Gospel age, 1881, as the date at which
the call to restitution blessings was due to have a beginning, and if we regard the lower terminus of the " Well "
as marking that date (1881)~we find something of interest
by measuring back along that " Entrance Passage " to the
original entrance of the Pyramid. This distance we find
to be 3826 pyramid inches, thus representing 3826 years.
And if our supposition be well founded, 3826 years before
A. D. 1881 some notable event n~usthave occurred. And as
we search the historic records of God's Word to see if any
notable event occurred at that time, we find a remarkable
confirmation of our supposition ; for, just 3826 years before
A. D. 1881, which would be B. c. 1945, Isaac, the typical
seed of promise, became the heir of all his father Abraham's
wealth, and was thus in position to bless all his brethrenIshmael, the son of Hagar (type of fleshly Israel), and the
many sons and daughters of Keturah, Abraham's second
wife (typical of the world in general).
Thus the "Entrance Passage," from the outside edge
down to the nearest edge of the passage connetling with .
the Well," marks in year-inches the period of time from
the day the typical Isaac (in whom typically centered the
promise of blessing to the world) became heir of all, B. c.
1945, to A. D. 1881, when the b h i n g was aaually due to
the world through the antitypical Isaac-the Christ, the
heir of all things.-Gal. 3 :16, 29.
We measure the time from the date of Isaac's inheritance,
and consequent privilege of blessing his brethren, to the
year A. D. 1881, thus: Isaac came into possession of his inheritance at the death of his father Abraham, which occured
IOO years after the 'Abrahamic Covenant was made (for
Abraham was 75 years old when the Covenant was made,
and he died at the age of I 75 years). Then from the Covenant to the death of Jacob, Isaac's son, was 232 years;*
and from the time that Isaac came into his inheritanceIOO years after the Covenant was made-to
the death of
Jacob would be 132 years (232 years less IOO years). To
this we add the 1813 years from the death of Jacob to our
Anno Domini, and we have the date 104: B. c.. the date
*See VOL.II., pages 231,232.
-.
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when the typical Isaac came into possession of all that
Abraham had. (Gen. 25 :5.) And this 1945 years B. c.
added to the 1881 years A. D. makes the 3826 years indicated in the Pyramid inches as the length of time that must
elapse between the typical blessing of his brethren by the
typical seed, Isaac, and the blessing of the whole world
through the antitypical Isaac, the Christ.
Does the question arise with any, what beginning of restitution work was marked by OAober 1881 7 We answer.
Nothing occurred which the world could discern. We still
walk by faith and not by sight. All the preparatory steps
toward the great restitution work since the date 1881 are to
be reckoned as droppings of the great shower of blessing which shall ere long refresh the whole earth. That
which occurred in 1881, like that which occurred in 1874,
can be discerned only by the eye of faith in the light of
God's Word. It was the date of the close of the high-calling, and hence the date for the beginning of restitution
blessings to mankind in general. About that date the author, and, so far as he knows, no one else, had noticed the
distinaion between the call to the divine nature, open
during the Gospel age, and the call to restitution of human
perfeAion and all that was lost in Adam, due at the close
of the Gospel high-calling.*
Another point to be noticed is, the pathway upoil which

* Although we had not thought of the coincidence until now, while
writing this chapter, it is not a little remarkable that it was during the
last six months of the year 1881 that FOOD
FOR THINKING
CHRISTUNS, a book of 166 pages, was issued, and Eirculated to the extent
of one million four hundred thousand copies throughout the United
States and Great Britain.
Three items conneaed with that book and its wide and sudden distribution contribute to mark it as at least peculiar : I) Perhaps no
other book ever reached so large a circulation in so brie a space of time,
or by the same methods. I t was distributed gratuitously at the church
doors in all the largest cities of the United States and Great Britain by
the messenger boys of the DistriA Messenger Service on three successive Sundays, and in the smaller towns through the mails. (2) The
money to defray this expense ($42,000) was voluntarily donated for
the purpose, without solicitation. (3) It was, so far as we know, the
first book ever published which pointed out the distinfion between the
high-calling of the Gospel Church and the Restitution calling for the
world in general , and it pointed out the date of the close of that highcalling as (Mober, 1881.
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the world will be invited to come and nceive life everlasting in the Millennia1 age.
As the upper apartment, known as the "Kin 's Chamber," represents the divinenature, and the "Gran Gallery "
represents the call to it, so the one under it (the 'fQueen's
represents the perfeCt human nature; and the
way
Chamber
to it il ustrates the path to life in which the world must
walk to reach human perfeaion during the Millennium.
Both of these ways, and hence both of these ultimate results,
were opened up and made possible by the ransom-sacnpce
which the Mediator gave on behalf of all : all of which is
forcibly indicated in the Pyramid by the " appearance of
an explosion," which opened the mouth of the Well,"
and gave access to the two passageways (intended to symbolize the call of the Church now, leading to the divine
nature, and the call of the world during the Millennium,
leading to the restitution of human perfeaion).
Thus the Great Pyramid, in harmony with the Scriptures,
declares that "Christ brought &ye restitution to human life,
represented in that called the " ueen's Chamber "1 and
imnrorfali4 [the divine nature, represented in that called
tlie " King's Chamber '$1TO LIGHT,through the Gospel "
-the good news of redemption.-2 Tim. I: 10.
The only entrance to the " Queen's Chamber,' or to the
1' Grand Gallery," was by way of the 'f
Well," the " First
Ascending Passage " having been originally impassable by
reason ofihe granite l 1 Plug." Thus the stone f a Witness "
testifies that by the Law Call or Law Covenant none of
the fallen race could reach either life (human life) or immortality (the divine nature). Though the " First Ascending Passage " was a way, yet none could walk in it. So the
Law Covenant was a passageway to life; but because of
the weakness of the flesh, none could walk in it so as to attain the life offered. (Rom. 3: 20.) The cross, the sacrifice,
the ransom, is thus speciallymarked by this stone "Witness,"
just as in the Scriptures it is more prominently marked than
any other feature of the plan. "No man cometh to the
Father but by me," said Jesus. l 6 I declared unto you first
of all that which I also received [first of all], how that Christ
died for our sins," said Panl. ( I Cor. 15 :3.) The 'Well '
[representative of Christ's sacrifice and resurreCtion] is the
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only way to life and immortality," says the Great Pyramid.
The passage to the " Queen's Chamber " is low, and the
traveler must humbly bow his head to its requirements.
The path of right-doing ha4 always been one of humility
and will be so in the Millennium, when all will be required
to bow to the stria regulations of Christ's Kingdom. He
will rule with an iron rod. (Rev. z :2 7 . ) He will then lay
judgment to the line, and righteousness to the plummet ;
and to his greatness and power every tongue mud confess,
and to his rule and law every knee must bow ; so that in his
day the humble and righteous, and they only, shall flourish.
-1sa. z 8 : 1 7 ; Rom. 1 4 : 1 1 ; Psa. 92:12, 13.
The " Queen's Chamber " symbolizes the end of the restitution work-human perfeaion-in that it has scvrn sides,
counting the floor one side, and the roof two sides, as shown
in the diagram. The path to it tells the same story of
sevenness, or perfe&ion, for the floor of it is depressed for
one-seventh of its length. And not only is the number
seven a general symbol of perfeaion and completeness, but
it is specially suggestive in this conne&ion, since the Millennial age is the seventh thousand years of the earth's history,
and the one in which perfeAion is to be attained by the
willing and obedient of the race.
Prof. Smyth remarks the peculiarity of the floor of this
"Queen's Chamber" and the passage-way leading to it,
that it is rough and entirely unfinished, thus differing from
the other passages, which were originally very smooth, pro?
ably polished. This, he suggests, may indicate that its
floor is not subjeA to measurement by year-inches as are
the other passage-as
if the Pyramid by this unevenness
would say, ". Time-measures are not recorded here."
But though the Pyramid inch-year is not observed in the
passage to the "Queen's Chamber," nor in its floor, another
matter did require to be shown, namely, the way of restitution to perfeA life and perfea human organism. As this
perfeaion of human nature is illustrated in the Queen's
Chamber," so the may to it represents the seven thousand
years of experience and discipline through which the fallen
human race must pass before full restitution to perfedion
can be gained. Inaslriuch as the first six-sevenths of the
passage-way to the " Queen's Chamber " is extremely low,
Iqc

it represenb the six thousand years pest, and illustrates the
extreme difficulty and humility necessary to walk a justified life, even Bn the part of such as sought so to walkthe patriarchs, prophets and others, justified through faith
4 u r i n g this six thousand years of the reign of sin and
death. On the contrary, the tat srventh of the way rep
resents the Millennia1 age, just dawning upon men. Its
height being nearly twice as great indicates that during the
coming thousand years of grace and peace on earth men
can progress with comfort and ease toward full perfeeion.
Is it asked whether any have walked in this way during
the past six thousand years? We answer, Yes; by fo1'rA
some have walked in it. It is the way of jus*ijicat50n of
human nature, though wholly different from the way and
calling of the Gospel Church, which, though through justification, is to the new, divine nature. Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob and the faithful prophets walked that way-entering
by the " Well"-by faith in the ransom-sacrijice of Christ,
which they represented by typical sacrifices before ourlord's
death, and before the stone l 1 Witness " pointed to it ; for
in God's purpose and revelation Christ was the slain Lamb
of atonement from before the foundation of the world.
And this way to the ' l Queen's Chamber" agrees well
with the Bible record concerning the way to perfee human
nature and life during the Millennium. The length of time
needed to reach perfeeion will differ in individual cases,
according to the rapidity or slowness of the individual to
submit his heart and life to the conditions of the New Covenant. It will no longer be a shuggle upward, continually
opposed by downward tendencies within and without, as it
has been during the Law and Gospel dispensations ; but it
will be a way in which everything will favor the traveler,
and facilitate his rapid progress toward full perfeaion of
restitution-life, with all its resultant blessings.
As the l 1 King's Chamber," by its ventilating tubes, indicates that it symbolizes a permanent residence, an everlasting condition, so the " Queen's Chamber" symbolizes
the fa& that the condition of human perfeeion, when
reached, may be made an everlasting state; for it also has
similar ventilating tubes or air passages provided. In one
~ o s ewe may say it symbolizes a permanent condition, and
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in the other that it may be made a permanent or everlasting condition, because this is the fa& as indicated both by
the Scriptures and by the testimony of the stone "Witness."
The Scriptures say of those who attain the condition represented by the "King's Chamber," that they partake of the
divine nature, and are immortal, or proof against deaththat they cannot die thereafter. And they show that
those others who reach the full restitution, and stand the
last test of loyalty, at the end of the Millennia1 age, though
they will not possess that quality termed Immorfalify, which
is essentially an element of the divine nature only, will be
supplied with life everlasting under provisions already arranged by the great ArchiteA of the plan of salvation. If
they abide in harmony with God and in obedience to his
will, they will live forever.
The Great Pyramid declares these same truths ; for while
the ' l King's Chamber " had open ventilators, the ventilators in the " Queen's Chamber " were originally peculiarly
covered. The air-tubes were complete from the outside of
the Great Pyramid to within about half an inch of the surface of the inner walls of the "Queen's Chamber," the
stones on either side of the '' Queen's Chamber," except
the said half-inch in thickness, having been chiseled out,
showing design on the part of the Great Pyramid's Archit&, just as every other feature shows it. Mr. Waynman
Dixon made this discovery while examining the walls of the
Queen's Chamber." He noticed that the wall at a certain spot sounded hollow, and, breaking through the surface,
he found one ventilating tube ; and then by the same process he found its mate in the opposite wall. Thus the Pyramid, in harmony with the Scriptures, declares that ample
prm'sion has been made, whereby the perfeA human condition, represented by the "Queen's Chamber," may be
an everlasting condition to each one who conforms to its
regulations and laws.
And now, having heard it speak, what shall we think of
the stone "Witness " and its testimony? Such testimony
would be peculiar and striking indeed, even if there were
no Scriptures found to bear on the subjeAs examined ; but
when the Scriptures had already clearly and positively declared to us these same circumstances and dates, before the

Pyramid's testimony was heard, its wonderful agreement
with and corroboration of the same become doubly significant and striking. Now, when the worldly-~viseare repudiating God's Word as lgohelete'' and "unscientific," to have
this stone " Witness " speak, and corroborate the testimony
of the Bible, is truly astounding. To hear its testimony as
to man's fall at the very time that the worldly-wise are
claiming that man never was perfea, never was in God's
image, and consequently never fell from it, is remarkable.
To hear its testimony that none could enter either the Gospel high-calling to the divine nature or the state of human
justification and life through the Law Covenant or passageway, at a time when so many are preaching that the Law
of Moses is the only nay to life, is certainly gratifying.
Surely in the Great Pyramid " The invisible things [plans]
of God from the creation of the world are clearly seen ; being understood by the things that are made "-Rom. I :so.
Somemay scoff at the testimony of this stone "Witness,"
as they also scoff at God's written Word ; but to their scoffs
we answer : Account for this peculiar fitness of things, or
else venture to prophesy of the future, and see how your
prophecies will result. Prove to us that it requires no inspiration to foretell future events. Show us a sample of
worldly wisdom. " Produce your cause, saith the Lord ;
bring forth your strong reasons, saith the King of Jacob.
Let them bring them forth and show us what will happen;
let them show the f m e r things, what they be, that we may
consider them and know the latter end of them ; or declare
to us things to come. Show the things that are to come
hereafter, that we may know that ye are gods [mighty
41 :ZI-23.
ones]."-Isa.
Not only does the Great Pyramid confound atheistical
scientists, but it refutes utterly their modern and antiScriptural theory of " Evolution "--on which subjeA we cannot
do better than quote the following words of Dr. Joseph
Seiss, from his excellent treatise on the Great Pyramid, entitled " A Miracle in Stone. " He says :
" If the primeval man were nothing but a gorilla or troglodyte, how, in those prehistoric times, could the builders
of this mighty struaure have known what our profoundest
savants, after a score of centuries of observation and exper-

iment, have been able to find out only imperfealy? How
could they know how even to make and handle the tools,
machines and expedients, indispensable to the constru&ion
of an edifice so enormous in dimensions, so massive in its
materials, so exalted in its height and so perfe&,in its workmanship that to this day it is without a rival on earth?
How could they know the spherity, rotation, diameter,
density, latitude, poles, land distribution and temperature
of the earth, or its astronomical relations? How could
they solve the problem of the squaring of the circle, calculate the proportions or determine the four cardinal points?
How could they frame charts of history and dispensations,
true to fa& in every particular, for the s p c e of four thousand years after their time, and down to the final consummation? How could they know when the Mosaic economy
would start, how long continue, and in what eventuate?
How could they know when Christianity would be introduced, by what great fads and features it would be marked,
and what would be the chara&eristics, career and end of
the Church of Christ? How could they know of the grand
precessional cycle, the length of its duration, the number
of days in the true year, the mean distance of the sun from
the earth, and the exaA positions of the stars at the time
the Great Pyramid was built? How could they devise a
standard and system of measures and weights, so evenly
fitted to each other, so beneficently conformed to the common wants of man, and so perfeAly harmonized with all
the faAs of nature? And how could they know how to put
all these things on record in a single piece of masonry,
without one verbal or piaorial inscription, yet proof against
all the ravages and changes of time, and capable of being
read and understood down to the very end?
"Men may sneer, but they cannot laugh down this
mighty stru&ure, nor scoff out of it the angles, proportions,
measures, nature references and sacred correspondencies
which its Maker gave it. Here they are in all their speaking significance, stubborn and invincible beyond all power
to suppress them."
The voice of this wonderful " Witness " brings forcibly
to mind the words of our Lord on that hotable occasion of
his triumphal entry into Jerusalem, when he typically pre-

Tily Kingdom Cic.
sented himself to Israel as their king, amidst the acclamations of the whole multitude of his disciples, who were
loudly praising God for the mighty works that had been
done, saying, "Blessed be the king that cometh in the
name of the Lord ! peace in heaven, and glory in the highest." And when the Pharisees were urging him to rebuke
them, he answered, " I tell you that if these should hold
their peace, the stones would immediately cry out." (Luke
1g:37-40.) And so it is t d a y : while the King of glory
has aAually come, and while the great majority of his professed living witnesses, who should be loudly rejoicing, and
saying, Blessed be the King that cometh in the name of
the Lord, are dumb-some from fear of being put out of
the synagogue, and some from drowsy slothfulness, or from
the intoxication of worldliness which keeps them in ignorance of the time of our visitation-lo, the very stones of
this Great Pyramid of Testimony are crying out in no uncertain tones. Every inch of this massive struaure is eloquently
proclaiming the wisdom and power and grace of our God.
Firmly incased in this solid rocky struAure, beyond the
power of nature's storms or of the ruthless hand of the destroyer, the outline drawings of God's great plan have stood
for four tho~isandyears, prepared to give their testimony
at the time appointed, in corroboration of the similarly revealed, but for ages hidden, testimony of the sure Word of
Prophecy. The testimony of this Witness to the Lord in
the land of Egypt," like that of the written Word, points
with solemn and unerring precision to the final wreck of
the old order of things in the " Pit " of oblivion, and to
the glorious establishment of the new, under Christ Jesus,
the great Chief Corner-stone of God's eternal building, in
conformity with the lines of whose glorious charaAer all
things worthy of everlasting existence must be built up under him. Amen ! Amen ! Thy Kingdom come ! Thy will
be done on earth as it is done in heaven I

APPENDIX.
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We append a letter from a missionary in China, received
while this volume is on the press. It serves to illustrate how,
under divine providence, the message of present truth is being sent to the truth-hungry in every quarter of the world.
Evidently the Lord of the harvest is so direAing the work
of the reapers that not a solitary one of his wholly consecrated saints will be left in darkness.-I Thes, 5 :4.
MY DEARMR. RUSSELL
:-It is now several years since
an apparently incidental conversation on some religious
topic led my good friend, Miss Downing [also a missionary, and for some years a TOWER
and M. DAWNreader],
to place a number of ZION'SWATCHTOWER
in my hands.
Above I say incidental-I will now correA myself and say
providentzal; for this I most firmly believe it to have been,
inasmuch as from that day to this I have been, not only what
the periodicals call a constant reader, ardent admirer,"
etc., but one who has been truly blessed, comforted, enlightened and strengthened, yea, and spiritualized, too, by
the seemingly entirely new (but really the old and true),
the fearless and dignified (yet humble and Christlike), the
indisputably orthodox (yet reckoned heterodox) expositions
of divine truth, which you and your helpers have been privileged to publish, and I, together with so many others, have
been privileged to read in its monthly addresses.
But if all this can be said of its serial outcomings, what
shall I now say when we are placed on the higher vantage
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pound of the two volume3 of the MILLENNU DAWN,
in
their compaa, methodical, chapter after chapter extending
view of these divine mysteries, now given to the Church
for the mere trouble of reading them as they issue from a
sacrificing Church and a loving God. Truly does it seem
that but a few more steps remain ere we reach the very top
balcony of the Watch Tower, and see spread out before our
wondering eyes, in rich panoramic undulations, all the
glories of the day of God's unfolding; all the startling
promises relating to earth's harvest fulfilling : the descent
of the crowned Reaper, the numbering of the jewels, the
rifiing of the Church, the binding of Satan, Jehovah's
account with the world settled, earth's turmoil over, the
way of holiness opened, glimpses of the bright age beyond,
even to the age of perf&ion and glory, when God shall be
all in all.
k it not wondirful to observe the ways and means which
God, by his Spirit, has been employing (more emphatically
during the last twenty years) in bringing numbers of his
people into a clearer understanding of Bible truths, cleansing the Word, as it were, from the dust of centuries, bringing out things new as well as old to the forefront for examination, clinching and dovetailing its various books so
that it can be seen that not a single one can in anywise be
done without, and causing the whole Scripture to shine
forth in all its undimmed glory as the one great, glorious,
ail-sufficient, pcrfcR Word of God to our fallen but Christredeemed world? How truly can we watchers see, not
merely the promise of the morning: which has gladdened
the Church through the past eighteen lingering centuries,
but the aAual dawning of the Sun ; not the forefulgence,
merely, but the aAual body of the great luminary himself;
and this not on a level with--or just above and beyondbut a good way up above the horizon.
On the plain, perhaps only the light before the dawn
may be visible ; but ascend the ladder, mount the watchtower, use the telescope, apply the sextant, then take your
bearings and see if it is not the very sun himself. T o be
further convinced of this, let us just get to where his rays
focus a bit, hold up the Bible to its light, and see how it
-auser, every page to shine forth with the divine effulgence

of truth; how ib foundation doArines stand out aglow to
whiteness of brilliancy, clearly revealing to the humble ones
the hitherto hidden purposes of God; laying bare, as it
were, the mind of infinite love; yea, in a manner disclosing those very mysteries that angels desired to look into,
and were not able.
The world may be in darkness still, and will probably remain so till the more open display of his power discloses
the fa& of his presence; but to his Church, to the really
watching ones, to those who look for his coming in the
manner in which he said he would come-what do these
truths say to them? What is the meaning of this supernatural glow, this focusing of prophetic truths on these few
latter days of the earth's harvest, this intensifying of light,
this increase of knowledge, this ardent longing of the soul,
this breaking asunder of creed bonds, this spiritual discernment? Sir, to me the one word, paruusia, explains it all.
Christ is present, the King of glory is here, the time is fulfilled, the divine Jesus, the Anointed of God, the exalted
Bridegroom, is already amongst us, arranging the preliminaries of his earthly reign. In all probability the first
r d i o n of the saints who slept is an accomplished fa&,
and in some important measure it may be due to their sweet
influent-the impetus which we experience, the constraining, spiritual, forcing power which we feel and which leads
us, as it were, to look and long for Christ, may be the
offspring of their early efforts in their divine Redeemer's
cause. Soon the living saints shall all have received in
their foreheads the mark of their King; soon every jewel
shall be numbered, the last consecrated life shall be completely offered, the viAory of all the saints openly asserted,
the momentary change from human life to divine glory
effaed. Then the whole Church, with Christ at its head,
shall be revealed in power, the kingdom shall be given to
him whose right it is, the mighty One shall marshal his hosts
for battle. A short but sharp, a hand-to-hand but effeAual,
con0iA with the powers of darkness takes place. And then,
0 happy thought, the fallen-human order of things on earth
shall give way to the divine. 0 blessed hope, 0 glorioua
consummation, 0 happy, happy day, 0 joyous heaven, 0
gladsome earth, 0 infinite Son of God, 0 worthy exalted
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"GO YE ALSO INTO THE VINEYARD."
"He that reapcth rcceiveth wages, a n d gathereth fruit."-john

436.

All interested in the presentations of this volume, and who consider
its presentations to be "meat in due season," will feel more or Iw constrained to become servants of the truth, and to bear the "things new
and old" to yet others of the "household of faith." Your measure of
zeal for such service will of course measure your aAivities in its service,
and determine how much of time, influence, means, etc., you will devote to its spread. We are glad to cobperate with all, that those who
love much may do much, and that those who love some may do something, in the name of the great Shepherd and in the interest of his sheep.
To this end we wish you to know that special provision has been
made whereby you may be a co-laborer in this work, regardless of whether
you have financial means to invest or not. We have a large variety of
excellent tra&s, which we supply free and in lar e quantities for Judicious circulation. We also publish twice a mont% a 16-page journal,
ZION'SWATCHTOWER,and desire that our list should bear yourname,
if you are interested. If interested in this volume you will undoubtedly
be interested in the journal, which is edited by the same pen, and we
are prepared to supply you w i ~ hit upon your own terms;-you may have
it on credit if it is not convenient to pay for it in advance, and if n q e r
able to pay for it we will, upon appllcation, cancel the indeltednem.
If you have no pros eA of being able to pay for it you will be welcome
to it free as one of L e "Lord's poor," on application, and upon renewal
of the same yearly. If you can afford to pay the price is $1 a year.
We have various helps for Bible study, which we supply to all who
are on our WATCHTOWERlist at extremely low prices-these include
various translations of the Bible, Concordances, etc., and especially the
MILLENNIAL
DAWN~eries,--~THEBIBLEKEYS."
COLPORTEURING AND LOANING DAWN.
Some have numbers of friends to whom they take plessure in supplying the DAWNSgratis: others keep a quantit at hand which they
keep constantly loaned amongst their friends, d e r the manner of a d r culating library; &ndstill others enter the Glporteur work, as be'
of the most favorable opportunities to them for serving the truth ot%:
travelling from town to town introducing the "Bible Keys," soliciting
orders and delivering the books. Our Society does all in its power to
facilitate these various nlethods of circulating the truth, encouraging each
to serve the cause to the extent of his zeal and ability, according to his
own preference; assisting in the matter very materially by suppl ing the
books at remarkably low prices. For instance, to all such the &st volume of the DAWNseries, which is generally the best for new readers, is
supplied in lots of ten to one address for $I, postage paid by us.
We shall be glad to hear from you, and to cdperate with you, and
we assure you that you will find a blessing in every sacrifice you may
make on behalf of the truth. Very truly, Your fellow-semts,
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WATCH TOWER BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETY,
"BIBLE HOUSE," ALLEGHENY, PA., U. S. A.
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THINGS YOU W A N T TO K N O W

/I

--

AS-

CHRISTIAN BIBLE STUDENTS
THERE ARE EVIDENCES THAT-

-Six thousand Yeus fro&Adam ended in A. D. 1872.
-The Date of our Lord's Birth was OEtober, B. c. 2.
-The Date of Annunciation to Mary, Dec. zsth, B. c. 3.
-The Date of our Lord s Baptism war Mober, h. D. 29.
-The Date of our Lord's Crucifixion, April, A. D. 33.
-The "Sevenly Weeks " of Israel's favor ended A. D. 36.
--The Jewish Age, "Harvest," was 40 years, A. D. 30 to 70.
-The Christian Age, "Harvest," 40 yeus, A. D. 1874-1914.
-The Jewish Jubilees were Typical of the Times of Rutitution of all Things."-A&
3 :19-21.
-The Typical Jubilees Mark the Date of their Antitype.
-The ' I Times of the Gentiles " will end with A. D. 1914
-The Jewish Age, iri its Length, its Ceremonies, etc., Tylifid
the Realities of the Cl~ristianAge and its Length.
-Eli- or Elijah the Prophet" waa a Type.-How fulfilled.
-The Antichrist Has Come!-What?
When? Where?

I

These su&jcns a d ttiany othtrs deep& iutc~estirrglo the
l h ~ h o l dof F~~ith,"
and '' Meat in dtrr season " to aU who
love and study God's Word, can be had in
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A.

THXNG3 YOU OUGHT TO KNOW

-As-

CHRISTIAN BIBLE STUDENTS

-

DO YOU KNOW THAT
-We ue now living in "the Time of the End" of this Gospel age?
-Our epoch ia the Day of Cod's h e y d o n " for the MillenLlial age?
-The " D a p of Waiting" are ended and the "Clansing of the
Sadtuuf"'-the
Church,-- the separating of its Wheat .nd
Tues, is now in progrer,?
-This is the reason for the beginning of the Return of Divine
Favor to Fleshly Israel-blinded for centuries-to permit the
ainq of an el& class from among the Gentiles?
favor is gradually taking dupe and known as Zioniam ?
-1mm~uel's Kingdom is now in process of establishment ?
-The Great Pyramid in Egypt is a Witness to d l these eventa
of the aga mnd of ow day-testifying in symbols?
-The Pyramid's downward passage under A Draconis" symbolizes the course of Sin? Its First Ascending Passrge rimbolizes the Jewish age? Its Grand Gallery symbolizes tbe
Gospel age? Its Upper Step symbolizes the approaching period of tribulation and anarchy," Judpents,"upon Christendom?
Its King's Chamber the Divine Nature, etc., of the Overcoming Church-the Christ, Head and Body? Its Ante-Chamber
the Corrdtion in Riihteousness of the Great Corn m y "
etc.? Its Queen's Chamher those of Israel and the worfd who
attain Restitution ?

-%

AII these Meresring topics with ten Pyramid iIIud*&'mc
can be had in
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THINGS

1

)I

1l

ALL NEED TO KNOW

'INONE O F THE WICKED
UNDERSTAND "

-

DAn.

WILL

as :lo.-

" THE WISE SHALL UNDERSTAND," THAT-The Gospel age is to close with a Day of Vengemce."
-It will &e& the whole world but specially Christendom."
-All Political, Social, Financial and Religious systems will fall.
-These judgments must begin with the House of God and extend to all.
-This period is noted by the Prophets as ' the Day of Jehhah."
-It is symbolically styled &'aDark Day," a "Day of cloud^,'^ etc.
--Its trouble is symbolically likened to a Hurricane, to a Flood,
to a Fire, etc., these strong figures being used to give m a p
preciation, yet to hide the real nature, of thatuTime of Trouble
such asNever Has Been since there was a Nation."-Dan.12:~.
-Preparations for this symlmlic "Fire" and " T e m p t " arc now
well under way and shortly will rage furiously.
-It will be a contest betn~eenthe Masses and the Classes.
-Many see it coming and trust to various schemes to avert it.
-Hut all worldly Schemes and I'anaceas will fail utterly.
-God's Kingdom, the only hope for Churcli and World, is sure.
-Man s extremity will prove to In God's opportunity-in the
establishment of God s Kin dom-Christ s hlillennid Kingdom which will establish rig%teousness by force.-Rev. 2 : 26,
27 ; Dan.2 :3 4 ~ 3 5 ~ 445.
4,

I

AN these rztbjtd?~are simp& yet forcefilly treated, a d &fatthew
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ALL CHRISTIAN BIBLE STUDENTS
N o e r t h l e u , bat few even of the best informed cadd uplain
either the fa19 a B e philosophy of the At-One-Ment
between God and man.
ALL SHOULD KNOW
-What the Sc~iptara,deckre mpeAing the great Author of
The At-cmcment, Jehovah God
And ancaning the great Mediator of the At-one-ment, our
Lad Jeau Chrizt.
- R e y % n g the necessity lbr the At-one-ment
An the necesssity thnt the "Only Begotten" nnlst be "made
flesh, and then die, and then rise from the dead in order to
eff& the At-one-ment
-Resp&ing the &ce and work of the holy Spirit in conneAion
with theAt-one-ment
And the important part of the At-one-ment not yet finished
which awaits the Second Coming of our Lord in hi K i d a m
glory.
- R e s p d b g the central d&e
of At-one-ment, namely, the
Ransom-what it was;-why it wasand is the center or "hub"
around which and illto which all Bible doftrines fit
-How this dokline is the test re the truth or falsity of all doctrines; so that once understood clearly it is a guard Pgainst
error in every form.
-RespeCting man, the s u b j d of the great At-one-ment, his
nature ; his sin ; his penalty ; his deliverance through Christ ;
his future possibilities through acceptance of the At-one-ment
AN these iutereshng and very imfortant themes are lunund&dir
cussed in simple language, and cowoborated by j m r -

-

( ( T h e A b O n e ~ y e g h'%elween God agd y a n "
(In Enghh only.)
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WHAT SAY
T H E SCRIPTURES
ABOUT....

..

PROOFS T H A T I T IS DEMONISM.

- ALSO

"THE SPIRITS I N PRISON"

AND WHY ARE THEY THERE?

THEnecessity for this little brochure lies in the fa& that
Spiritism is showing an increased aAivity of late, and
meeting with considerable success in entrapping Christians
who are feeling dissatisfied with their present attainments
and craving spiritual food and better foundation for faith.
The 31111 is to show the unscripturalness of Spiritism,
and to point those who hunger and thirst for truth in the
direAion of God's Word-the counsel of the Most High.
"Thou shalt guide me with thy counsel, and afterward re73: 24.
ceive me to glory."-Psa.

I 19

pages; in paper covers 10 cents, in leatherette covers
embossed, 25 cents.

ADDRESS :

-

*-

WATCH TOWER BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETY
BIBLE HOUSE, ARCH STREET

ALLEGHENY) PA.,

U. S.

&

WHAT SAY THE SCRIPTURES

ABOUT H E L L ?
An EXAMINATION OF EVERY TEXT OF SCRIPTURE IN WHICH TIi8
WORD "HELL" IS FOUND.

A

CORRECT undmtmding of the subjeEt of this booklet is hart

a n m u i t y to W i a n steadfhstncu For centuries it has b a n the
teaching of '4athodoxy," of all shad-, that h d , before creating man,
b d created a great abyu of fire and terrors, capable of containing d l

the billiona of the human family which he purposed to bring intobeing;
that thb a h he h d named
hell; " and that d l of the promi=
and threaten
of the Bible were designed to deter os many aa p w i ble (a 1' Iittl*T&lc") from such nou wodd m e this awful
place their perpetual home.
While g l d to sea s u p t i t i o n s fall, and truer ideas of the great,
and wire, and just, and loving Creator prevail, we are alarmed tonotice
that the t&mcy
with d l who abandon this long revered daftrine ir
toward doubt, skepticism, infidelity. Why should this be the case,
when the mind is merely being delivered from an error?-do you ask?
B e c a w Christiao people have so long been taught that the foundation
for thia awful blasphemy against God's char&er and government is
deeplaid and firmly fixed in the Word of God--the Bible-and consequently, to whateva degree their belief in '' hell " is shaken, to that
extent their faith in the Bible, a~ the revelation of the true God, is
shaken also ; - s o that those who bave dropped their belief in a hell,"
of some kind of endless torment, are often open infidels, and scoffers at
God's Word.
Guided by the Lord's providence to a realization that the Bible
has been slandered, as well as its divine Author, and that, rightly understood, it teaches nothing on this s u b j d derogatory to God's char&er nor to an intelligent reason, we have attempted in this booklet to
lay bare the Scripture teaching on this subjeft, that thereby faith in
God and hi Word may be retstablished, on a better, a reasonable
foundation. Indeed, it is our opinion that whoever shall hereby find
that his false view rested upon human misconceptions and misinterpretations will, at the same time, learn to trust hereafter less to his own
and other men's imaginings, and, hy faith, to grasp more firmly the
Word of Gad, which is able to make wise unto salvation; and on this
miuion, under God's providence, it is sent forth.
PRICE I 0 CENTS PER COPY

-80 PAGES.

Spacial wholesale rates to colporteurs and those who d e s k to aid in
circulating these booklets widely.
ADDRESS:-

WATCH TOWER BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETY
SIDLE HOUSE,

58 ARCH ST.,
U. S. A.

ALLEGHENY, PA.

ZION'S WATCH TOWER
AND HERALD OF CHRIST'S PRESENCE.
SIX^ P A O I w . y I - Y o M I I L Y .

EDITED BY THE AUTHOR OF MILLENNIAL DAWN.

This magazine is religious but not se&arian. It is devoted to the investigatioi~of all Biblesubjelts, in the interest
of the truth only. With charity toward all, it is in bond.
age to no party, system or creed, but to Christ alone. It
recognizes all consecrated believers in Christ's atoning
work, as members of the one and only Church established
by our Lord and the Apostles.
Its principal objeA is to pieach the "Gospel of the Kingdom," and the work to be done in and by the Kingdom of
God, under Christ, who, by his death and resurreltion, became Lord both of the dead and ;f the living (Rom. 14:~~);
and to assist those who are striving to make sure :heir calling and eleAion to a ruling place in that Kingdom (2 Pet.
I :10, I I) by being conformed to the image of God's dear
Son (Rom. 8: 29)--changed from glory to glory of charalter
by the spirit of the Lord.-Yo Cor. 3:18.
If interested in MILLENNIAL
DAWN,you cannot afford
to do without ZION'S WATCH
TOWER
; ani4 its price is
small--one dollar a year, in advance-free to any of the
Lord's children, who through age or accident or other adversity are unable to pay, and who will scad a postal card,
yearly, stating their case and requesting tne papa.
Sample copies sent free upon request.

WATCH TOWER BIBLE AND TRACT

SOCIFTY,

THE EMPHATIC DIAGLOTT.

-

This work, widely and favorably known, is a Greek New
Testament with a literal, word for word, English translation, under the Greek text. It also gives an arranged English translation in a side column. Furthermore, it indlc a t s the grammatical emphasis of the Greek text, so important yet so little appreciated, and not shown at all in
the common version.
The retail price of this work is $400,poetage 16 cents.
But a Brother, very anxious that all the TOWERreaders
should possess this help, in order to bring it within the
reach of all, arranged to supply the books at $1.50, if we
would pay freight and postage, so that even the poor might
have this blessing. We accepted the proposition, which
still continues, but is limited to W A T C H T O W E R SUBSCRIBERS-one copy each.

YOUNG'S ANALYTICAL CONCORDANCE.

-

ORBBY, HEBRSW AND BNGLtSH.-

This work is at once a Greek and Hebrew Lexicon, giving the meaning of the original terms in English, and also
a Concordance, giving all the words of Scripture, and the
words which they translate. The value of the work is beconling more apparent daily, as theorists attempt to palm
off a private interpretation under the guise of "a better
definition of the o n ~ n a l . "
In this superb volume every word is arranged under its
own Hebrew and Greek original, exhibiting 31 1,000 references and 30,000 various readings. Its size is large quarto:
1094 pages. Our price is $5.00, delivered, by mail or ex
press, and the purchaser may order any five volumes of
MILLENNIAL
DAWN,paper bound, as a premium. This is
the "Author's Edition," and the latest, A. D. 1893,
revision.

FOR THE

PROMOTION OF CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE.
PUBLISHED BY THR

WATCV TOWER S I S h H & TRACT SOC'Y
BIBLE HOUSE,

ALLEGHENY,

PA.

SIX CENTS A YEAR.
NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.

T H E \VAGR¶ O P SIN.
CALAMITIES-WHY
W D PBXYITS T H W .
P R O T B S T A N n , AWAKE!
THE \VONDERFUL STORY, 32 pp.
NO.
.
- X I . WHY II\'lL WAS PERYITTEU.
NO. IS. A REPLY TO ROBEHT INGERSOLL.
NO. 1 1 . DO YOU KNOW?
NO. 11. THE \VOYLD's HOPE.
NO. 1 7 . A DAItK CLOUD AND I T S SILVER LINING.
NO. ) I .
LETTBH O F WITHDRA\VAL.
HOW READHST THOU ?
HOPE O F IYlbOHTALITY.
NO. 40. WHAT IS THE SOUL t
NO. 41. MUST \VE ABANDON HOPE O F A GOLDEN AGB?
NO. 41. CROSSES TRUE AND PALSR.
NO. 44. GATHERING T H E LORD'SJRWELS.
NO. 46. T H E GOOD SHEPHERD AND HIS TWO FLOCKS.
NO. 49. WHICH I S T H X TRUB GOSPEL?
I.

a.

3.
7.

Ez: :g:

Nos. 1 11 18 and 40 can be had in S w e d i s h .
Nos. I; 11'and 2 7 can be had i n D a n o - N o r w e g i a n .
Nos. 1, 3,11,a1, as, 18 38, 4 0 and can be had in German.
Nos. 2 1 a n d l a can be bad in ~ r e n g .
No. x can be had in Hollandi6h.

Extra copies of the above tracts will be supplied free, on application,
to subscribers; or a single sample to any one. Thus many may be coworkers with us and with Godin scattering the truth-"the hail."-Isa
28: 17. Hundreds of thousands are being circulated thus, the funds
being supplied by voluntary contributions from those whose hearts and
heads have been refreshed by these "glad tidings of great joy which
shall be unto all people."

BOOXLETS
7 1 1 8 \VONDERFUL STORY, "THE OLD, OLD STORY."
Illustrated.-60
W H A T SAY TIIE SCRIPTURES ASOUT n ~ ~ ~ t pages.
-88
WHAT SAY T H E SCRIPTURES ABOUT S P ~ R I T I S Y ? - I ~ ~P-S.
TABERNACLE SHADOWS OF B ~ E MCRIFICBS.
R
IUwuated.-rp

pp.
pp.

Extra Copits of the above booklets arc supplied to all regular subscribers at ten cents each, or 50 cents per dozen: those below at five
cents each, 25 cents per dozen.
THE BIBLK VS. THE EVOLUTION THEORY.
T H n PAROUSlA OF OUR LORD. 78 pp.

48 pp.

ADDRESS AS ABOVE,

vom00'8

CONCORDANCE M GREAT BRITAIN.

We have made arrangements by which we can supply our
readers in the United Kingdom with this work, post free,
at I 7 shillings in cloth binding, 20 shillings in half leather
binding. The usual prices for the same are 24 and 28 shillings respe&ively, postage extra. A number of our friends
in Great Britain have been desirous of securing this volume,
but we have heretofore been unable to offer it at prices corresponding to that of the American edition.
_I_O__

CRUDEN'S

BIBLE CONCORDANC&, ABRIDGED,

omitting the Apocrypha and other needless features. In
cloth binding -price 75 cents ; postage a5 cents extra.
Much below the regular price.
0

TH& SYRIAC NEW TESTAMENT.
Murdoch's Translation of the Syriac-Peshito manuscript
is sometimes inquired for. Some claim that the Syriac was
not only the language spoken by our Lord and the apostles,
but the one in which the New Testament was originally
written. We can supply this work in substantial, halfleather binding, postpaid, for $2.00.

---

TRANSLATION
-

ROTHERHAY'S
1

of the New Testament is valuable, as an emphasized translation, in critical study. We can supply it in cloth binding at the very low price of $I .oo ; postage I 5 cents extra.
LEESER'S TRANSLATION

of the Old Testament will also prove useful. It is a
critical translation of the Old Testament by a Hebrewthe standard among Hebrews who read English. Price
$I. 35, including postage.

INTERESTING BOOKLETS
INEXPENSIVE, ATTRACTIVE, INTERESTING. THBSB SHOULD BE
EXTENSIVELY CIRCULATED.
TAX ?OLLOWTNG ARE 10 CENTS EACH.

TO SVBSCRIBXRS r0 ZION'S WATCH TOW-

50 CSNTS ? X I

DOU)(.

Tubernacle Shahus of Better Sacn;t;ces." 130 pages-full of in.
terest to earnest Christians, Bible Students. I t examines carefully the
typical lessons taught through Lrrel's ordinances, and traces t h e n
types to their antitypes.
" What Say thd S c r ~ r e About
s
HeU?" This booklet of 88 pages
examines carefully and reverently evuy Bible text containing the word
uhell" and the #'parablesand dark sayings" supposed to teach eternal
torment. It has helped to open the eyes of many truth-seeken to the
p e a t Adversnry's blinding deceptions, whereby he has grievously misrepresented the divine charalter and plan.
" m a t Say the Srn;bfnresAbout Spin7ualisntF" This little book under
divine providence has already recovered from the snues of 'Spiritual.
ism" several who had been prominent as "mediums; ' and hnn been a
helping hand out of danger to hundreds who were "feeling after God"
in the direCtion of Spiritism-ignorant of its true c h a r d e r as outlined
in God's Word. All Christians should read this little treatise and be prepared for the severe temptations along this line which u e fast approrchlng.
T b Wonderfirl St* "-The Old, Old Story-com lete. This
little book of 60 pager (15 outline illustrations) is just the tkng for chi].
dren, and puts the plan of the ages in verse, in simple language, easily
committed to memory.

THE FOLLOWIN0 BOOKLETS 5 CENTS EACH.

--
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mIcE, s5 c x m PER m m .

Thy Word is I m t h "-a reply to Robert In~ersoll. A good thing
for Infidels. Skeptics and Christians. 44 pages.
a The BQCc versur EvoIdoll."
Just what evuy Christian should
read at this time, whet] the pul its of Christendom are being invaded by
the anti.Scriptursl dottrine op~volution.'which this booklet cleuly
shows is a complete denial of the Atonement and hence of Chriitianity.
-4pag-.
I' The S c a d Coming of our Lard-His
Parmuia, E 9hanin ard
.!)08n!upsis!'
This booklet should interest and profit a( r h o love
bis appearing."
WATCH TOWER BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETY.
BIB= HOUSE, ALLEGHENY, FA., V. A A.
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ZION'S WATCH TOFVER
EUMLD OF QIRIsT'S

PRPSBNCg

Thirjoanul edited by the m h r d MILLLNNIAL
DAWNshould

rrOllkrfy rkit all wbo h.rc the slightest inwest in the topics discuved
in thl and the o t h a d n m a d the DAWNreria It is hued' twice a
month, 16 pages, at one d d l u a year, in sdma.
That rrau of the interested may be without it, the arrangement is
tht t h w who need may have it on credit on application, while those
too poor to pay may receive it regularly@ by stating the fa& and
making request u c h December. All new t d r are sent to the WATCH
TOWERlist which it is desired shall represent all interested in present
trn&h,the U h a r v a t " message.

WATCH TOWER

BIBLE AND TRACT SOCIETY,
U G E S N Y , PA., U. S. A.

Thin Society o e r a solidb donations, but it uses voluntary contributions u wisely and ecoaomically or possible in the propagation of Chrktian knowledge along the lines presented in MILLENNIAL
DAWN. It
yeuly circulates tons of tr& and p p m bee, through the mails and
through voluntary agents.
It justities that portion of its name which relates to the Bible-(not
by publishing Bibles, nor by circulating them gratuitously, but)-by
supplying Bibles and Bible-study helps at wholesale prices; and often
below the m d wholesale rUu. We mention a few of these on sucL
u the mest imceeding pages, of course ranking M I ~ E N N I ADAWN
portant help or " Bible Keys," aad ZION'S WATCHTOWER,semimonthly, their efficient supplement.
Readers who desire to co5paate in the circulation of MILLBNNUL
DAWNwill be supplied at cost prices, and can have & ad libittlm.
Write to us m w n g this 1

OLD THEOLOGY TRACTS
TRBATING LIVE TOPICS, SUPPLIED FRPZ.
Samples will be sent free to any one requesting them I .ndqwtities
for free circulation will be supplied fret to all subscriben to ZION'S
WATCHTOWER,they being considered working members of the &
ciety, whetha they specidly contribute to its ftlnda a not. Send bm .
free samples.

